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NOTES

Dates and centuries are given according to the Common Era. Hijrī dates 
are only provided in the case of  monumental inscriptions and other 
dated artefacts. Archaeologists working in the Middle East have been 
unable to reach a consensus concerning the labels to be given to the 
broad phases within the Islamic period. Where possible the century 
or centuries are specifi ed, but when this is not feasible the term ‘Early 
Islamic’ can be taken to refer to the period from the end of  Byzantine 
rule in the early seventh century through to c. 1100 C.E. and ‘Middle 
Islamic’ to the period from c. 1100 until c. 1650. The term ‘Late Islamic’ 
is avoided in this study and for the period after c. 1650 the relevant 
century or centuries are given instead. The geographical term Bilād al-
Shām (i.e. Greater Syria) refers to an area now covered by Syria, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Israel, the Palestine Authority, and the southeast of  Turkey.

The system of  transliteration for Arabic is that employed in the 
International Journal of  Middle East Studies. Arabic words that have a modern 
English equivalent are unitalicised and written without diacritics. Most 
place names in Bilād al-Shām are given according to their modern Arabic 
spelling, with exceptions made in the cases of  some of  the cities and 
towns well known by Westernised names (Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, 
Damascus, Aleppo, Gaza, and so on). Some archaeological sites are 
referred to by their ancient names (alternative names and spellings of  
archaeological sites are listed in appendix 2). Ottoman technical terms 
employed in the region of  Bilād al-Shām between 1516–1918 have been 
given according their Arabic form. I have not attempted to standardise 
the spellings of  technical terms, personal names and place names in 
Persian, Turkish, Mongol and Chinese. 

Pottery Numbering System and Maps

Shards from the Karak assemblage (areas A–F) are cited according 
to the following system: the number is prefi xed by a letter (A–F) that 
refers to the area where the shard was found. This letter is followed 
by the catalogue number (1–8201) and a second number (given in 
square brackets) provides the location of  the illustration of  the artefact 



in the catalogue (appendix 1). Distribution maps for selected wares 
(fi gs. 9–21) cover only sites in Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Israel and the 
Palestine Authority. Reported fi nds from outside this area are given in 
the footnotes of  chapters 6–8. The locations given for pottery found 
on regional surveys are only approximate.

x notes
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

From the mid twelfth century to the present day Karak has played an 
important role in the political and economic life of  Jordan. The mas-
sive fortress located at the southern end of  the old town must have 
been a familiar, if  forbidding, sight for merchants and travellers using 
the southern section of  the King’s Highway (darb al-malik) during the 
Crusader, Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman periods. For those perform-
ing the ajj from Damascus the stop at the village of  Thāniyya, located 
just east of  Karak, was a valuable chance to buy provisions from local 
traders and villagers before taking the road south and then east towards 
Ma ān, and thence into the Arabian desert. One such pilgrim on the 
arduous trek south to the Holy Cities of  Mecca and Medina was the 
famous Maghribī adventurer Mu ammad b. Abd Allāh ibn Ba ū a 
(d. 1377). Karak evidently made a lasting impression on Ibn Ba ū a 
for he provides the following description in his travelogue:

Then the travellers came to the castle of  Karak which is one of  the most 
marvellous, most inaccessible and most celebrated of  castles. It is called 
the ‘Fortress of  the Raven’ ( i n al-ghurāb). It seems to be surrounded on 
all sides by valleys, and has one gate, the entrance of  which is hewn in 
the solid rock, as also is the entrance to its vestibule (dihlīz). This fortress 
is used by kings as a place of  refuge in times of  calamity.1

Similar accounts are to be found in the works of  other Arab and 
European authors of  the medieval period.2 The sources dwell upon 
the ideal location of  the settlement and the defensive strength of  the 
fortifi cations. This reputation for impregnability was well founded, for 
no army before the Ottoman period suscceeded in storming the fortress 

1 Ibn Ba ū a (1853–58), i, pp. 254–55. Adapted from trans. in Ibn Ba ū a (1958–
2000), i, p. 72. It is not clear where the epithet, isn al-ghurāb, comes from, but it is 
used earlier by Ibn al-Wā il when discussing an event during the rule of  al-Mughīth 
 Umar. See Ghawanma (1982), p. 303. A fortress of  the same name exists on the 
coast of  Yemen, while another possible link might be drawn with the heraldic bird 
that occupies one side of  the lead seal of  Reynald of  Châtillon, last Crusader lord of  
Oultrejourdain (pl. 1).

2 For instance, Dimashqī (1866), p. 213; Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 43; Poloner in 
Tobler (1974), p. 256. 
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by force of  arms. Although large sections of  the walls were dismantled 
by Egyptian forces in 1834 following a siege,3 and earthquakes later 
in the same century destroyed more of  the castle and the old town, 
Karak still presents an impressive aspect to the modern viewer. From 
the hill of  Marj al-Thāniyya it is still possible to gain a good view of  the 
castle and the town of  Karak (pl. 7). Separated from the surrounding 
plateau by deep valleys the castle and walled town of  Karak is one of  
the largest and most spectacular fortifi cations in Bilād al-Shām. The 
castle combines elements of  Crusader, Ayyubid and Mamluk building 
programmes. The town too was originally surrounded by a defensive 
wall dotted with towers. 

Such extensive construction work over the course of  nearly three 
centuries—between the mid twelfth and the early fi fteenth century—
refl ects the great importance attached to Karak fi rst by the Crusader 
kings of  Jerusalem and later by the Muslim sultans of  Damascus 
and Cairo. Ownership of  Karak provided the key to the control of  
considerable territories in southern Jordan as well as the traffi c passing 
through them. In the period from c. 1142 until the end of  the sixteenth 
century the castle of  Karak performed a wide variety of  administrative 
and military functions including barracks, arsenal, prison, treasury, 
dīwān, seat of  a regional governorate and, for a brief  interlude in the 
mid fourteenth century, capital of  an entire empire. At their greatest 
extent, the territories directly controlled by Karak stretched from the 
Wādī Zarqā  in the north to the Red Sea port of  Aqaba in the south. 
This area of  central and southern Jordan comprises the regions of  
Balqā , Ar  al-Karak (the Karak plateau), Sharāt al-Jibāl, and the isma 
(i.e. the arid lands between the Sharā  escarpment and the Red Sea), 
as well as the eastern sides of  the Wādī Araba, Dead Sea Ghawr, and 
the southern Jordan valley. Khalīl (Hebron) in Palestine sometimes also 
formed a part of  the area administered by Karak. During the Middle 
Islamic period (here defined as c. 1100–1650 C.E.) Karak enjoyed a 
prominent in the political life of  the Levant far removed from the 
relative obscurity of  every other town east of  the Jordan Valley and 
Dead Sea Ghawr and south of  the Wādī Zarqā .4

3 The 1834 siege and its aftermath are discussed in chapter 2.
4 Very few references to Karak appear in Arab histories dealing with the pre-Crusader 

period. The thirteenth-century historian, Ibn Shaddād ([1963], p. 69) remarks that he 
could fi nd no mention of  the town ‘in the books of  history that I have studied from 
the early days of  Islam.’
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This book traces the development of  Karak as a political and 
economic centre in the south of  Bilād al-Shām in the Middle Islamic 
period. Three bodies of  evidence are employed in this study. The fi rst 
is the record of  events relating to Karak and its dependent regions in 
primary sources written in Arabic and a range of  European languages. 
These sources cover a wide chronological range from the seventh to 
the early twentieth century, though the focus is upon the Crusader, 
Ayyubid, Mamluk and early Ottoman periods. The second body of  
evidence comprises information drawn from the surviving monumental 
inscriptions and, more generally, from the extant monumental 
architecture of  central and southern Jordan. The collection of  this 
historical and architectural data pertaining to Karak has been directed 
toward six areas: the evolution of  the site as an administrative centre 
from the foundation of  the Crusader castle (after 1142) until the 
breakdown of  Ottoman central control in southern Jordan in c. 1650 
(some comments are also made about the remainder of  the Ottoman 
period); the size of  the territories governed by Karak in the Middle 
Islamic period; the administrative structures established for the control 
of  those regions; the levels of  state investment in the Karak region 
(including architectural patronage); the economic resources of  the 
region; and the extent to which Karak was involved in trade with other 
areas in the Levant and the eastern Mediterranean. 

The third body of  evidence—which comprises the second part of  
the book—is the pottery recovered from excavations and survey work 
in Karak and the surrounding region. Other artefacts including glass, 
painted stucco, and coins of  the Middle Islamic period have been 
located within Karak (pls. 39–41),5 but the pottery assemblage was 
chosen for the present study because it represents the most consistent 
record of  occupation on the site. The ceramics presented in this study 
comprise just over 8,200 shards collected in six locations (classifi ed here 
as areas A–F).6 The two deposits (A and F) found within the Mamluk 
donjon at the south end of  the installation are unstratifi ed dumps which 
were the result of  clearance work within the castle by the Department of  

5 Glass and plaster fragments were located in Karak castle (area A) and are now 
stored in the Karak Archaeological Museum by the Department of  Antiquities of  
Jordan. A hoard of  2,224 dihrams dating between 657/1257 and 696/1296 were also 
found in Burj al- āhir in 1963. See Sari (1986a and 1986b).

6 No attempt has been made to estimate the number of  complete vessels represented 
in these six areas.
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Antiquities of  Jordan in the 1970s. Areas B–E are made up of  pottery 
shards from fi eld surveys around the walls of  the castle, gathered as 
part of  the Miller survey of  the Karak plateau.7

The book argues that it is only through the integration of  the 
historical and archaeological records that it is possible to assemble a 
meaningful picture of  the political and economic history of  Karak 
through the Middle Islamic period. The book establishes correlations 
between the historical and the archaeological records but also points 
out the areas where the two provide divergent results. The potential 
signifi cance of  these correlations and divergences for the interpretation 
of  the history of  Karak is discussed in the conclusion (chapter 9). The 
methodology employed in this study is discussed in more detail later 
in the introduction. In order to put this methodological discussion into 
context, some comments must fi rst be made concerning the general 
characteristics of  Karak and its immediate surroundings, as well as 
the role of  archaeological research in the assessment of  the density of  
settlement in the region during the Middle Islamic period.

The Karak Plateau

The historical signifi cance of  the Karak plateau, during the Middle 
Islamic period and before, can be attributed to two principal factors: 
agricultural productivity of  the region and its geographical position 
in relation to the urban centres of  Bilād al-Sham and Arabia. Since 
much of  the analysis of  the Crusader and Muslim written sources 
and the ceramics relies upon an understanding of  these two factors, 
it is necessary fi rst to outline briefl y some of  the geological, ecological 
and demographic characteristics of  the Karak plateau itself. Karak is 
now the administrative centre of  Liwā  al-Karak. The town is located 
c. 170 km south of  the modern capital of  Jordan, Ammān (fi gs. 1 & 2). 
Karak is situated at the centre of  a fertile plateau (Ar  al-Karak) formed 
from an escarpment of  limestone rising from 610m to 1,300 m above 

7 Karak citadel is identifi ed in JADIS (  Jordan Antiquities Database and Information 
Systems) as site 210601. The precise circumstances of  the deposits A and F and the 
survey areas B–E are discussed in more detail in the introduction to chapter 6. The 
ceramics from the Miller survey are now stored in the Michael C. Carlos Museum, 
Emory University, Atlanta GA. The results of  the Miller survey are published in Miller 
(1991). For the Islamic pottery, see also Brown (1992).
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Figure 1. Map of  the Middle East showing sites discussed in the text.
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Figure 2. Map of  Jordan showing sites discussed in the text.
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sea level.8 The shallow but fertile soils of  the plateau were formed 
through the weathering of  the limestone (and other rocks including 
sandstone, shale and basalt) combined with the deposition of  wind-
blown soil (loess).9 The productive agricultural lands of  the central zone 
of  the plateau are currently utilised for the cultivation of  cereals, olives 
and a variety of  vegetables and fruits.10 The rift valley to the west and 
south of  Karak is covered with less fertile soils suitable only for limited 
cereal production using dry farming techniques.

The weather patterns on the plateau divide into two seasons: a mild, 
wet winter and a hot, dry summer. The high elevation of  the land 
causes regular frosts and occasional snow in January and February 
while moderating the extremes of  temperature in the summer months. 
Precipitation is concentrated between late October and early May. 
The annual rainfall on the central part of  the plateau is subject to 
considerable fl uctuation, but averages 300–350 mm.11 While the rainfall 
average is sufficient to maintain a consistent level of  agricultural 
productivity (in the twentieth century the only years in which crops 
were not harvested due to low rainfall were 1915, 1946 and 1948),12 
problems are encountered with the absence of  rain during the summer 
months and the vast amount of  water lost to the soil due to runoff  from 
the wadis. Cisterns cut into the limestone are commonly used in other 
parts of  the plateau for water conservation.13 The geological formation 
of  the plateau (limestone on a bed of  non-porous sandstone) results in 
the appearance of  springs, particularly on the western slopes of  the 
plateau, but also in some of  the higher areas.14 

There is an even distribution of  small settlements within the areas 
that combine fertile soil and suffi cient rainfall (more than 300 mm per 

 8 Gubser (1973), pp. 8–12.
 9 For a more detailed discussion, see John Foss’ environmental study of  the Karak 

plateau at www.vkrp.org/studies/environmental/plateau-soils
10 Cuinet (1896), pp. 500–502; Mattingly (1983), p. 605. The crops cultivated on the 

Karak plateau and other regions of  Jordan in the Middle Islamic period are discussed 
in chapter 3.

11 The average rainfall in the period 1937/38–1973/74 was 306.7 mm per annum, 
ranging from 101.9 mm to 661 mm. See Harlan (1981), p. 155.

12 Lancaster and Lancaster (1995), p. 105.
13 Pace (1996).
14 Mattingly (1983), pp. 603–604; Abel (1967), i, pp. 156–57. Around Karak there are 

three springs: Ayn Sara, Ayn al-Franj and Ayn al- ābis. An author of  the Mamluk 
period (Shujā ī [1977], p. 218) mentions a spring called Ayn Bay a near Karak, although 
whether this should be identifi ed with any of  the previous three is unclear.
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annum). Larger settlements tend to be clustered on the north-south axis 
running through the plateau near the route of  the King’s Highway. A 
combination of  less fertile soil and reduced average rainfall makes the 
east of  the plateau from Lajjūn to the desert less suited to sedentary 
occupation. The nomadic population using this transitional space 
between the fertile plain and the desert also ranges over the central belt 
of  the plateau in search of  land for grazing and the seasonal planting 
of  crops. While the competition for limited resources has resulted in 
occasional breakdowns of  stability, it would be unwise to create a 
simplifi ed image of  continual hostility between settled and nomadic 
populations. The distinction between village dweller and pastoral nomad 
is often blurred with villagers roaming over extensive territory in search 
of  grazing in the summer months and pastoral nomads cultivating 
small patches of  land in spring.15 The travellers, John Lewis Burckhardt 
(d. 1817) and Charles Doughty (d. 1923), who both visited southern 
Jordan in the nineteenth century, note that the occupants of  Karak would 
take to tents and travel considerable distances in order to tend fi elds in 
the growing seasons.16 This evidence suggests that the population of  the 
plateau has existed for many centuries within a continuum of  settlement 
strategies ranging between sedentary and fully nomadic existences.

Although the destruction caused by bedouin raids on settled com-
munities is a consistent preoccupation among the writers of  the Mamluk 
and Ottoman periods, it is possible that the levels of  violence and 
damage have been exaggerated. For instance, modern anthropological 
studies of  tribal relations on the plateau indicate that serious outbreaks 
of  violence in the settling of  disputes are relatively rare.17 Conversely, 
both sedentary and nomadic groups have much to gain from one 
another in the exchange of  commodities and services. Trade between 
urban merchants and bedouin is recorded in documents of  the 
Ottoman period.18 Traditionally, the main fi nancial contribution of  the 
bedouin was in the raising of  livestock, although other goods such as 
dairy products, indigo, fl at-weave rugs, and plant ashes (qalī ) for the 
manufacture of  soap are recorded in written sources of  the eighteenth 

15 Lancaster and Lancaster (1995), pp. 114–15.
16 Burckhardt (1822), p. 387, and see pp. 346, 350–51, 385; Doughty (1926), i, p. 21.
17 Lancaster and Lancaster (1995), p. 109.
18 Cohen (1989), p. 121 (citing Jerusalem court records). See also comments in 

Rogan (1999), pp. 113–14.
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and nineteenth centuries.19 The issue of  the economic contribution of  
the bedouin during the Middle Islamic period is addressed more fully 
in chapter 4.

The Karak plateau, and most of  the remainder of  the fertile western 
side of  Jordan can thus be characterised as a rural economy producing 
considerable quantities of  cereal crops supplemented by olives, fruit and 
vegetables, and meat and dairy products, as well as some manufactured 
goods such as textiles and rugs. Burckhardt noted rudimentary craft 
activities in the Karak in the early nineteenth century,20 but there is 
scant evidence that this town, or any of  the others in central and 
southern Jordan, supported economically important industries at any 
point during the Middle Islamic period.21 What access the inhabitants 
of  the areas south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib enjoyed to the specialised 
manufactured commodities of  the urban centres in Palestine and Syria 
was ensured through the sale of  the agricultural surplus of  the Karak 
region. This exchange of  agricultural products for manufactured items 
was dependent, however, upon the ability to move goods in and out of  
the region. The problem is well illustrated in an account of  the lands 
around Karak given by Charles Doughty writing in the 1880s:

. . . here are very fertile corn lands, ploughed to a hand-depth by Kerakers: 
a few pounds will produce a great fi eld, and grain in their town is almost 
as sand, that it cannot be sent abroad, for the excessive cost of  camel 
carriage, which is as much as half  the load to Jerusalem.22

At the time of  Doughty’s visit the poor quality of  the transport infra-
structure and the lack of  security in the rural areas east of  the Jordan 
Valley and Dead Sea Ghawr meant that the economic potential of  the 
agricultural lands of  the Karak plateau remained largely untapped.23 
A recurrent theme in the historical sources throughout the Middle 
Islamic period is the expenditure of  money and man-power needed 
by central government in order to maintain the lines of  trade and 
communication between southern Jordan and the remainder of  Bilād 

19 Burckhardt (1822), pp. 354–55, 392–93, 403, 405, 411; Irby and Mangles (1823), 
p. 382; Volney (1959), pp. 347–48.

20 Burckhardt (1822), p. 388.
21 With the possible exception of  carpets produced in Shawbak. See Little (1986), 

pp. 85–89. This issue is discussed in chapter 4.
22 Doughty (1926), i, p. 22.
23 This situation was to change in the last decade of  the nineteenth century as 

the Ottoman authorities sought to extend their infl uence into southern Jordan. See 
Rogan (1999).
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al-Shām. Without the investment of  money and resources the traffi c 
of  agricultural products out of  the region could be severely reduced 
or even completely curtailed. The main routes running through the 
Karak plateau are, in this respect, of  considerable importance to the 
understanding of  the written sources and the archaeological evidence 
of  the Middle Islamic period.

Although the bulk of  the modern commercial traffi c now makes use 
of  the Desert Highway to the east, historically, the most important route 
running north-south through Jordan before the twentieth century was 
the King’s Highway (darb al-malik,24 and also known as darb al-sul ān or 
arīq al-ra īf  ). This road, following the course of  the Roman Via Nova 
Traiana, ran south from Damascus, through the Balqā , across the 
Wādī al-Mūjib and then through the Karak plateau via Arī ā, Rabba 
and Karak.25 At Karak the road divided with one fork descending 
southwest through the Ghawr and on to the Palestinian city of  Gaza 
and the other fork continuing south. The southern road crossed the 
Wādī al- asā and continued past the southern Jordanian towns of  

afīla and Shawbak on the way to the port of  Ayla/ Aqaba on the 
Red Sea (those performing the ajj often passed from the Karak plateau 
southeast toward the town of  Ma ān before heading south into the 
Arabian desert). From Ayla/ Aqaba travellers could turn west through 
the Sinai to Egypt ( arīq adr wa Ayla),26 or southeast to the ijāz.

The King’s Highway was of  considerable importance for trade and 
communication between Syria, Arabia and Egypt. First, it functioned as 
one of  the routes between the Syrian capital and the urban centres of  
Egypt (this route enjoyed its most prominent role when the Crusaders 
occupied the coastal regions and thus barred the way through Palestine 
and the northern Sinai). Second, the pilgrims and commercial traffi c 
between Syria and the Holy Cities of  Mecca and Medina commonly 
made use of  substantial sections of  the King’s Highway. From the early 
sixteenth century the majority of  the ajj pilgrims started to make use of  
a route further east on the edge of  the desert,27 but the King’s Highway 
remained an important commercial route. The road connecting the 

24 This name appears to be a translation of  the Hebrew derek hemmelek. See Mattingly 
(1996), p. 93.

25 Proper (1995), p. 47; Majali and Mas ad (1987); Mattingly (1996), pp. 89–96.
26 For this route, see Mouton et al. (1996).
27 For a discussion of  the forts built along this new route, see Petersen (1995).
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Karak plateau to southern Palestine via the south end of  the Dead 
Sea Ghawr is less signifi cant in the context of  the wider history of  
Middle Islamic Bilād al-Shām but, as is shown in the analysis of  the 
economic history and the archaeological record, it was of  considerable 
importance for commercial activity in Karak and the other settlements 
of  southern Jordan.

Settlement Patterns and the Archaeological Record

In order to assess the role of  Karak as the economic centre of  the lands 
south of  the Wādī Zarqā , it is necessary to come to an understanding 
of  the fl uctuations in population during the Middle Islamic period. 
The study of  pre-twentieth-century settlement patterns on the Karak 
plateau and the other regions of  southern Jordan has been hampered 
by the lack of  solid evidence. The information provided by the histori-
cal record is patchy, and the brief  accounts of  these regions seldom 
concern themselves with events away from the principal settlements 
of  Karak and Shawbak. Even the few cases where an author gives an 
estimate of  the number of  villages in a given region, there are good 
reasons to treat such accounts with a degree of  caution.28 The hand-
ful of  extant cadastral records for Jordan all date from the sixteenth 
century and, while their historical signifi cance should not be minimised, 
the interpretation of  the information contained in them is not without 
problems (see chapter 4).29 The extent to which these documents can 
be taken as an accurate record of  population levels and agricultural 
productivity even at the time they were written is open to question. In 
this context, archaeological research has a valuable role to play in the 
study of  settlement patterns. The interpretation of  data from archaeo-
logical research has also proved to be problematic. In particular, there 
are signifi cant diffi culties relating to two main issues: fi rst, the absence 
of  satisfactory dating parameters for many pottery wares of  the Islamic 
period; and second, establishing what the widespread reintroduction 
of  handmade pottery into the rural communities during the eleventh 

28 This issue is discussed in greater detail in chapters 4 and 5.
29 Two of  the sixteenth-century daftars have been published. See Hütteroth and 

Abdulfattah (1977); Bakhit and Hmoud (1989 and 1991). These documents are dis-
cussed in greater detail in chapters 3 and 4.
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and twelfth centuries might have to tell us about social and economic 
environment of  Middle Islamic Jordan.

The Karak plateau has been the subject of  considerable archaeological 
work in the last three decades and thus provides a good case study for 
an examination of  settlement in Middle Islamic Jordan. Field surveys 
and excavations have sought to establish the long-term patterns of  
settlement on the Karak plateau in the Byzantine and Islamic periods.30 
The surveys have tended to indicate pronounced fl uctuations in levels 
of  sedentary occupation moving from a high point under Byzantine 
rule (particularly during the fi fth and sixth centuries), descending under 
the Umayyads, and reaching a low point during the periods of  Abbasid 
and Fatimid control.31 According to the conventional interpretation 
of  the survey evidence, the fortunes of  the region saw a revival from 
the twelfth to the fourteenth century, but with the level of  sedentary 
occupation not reaching the heights experienced during the last two 
centuries of  Byzantine rule. The decline of  the later Mamluk period 
(fi fteenth and early sixteenth century) continued into Ottoman rule 
reaching, at some time in the late seventeenth century, the state of  
depopulation later described by European travellers to the region in 
the late nineteenth century.32

An important revision to this general thesis of  peaks and troughs in 
the population from one dynastic era to the next has been proposed by 
Jeremy Johns. He points to the literary sources which suggest instead 
a general continuity of  sedentary occupation through the Islamic 
period.33 He also discusses some of  the methodological diffi culties 
encountered during fi eld surveys, particularly in relation to the use 
of  pot shards as the principal tool for identifying the occupation 
phases on a given site.34 Pottery identifi cation remains one of  the most 
important aspects of  survey work in Bilād al-Shām, but it needs to be 

30 For instance, Miller (1991); Brown (1992); Worschech (1984 and 1985);  Johns et al. 
(1989); McQuitty and Falkner (1993); Mattingly (1996).

31 For the sake of  convenience, dynastic labels are used in this discussion, but this 
is not meant to indicate that fl uctuations in population levels are necessarily a direct 
corollary of  political change.

32 For instance, Duc de Luynes (1871–76), i, p. 111; Tristram (1874), p. 176. 
Although note the changes described by Bell (1907), pp. 23–24. For the changes in 
levels of  settlement in Jordan during the last decades of  Ottoman rule, see Rogan 
(1999), pp. 72–94.

33 Johns (1995).
34 Johns (1995), pp. 3–4, 7–8.
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recognised that the chronological parameters of  many wares remain 
poorly defi ned. Currently, there is insuffi cient evidence from securely 
dated excavated contexts to create a reliable ceramic sequence for 
the entire Islamic period in central and southern Jordan,35 and there 
is also little information concerning localised variations in specifi c 
wares. For instance, it is possible that relatively remote rural regions 
such as the Karak plateau and the areas south of  the Wādī al- asā 
may have continued to employ vessel forms and modes of  decoration 
that had ceased to be popular in Palestine or Syria some decades, or 
even centuries before. Apparent lacunae in the pattern of  settlement 
on the plateau may therefore result from an inability to recognise the 
local pottery types of  a particular period. As more information comes 
to light from excavations it may be possible to identify larger numbers 
of  shards in the survey material as belonging to the presently under-
represented Abbasid-Fatimid and late Mamluk-Ottoman phases.36 
Taking the historical and archaeological issues into consideration, a 
revised model would indicate a less dramatic reduction in the population 
after the end of  the Byzantine period followed by a broadly consistent 
level of  sedentary occupation until c. 1650. 

A few preliminary points can be made about the pottery assemblages 
from Karak. Importantly, it is clear from the diversity and wealth of  the 
ceramic material in, and around the citadel that these remains are the 
result of  the consumption patterns of  elite social groups. The majority 
of  the items discussed in this study were imported from manufacturing 
centres beyond the Karak plateau. The fact that these objects were 
sometimes transported over considerable distances by land would 
certainly have added to their unit cost when they arrived in southern 
Jordan. The Karak assemblage also contains a small, but signifi cant 
percentage of  pottery that was of  local manufacture including examples 
of  lead-glazed, wheelthrown unglazed and handmade pottery. The 
handmade shards from Karak are consistent with the types of  pottery 
found in large numbers by both excavations and fi eld surveys on the 
rural sites of  the plateau. This fact is important because it indicates an 

35 The fi rst attempt to bring together the relevant archaeological evidence for the 
dating of  Islamic pottery in Jordan was Sauer (1982). 

36 The early Islamic ceramic record of  southern Palestine has been reevaluated in 
this manner. See Magness (2003). For a discussion of  late Mamluk and Ottoman pot-
tery in Bilād al-Shām, see Milwright (2000).
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element of  continuity between the consumption patterns of  the town 
of  Karak and the surrounding villages. Indeed, the great majority of  
the shards found in Middle Islamic assemblages on the plateau as a 
whole, and elsewhere in Jordan are from handmade vessels with, or 
without the addition of  slip-painted decoration.

The specifi c characteristics of  Middle Islamic handmade wares are 
discussed in greater detail in chapter 6, but some words are needed 
concerning the signifi cance of  handmade pottery for the understanding 
of  the social and economic history of  Karak and the surrounding 
region in the Middle Islamic period. The widespread adoption in rural 
communities of  southern Jordan from the late eleventh century of  the 
technique of  forming ceramic vessels by hand represents a fundamental 
shift in the patterns of  manufacture, distribution and consumption of  
ceramics. It has already been noted that the assemblage in Karak itself  
differs substantially from that of  the surrounding rural communities, 
but it is important to see the consumption of  pottery in the town and 
castle in the context of  the material culture of  the remainder of  the 
plateau. The pottery assemblages of  the plateau represent a base level 
against which the material from Karak can be measured. In addition, it 
is shown later that correlations between the ceramics found in Karak and 
in the surrounding communities are important for understanding of  the 
ways in which the town functioned as the economic and administrative 
centre of  the region.

Methodology and Chapter Outline

As already noted, this study makes use of  information from historical 
and archaeological sources in the reconstruction of  the political and 
economic history of  Karak in the Middle Islamic period. Clearly, this 
is an issue that confronts all archaeologists (and art-historians) working 
in historical periods, as well as historians concerned with the utilisation 
of  material culture in the reconstruction of  past events. The emergence 
in recent decades of  ‘historical archaeology’ as a distinct category has 
not been without controversy—not least in the insistence of  many 
North American scholars that the term should only be used to refer to 
the archaeological study of  material post-dating the European arrival 
in the Americas in 1492—but its very existence has served to bring 
into the foreground the methodological issues involved in integrating 
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textual sources and archaeological data.37 A greater emphasis is being 
placed upon the critical evaluation of  both historical and archaeological 
information, with neither being accorded a dominant position in the 
process of  interpretation.38 In addition, the insights of  the Annales 
historians provide useful avenues of  interpretation that help to escape 
from the chronological specifi city of  much of  the information found in 
Arabic and Frankish chronicles and other texts of  the twelfth to sixteenth 
century giving better correlations with the longer-term patterns drawn 
from the archaeological data.39

While there are general methodological issues that face all those 
employing texts and archaeological artefacts in the reconstruction of  
aspects of  the past, each period or region will also face specifi c challenges 
based on the extent and character of  the available information. In the 
case of  this project one of  the limiting factors is the presence of  major 
lacunae in both the historical and archaeological sources. Examples on 
the historical side include the absence of  cadastral surveys of  central 
and southern Jordan dating to the phases of  Crusader, Ayyubid and 
Mamluk rule, while on the archaeological side one might point to 
areas of  Bilād al-Shām where few excavations or surveys have been 
undertaken (particularly in Syria). Clearly there will always be gaps in 
the available evidence for any study of  this nature, but a more serious 
challenge exists in fi nding ways to integrate information from very 
different sources. In the following paragraphs, I will outline the main 
characteristics of  the textual and archaeological evidence, indicating 
important areas of  bias that may affect their use in the process of  
historical reconstruction. I will suggest some of  the ways in which larger 
chronological and spatial patterns or structures may be drawn out of  
these bodies of  evidence for the purpose of  reconstructing the political 
and economic history of  Karak in the Middle Islamic period. 

The historical sources utilised in this study are the Arabic and Western 
written records of  the Middle Islamic period. Occasionally, Karak and 
the lands east of  the Jordan river, Dead Sea and Wādī Araba became 

37 Important recent discussions of  ‘historical archaeology’ may be found in Small 
(1995); Funari, Hall and Jones (1999). For ‘Ottoman archaeology’ see Baram and 
Carroll (2000). 

38 For instance, Kosso (1995). Though now somewhat dated, also Champion (1990). 
39 For instance, see contributions by Smith, Fletcher and Sherratt in Knapp (1992). 

Annales approaches have been applied to Islamic material by Johns (1995) and Insoll 
(1999). 
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the focus of  major political or military activity, but it should be stressed 
from the outset that the castle and its dependent territories generally 
remained on the periphery of  political life in the Levant. The seats 
of  government of  the Islamic dynasties and the Crusader states were 
located in cities like Cairo, Jerusalem, Antioch, Acre and Damascus 
and it is from the perspective of  these cities that most chronicles were 
written. Furthermore, Karak did not possess an al-Maqrīzī, Ibn Duqmāq 
or al- Ulaymī to detail the topography of  the town or record the 
biographies of  notable inhabitants.40 As a result, one must reconstruct 
the history of  Karak and the surrounding region from brief  extracts in 
larger historical and geographical works. Other information is provided 
by monumental inscriptions, travellers’ accounts, charters and other 
offi cial documents of  the administration of  the Crusader kingdom of  
Jerusalem, and cadastral surveys of  the region produced by Ottoman 
functionaries in the sixteenth century.

The historical section (part 1) is split into four chapters concerned with: 
the political history (chapter 2); the administration and state investment 
in Karak and the dependent regions including a survey of  the surviving 
architecture in southern Jordan from the Crusader, Ayyubid, Mamluk 
and early Ottoman periods (chapter 3); the economic resources of  the 
regions controlled by Karak during the Middle Islamic period (chapter 
4); and a brief  discussion of  the most signifi cant features of  the data 
presented in the previous chapters (chapter 5). While the incomplete 
and partial nature of  the historical sources presents a problem for 
all of  these chapters, this defi ciency is perhaps least important in the 
discussion of  the political history because the aim of  this chapter is to 
place Karak into the context of  wider political developments in the 
Middle Islamic Levant.41 The intention of  this detailed historical analysis 
is to show the reasons for the relative prominence of  this, otherwise 
rather peripheral, military installation in the strategic considerations 
of  Crusader and Muslim rulers. It is in chapters 3 and 4 that the 

40 Karak did attract some notable scholars and preachers, particularly to the court 
of  the Ayyubid prince, al-Nā ir Dāwūd. See Drori (2003), pp. 175–77. A few inhab-
itants of  Karak did rise to relative prominence in the Middle Islamic period. One 
example is Abū al-Faraj al-Quff  al-Karakī (d. 1286), physician to sultan Baybars. See 
Hamarneh (1974), pp. 53–77.

41 Studies concerning different phases of  the political history of  Karak include: Mayer 
(1990); Ghawanma (1982); Bakhit (1992); Rogan (1999). Karak also appears regularly 
in wider historical surveys such as Prawer (1969–70, 1972, 1980); Humphreys (1977); 
Irwin (1977); Bakhit (1982); Drori (2003 and 2006). 
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limitations of  the written sources are more apparent. The record of  
the administrative structures existing within Karak and the dependent 
regions is patchy and there exist few detailed descriptions of  the 
bureaucratic and military personnel who occupied the town and castle 
through the periods of  Crusader, Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman rule. 
Further, the available sources provide little information concerning the 
relationship between the adminstrative centre of  Karak and the towns 
and villages of  the dependent regions. State patronage in the region 
can be traced in architectural projects, monumental inscriptions and 
accounts in chronicles, though it is diffi cult to assess the fl uctuations in 
levels of  investment through the period as a whole. The discussion of  
the economic resources of  the lands controlled by Karak (chapter 4) 
is presented as a diachronic survey and makes use of  written sources 
from a wider timespan than covered by the previous chapters. It is 
assumed in this chapter that many aspects of  agricultural cultivation 
and livestock rearing in southern Jordan continued, without substantial 
change before, during and after the Middle Islamic period. 

Chapter 5 presents a short summary of  the historical sources discussed 
in chapters 2, 3 and 4. The aim of  this chapter is to trace signifi cant 
middle-term and long-term trends within the historical evidence of  
greater relevance to the interpretation of  the spatial and chronological 
patterns that have resulted from the analysis of  the ceramic assemblages 
collected at Karak and the surrounding plateau. This emphasis on 
‘middle-term’ and ‘long-term’ trends or structures is dependent upon the 
approach of  the Annales historians. In particular, chapter 5 is concerned 
with two issues: fi rst, isolating the phases of  sustained state-sponsored 
activity in Karak and its dependent regions; and second, identifying 
the towns or regions that maintained consistent economic and political 
ties with Karak during the Middle Islamic period.

The presentation of  the ceramic assemblage from Karak is directed 
toward two main goals: fi rst, the creation of  a ceramic sequence in 
order to identify the fl uctuations in pottery consumption through 
the occupational history of  the site; and second, the analysis of  the 
distribution patterns for individual pottery types. The initial classifi cation 
adopted in the catalogue (appendix 1) and the discussion of  the 
ceramics (chapters 6–8) was based on the analysis of  the physical 
characteristics of  the ceramic shards. The pottery was assembled into 
conventional ware types based on technical features including method 
of  manufacture (handmade, wheelthrown, mould cast), the type of  
ceramic fabric (earthenwares, stonepastes, stonewares and porcelain), 
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and glaze type. Within these large categories there are subdivisions 
according to features such as vessel shape or mode of  decoration. The 
shared characteristics of  each ‘ware’ are summarised at the beginning 
of  each section in chapters 6 and 7. 

The fi rst stage of  the analysis concentrates upon the chronological 
distribution. A typology was assembled and comparative material from 
other excavations was employed to suggest dating parameters for wares 
in the Karak assemblage. The aim of  this process was to identify the 
pottery wares utilised in different phases of  the occupational history 
of  the castle. Clearly, the conclusions drawn from this analysis are 
reliant upon the precision of  the dating provided by the excavated 
comparanda. It should be recognised, however, that the quality of  the 
information from the excavation of  Middle Islamic occupation levels 
in the Levant is variable and the dating parameters for many wares 
remain unacceptably broad. The second stage of  the ceramic analysis 
looks at the distribution patterns for selected types in the Karak 
assemblage. The aim was to use ceramic distribution patterns in order 
to identify the extent of  the commercial relations between Karak and 
the surrounding areas in southern Jordan, the urban centres of  Bilād 
al-Shām, and the wider East Mediterranean region. 

While the sophisticated distribution analysis found, for instance, in 
the study of  Roman ceramics may represent a goal for the study of  
Islamic archaeology,42 a number of  constraints exist which affect the 
scope of  the present research. It is a commonplace of  archaeological 
research to point out the gaps or inadequacies in the available published 
data, but this problem is perhaps more acute for those involved in the 
study of  the material culture of  the Islamic periods in the Middle 
East. Historically, archaeological research in Bilād al-Shām was 
driven by the study of  Biblical periods and this emphasis has led to 
a concentration of  excavations and surveys in the regions covered by 
Israel, the Palestine Authority and Jordan.43 This geographical focus 
creates a natural bias in the distribution patterns, which is only now 
being rectifi ed by the increasing level of  archaeological activity in 

42 For instance, Fulford (1977); Peacock and Williams (1986); Tomber (1993). Some 
studies have been made of  the distribution of  selected Crusader and Islamic glazed 
wares of  the twelfth to fourteenth century. For instance, see Pringle (1982 and 1986); 
Kubiak (1998); Milwright (2003). 

43 The early history of  Biblical archaeology is reviewed in Silberman (1982 and 
1989).
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Syria and Lebanon. A second problem relates to the variable quality 
of  the published excavations. Although the situation is changing, the 
study of  Islamic material culture was often given a low priority during 
the excavation seasons and, to an even greater extent, at the time of  
post-excavation analysis and publication. It is not uncommon to fi nd 
the ceramics from Islamic phases only partially published, making 
impossible the statistical characterisation of  pottery assemblages. In the 
last four decades, there have been a number of  important excavations 
that have specifi cally targeted Byzantine and Islamic occupation levels, 
and many more multi-period excavations have adopted a responsible 
attitude toward the study of  these later phases.44 As the results of  these 
excavations become available in published form, it should become 
possible to offer more refi ned analyses of  pottery distribution during 
the Middle Islamic period.

The distribution maps created for selected pottery wares in the Karak 
assemblage must be viewed in the context of  these limitations. The 
maps provide information concerning the occurrence of  the ware on 
sites in Bilād al-Shām, but, given the uneven nature of  the published 
material on which the maps are based, no attempt is made to indicate 
the relative frequency per site. The pottery wares chosen for distribution 
analysis in Roman archaeology often rely upon the fact that a common 
production site or region can be identifi ed in each case. Establishing 
secure provenance for pottery wares is, however, more diffi cult in Islamic 
archaeology. Relatively few Middle Islamic kilns and pottery workshops 
have been identifi ed in Bilād al-Shām and Egypt.45 Furthermore, the 
variable quality of  illustrations and descriptions of  Islamic pottery fi nds 
presents additional problems for the collection of  comparanda used in 
this study. Where appropriate, I have noted the nature of  the relatedness 
between Karak pieces and their comparanda (profi le, ceramic fabric, 
method of  construction, glaze type, surface decoration, and so on). 
Petrographic analysis provides one of  the most reliable means of  

44 Of  course, there were archaeologists working earlier in the twentieth century who 
devoted considerable effort to the exploration and publication of  the excavations of  
Islamic sites. In the context of  the present study of  Middle Islamic pottery in Bilād al-
Shām, mention should be made of  the publications of  C.N. Johns ( Athlīth, Jerusalem 
Citadel), B. Bagatti ( Ayn Kārim, Qubayba), S. Saller ( Ayn Kārim, Ayzariyya/Bethany), 
A. Lane (al-Mīnā), R. de Vaux and A.-M. Steve (Abū Ghawsh), and P. Riis and V. 
Poulsen ( amā). For a more detailed discussion of  the study of  Middle Islamic pottery 
in this region, see Tonghini and Grube (1989); Milwright (2000, 2001).

45 See those mentioned in Milwright (2001). 
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establishing the degree of  similarity between different shards,46 but this 
method cannot be applied to large numbers of  examples for reasons of  
practicality. Consequently, the petrographic analysis of  a small sample 
from Karak was directed at testing hypotheses brought forward in the 
conventional distribution analysis.47

The fi nal aim of  the analysis of  the pottery from Karak is to classify 
individual wares as indicators of  levels of  economic activity and social 
complexity on the site. The consumption of  different types of  pottery 
from diverse regions is taken to be a refl ection of  the larger economic 
spheres of  infl uence in which Karak operated during the Middle Islamic 
period. In this study, the numerous wares are arranged into three basic 
categories, defi ned as ‘local distribution,’ ‘inter-regional distribution’ and 
‘international distribution’ ceramics. The general assumption behind 
the analysis of  the distribution patterns of  the pottery wares from 
Karak is that the more highly valued wares (or ceramic containers 
for valued commodities) would have been distributed more widely 
both within Bilād al-Shām itself  and in the Mediterranean region. As 
suggested above, the relative value accorded to a given ware or vessel 
type might relate to factors including the labour and materials involved 
in its manufacture or the fact that it was a container for some other 
valuable commodity. 

The first group (‘local distribution’) comprises wares that were 
manufactured and exchanged only in southern Jordan (i.e. south of  the 
Wādī al-Mūjib). The second group (‘regional distribution’) comprises 
pottery for which distribution patterns can be identifi ed in Palestine 
and Jordan, but not in signifi cant numbers in central or northern Syria 
(i.e. north of  Damascus), or Egypt. The third group (‘international 
distribution’) comprises two types: fi rst, those imported into Bilād al-
Shām; and second, those wares manufactured and used in the cities of  
Syria and Egypt, but also exported elsewhere in the Middle East and 
to other countries around the Mediterranean. These different levels of  
ceramic distribution are employed to show the changing nature of  the 
consumption of  pottery by the elite inhabitants of  Karak. Furthermore, 

46 For a general discussion of  the use of  petrographic analysis in the study of  Islamic 
pottery, see Mason (1991). Other scientifi c methods have also been employed for test-
ing the ceramic fabrics and glazes of  Islamic pottery. For example, see the results of  
neutron activation analysis discussed in Jenkins (1984).

47 Mason and Milwright (1998).
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it is demonstrated how this information can elucidate the varying 
economic roles of  Karak during the Middle Islamic period: fi rst, as the 
economic centre for the rural communities south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib; 
second, as one of  a series of  regional markets in Palestine and Jordan 
involved in the exchange of  raw materials and manufactured goods; and 
lastly, as a minor node in a much larger trading network controlled by 
the most powerful economic centres of  the eastern Mediterranean.





PART ONE 

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF KARAK 
IN THE MIDDLE ISLAMIC PERIOD





CHAPTER TWO

THE POLITICAL HISTORY OF KARAK

Early Developments and the Creation of  Crusader Oultrejourdain

At the end of  November 1100 a party of  150 knights and 500  footmen 
led by the king of  Jerusalem, Baldwin i arrived at the southern tip of  
the Dead Sea. From there, the company ascended to the eastern side of  
the Ghawr and, passing the villages of  the plateau, travelled as far south 
as Wādī Mūsā. According to the contemporary chronicler, Fulcher of  
Chartres (d. c. 1127), they enjoyed three days of  ‘luxurious ease in that 
valley which was so rich in everything’ before loading with provisions 
and making the return trip to Jerusalem.1 In 1107 Baldwin ventured 
further with a party of  500 men in order to repulse the Turkoman amir, 
I fahbad, who had been assigned the provinces of  Wādī Mūsā, Ma āb, 
Sharāt, Jibāl and Balqā  by āhir al-Dīn, the ruler of  Damascus. Bald-
win foiled the Turkoman amir’s attempt to build a fort at Wādī Mūsā,2 
and in the same year the king ceded lands east of  the Jordan river to 
the monks of  Mount Tabor.3 A third excursion into Jordan in 1112–13 
by the Crusaders succeeded, with the assistance of  local bedouin, in 
capturing a caravan from Damascus passing through the region.4

The results of  these three expeditions must have provided a powerful 
stimulus for Frankish expansion into Jordan. The region provided large 
areas of  fertile agricultural land and, in addition, extensive revenue 
could be generated from the taxation or raiding of  the commercial 
caravans passing east of  the Ghawr. The Crusader victory over Saljuq 
forces at Tal Danith in 11155 paved the way for a fuller development 

1 Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.5.10 (trans. [1969], pp. 145–47). The fi rst Crusader 
foray into northern Jordan is reported earlier in the same year. See William of  Tyre 
(1986), ix.22 (trans. [1976], i, pp. 412–13).

2 Ibn al-Qalānisī (1908), pp. 158–59; Albert of  Aix (1967), p. 644.
3 Codice (1733) ii, no. 1: the letter was sent to the monks and ceded to them, ‘ultra 

fl uvium Jordanis. alia que a Turcis adhunc sunt possessa’. See also Mayer (1990), pp. 
249–53.

4 Ibn al-Qalānisī (1908), p. 183; Albert of  Aix (1967), p. 693.
5 Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.54.4 (trans. [1969], pp. 213–14).
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of  the lands south of  the Yarmūk.6 During the fourth campaign into 
Jordan, Baldwin built the castle at Shawbak (named Montréal by the 
Crusaders because of  its royal associations)7 and, in 1116, he rode with 
a small garrison to Ayla/ Aqaba and appropriated the port.8 A fort may 
have been constructed there in c. 1116 although no evidence of  this 
building has been located archaeologically.9 Baldwin settled Frankish 
farmers on land around Montréal and installed a garrison in the castle.10 
At the same time Syrian Christians in southern Jordan were sent to 
repopulate Jerusalem.11 Agricultural estates in Jordan were also given 
over to ecclesiastical lords at this time.12 William of  Tyre (d. c. 1186) 
mentions that the land around Shawbak, ‘has the advantage of  fertile 
soil, which produces abundant supplies of  wine, grain and oil’.13 It was 
the strategic signifi cance of  the fort, however, that predominated in the 
accounts of  the Arab geographers; for instance, Yāqūt (d. 1229) states 
that, ‘owing to the construction the passage from Egypt to Syria was 
blocked’.14 Another Crusader force setting out in 1127 marched to Wādī 

 6 The region between the Yarmūk and the Zarqā  river was disputed between 
Frankish and Muslim forces from 1105 until the eventual fall of  the cave of  Habīs Jaldak 
(Cave de Sueth) to Ayyubid forces in 1182. See William of  Tyre (1986), xxii.16.12–18 
(trans. [1976], ii, pp. 470–71). For the history and archaeology of  Habīs Jaldak, see 
Nicolle (1988); Mayer (1990), pp. 277–78; Pringle (1997), p. 18, no. 2. 

 7 William of  Tyre (1986), xi.26.15–33 (trans. [1976], i, p. 506): he notes that the 
lands of  Jordan were a tributary to the Kingdom of  Jerusalem before 1115. Albert of  
Aix ([1967], pp. 702–703) states that the castle was constructed in order to control the 
trade routes in the area. See also Fulcher (1913), ii.55 (trans. [1969], p. 215); Jacques of  
Vitry (1611), xxviii p. 1068; Tibble (1989), p. 30. For a plan of  the castle, see Pringle 
(1993–), ii, p. 306, fi g. 82; Pringle (1997), pp. 75–76, no. 157.

 8 Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.56 (trans. [1969], pp. 215–16). The town of  Aqaba 
was probably sparsely populated as the result of  a raid by the Banū Jarrāh in 1024 
and earthquakes in 1068 and 1071 (although Fulcher’s account does mention that the 
inhabitants set sail from the town on seeing the arrival of  the Crusaders). See Whitcomb 
(1990–91), p. 44. In 1118 Baldwin journeyed as far as Farāma and Tannīs in Egypt 
but died on the return journey. See William of  Tyre (1986), xi.31 (trans. [1976], i, pp. 
515–16); Prawer (1980), p. 478.

 9 Pringle (1997), p. 113.
10 Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 304–305. The Old French version of  William of  Tyre’s 

chronicle claims that the settled people comprised ‘knights, sergeants and paid vil-
leins’. Pringle suggests that these groups might also have been required to act as the 
castle guard.

11 William of  Tyre (1986), xi.27.24–36 (trans. [1976], i, pp. 507–508); Prawer 
(1952), pp. 496, 502.

12 Chartes (1880), nos.5, 6, 14, 18; Johns (1995), p. 11.
13 William of  Tyre (1986), xi.26.24–24 (trans. [1976], i, pp. 506–507). 
14 Yāqūt (1866–70), iii, p. 332.
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Mūsā and took prisoner the inhabitants of  the town.15 The construction 
of  the castle at Shawbak brought the lands of  southern Jordan (variously 
known in Crusader sources as ‘Oultrejourdain’, ‘Syria Sobal’, and ‘terra 
trans Jordanem’) under the control of  the Kingdom of  Jerusalem. The 
administration of  Montréal and the surrounding territories was placed 
in the hands of  a viscount appointed by the king.16

It is not clear from written sources precisely what sort of  governmen-
tal structures existed in Jordan prior to the fi rst Crusader expeditions. 
After the Islamic conquest Syria was split into a series of  military 
governorships (s. jund ): im , Dimashq, Urdunn and Filas īn.17 Lands 
east of  the Ghawr and south of  the Yarmūk river became part of  
the jund al-Dimashq. This southern portion of  the jund was split into 
the districts (s. kūra) of  Ghawr (capital: Arī ā/Jericho), Balqā  (capital: 
Ammān), Ma āb (capital: Ma āb/Rabba or Zughar), Jibāl (capital: 
Arandal/Gharandal), and Sharāt (capital: Udhrū  or Zughar).18 Under 
the Abbasids it is probable that the administrative division of  southern 
Jordan remained largely unchanged until the end of  the ninth century. 
In the tenth century the kūra of  Ma āb may have been placed into 
the jund al-Filas īn, although the geographer and traveller Muqaddasī 
(d. 990) states that, by his time, Ma āb had been incorporated into 
Sharāt.19 Muqaddasī’s account may describe a new administrative unit 
designed to take in all the land south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib. This is 
probably the arrangement which survived up until the arrival of  the 
Crusaders although, in reality, it seems likely that neither the rulers in 

15 Ibn al-Qalānisī (1908), p. 218; Ibn al-Jawzā (1969), p. 566.
16 Mayer (1990), pp. 68–69; Tibble (1989), p. 30; Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 308–309, 

no. 229: a lost inscription, originally located above the doorway of  the church in 
Shawbak reads, ‘ugo vice . . . qvi . . . mcxviii . . . les’. This identifi es the fi rst viscount 
(vice[comes]) of  Montréal as Hugo or Hugh. No other information is available concerning 
the identity of  this man (I discuss the responsibilities of  the viscount in chapter 3). The 
last word has been read by Pringle as ecc]les[ia(m). He also notes that the date of  1118 
may refer to the consecration of  the church or to some earlier event. Irby and Mangles 
([1823], pp. 380–81), who saw the inscription in a more complete state in 1818, record 
that it also contained the name of  the king, although they omit to name him. 

17 For comments concerning the relationship of  these administrative structures to 
those of  the Roman and Byzantine periods, see MacAdam (1994), p. 50.

18 Alan Walmsley, ‘The Administrative Structure and Urban Structure of  the Jund 
al-Filastin and the Jund al-Urdunn: The Cities and Districts of  Palestine and East 
Jordan during the early Islamic, Abbasid and early Fatimid Periods’ (Ph.D. thesis, 
University of  Sydney, 1987) cited in Johns (1995), pp. 10–11. See also comments in 
Schick (1994).

19 Muqaddasī (1877), pp. 154, 155. For recent archaeological investigation of  
Gharandal, see Walmsley et al. (1998); Walmsley et al. (1999); Walmsley and Grey (2001).
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Damascus nor the Fatimid caliphs in Cairo exerted much direct control 
over Jordan in the late eleventh and early twelfth century.

The history of  the region in the period between the foundation of  
Montréal and 1126, when Pagan the Butler was established as lord 
of  Oultrejourdain, has been subject of  some debate in recent years.20 
William of  Tyre names Romain de Puy of  the fi rst ruler of  the ‘region 
beyond the Jordan’, and later notes that, after taking part in an unsuc-
cessful revolt, Romain was dispossessed of  his lands.21 On the face of  
it, this account seems to confi rm that the fi rst lord of  Oultrejourdain 
was Romain, but objections to this interpretation have been raised by 
Stephen Tibble. He points out that while no Crusader source, other 
than possibly William of  Tyre,22 discusses an internal revolt within 
the Kingdom of  Jerusalem in 1126, there is evidence for a revolt in 
1134 during the reign of  king Fulk. Following the 1134 uprising it is 
documented that Romain was stripped of  his territories all over the 
Kingdom of  Jerusalem. If  the possibility that he was allowed to rebel 
against the crown twice (in 1126 and 1134) is dismissed, then Romain 
cannot have been dispossessed of  the lordship of  Oultrejourdain in 
1134 because it was already held by Pagan.23 Tibble concludes that 
Romain’s only territories east of  the Jordan were in the region of  Balqā  
(terra Belcha), while the lands south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib remained in 
the crown domain until 1126.

20 See particularly, Mayer (1972), pp. 104–108; Mayer (1990), pp. 103–10; Tibble 
(1989), pp. 29–36. 

21 The relevant passages read, ‘Romanus de Podio, dominus regionis illius que trans 
Iordanem’, and ‘…quidam nobilis homo, Paganus nomine, qui prius fuerat regius 
pincerna, postmodum habuit Terram trans Iordanem postquam Romanus de Podio et 
fi lius eius Radulfus, meritus suis exigentibus, ab ea facti sunt exheredes et alieni’. See 
William of  Tyre (1986), xiv.15.5–6; xv.21.29–33 (trans. [1976], ii, pp. 70, 127).

22 It is signifi cant that even William of  Tyre’s description of  the dispossession of  
Romain de Puy does not provide the date at which it occurs.

23 A charter dated 1161 gives Pagan as the fi rst lord of  Oultrejourdain and makes 
no mention of  Romain. See Regesta (1893), no. 366. Tibble ([1989], p. 35) suggests 
that this follows the standard medieval practice of  naming the ‘archetypical lord of  
the region’ in such offi cial documents. The suggestion made by Mayer ([1972], pp. 
106–107, n. 27) that the ‘Paganus Montis Regalis’ named in the charters of  1126 and 
1132 (Regesta [1893], nos. 115, 142) may be a different individual from the Pagan the 
butler who became lord of  Oultrejourdain seems implausible.
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Crusader Karak

It was under Pagan that the construction of  the present castle at Karak 
(‘Petra of  the Desert’) was begun in c. 1142.24 In the absence of  a 
detailed architectural survey of  the castle it is not possible to identify 
which sections of  the present structure date from this fi rst phase of  
Crusader construction. It is known that the Crusaders continued to 
construct the fortifi cations of  the castle (and presumably, also around 
the town) at least into the 1160s.25 Pagan did not choose a virgin site 
for his castle. In the late Byzantine and early Islamic period the town 
appears to have been enclosed by a fortifi ed wall, although it is not 
known whether any of  these defensive structures still existed in the 
twelfth century (see discussion in chapter 3). The town of  Karak has a 
much more ancient origin; the name itself  deriving from the Moabite, 
qīr and the Aramaic, karkha.26 Evidence from surface pick-up of  shards 
from around the citadel indicates that the site has been occupied, with 
only limited lacunae, since the Chalcolithic period.27 In the Roman-
 Byzantine period the town functioned at times as an administrative 
centre and occasionally even minted coins.28 After 1142 Karak took 
over from Montréal as the administrative centre of  Oultrejourdain.

Joshua Prawer argues that the construction of  the castle at Karak 
must be viewed in the context of  a larger policy of  consolidation under-
taken by king Fulk after the expansionist regime of  Baldwin i earlier in 
the century.29 King Fulk’s policy was directed at three main objectives: 
to protect the arteries of  communication through the kingdom; to 
defend the territorial gains made earlier in the century; and to encircle 
and neutralise any pockets of  rebellion within the Frankish territories. 
These objectives were achieved through the construction of  a number 
of  castles all over the kingdom and the settlement of  farmers around 
these new installations.30 It is likely that the construction of  a number 

24 William of  Tyre (1986), xv.21.29–38 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 127).
25 The parts of  the castle dating from the Crusader period include the northern 

wall and salients, the vaulted hall abutting the northern wall, the chapel, and the lower 
ward on the west side.

26 ‘Karak’, EI2, iv, p. 609; Johns (1997), p. 280.
27 Miller (1991), p. 89.
28 Hill (1922), p. 27, pl.iv.14.
29 Prawer (1969–70), i, pp. 328–32.
30 Ellenblum (1995 and 1998) argues on the basis of  archaeological and architectural 

evidence that Crusader knights established themselves in rural burgi in Samaria and 
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of  smaller extant forts, including Wu ayra (Vaux Moïse) and abīs, 
can be dated to this period.31 The southern defences of  Oultrejourdain 
were maintained with a fort at Ayla garrisoned by Crusader troops.32 
Thought was also given to improving the transport and communications 
around the kingdom. In order to facilitate the transport of  goods and 
men between Palestine and Oultrejourdain the Crusaders built ports 
on the east and west sides of  the Dead Sea.33

Pagan was succeeded in 1152 by his nephew Maurice, who con-
tinued work on the fortifi cations at Karak.34 In 1161 Baldwin iii gave 
the lordship to Philip of  Nāblus of  the Milly family in exchange for the 
title of  prince of  Nāblus,35 and other fi efs in the Latin kingdom. The 
territory stretched from the Wadi Zarqā  to the Red Sea being split into 
four districts: Wādī Mūsā, Shawbak, Karak and Ammān. St Abraham 
(Khalīl/Hebron) and administrative responsibilities for the monastery 
of  St. Catherine in the Sinai also formed part of  the seigneurie given 
to Philip.36 It was during the reign of  Philip that building work on 
the castle was probably completed.37 In 1167 Guerricus, canon of  the 
Templum Domini,38 was appointed as archbishop of  Petra and the 
metropolitan of  Arabia with his cathedral located in Karak (probably 
on the site now occupied by the Congregational Mosque).39

Walter of  Beirut gained the right to the lordship after Philip by 
virtue of  his marriage to one of  Philip’s daughters. In common with 
his predecessor he was forced to sell his other estates to the crown in 
order to accede to the new title.40 His tenure was dependent upon his 
wife’s line and, when both she and her daughter died in 1174, he lost 
control of  Oultrejourdain. Milo of  Plancy, seneschal of  the kingdom 

Galilee. Whether the same pattern of  occupation was followed in frontier territories 
like Oultrejourdain is unclear.

31 For a review of  these and the other probable Frankish fortifi cations, see chapter 3.
32 Pringle (1997), p. 113.
33 Musil (1907–1908), i, pp. 170–71; King et al. (1987), pp. 439–46.
34 For the rule of  Maurice, see Mayer (1990), pp. 131–34.
35 Jean d’Ibelin (1690), p. 282; Tabulae (1869), no. 3.
36 Ernoul (1871), pp. 68, 71. For the lordship of  Philip of  Nāblus, see Mayer (1990), 

pp. 208–15.
37 William of  Tyre (1986), xxii.29.31–35 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 499).
38 De Sandoli (1974), p. 254, no. 344; Pringle (1993–), i, p. 287, no. 129; ii, p. 310. 

The Templum Domini were probably the religious authority in Oultrejourdain before 
1167. See Mayer (1990), pp. 221–28.

39 William of  Tyre (1986), xx.3.14–16 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 346); Nicholson (1997), i.15.
40 Regesta (1893), no. 454: Walter (Galterius) is named in a charter dated 1168. For 

the lordship of  Walter of  Beirut, see Mayer (1990), pp. 215–21.
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under king Amaury i, was the next in the line but was murdered in 
the same year.41 In 1176, Reynald of  Châtillon, previously the prince 
of  Antioch, married Stephanie of  Milly. In 1177 he took the title of  
lord of  Oultrejourdain.

Reynald of  Châtillon is perhaps the most notorious fi gure to be 
associated with Karak. In the Arabic chronicles he is consistently por-
trayed as the most treacherous of  the Crusader nobles of  the period, 
and the Crusader histories do not seek to paint him in a very much 
more favourable light. Numerous heinous acts are attributed to him 
during his time as prince of  Antioch and lord of  Oultrejourdain, 
including the torture of  the Latin patriarch of  Antioch, a raid on Byz-
antine Cyprus, and the ravaging of  Muslim pilgrim caravans passing 
through southern Jordan and northern Arabia. For Muslim writers the 
most infamous of  these episodes was the maritime expedition in the 
Red Sea (see below). From the point of  view of  the Franks his most 
serious crime would appear to be the breaking of  the truce between 
Baldwin iv and alā  al-Dīn; an event that led ultimately to the Cru-
sader defeat at a īn in 1187. Given the accumulation of  later Muslim 
and European writing on the subject, it is diffi cult to assess the true 
character and motivations of  Reynald. It seems likely that his fi fteen 
year incarceration at the hands of  the governor of  Aleppo would have 
given him ample opportunity to nurture a profound hatred for his 
captors, and for Muslims in general. Further, his reputation for acts 
of  cruelty against Muslims and, on occasions, Christians appears to 
be fully justifi ed by the historical evidence. Perhaps more pertinent to 
this study is the extent to which Reynald, during the time that he was 
lord of  Oultrejourdain, was acting independently of  the objectives of  
the remainder of  the Kingdom of  Jerusalem. 

Bernard Hamilton has argued that Reynald’s actions following his 
release must be seen in the context of  the politics and circumstances of  
the Kingdom of  Jerusalem during the late 1170s and 1180s.42 He sug-
gests that the animosity between Reynald and the infl uential  chronicler 
 William of  Tyre has led to an underestimation of  the former’s achieve-
ments within the Crusader kingdom. Reynald proved his military worth 
by leading a Crusader force to victory over a numerically superior 

41 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, p. 409; William of  Tyre (1986), xxi.4.1–13 (trans. 
[1976], ii, pp. 400–402). See also Mayer (1990), pp. 229–237.

42 Hamilton (1978).
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 Egyptian army at Montgisart in 1177.43 Within the Kingdom of  Jerusa-
lem he is found mediating in political and ecclesiastical disputes. Perhaps 
most important for the present discussion is that Hamilton suggests that 
Reynald’s activities in southern Jordan can be seen in the context of  
the wider relationship between the Crusader state and the Muslim poli-
ties of  Syria and Egypt. In particular, he argues that Reynald’s acts of  
raiding and piracy might well have been designed to divert the military 
resources of  alā  al-Dīn away from their intended targets. 

The territories of  Oultrejourdain were prosperous in the mid-twelfth 
century. Before 1170 the area was largely untroubled by military 
 confl ict.44 Writing in 1184, the Spanish Muslim traveller Ibn Jubayr 
(d. 1217) claimed that the regions controlled by Karak contained 400 
villages.45 Even with the loss of  Balqā  in 1166,46 the seigneurie con-
tinued to be of  economic importance, supplying grain and other basic 
foodstuffs to Crusader towns in Palestine. The taxation and plundering 
of  caravans passing between Syria and Egypt provided the lord of  Karak 
with additional revenues. With the control of  a network of  powerful 
fortifi cations and a large military force at his command, the lord of  
Oultrejourdain wielded considerable infl uence in the court at Jerusalem. 
Political developments in the wider Levant in the second half  of  the 
twelfth century were to focus even greater attention upon the strategic 
importance of  Karak and the surrounding territories.

Crusader expansion east of  the Ghawr had been facilitated by the 
weakness of  the political dynasties in Cairo and Damascus. Asqalān, 
the last Egyptian port on the Syrian littoral fell to Crusader forces in 
1153 but, in reality, Fatimid infl uence in the south of  Bilād al-Shām had 
been waning before the arrival of  the Franks in Palestine. Syria was also 
politically fragmented at this time. In the fi rst half  of  the twelfth century 
the rulers of  Damascus had neither the military capacity nor the politi-
cal will to offer much resistance to Frankish territorial expansion. This 
situation was to change in the second half  of  the century; the capture 
of  Damascus by Nūr al-Dīn Ma mūd b. Zangī, and the subsequent 

43 alā  al-Dīn appears to have regarded this as one of  the most serious defeats of  
his career. See Hamilton (1978), pp. 100–101, n. 25.

44 Although the Fatimids did organise a military expedition against Shawbak in 
1157. See Bakhit (1997), p. 373.

45 Ibn Jubayr (1907), p. 287. It should be noted, however, that Ibn Jubayr did not 
visit the Karak region and must have based his estimate upon secondary reports.

46 Chartes (1907), no. 2.
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creation of  a unifi ed Syrian state were followed by a resumption of  
hostilities with the Latin Kingdom in 1157. This development had an 
immediate impact on northern Crusader territories, but the central and 
southern Jordan was also affected as Nūr al-Dīn turned his attention to 
the expansion of  his infl uence into Egypt in the late 1160s.

The details of  the defeat of  the Crusader expedition to Egypt in 
1169, the deposition of  the last Fatimid caliph in Cairo, and the eleva-
tion of  alā  al-Dīn Ayyūb to the position of  governor of  Egypt in 
1171 are not relevant to this discussion, but the results of  these major 
events were to have an important impact upon the history of  central 
and southern Jordan. The Crusader lord of  Oultrejourdain now found 
himself  in control of  the principal means of  communication between 
the two military forces of  Egypt and Syria. Given that the Crusaders 
could expect that alā  al-Dīn and Nūr al-Dīn to follow similar policy 
objectives, this meant that the Kingdom of  Jerusalem was now threat-
ened on two fronts in a way that it had not experienced when Syria had 
been controlled by Sunni ruler and Egypt by a Shi a caliph. The fi rst 
expedition into the south of  Jordan by alā  al-Dīn led to the capture 
of  Ayla and Qal at Ayla (also known as Île de Graye or Jarīrat al-Farā ūn) 
in 1170.47 Further military incursions by the Egyptian army into Frank-
ish territory were severely hampered by bedouin raiding. alā  al-Dīn 
undertook a second major expedition to Jordan in 1172–73, apparently 
with the aim of  making a punitive strike against the bedouin forces 
who had been collaborating with the Crusaders,48 but there appears to 
have been little concerted effort to take the key castles of  Karak and 
Shawbak. It is worth emphasising that no military force could expect to 
be able to control the lands south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib without having 
control of  both Karak and Shawbak. The lack of  resolve exhibited by 

alā  al-Dīn in these campaigns may result from the unease with which 
he would have viewed the opening of  a free passage between Egypt 
and Syria. In the early years of  the 1170s his relationship with Nūr 
al-Dīn had deteriorated, but he was not in a position to assert openly 
his status as an independent ruler of  Egypt.

Following the death of  Nūr al-Dīn, alā  al-Dīn moved to unify 
southern Syria and Egypt as a single state. Being in control of  vast 

47 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, p. 47; Nuwayrī (1923–92), xxviii, p. 391.
48 Abū Shāma (1969), iv, pp. 156–57; Ehrenkreutz (1972), pp. 105–106.
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resources and manpower, he was now in a position to prosecute his fur-
ther territorial aims more effectively.49 Where before 1174 the Crusader 
barony of  Oultrejourdain had represented for alā  al-Dīn a convenient 
buffer between him and his Zangid overlord, the establishment of  a 
secure land passage from Cairo to Damascus through southern Jordan 
now became more of  a strategic priority. Nevertheless, there appears 
to have been little military action against the Crusader territories in 
southern Jordan for the remainder of  the decade. In the 1180s the 
activities of  the Frankish occupants of  Jordan began to highlight the 
dangers faced by Muslim pilgrims on the way to Mecca and Medina. 
In 1181 Reynald of  Châtillon launched a raid from Karak against 
the ajj station of  Taymā  and captured a caravan bound for Mecca. 
Diversionary raids by the governor of  Damascus, Farrūkh Shāh on the 
lands around Karak forced Reynald’s return.50 Reynald’s policy was to 
derive revenue either from the harassment of  caravans passing through 
his territories, and in this he appears to have been aided by bedouin 
tribes who provided him with intelligence.51

Reynald’s Red Sea expedition in the winter of  1182–83 again 
demonstrated the great strategic importance of  Oultrejourdain in the 
politics of  the Islamic world.52 For descriptions of  the naval expedi-
tion it is necessary to rely upon the accounts of  Arab historians and 
travellers. Of  the Crusader sources, only Ernoul (fl . late 12th) mentions 
it, and he characterises it as some sort of  voyage of  exploration. It 
has been suggested by Gary Leiser that the absence of  information 
in contemporary European chronicles can be attributed to the fact 
that none of  the Crusader participants in this audacious naval attack 
returned to provide an account of  their exploits.53 Reynald must have 

49 For the remainder of  the 1170s and the early 1180s he concentrated his attention 
not on the Kingdom of  Jerusalem, but against the Zangid princes in northern Syria 
and Mesopotamia. For a summary of  this period of  alā  al-Dīn’s career, see Lyons 
and Jackson (1982).

50 Maqrīzī (1934–72) i, p. 72; Abū al-Fidā  (1969), p. 50.
51 Lyons and Jackson (1982), pp. 156–57 (citing ms source of  Qā ī al-Fā il). It has 

been argued by Hamilton ([1978], pp. 102–103) that this raid was a deliberate attempt 
by Reynald to divert alā  al-Dīn away from marching north to Aleppo where the 
prince of  the city had recently died.

52 For different interpretations of  this event, see Leiser (1976); Hamilton (1978). 
53 Leiser (1976), p. 95. He also concludes that Reynald is unlikely to have participated 

personally in the expedition. Hamilton ([1978], pp. 103–104) characterises the expedi-
tion as being a complementary action to the Crusader offensive against Damascus. If  
this were the case, then the fact that the Crusader chroniclers do not even mention 
the existence of  Reynald’s plan is diffi cult to explain. Given the animosity of  William 
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planned this enterprise for some time, because he fi rst had to orga-
nise the construction of  the ships. These were made in sections and 
carried by camel to the Gulf  of  Aqaba.54 Both the camels and local 
intelligence were provided by the bedouin of  the region. Once at sea 
the Franks must have made use of  Muslim sailors (perhaps pirates) as 
guides in the diffi cult waters of  the Red Sea. According to the two let-
ters sent by Qā ī al-Fā īl to the caliph in Baghdad, the fl eet (probably 
consisting of  about fi ve boats) divided with two directed to besieging 
the ‘fortress of  Ayla’55 and the remainder setting off  south. The fi rst 
target was the Egyptian port of  Aydhāb where the Franks appear to 
have carried off  substantial loot on their boats.56 From there they set 
off  across the sea to the port of  Rābigh on the Arabian coast. The 
ultimate target appears to have been Medina and Mecca, but before 
getting there the Franks were intercepted by the fl eet of  the usām 
al-Dīn Lu lu  who had been sent by al-Malik al- Ādil in Egypt. Lu lu  
was able to use his considerable knowledge of  the winds and currents 
of  the Red Sea in order to intercept the Crusader ships, and then to 
scatter them.57 The Frankish soldiers who went ashore on the Arabian 
coast were subsequently killed or captured. The captives from both 
halves of  Reynald’s fl eet were sent to Mecca, Cairo and other cities 
where they were publicly executed.

In the absence of  more reliable accounts of  this episode from the 
point of  view of  the Crusader chroniclers, it is diffi cult to be sure as 
to the precise objectives of  Reynald’s naval expedition. What can be 
assessed more tangibly is the impact it had on the political and  economic 

of  Tyre, it seems likely that he would have seized upon the opportunity to describe a 
military failure of  Reynald.

54 The boats may have been constructed on the Palestine coast at a port such as 
Asqalān. See Hamilton (1978), p. 103, n. 49.

55 Given that the letter states that the fi rst two ships prevented the occupants of  the 
fortress from obtaining water and other supplies, al-Fā il is presumably referring to the 
Île de Graye (  Jazīrat al-Farā ūn) off  the coast from Ayla. The intention of  this action 
was presumably to stop any of  the occupants sending word to Cairo of  the Crusader 
expedition. See Leiser (1976), pp. 91–92, 95.

56 Ibn Jubayr also claims that they burned sixteen vessels as well as capturing a ship 
carrying pilgrims coming from Jidda and two more from Yemen loaded with goods 
for Mecca and Medina. They also ventured on land at Aydhāb and raided a caravan 
coming from Qū . Quoted in Leiser (1976), p. 92.

57 Biographies of  Lu lu  state that in the years prior to this event he had been 
involved in the equipping of  ships carrying pilgrims across the Red Sea. See Leiser 
(1976), p. 93.
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life of  the Muslim Middle East.58 For about forty-fi ve days the Frankish 
fl eet controlled all access to the Red Sea, and the implications of  this 
fact cannot have been lost upon alā  al-Dīn. For the sultan personally, 
the Crusader raid into the Red Sea damaged his status as the defender 
of  the Holy Cities. The deaths of  ajj pilgrims, as well as merchants, 
can only have emphasised his failure in this respect. Further, if  such a 
Crusader force were to become a presence in the Red Sea, this would 
impede future pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina from the west of  the 
Islamic world. An active Frankish naval force could separate the Ayyu-
bid territories in Yemen from the remainder of  the empire and disrupt 
the trade in goods coming from the Indian Ocean to the ports of  the 

ijāz and Egypt. The collaboration of  the bedouin in southern Jordan 
in the enterprise again illustrated the importance of  keeping control 
of  these groups by the use of  fi nancial inducements or the threat of  
military action. 

A consistent assertion in the Muslim sources for this episode is that the 
ultimate goal of  the raid was to dig up the grave ( ujra) of  the Prophet 
Mu ammad in Medina and return with the bones to the lands held 
by the Crusaders. Citing Abd al-La īf  al-Baghdādī (d. 1231), Dhahabī 
(d. 1348) writes that the Franks of  Karak and Shawbak ‘planned to 
charge the Muslims money in order to visit his body’.59 This seems 
somewhat implausible, but Reynald may well have conceived of  the 
physical remains of  the Prophet as a potential bargaining chip in future 
 negotiations, much as the alā  al-Dīn was later to do with the frag-
ments of  the ‘True Cross’ captured at a īn. As Leiser points out, 
however, neither Reynald nor alā  al-Dīn would have been able to 
predict the reaction that such a profoundly provocative act might have 
generated in the wider Muslim world. Rather than strengthening the 
Crusader hand at the negotiating table and capturing the imaginations 
of  the rulers of  Europe, it might well have caused the warring Muslim 
polities of  the Middle East to form an alliance to prosecute the counter-
crusade against the Kingdom of  Jerusalem with much greater vigour. 

In a belated response to Reynald’s naval expedition alā  al-Dīn 
twice besieged Karak in 1183 and 1184, ravaging the surrounding 

58 The points made here are a summary of  the more detailed analysis given by 
Leiser (1976), pp. 96–98.

59 Quoted in Leiser (1976), p. 93. For additional perspectives on Reynald and his 
understanding of  Muslim relics and pilgrimage, see Milwright (2006b). 
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land.60 Whether these sieges were meant as anything more than puni-
tive exercises is not clear; both sieges were lifted after a relatively short 
period.61 It was only in 1187 when Reynald again broke the truce agreed 
between Baldwin iv and alā  al-Dīn62 that the latter declared a jihād 
against the Kingdom of  Jerusalem, swearing to kill Reynald himself.63 
The victory over the Crusader forces at Ha īn virtually eliminated the 
Frankish presence in the Levant. Reynald was captured and executed 
after the battle. According to contemporary sources it was alā  al-Dīn 
who, after having offered his captive the option of  apostasy, struck the 
fatal blow with his sword.

Ayyubid Karak

In 1188 and 1189 Karak, Shawbak and the other castles of  Oultrejour-
dain capitulated.64 Although the Crusaders were to expand upon their 
minimal holdings at Tyre and Asqalān and play a signifi cant part in 
the politics of  the Ayyubid dynasty in Syria, they never regained their 
foothold in the lands east of  the Jordan river and Dead Sea Ghawr.65 
The southern passage between Egypt and Syria was now under the 
control of  the Ayyubids. It is perhaps partly the keen awareness of  
the potential danger posed by enemy occupation of  Karak, Shawbak 
and the other military installations east of  the Ghawr which kept this, 

60 William of  Tyre (1986), xxii.15.34–46; xxii.28. Lyons and Jackson (1982), pp. 
216–18; Ibn Jubayr (1907), pp. 257–59.

61 It is noticeable that, despite the evident importance of  the events in the Red Sea, 
alā  al-Dīn was not lured away from his ongoing campaigns in arrān. 

62 He raided a caravan passing through his territory. It has been suggested by 
Hamilton that Reynald may have held that the caravan was breaching the truce because 
it was ‘accompanied by . . . a large armed escort’. Ibn al-Athīr quoted in Hamilton 
(1978), p. 107.

63 Lyons and Jackson (1982), pp. 249–51 (citing a ms source of  Qā ī al-Fā il): alā  
al-Dīn also exacted retribution against Reynald by ravaging the countryside around 
Karak and Shawbak. See also Nuwayrī (1923–92), xxviii, p. 299.

64 Bahā  al-Dīn (1969), pp. 119–20; Geoffrey of  Vinsauf  (1848), pp. 83–84; Imad 
al-Dīn (1972), p. 105. Some sources claim that Stephanie of  Toron surrendered the 
castles in exchange for the release of  her son Humphrey. For instance, see Nicholson 
[1997], i.15.

65 Rey (1896), pp. 22–24: the title of  ‘lord of  the two Cracs’ (Karak and Shawbak) 
was passed on through the house of  Toron until 1283. See Regesta (1893), no. 1056; 
Mas Latrie (1883), pp. 490–94.
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otherwise peripheral, region very much in the domain of  central gov-
ernment policy for the next two centuries.66

In 1192 the lands of  Egypt and Syria were divided amongst members 
of  the Ayyubid family. These territorial divisions were to set the pattern 
for the period from the death of  alā  al-Dīn in 1193 through to the 
eventual demise of  the Ayyubid principalities following the Mongol 
invasion of  Syria. Al- Ādil, the brother of  alā  al-Dīn, received Jordan 
south of  Wādī Zarqā  and parts of  Diyār Mudar and Diyār Bakr.67 
In this new confederation of  semi-autonomous Ayyubid principalities 
the control of  Karak and Shawbak retained a strategic and economic 
importance. The region produced a regular agricultural surplus while 
the local bedouin and sedentary population could be utilised as auxiliary 
troops. The defensive strength of  the two main castles of  the region 
made them suitable for numerous functions including storage and the 
garrisoning of  troops. Al- Ādil used Karak as one of  his treasuries,68 
and even retained personal control of  Karak and Shawbak when he 
became sultan in 1200.69

The complex history of  the later Ayyubid period is not of  direct 
relevance to the present discussion, but it is possible to pick out some 
events during the fi rst half  of  the thirteenth century that illustrate the 
changing status of  Karak and its surrounding regions in the political 
life of  Syria. The negotiations between the Crusaders and the Mus-
lim forces following the capture of  Damietta by the Crusaders in 
1218–19 shed a revealing light on the perceived strategic importance 
of  Karak and Shawbak. The offer made to the Franks for the return 
of  the port was generous: the return of  all the former territories of  
the Latin kingdom (including Jerusalem itself  but excluding Karak 
and Shawbak), the fragments of  the True Cross (lost at a īn), the 
release of  captives, and a thirty-year truce. This offer was later improved 
to include a sum of  30,000 besants to compensate for the exclusion 
of  the southern Jordanian castles.70 The reason for the refusal by the 
Crusaders of  both offers seems to have been the continued Muslim 

66 On the Ayyubid period in Karak, see Ghawanma (1982); Milwright (2006a). 
67 The complete list of  territories allocated to the Ayyubid princes appears in Ibn 

al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, pp. 120–22.
68 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 194; Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, p. 195.
69 Humphreys (1977), p. 141. Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 159.
70 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 207; Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, p. 209; Abū al-Fidā  

(1969), p. 97; Ernoul (1871), pp. 417, 464; L’Estoire (1967), pp. 340–42: the last author 
gives the fi gure of  15,000 besants per annum.
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control of  Karak and Shawbak. Neither could the Crusaders allow 
the presence near the southern part of  their kingdom of  such strongly 
defended enemy bases which might be used for further military 
 campaigns, nor could the Muslims conceive of  a return to the division 
of  Egypt and Syria through Jordan.71 It is striking that the refusal of  
the Muslim forces to agree to the destruction of  the castles of  Karak 
and  Shawbak was, according to Ambroise, also the main stumbling 
block in the peace negotiations between Richard i and alā  al-Dīn 
at the end of  the twelfth century.72

Under the rule of  al- Ādil and his son, al-Mu a am Īsā, the region 
of  Jordan remained under the administrative control of  Damascus. 
The transition from provincial status to that of  a semi-autonomous 
princedom occurred during the time of  al-Nā ir Dāwūd when he was 
assigned the castle of  Karak and the surrounding area.73 Despite the 
strategic and economic value of  the lands east of  the Ghawr, it would 
be unwise to overestimate the power enjoyed by the ruler of  this region. 
Central and southern Jordan did not possess the military resources to 
challenge seriously the forces of  the rulers of  Cairo or Damascus. Al-
Nā ir’s territorial aspirations were repeatedly thwarted and his continued 
autonomy in Karak was subject to the will of  the sultan in Cairo.

After a series of  military campaigns in the early 1240s by al- āli  
Ayyūb, sultan of  Egypt, there remained only three politically indepen-
dent regions in Syria: Karak under al-Nā ir Dāwūd; Salkhad under 
Izz al-Dīn Aybak al-Mu a amī; and Banyās under al-Sa īd asan b. 
al- Azīz Uthmān. Although well defended, these towns were too small 
and disparate to offer any serious resistance to the sultan. Repeatedly in 
the middle of  the thirteenth century the powerlessness of  Karak and 
other remaining Syrian principalities was exposed when they came up 
against the military might of  Egypt. Al-Nā ir lost control of  the region 
of  Karak after his sons negotiated a settlement with al- āli  Ayyūb 

71 Oliver of  Paderborn (1894), iv.31 (trans. [1971], pp. 84–86). According to the 
translation, he states, ‘now there are two places [i.e. Karak and Shawbak] located 
in Arabia, which have seven very strong fortresses through which merchants of  the 
Saracens and of  pilgrims, going to Mecca or returning from it, usually cross; and 
whoever holds them in his power can seriously injure Jerusalem with her fi elds and 
vineyards when he wishes’.

72 Ambroise (1941), p. 291, ll. 7424–28. See also Nicholson (1997), iii.31 (p. 274). In 
an earlier passage (iii.23) the same source notes that alā  al-Dīn ordered the destruc-
tion of  all captured fortifi cations except Jerusalem, Crac (presumably meaning Karak 
and Shawbak), and Darum (Dārūm near Gaza).

73 On the rule of  al-Nā ir Dāwūd, see Ghawanma (1982), pp. 231–80; Drori (2003). 
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during his absence from the town in 1249. Badr al-Dīn awābī was 
sent to act as the sultan’s governor.

Sultan al- āli  Ayyūb died in 1249 and was succeeded by his son, al-
Mu a am Tūrānshāh. Realising that the son of  al- Ādil ii, al-Mughīth 
Fakhr al-Dīn Umar (at that time imprisoned in the citadel of  Cairo) 
could provide a potential threat to his rule, the sultan had him exiled 
to Shawbak. In the chaos created by the second Crusader invasion of  
Egypt Tūrānshāh was murdered and the mamluk offi cer, al-Mu izz 
Aybak, assumed command. Hearing of  the assassination of  Tūrānshāh, 
Badr al-Dīn awābī had al-Mughīth released and in 1250 Karak once 
again became an autonomous principality.74 The events between 1250 
and the recapture of  Karak by sultan Baybars in 1263 are signifi cant 
because they provide some useful indications as to why the castle 
retained such a special status during the Ba rī Mamluk period.

Taking advantage of  the unstable situation in Egypt al-Nā ir Yūsuf, 
prince of  Aleppo, marched south and took control of  Damascus. In 
Egypt there was growing tension between al-Mu izz Aybak and the 
Ba riyya and Jamdāriyya brigades. Following the assassination in 1254 
of  their commander, Fāris al-Dīn Aq āy, the Ba riyya (now under the 
control of  Rukn al-Dīn Baybars) fl ed to Syria to join al-Nā ir Yūsuf, 
at that time in Gaza. Al-Mu izz Aybak met his death at the hands of  
the servants of  Shajarat al-Durr and was replaced by his eldest son, 
al-Man ūr Alī. Real executive power, however, resided in the person 
of  Sayf  al-Dīn Qu uz. Qu uz lost little time in deposing the sultan and 
usurping the throne of  Egypt.

The Ba riyya soon became uncontrollable raiding in the countryside 
and, after a dispute over pay with al-Nā ir Yūsuf, they offered their 
allegiance to al-Mughīth in Karak. Al-Mughīth used the remnants of  
al- āli  Ayyūb’s treasury in the castle to buy the support of  his new 
troops and to raise an army to make an assault on Egypt.75 Al-Mughīth 
and the Ba riyya set out with a small force made up of  700 cavalry, 
of  which 300 were muqātila (probably local bedouin recruits).76 Baybars 
appears to have developed his relationships with the bedouin as early 
as 1254, having met with the Banū Mahdī (possibly at Petra) when 

74 Ibn al- Amīd (1994), p. 89; Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, p. 385.
75 The presence of  al- āli  Ayyūb’s treasury at Karak is mentioned in Maqrīzī 

(1934–72) i, p. 338.
76 Humphreys (1977), p. 332.
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fl eeing from al-Mu izz Aybak.77 Two expeditions were sent against the 
Egyptian army but both proved inadequate to the task of  defeating the 
numerically superior forces of  Qu uz.

The shadow cast over all Syria at the time of  these events was the 
Mongol threat in the east. Al-Nā ir Yūsuf, the sultan of  Damascus 
appears to have possessed neither the will nor the manpower to offer 
serious resistance to the huge Mongol army gathered on the eastern 
border of  his realm. Raiding in Palestine and the outskirts of  Damas-
cus by the Ba riyya and the appearance of  Louis ix’s army at Acre 
further undermined the position of  al-Nā ir Yūsuf. Although he man-
aged to deal with the threat from al-Mughīth and the Ba riyya,78 he 
was unable to garner any military support from the Mamluk sultan 
Qu uz for the defence of  Damascus. Captured by the Mongol army, he 
was taken east to Tabrīz and subsequently executed. Al-Mughīth had 
offered his submission to the invaders before Kitbughā’s occupation of  
Damascus and was allowed to retain control of  Karak.79 The Mongol 
Ilkhān Hülegü appears to have appointed an offi cial to supervise the 
administration of  Karak, but this individual did not visit Karak before 
it was taken by Baybars in 1263.80

The Mongol defeat at Ayn Jālūt halted the westward expansion 
of  the invaders and they were driven out of  Syria. Seen in retrospect 
this was an event of  fundamental importance in the history of  the 
Middle East, but neither the Mamluks nor the Mongols regarded 
the battle as anything more than a temporary cessation of  hostilities. 
The Mongols continued to view Syria and Egypt as targets for future 
territorial expansion and further military incursions occurred in 1261, 
1280, 1299, 1301 and 1303.81 What the Mamluk victory at Ayn Jālūt 
did achieve, however, was that it permanently altered the political bal-
ance between Egypt and Syria. Cairo was now established as the most 
important political centre in the region. The collapse of  the Ayyubid 

77 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), viii, p. 27; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 390–91; Zayadine 
(1985), p. 171.

78 Ibn Abd al-76), pp. 60–61; Maqrīzī (1934–72) i, pp. 414–16.
79 William of  Rubruck (1990), p. 184: He records meeting a messenger of  Mughīth 

at the court of  Hülegü in 1254, ‘we met there a Christian from Damascus. He said 
he had come on behalf  of  the sultan of  Montreal and Crac, who wanted to become 
a tributary and ally of  the Tartars’. See also Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 122. Ibn 
al-Dawādārī (1961–92), viii, p. 96; Amitai-Preiss (1995), p. 153.

80 Amitai-Preiss (1995–97).
81 Irwin (1986), p. 34.
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confederacy left the remaining principalities too weak and too disparate 
to offer any concerted threat to the Mamluk state. It was only a mat-
ter of  time before Karak, im  and amā lost their autonomy and 
were incorporated into the administrative framework of  the central 
government in Cairo. This was the political situation which Baybars 
would inherit and consolidate upon following his election as sultan by 
the leading amirs after the murder of  Qu uz in 1260.

The strategic position occupied by the castles of  Karak and Shawbak 
(now garrisoned with Shahrazūriyya troops)82 meant that Baybars could 
not engage either Frankish or Mongol troops without the fear of  having 
to deal with a second military assault coming from the south. The sultan 
could not allow a legitimate Ayyubid prince to remain in a position of  
such importance. Initially Baybars tried to induce the Shahrazūriyya to 
come over to his camp and, when this policy failed the sultan stormed 
Shawbak in 1261.83 By the beginning of  1263 al-Mughīth’s situation 
had become hopeless because of  widespread defection from his camp. 
Baybars lured him out of  Karak castle to negotiations at Baysān on the 
promise of  safe passage. Al-Mughīth was arrested and tried for conspir-
ing with the Mongols. His sons surrendered the castle to Baybars.84

Ba rī Mamluk Period

The capture of  Karak paved the way for the vigorous military cam-
paigns that were to characterise the remainder of  the sultanate of  
Baybars. His efforts were now concentrated upon the destruction of  
key Crusader sites. In order to secure the pilgrimage route south of  
Jordan, Baybars ordered the governor of  Karak to send the amir Amīn 
al-Dīn with a force of  soldiers, Ba rī mamluks, and bedouin to take 
the fort of  Khaybar, located by an oasis about 100 miles north of  
Medina.85 The southern Jordanian castles might also have an equally 
important function storing supplies of  food and weapons. The castles 

82 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 122.
83 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 121.
84 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 163; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 491; Ibn Abī al-Fa ā il 

(1916–20), i, pp. 451–52.
85 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, pp. 520–21; Nuwayrī (1923–92), xxx, p. 240: the latter 

source adds that bedouin (imārat al- urbān) were included in this force.
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of  Karak, Sal , and Ajlūn appear to have functioned as arsenals for 
the Palestine campaigns.86

Baybars was a regular visitor to southern Jordan in the 1260s and 
1270s. For instance, in 1276 the sultan made the journey from Cairo 
to Karak in order to deal with a potential rebellion in the town.87 The 
main reason for his frequent stays, however, was the need to meet with 
the local bedouin chiefs. Baybars’ contacts with the bedouin of  Jordan 
went back to 1254 and Nuwayrī (d. c. 1332) records another meeting at 
Shawbak in 1276 with the amirs of  the Banū Uqba and others.88 The 
Arab tribes of  this region, and the Banū Fa l further north, controlled 
the Badiya al-Shām. In addition, these nomadic groups represented a 
signifi cant fi ghting force. The sultan relied upon the Syrian tribes and 
the Khafāja in Iraq for intelligence gathering,89 and the bedouin also 
provided the Mamluk sultanate with vital supplies of  sheep and horses. 
Throughout the Mamluk period Karak and Shawbak were important 
liaison points between central authority and the tribes.

Berke Khān succeeded his father Baybars as sultan on the death of  
the latter in 1277. The new sultan was soon forced to abdicate in favour 
of  his younger brother, Salāmish, who was installed as a puppet ruler 
under the regnal title al- Ādil. Berke Khān was sent into exile to Karak 
but he was joined there a few months later by Salāmish. The younger 
sibling had been deposed by Qalāwūn in 1279.90 Taking advantage of  
the political instability in Cairo, the governor of  Damascus, Sunqūr al-
Ashqar declared himself  the sultan. He was supported by the children of  
Baybars, Salāmish and Khi r (both in Karak), the governors of  Aleppo, 

afad, i n al-Akrād, ay ūn, and Ba albak, and Sharaf  al-Dīn Īsā b. 
Muhannā, paramount shaykh of  the Banū Fa l. Although Qalāwūn 
managed to crush the rebellion, the episode emphasised the need fi rst, 
to appoint reliable governors to the key positions in Syria and second, 
to retain good relations with the Arab tribes of  the eastern desert.

86 Ibn al-Furāt (1971), i, p. 104; ii, p. 82; Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 162.
87 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 264.
88 Nuwayrī (1923–92), xxx, p. 230 (citing a lost section of  Ibn Abd al- āhir, Raw ); 

p. 230. See also Zayadine (1985), pp. 170–71.
89 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 149. See also Amitai-Preiss (1995), pp. 144–46.
90 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, pp. 655–58. Holt ([1995], p. 19) describes Karak as an 

‘autonomous lordship’ during the period it was occupied by Berke Khān, Salāmish 
and Khi r. Whether the administrative status of  Karak changed during this short 
episode is not clear.
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It was during the reign of  sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad ibn Qalāwūn 
and his successors that Karak assumed its most central role in the politics 
of  the Mamluk sultanate. Al-Nā ir’s periods of  exile before 1310 were 
spent in Karak and he used his last stay to build up the support he 
required to reclaim the throne by force.91 During his periods of  exile 
he developed, like Baybars before him, close relations with the local 
bedouin, and these groups constituted a large part of  the military force 
he employed during his return to Egypt (the remainder being composed 
of  his own mamluks and some of  the Man ūrī amirs). The Arab tribes 
were to remain an important part of  his policy-making during the rest 
of  his rule. Robert Irwin has suggested that it is from this time that one 
can see the beginnings of  the ‘cult of  the bedouin’ that was to become 
such an integral part of  the Ba rī Mamluk identity.92

Al-Nā ir Mu ammad’s third rule witnessed the stabilisation of  the 
borders of  the empire. In 1312 the attempted Mongol invasion under 
the command of  Öljay ū Khudābanda was repulsed at Mardīn. The 
diminished threat from the south and east (planned alliances between 
the Rasulids and the Mongols were averted by Mamluk expeditions to 
Yemen in 1315, 1322 and 1331), and the eradication of  the Crusader 
presence on the mainland after 1291 reduced the strategic status and, 
consequently, the extent of  the military presence in southern Jordan.93 
The opening of  frontiers with the Ilkhanate in the 1320s led to the 
resumption of  overland trade from the east. The major benefi ciary of  
this change was the city of  Aleppo but the other provinces of  Bilād 
al-Shām also experienced the economic benefi ts of  the increased com-
mercial traffi c through the country bound for Egypt. In relation to 
southern Jordan it should be emphasised that most of  the trade caravans 
headed from Syria to Egypt would have made use of  the route through 
Palestine and along the north coast of  the Sinai.

Karak enjoyed a high profi le in the political life of  the fourteenth 
century. As part of  their education, al-Nā ir Mu ammad sent his sons, 
Anūk, Ibrāhīm and A mad to Karak where they could experience life 

91 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 44; Abū al-Fidā  (1983), p. 48.
92 Irwin (1986), p. 106.
93 Umarī (1988), p. 237: Shawbak at least was demilitarised at this time: writing 

in the 1340s, Umarī notes that there were no troops stationed at Shawbak and the 
doors of  the castle were shut. Ibn al-Jazarī (d. 1338) ([1949], p. 28, no. 155) reports 
that in 1292 the entire citadel of  Shawbak was demolished with the exception of  the 
donjon (qulla).
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with the tribes fi rsthand.94 The attachment felt by the sons of  al-Nā ir 
Mu ammad for life in southern Jordan is most vividly illustrated by 
sultan A mad’s dramatic departure from Cairo with the royal insignia, 
the contents of  the royal treasury, and fl ocks of  livestock to establish a 
new capital at Karak in 1341–42.95 The remoteness of  Karak from the 
centres of  political and economic power meant that such an endeavour 
was doomed to failure, but it indicates the trust that the Qalāwūnid 
sultans felt in the defensive strength of  the castle and the support they 
could expect from the local population. It took eight expeditions by 
the new sultan, al- āli  Ismā īl, to recapture Karak. The town fi nally 
fell because A mad’s muqaddam and chief  confi dant, Bāligh b. Yūsuf  
b. ayyi , betrayed his master by surrendering the castle to Egyptian 
forces in 1344 in return for substantial iq ā s for himself  and his kinfolk.96 
A mad was executed in the same year and the remnants of  the royal 
treasury were returned to Egypt.97 Later, another of  the Ba rī sultans, 
al-Nā ir asan, was to try and escape from Cairo and the overpowering 
infl uence of  the amirs to the relative safety of  Karak. He was captured 
and killed before reaching his destination.

Burjī Mamluk Period

With the exception of  Sha bān ii (r. 1363–76), very few of  the remain-
ing Ba rī sultans were able to establish a fi rm grip on the throne. In 
part this must have been caused by the chaos following the periodic 
waves of  the Black Death through the empire,98 but mainly it was due 
to the continuing power struggles amongst the Mamluk elite. The last 
Qalāwūnid sultans were no more than puppet rulers operated by the 
powerful amirs. One such amir was Barqūq who served as atābak al-
asākir (chief  of  the army) fi rst under al-Man ūr Alī (r. 1376–82) and 
then under the last of  the Qalāwūnid line, sultan ājjī ii (r. 1382). In 
1382 Barqūq took the throne for himself. Soon after, he was forced to 
deal with rebellion in Syria. The rebellion was led by the governor of  

94 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, pp. 332–33.
95 On the political circumstances of  al-Nā ir A mad’s reign, see Drori (2006). 
96 Bauden (2004), pp. 67–69 (citing Shujā ī and Maqrīzī).
97 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 655; Shujā ī (1977), pp. 269–70.
98 Dols (1977), p. 62. Karak, like other provinces of  Bilād al-Shām was badly affected 

by the epidemics.
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Aleppo, Yalbughā al-Nā irī, an amir dismissed from court, Tamurbughūr 
al-Af alī (also known as Min āsh), and a number of  other Syrian gov-
ernors. Included in this last group was Ma mūr al-Qalam āwī, governor 
of  Karak, who surrendered the citadel to the rebels ‘with all the money 
and arms which were there’.99 By 1389 this bitter confrontation had 
reached as far as Cairo itself. Seeing that his position was hopeless, 
Barqūq attempted to fl ee the capital, but was captured and sent to 
imprisonment in Karak. 

Barqūq appears to have built up a good rapport with the local gov-
ernor and his gaoler, usām al-Dīn asan al-Kujkūnī, and he escaped 
the town with the enthusiastic support of  the inhabitants of  Karak. 
He then travelled north to Damascus and launched his bid to regain 
control of  the empire. Even before this episode Barqūq had been 
in negotiations with Ibn Khā ir, chief  of  the Banū Uqba, who had 
acknowledged the former’s suzerainty and presumably pledged military 
support.100 Although Barqūq, as sultan, rewarded both the inhabitants 
of  the town and specifi c individuals who had aided his escape from 
captivity with his patronage, Karak started to fall from the status it had 
enjoyed under the Ba rī sultans. There was even a rebellion against the 
local governor by the townsfolk in 1397.101 Fighting was also recorded 
in Karak two years later between the ancient Arab factions of  Qays 
and Yaman.102

The rule of  Faraj, son of  Barqūq, saw one more example of  Karak 
being used as a base for a rebellion,103 but it becomes more diffi cult to 
identify references to southern Jordan in the Mamluk sources of  the 
fi fteenth century. This tendency was part of  a general shift of  emphasis 
toward the capital in Egypt and away from the regions. With Arab 
historians now primarily concerned with an increasingly Egyptian 
perspective, it becomes more diffi cult to discern the actual economic 
and political signifi cance of  the provinces of  Syria within the empire as 
a whole. Thus, the apparent lack of  sultanic interest in Karak can be 

99 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), v, p. 406.
100 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), v, p. 475.
101 Ibn al-Furāt (1936–42), ix, p. 462; Lapidus (1976), p. 52.
102 Maqrīzī (1934–72) iii, p. 1001. Disputes are also recorded in the south of  Bilād 

al-Shām in the sixteenth century. See Bakhit (1982), p. 214 (citing Mühimme Defteri, 
vol. 14, no. 973); and Heyd (1960), pp. 85–86, no. 39. Khalīl was a Qaysī stronghold 
in the eighteenth century. See Volney (1959), pp. 341–42. For a general discussion of  
Qays and Yaman, see EI2, iv, ‘ ays Aylān’, pp. 833–35.

103 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), vi, pp. 240–42.
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seen as part of  the larger process of  the marginalisation of  the Syrian 
regions from the political life of  the Mamluk state.

Some idea of  the continued economic and strategic status of  the 
mamlaka of  Karak is to be found in the careers of  those who served as 
nā ib of  the region. The appointment of  governor of  Karak still car-
ried considerable political infl uence and a number of  these men rose 
to high rank in Egypt or Syria after serving in this capacity.104 Southern 
Jordan must have still derived a good revenue from its agricultural pro-
duce because there is a case of  the appointment of  the governorate of  
Karak-Shawbak being made in 1453 to Yashbak āz al-Mu ayyadī for 
an unspecifi ed sum of  money (this practice is also recorded for other 
governorships).105 

The maintenance of  good relations with the bedouin tribes had 
been a key feature of  the Ba rī Mamluk policy and this was one of  
the reasons why Karak and Shawbak remained on the Syrian itiner-
ary of  the sultans. Although the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
were not without reports of  Arab uprisings in Southern Jordan,106 
both the harassment of  caravans and other serious incidents become 
commonplace as the fi fteenth century passed. For instance, in 1453 
the nā ib of  Karak, Āqbirdī al-Minqār, was killed by bedouin.107 The 
fi fteenth-century historian Maqrīzī attributed the growth in strength 
of  Banū Numayr and the Banū Rabī  to the instability created by the 
civil war between sultan A mad and the Egyptian amirs in the 1340s. 
A mad appears to have used much of  the gold in the treasury to buy 
the support of  the bedouin groups prior to the capitulation of  Karak 
in 1344.108 It is tempting to ascribe the growth of  bedouin raiding also 
to the apparent lack of  personal meetings between the sultan and the 
chiefs of  the powerful tribes of  the southern desert. With many of  
the provincial governors turning their energies toward political life at 
the political centre in Cairo, it is possible that the military resources 
no longer existed to deal with marauding Arab tribes. In 1462, in one 
of  the most serious incidents, the sultan had to send the combined 
might of  amir Ināl al-Ashqar and the governors of  Karak and Gaza 

104 For instance, examples of  later Mamluk nā ibs of  Karak who later became gov-
ernor of  Damascus are listed in Ibn a rā (1963), i, pp. 237, 241; ii, pp. 181, 183; 
Laoust (1952), pp. 5, 8, 9, 10, 15.

105 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1954–60), vi, p. 89–90, n. 253.
106 For instance, see Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, pp. 798–89.
107 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), vii, pp. 232, 377.
108 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 799.
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to Aqabat-Ayla to fi ght the chief  of  the Banū Uqba, Mubārak, who 
had attacked the ajj caravan from Egypt.109

While there is no reason to assume that the sporadic references to 
bedouin insurgence through the Burjī period indicate an unchanging 
linear decline in the effectiveness of  central authority at Karak,110 it 
is clear that by the latter part of  the fi fteenth century the Mamluk 
state was experiencing greater diffi culty in enforcing its will. The gov-
ernor had to fl ee from the town in the years 1506–1507 because of  a 
rebellion.111 Order was temporarily restored with the appointment of  
Qāy bāy al-Khā akī, formerly the commander of  troops in Damascus 
to the governorship in 1512.112 Two more military expeditions had to 
be equipped by Sībāy, the governor of  Damascus and sent to pacify 
the tribes around Karak in the fi nal years of  Mamluk rule.113 

Ottoman Rule and the Rise of  Tribal Power

Following the battle of  Marj Dābiq, Syria fell to Ottoman forces in 1516. 
The new regime did not seek immediately to set up new administrative 
structures and, in some cases, Mamluk offi cials were retained in their 
previous positions or even promoted. Janbirdī al-Ghazālī had served 
as governor of  Jerusalem and Karak in 1509, then afad in 1511, and 

amā in 1513.114 Under his new masters he was promoted in 1518 to 
the governorship of  the new province of  Damascus: an administrative 
area which ran as far south as Arīsh and encompassed the mamlakas 
of  afad, Tadmūr, Nāblus, Jerusalem, Gaza and Karak-Shawbak. He 
was killed in the following year after a failed rebellion and an Otto-
man governor, Iyās Pāsha, was installed in his stead.115 It was at this 

109 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), vii, pp. 749–50.
110 Fabri (1843–49), ii, pp. 144–45: the author, travelling through the Dead Sea Ghawr 

in the 1480s, mentions the widespread fear of  attack by bedouin tribes. This fear was 
not, however, a new phenomenon. Burchard of  Mount Sion, two centuries before was 
cautioned against visiting the Dead Sea because of  the danger of  bedouin attack (he 
subsequently found this to be untrue). See Burchard of  Mount Sion (1896), p. 59.

111 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iv, p. 94.
112 Laoust (1952), p. 113.
113 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iii, p. 433; Laoust (1952), p. 124.
114 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), v, pp. 383–84; Bakhit (1982), p. 19.
115 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), v, pp. 382–83; Laoust (1952), pp. 151–59, 171–74; Bakhit 

(1982), pp. 35–36.
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time that the new administrative arrangements of  the province were 
 established. The major towns were given a governor (sanjaqbey), each one 
subordinate to the beylerbey in Damascus. One of  the major landmarks 
of  Janbirdī al-Ghazālī’s tenure was making safe the pilgrimage route 
south from Syria. In order to achieve this he combined negotiation, 
patronage and military force; a policy which had worked well in the 
Ba rī Mamluk period. Using captured prisoners as a bargaining tool, 
he was able to conclude a peace treaty with the Jughaymān tribe in 
1519. Although the treaty had later to be backed up by another puni-
tive expedition, he appears to have made the road to the Holy Cities 
passable. Later in the same year the largest pilgrim caravan in seventy 
years set out from Damascus.116

The provinces of  Bilād al-Shām were not of  great importance to the 
Ottoman empire in the sixteenth century. The region contributed little 
either in revenue to the coffers of  Istanbul or in military assistance for 
campaigns.117 The need to achieve the minimum objective of  ensur-
ing the safety of  routes through Southern Jordan led the governors in 
Damascus to appoint the sanjaqbey of  this southern region from the 
ranks of  the powerful local families. An example of  this practice was 
Qān ūh b. Musā da b. Muslim ibn al-Ghazzāwī who was appointed as 
sanjaqbey of  Karak-Shawbak in 1551 and of  Ajlūn in 1564. Qān ūh’s 
suitability for the post depended upon the maintenance of  close rela-
tions with the Arab tribes (most importantly in this period the Banū 
A iyya, Haway āt, Banū Lām and al-Mafārija).118

Qān ūh came into confl ict with Damascus over his failure to keep 
up payments on the money borrowed to buy the position of  sanjaqbey. 
There were also complaints that he had appropriated money destined 
for the repair of  ajj stations. Qān ūh was deprived of  his territories, 
although he was made amīr al- ajj in 1570. He was, however, given the 
governorship of  Karak-Shawbak again in 1572.119 In later years the 
descendants of  Qān ūh tried to regain control over the lands of  Karak 
and the title of  amīr al- ajj but none managed to elicit suffi cient support 

116 Laoust (1952), pp. 153–54; Bakhit (1982), pp. 21–22.
117 Heyd (1960), pp. 117, 119 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. xxiii, no. 724).
118 Bakhit (1982), pp. 194–95 (citing ms of  Qu b al-Dīn al-Nahrawālī, al-Fawā id 

al-saniyya fi ’l-ri lat al-madāniyya wa’l-rümiyya).
119 Bakhit (1982), pp. 214–15 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. xiv, no. 973, p. 675; 

no. 1152, p. 794; no. 1692, p. 1149). See also Abu Husayn (1985), pp. 164–65.
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from both the infl uential local families and the Ottoman authorities in 
Damascus long enough to retain power.120

Southern Jordan did not make any major contribution to the fi nances 
of  the empire and so there was little incentive for the state to invest 
in the infrastructure of  the region beyond that required to achieve the 
core objective of  safe passage for caravan traffi c. The passing refer-
ences in the latter half  of  the seventeenth century onwards are to 
military expeditions sent out from Damascus. Attempts were made to 
pacify southern Jordan in 1655–56 and 1669–70.121 In 1678–79 the 
governor of  Damascus, Uthmān Pāsha stormed Karak castle and 
executed the town notables. In an effort to restore order, he placed a 
Damascene garrison inside the castle. Another expedition was sent in 
1710–11.122 This, and other similarly brutal expeditions had the basic 
aim of  keeping the ajj caravan free from harassment but did little to 
address the fundamental problems of  the lack of  central authority and 
an administrative framework within the region.

The decline in the fortunes of  southern Jordan had already started 
in the late Mamluk period but the Ottoman policy toward the region 
further reduced the levels of  sedentary population and agricultural 
prosperity.123 The decision to appoint local chiefs to key positions in 
the sanjaqs of  Jordan and southern Palestine may be seen as a refl ec-
tion of  the reduced power of  the Ottoman beylerbey over the regions 
of  Bilād al-Shām. Bakhit argues that the peace treaty with Austria 
signed in 1606 allowed the sultan to devote more resources to ensur-
ing internal stability within the empire as a whole. By 1635 the local 
factions had been eliminated in Damascus and this appears to have 
paved the way for greater prosperity in Syria in the latter part of  the 
seventeenth century.124

Karak remained, however, on the periphery of  the empire operat-
ing in essence as an autonomous city state, although the regions south 

120 The political history of  this period is summarised in Abu Husayn (1985), pp. 
171–83.

121 Nimr (1975), i, pp. 75–80, 101; Johns (1995), p. 26.
122 Laoust (1952), pp. 219, 231.
123 The loss of  security in the region appears to have encouraged the remaining 

sedentary population to move to less accessible, but more easily defensible, highland 
regions. Analysis of  archaeological surveys on the Karak plateau, suggests that, by 
the sixteenth century the majority of  the occupied villages were clustered around the 
south-western fringes of  the plateau. See Brown (1992), pp. 440–42.

124 Bakhit (1982), pp. 230–31.
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of  the Wādī al-Mūjib maintained some links to Palestine through the 
activities of  merchants from Khalīl and Jerusalem.125 By the end of  
the eighteenth century the town of  Karak and the plateau were under 
the control of  the Majālī family.126 The strong fortifi cations around 
Karak made it an attractive bolthole for those resisting the authority 
of  the Ottoman state. So it became when one of  the leaders of  the 
Palestinian revolt against the Egyptian occupation, Qāsim al-A mad 
fl ed to Karak following a defeat in Khalīl. In the summer of  1834 the 
forces of  Ibrāhīm Pasha, son of  the ruler of  Egypt, Muhammad Alī laid 
siege to Karak and, following its capture most of  the insurgents were 
executed.127 A contemporary source records that the houses of  Karak 
were systematically looted and a scorched earth policy was adopted for 
the town and its surrounding lands.128 Many of  the Christian occupants 
moved to Jerusalem, although it appears that Karak had been rebuilt 
by 1856.129 Ottoman central control only began to be reasserted in the 
last decade of  the nineteenth century, although attempts to collect taxes 
were recorded in the 1860s and 1870s.130 In 1895 Karak was made the 
capital of  a regional governorate that included Balqā  and territories 

125 For instance see Burckhardt (1822), pp. 417, 427; Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 382.
126 At the time of  Burckhardt’s visit to Karak Yūsuf  Majālī had been given the title 

of  ‘Emir of  all the Bedouins to the south of  Damascus, and as far as the Red Sea’ by 
the Meccan shaykh Ibn Sa ūd. Quoted in Rogan (1999), p. 31.

127 For a review of  the events of  the rebellion, see Rogan (1999), pp. 31–32.
128 Neophytos of  Cyprus trans. in Spyridon (1938), pp. 115–18. Describing the after-

math of  the capture Neophytos writes, ‘When the Christians had left, he ordered that 
the famous fortress be pulled down and all the houses razed to the very foundations. 
It was an easy thing to pull down the houses with the help of  picks and crowbars, 
but it was diffi cult to level the fortress which was built of  ashlars. This irritated the 
Pasha who told them to use powder. They used many barrels of  powder to blow up 
this mighty fortifi cation and wall. The noise of  the mine when it exploded was heard 
in Jerusalem which is 100 (Italian) miles, as the crow fl ies from Kerak. He demolished 
the town, and left it a heap of  charred stones, with little prospect of  its ever being 
rebuilt. He ordered also that the trees—olives, fi gs and vines—should be rooted out 
and burnt. Among the ruined cities of  this part, this one must also be included, and 
little trace of  any of  them is left. For who could live in such a city when the most 
essential and the most necessary thing is missing, namely water? In that place there 
is no spring, and they had to collect rain water in large cisterns. These cisterns were 
now broken and fi lled with earth and stones’ (pp. 116–17).

129 Spyridon (1938), p. 117, n. 1; Abujaber (1989), p. 33; Johns (1995), p. 27.
130 Abujaber (1989), p. 125, nn. 44–47 (citing oral testimony and Public Record Offi ce 

FO 195/675); Oliphant (1880), p. 287; Musil (1907–1908), iii, pp. 89–91; Johns (1995), 
p. 28. Unsuccessful attempts to collect tax were made on behalf  of  the Wahhābīs. See 
Burckhardt (1822), p. 383.
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as far south as Ma ān, and in 1896 there is record of  an Ottoman 
garrison was stationed in Karak.131 

The descriptions written by Western travellers indicate that the early 
decades of  the twentieth century witnessed an overall increase in the 
population and the return of  sedentary occupation to many of  the 
uninhabited villages east of  the Ghawr.132 There is evidence to suggest 
that the Majālī rulers of  the Karak plateau were involved in policies 
of  regeneration prior to the restoration of  Ottoman control, although 
whether these had any impact upon population levels and agricultural 
productivity in the region is diffi cult to assess.133 The population increases 
experienced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in 
Balqā  and Ajlūn districts do appear to have been attributable—directly 
or indirectly—to Ottoman policies in the region. Settlement patterns 
south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib did not alter to the same extent during this 
period due to the maintenance of  tribal authority in the governance 
of  the region. In particular, there was no resettlement by Circassian 
and Chechen immigrants onto abandoned villages as happened further 
north. Indeed, there was even a migration of  Christians from Karak to 
repopulate the site of  Mādabā in 1880 and 1881. The brutal suppres-
sion by the Ottoman authorities of  a revolt in Karak in 1910 further 
undermined the economic and demographic recovery of  the region.134 
It was not until later in the twentieth century that the Karak plateau 
began to transform into the populous agricultural region it is today.

131 Rogan (1999), p. 55; Cuinet (1896), p. 329.
132 For instance, see Bell (1907), p. 23. Brown notes that travellers in the nineteenth 

century may have underestimated the population of  the Karak plateau because they 
were unaware of  the extent of  cave occupation. See Brown (1992), pp. 464–46. Cave 
dwelling is reported in earlier sources. See Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.5.2 (trans. 
[1969], p. 144); Thietmar (1851), p. 40.

133 Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, pp. 111–13; Johns (1995), p. 29.
134 These issues are discussed in greater detail in Rogan (1999).



CHAPTER THREE

ADMINISTRATION AND ARCHITECTURAL PATRONAGE 
IN KARAK AND ITS DEPENDENT REGIONS

This chapter looks at the administrative structures introduced within 
the territories controlled by Karak in the Crusader, Ayyubid, Mamluk, 
and Ottoman periods. The discussion of  the administration is also con-
cerned with identifying the composition of  the military and bureaucratic 
populations active in the castle through the Middle Islamic period. 
The other theme of  this chapter is state investment in Karak and its 
dependent regions. Investment in the region was intended to achieve 
several functions. Expenditure by the state offi cials was directed toward: 
establishing order; maintaining the infrastructure necessary to facilitate 
the collection of  revenues from agricultural or industrial production; 
and the effi cient movement of  commodities, communications and people 
through the region. Both Crusader and Muslim administrations allo-
cated funds for the construction and maintenance of  religious buildings 
in the regions under their control. State investment might take forms 
such as the construction or repair of  buildings and roads, or the alloca-
tion of  lands and other revenues in return for services rendered to the 
state. The chapter is divided into sections that deal with the activities 
of  the Crusader, Ayyubid, Mamluk and early Ottoman administra-
tions. The last part of  each of  these sections provides a brief  account 
of  the architectural patronage (as it is known from extant buildings, 
monumental inscriptions, excavations and references in written sources) 
in central and southern Jordan during these periods.1

1 The comments made in this chapter concentrate on the historical and geographical 
patterns of  architectural patronage in central and southern Jordan by the Frankish and 
Muslim states. For this reason, the architectural descriptions of  individual buildings are 
very brief. For detailed discussions of  the architecture of  these periods, see: Deschamps 
(1939); Mumani (1998); Pringle (1993–, 1997, 2001); Walmsley (2001). References to 
specifi c buildings are given in the notes below. Domestic architecture is not covered in 
this chapter. For this subject, see McQuitty (2001), pp. 571–75. 
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Crusader Period

In the years following 1115 the castle of  Montréal and its surroundings 
remained as crown demesne (fi g. 3). A damaged inscription from Shaw-
bak dated 1118 names Hugo (or Hugh) as the viscount of  the region.2 
There was also a castellan installed by the king to run the castle itself. 
The viscount and the castellan were responsible for the administration 
of  the judiciary and the military as well as the collection of  revenues in 
the area.3 These offi cials would have employed a number of  additional 
functionaries (dragomen, scribes and sergeants). Of  more direct interest 
to this study, however, is the period after Oultrejourdain became an 
independent lordship under Pagan because it was during his tenure that 
Karak became the principal administrative centre.4 The transition of  
Oultrejourdain from the status of  royal demesne to a seigneurie required 
the establishment of  new governmental structures to cope with the duties 
that would previously have been organised from Jerusalem.

Documentary sources provide some evidence concerning the number 
and composition of  the administrative posts in Karak after c. 1142. The 
internal organisation of  the royal court was echoed, on a smaller scale, 
in the courts of  the major lords. The Assises of  Jerusalem contain a list 
of  the baronies and seigneuries having the right of  ‘cour, coins et justice’. 
These terms signifi ed: the right to hold court within one’s domain; the 
right to strike a lead seal; and the power to dispense justice (excluding 
certain offences such as treason which would be tried in the court of  
the king). Oultrejourdain was one of  thirty-six lordships granted these 
privileges.5

2 Tibble (1989), p. 30; Mayer (1990), pp. 68–69; Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 308–309, 
no. 229. For reading of  the inscription, see chapter 2, n. 16. A report for the year 1107 
claims that the lands around Shawbak were tributary domains of  Baldwin i under the 
supervision of  al-A fahīd al-Turkumānī. See Bakhit (1997), p. 373.

3 Mayer (1990), pp. 67–68. The posts of  viscount and castellan may have been 
fulfi lled by the same man. Mayer ([1990], pp. 69–78, 84–91) has traced the names of  
other viscounts of  the region in this early Crusader period.

4 The precise status of  this lordship is unclear. Jean d’Ibelin claims that the lordship 
of  Karak, Montréal and St Abraham could not be classed as a barony because it did 
not provide 100 knights for the Kingdom of  Jerusalem. Other sources of  the period 
do refer to it as a barony, however. See Edbury (1997), pp. 113–14, 193. 

5 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, p. 419. The Assises of  Jerusalem do not make clear when 
the seigneurie of  Oultrejourdain was granted an haute cour and the other administrative 
bodies associated with a Crusader lordship.
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Figure 3. Map of  Jordan during the Crusader period.
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The fi rst offi cer of  the cour was the seneschal. In the court he was the 
lord’s representative in the case of  the latter’s absence. More important 
were his administrative responsibilities which were to be in charge of  the 
bailiffs and clerks of  the treasury and the secrète, the offi ce set up to oversee 
the collection of  tax, to produce cadastral surveys, and to record the sale 
or transfer of  property.6 The competence of  the seneschal extended to 
the supervision of  the castles of  the seigneurie and the administration 
of  rent and taxation. The next most important positions in the cour 
were those of  the constable and the marshall. The duties of  these two 
posts were primarily military. According to the Assises of  Jerusalem, the 
lordship of  Oultrejourdain contained neither post because there were 
not suffi cient knights to merit them.7 In Oultrejourdain the running 
of  the military was probably left to the commander of  the castle, the 
castellan.8 There were also castellans stationed in Shawbak, Wu ayra 
and Khalīl.9 The duties of  the chamberlain and the butler covered the 
maintenance and fi nances of  the personal household of  the king or 
lord.10 The term ‘coins’ refers specifi cally to the right to use a lead seal 
and, thus, possess a chancery.11 A main function of  the chancery was 
the confi rmation of  fi efs. One example of  a seal used by a Crusader 
lord of  Oultrejourdain survives, that of  the last incumbent, Reynald of  
Châtillon (pl. 1).

According to the Assises of  Jerusalem, the lord of  Oultrejourdain was 
obliged to provide forty knights from Karak and Montréal for the 
defence of  the Crusader state. When Reynald of  Châtillon was lord 

 6 Setton (1955–85), v, pp. 220–21; Prawer (1972), p. 144, n. 17; La Monte (1932), 
p. 167, n. 2. There is no documentary evidence to confi rm the presence of  a secrète in 
Oultrejourdain although it is thought that all seigneuries in the Latin Kingdom con-
tained this offi ce. A charter dated 1243 does contain references to the offi ce of  secrète 
in Acre and Tyre. See Chartes (1899), no. 71.

 7 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, pp. 417–18; Edbury (1997), pp. 113–14, 193.
 8 Regesta (1893), nos. 279, 596: these documents (dated 1152 and 1180) mention a 

certain Johannes as castellan.
 9 Regesta (1893), nos. 279, 551, 366; Regesta Additamentum (1904), no. 623.a; Mayer 

(1990), pp. 154–55; Pringle (1993–), ii, p. 374. Pringle (1997), p. 50, no. 101: the 
remains of  an apparently twelfth-century fortifi cation existed on the south-west face 
of  the Herodian precinct at Khalīl. It was demolished in the 1960s.

10 Regesta (1893), no. 366; Tabulae (1869), no. 3: the services of  a Johan Goumans/
Gotman are included in the charter assigning the territories of  Oultrejourdain to Philip 
of  Nāblus. The document does not specify the duties of  this individual but he appears 
to have been appointed directly by the king. See also Mayer (1990), pp. 154, 163–69; 
Edbury (1997), pp. 142–43.

11 For the seal of  Reynald of  Châtillon, see Deschamps (1939), fi g. 6; Clermont-
Ganneau (1885–1907), iii, pp. 129–34.
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of  Oultrejourdain he also held the fi ef  of  Khalīl (St Abraham) which 
contributed another twenty knights.12 This number was part a total of  
577 drawn from all the fi efs of  the Latin Kingdom.13 In addition, each 
town and abbey was expected to send a fi xed number of  sergeants. 
There are no specifi c fi gures for the towns of  Oultrejourdain but a 
total of  5,025 is given for the kingdom.14 Each seigneurie would thus 
have yielded between nine and ten times as many sergeants as knights 
for military service (giving an approximate fi gure of  360–400 men for 
Karak-Shawbak and 180–200 for Khalīl). Towns also had to provide 
soldiers for the defence of  the town walls. Both the king and the lords 
would recruit additionally from the native population.

Each knight would be allocated a fi ef  to provide him with a fi xed 
income to cover his expenses. Recent studies have suggested that there 
is evidence that in areas such as Galilee and Samaria knights actually 
built dwellings in their fi efs, but whether this practice extended to the 
frontier territories of  the Kingdom of  Jerusalem is unclear.15 LaMonte 
estimates that the value of  a single fi ef  could range from 400 to 1,000 
besants.16 There is no list of  all the fi efs within Oultrejourdain but there 
are references in charters and other sources to some of  them. When 
Baldwin fi rst built the castle of  Montréal, William of  Tyre records that 
he granted ‘extensive possessions’ in the area to the garrison although 
no details are given concerning the manner in which the lands were 
distributed.17 Documents from later in the twelfth century preserve 
the names of  some of  the fi efs allocated to knights in the lands of  
Oultrejourdain: these are Canzir (Khānzīra), Hobelet (or Obelet), 
Traphyla ( afīla), Beni Salem, Moïse (Wādī Mūsā), Ahamant ( Ammān) 
and Gerba (Wādī Jurba).18

12 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, pp. 418, 422; Edbury (1997), pp. 118, 196. Discussing 
the services owed by the city of  Acre, the Assises (  Jean d’Ibelin [1841–43], i, p. 425; 
Edbury [1997], pp. 121, 198) also mentions a noble called Michael of  Sinai who was 
required to provide one knight to the Kingdom of  Jerusalem. Les Gestes des Chiprois (1967) 
ii, p. 819. This source claims that Karak and Montréal contributed sixty knights.

13 Riley Smith (1973), p. 17: the author estimates that the Latin Kingdom could 
mobilise as many as 700 knights.

14 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43) i, p. 427; Edbury (1997), pp. 125, 199: the Archbishop of  
St Abraham was required to provide fi fty sergeants in times of  great need.

15 Ellenblum (1995); Ellenblum et al. (1996). The identifi cation of  ‘manor houses’ 
that may have been occupied by Frankish knights was based upon the observation of  
construction techniques in extant buildings and the analysis of  documentary sources. 

16 La Monte (1932), p. 150.
17 William of  Tyre (1986), xi.26 (trans. [1976], i, p. 506).
18 Ernoul (1871), p. 68. Regesta (1893), no. 542: Martin, seigneur of  afīla is recorded 
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In the Frankish states there existed a number of  administrative units 
beneath the haute cour. The court established to look after the affairs of  
the Frankish landowners (burgesses) was the cour des bourgeois. There were 
thirty-seven of  these courts listed in the Assises of  Jerusalem including 
one each in Karak and Montréal.19 The court was composed of  twelve 
jurors appointed by the lord of  the city and headed by a viscount. The 
viscount and two judges (magister) of  Karak are mentioned in a document 
dated 1177.20 The viscount also held the position of  chief  of  police and 
employed a group of  sergeants to assist him in his work. His second 
in command, the mathesep, retained both the title (in a corrupted form) 
and many of  the duties of  the Arab market inspector (mu tasib).21 The 
presence of  the cour des bourgeois in both Karak and Montréal suggests an 
active Frankish population in the two towns involved in agriculture and 
commerce. There were also courts for the native Muslim and Christian 
communities. Each of  these courts was presided over by a lay head 
of  the community (ra īs). In some towns these locally run courts were 
replaced by the cour de la fonde. The Assises do not state whether these 
organisations existed in any of  the towns of  Oultrejourdain.

Outside of  the power of  the seigneur of  Karak and Montréal were 
religious orders like the Hospitallers and the Latin Church. Lands and 
privileges were assigned to these religious institutions. For instance, in 
1152 Maurice gave to the Order of  the Hospital the lower bailey of  
Karak castle, a house next to his own in Shawbak (probably located 
within the castle), the fi efs of  Canzir and Beni Salem, and free use of  
boats for taking provisions across the Dead Sea in return for agreeing 
to provide some of  the defence within Karak castle. The right to free 
passage across the sea was later confi rmed by Reynald of  Châtillon in 

in a document of  1177. Regesta (1893), no. 454 mentions Garin de Hobelet. The fi ef  
of  Hobelet is probably located on the hill named Hoboul Ezzekia, east of  Karak. 
See Deschamps (1939), p. 38, 64 n. 2; William of  Tyre (1986), xxii.30 [29], xxii. 
31.6 (trans. [1976], ii, pp. 499, 503). Regesta (1893), no. 279: both Canzir and Beni 
Salem were given to the Hospitallers in 1152. See also Rey (1883), p. 395; and Rey 
(1896), p. 19. Gerba is described as being in the vicinity of  Shawbak. See William of  
Tyre (1986), xx.16.47 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 472). The casalia of  Coreb, Antiochet and 
Beteligene may also have been located in Oultrejourdain. See Diplôme (1900–1901), 
p. 315; Clermont-Ganneau (1885–1907), v, pp. 77–78.

19 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, chapt. cclxx; Edbury (1997), pp. 116, 194. Prawer 
(1972), p. 146: the author has traced a total of  forty-two cours des bourgeois in the 
Kingdom of  Jerusalem.

20 Regesta (1893), no. 551.
21 Riley Smith (1973): the author discusses the minor administrative positions in the 

Kingdom of  Jerusalem.
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1177.22 A village (casal) called ‘Hara’ in the region of  Wādī Mūsā was 
also given to the Hospitallers in c. 1160 by Joseph and John, sons of  
Saba son of  George. The village had been given to Saba by Baldwin 
ii.23 Land in Oultrejourdain was owned by the religious orders.24 In 
addition, a charter dated 1217 states that the Abbey of  St Catherine in 
Sinai possessed houses and agricultural land in Wādī Mūsā, Shawbak 
and Karak.25 The Templum Domini is also recorded as owning houses 
and vineyards around Shawbak in a charter dated 1166.26 

As the political and economic importance of  Oultrejourdain 
increased in the Kingdom of  Jerusalem, so did its religious status; in 
1167 an archbishop was installed in Karak (he had previously resided 
at either Bu rā or Ammān).27 There were no other Latin bishops in 
Oultrejourdain, although several sources claim that the archbishop had 
a Greek Orthodox suffragan at Mount Sinai.28 Whether the Orthodox 
bishop of  ‘Faraon’, actually came under the jurisdiction of  Guerricus, 
the archbishop of  Petra of  the Desert (Karak) is open to doubt, however.29 
Nobody succeeded Guerricus as the Metropolitan of  Petra.30 The lord 
of  Karak also had a personal chaplain who presumably led the worship 
in the castle chapel. It is not known how many priests held this post 
between 1142 and 1188, but four individuals are recorded in charters.31 
A charter of  1181 also records the presence of  a dean, an archdeacon, 

22 Regesta (1893), nos. 279, 551; Codice (1733), i, no. 62, p. 62. 
23 Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 376–77, no. 278.
24 Chartes (1880), no. 18; Regesta (1893), no. 134. Philip donated property and land 

in Khalīl and Oultrejourdain to the Templum Domini. See Diplôme (1900–1901), 
p. 315; Clermont-Ganneau (1885–1907), v, pp. 77–78.

25 Regesta (1893), no. 897; Pringle (1993–), i, p. 293, no. 131.
26 Regesta Additamentum (1904), no. 422a; Pringle (1993–), ii, p. 305.
27 Jean d’Ibelin (1841–43), i, p. 415: ‘l’arcêveque dou Babbat que les Grecs apelent 

Filadelfe, qui au tens le rei Amauri, fut translaté au Crac, et est appelé l’arcêveque 
de la Pierre dou Desert’. See also Jacques of  Vitry (1611), xcvi (p. 1119); Geoffrey 
of  Vinsauf  (1848), pp. 83–84. It has been suggested that the town of  Rabba, north 
of  Karak may have been a metropolitan within the patriarchate of  Antioch from the 
seventh century through into Crusader times. See Zayadine (1971).

28 Anonymous Pilgrims (1894), p. 31 (probably written after 1198); Jacques of  Vitry 
(1611), lvi (p. 1077); Edbury (1997), pp. 112, 192; Pringle (1993–), i, p. 287.

29 Edbury (1997), p. 182. 
30 Thietmar, in 1217, mentions a Latin bishop at Shawbak. See Mayer (1990), p. 

124 (citing an unspecifi ed ms source). A colophon in a ms in the Armenian Patriarchate 
library, Jerusalem records the donation of  a Bible to the church of  St. George of  Karak 
by king Leo iv of  Cilicia following a visit to Jerusalem in 1329. See Pringle (1993–), 
i, p. 295, no. 133.

31 These are Rainard (1152), Lawrence (1168), William (1177) and Nicholas (1180). 
See Regesta (1893), nos. 279, 454, 551, 596, 607; Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 287–93, no. 130.
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a cantor, three priests and a subdeacon at Karak.32 There may have 
been an unsuccessful attempt to move the remains of  St Catherine from 
the monastery in Sinai to Karak.33 Whether this action was intended 
to elevate the cathedral in Karak to the status of  a focus for pilgrimage 
is not clear, although the acquisition of  relics (through barter or theft) 
appears to have been relatively common practice amongst religious 
institutions in medieval Europe.34

The bedouin tribes within the Kingdom of  Jerusalem were counted 
as crown property. They paid pasturage rights to the king and remained 
under his jurisdiction.35 Reynald of  Châtillon and other Crusader lords 
used the bedouin extensively as guides and for intelligence gathering,36 
and it is possible that the harassment of  caravans passing through the 
region was done with the tacit support of  the authorities in Karak.

The Crusader conquest of  central and southern Jordan was a gradual 
process, starting with military expeditions in the period between 1100 
and the foundation by Baldwin i of  the fi rst castle, Montréal (Arabic: 
Shawbak), in 1115. The decision to incorporate these lands into the 
Kingdom of  Jerusalem necessitated the construction of  a network of  
castles and smaller fortifi cations. These military installations provided 
protection for the Frankish settlers who moved into the fertile lands of  
southern Jordan as well as adding to the defences of  the lands west of  
the Jordan river and Dead Sea Ghawr. The castles also became the 
centres for the administration of  the new lordship of  Oultrejourdain. 
The architecture of  the period up to 1188–89 was not limited to military 
structures, however; churches and some secular structures have also been 
identifi ed in surveys of  central and southern Jordan. In architectural 
terms, this is the best known period in the medieval history of  the region 
and the comments made below rely on the detailed research of  Paul 
Deschamps, Denys Pringle, and others listed in the notes. 

The fi rst major castle built by the Crusaders south of  the Wādī 
Zarqā  was situated at the summit of  a conical hill at Shawbak (pl. 21). 
Founded by Baldwin i in 1115, it was named Montréal. The substantial 

32 Regesta (1893), no. 607.
33 Thietmar (1851), p. 47. Thietmar does not give the name of  the noble of  ‘Petra 

and Scobach’ (i.e. Karak and Shawbak) who was eager to move the relics of  the saint, 
but Reynald is a plausible candidate. 

34 For a discussion of  this phenomenon, see Geary (1986).
35 Regesta (1893), no. 36. See also Prawer (1980), p. 214.
36 For instance, Abū Shāma (1969), iv, pp. 156–57, 232 (quoting a letter written by 

Qā ī al-Fā il); Bahā  al-Dīn (1969), p. 306.
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nature of  the new installation was an indication of  the intention of  the 
Franks both to settle the surrounding area (Wādī al-Bustān beneath the 
castle provides a fertile and sheltered area with springs that is well suited 
for cultivation) and to control the commercial caravans passing through 
the south of  Jordan. Much of  what remains today can be dated to the 
thirteenth century, but some comments can be made about the design 
of  the Frankish fortress on the basis of  observations by Denys Pringle 
and a recent survey conducted by Nicholas Faucherre.37 Thietmar, who 
visited the site in 1217 and thus saw the castle prior to the Mamluk 
reconstruction of  the curtain wall and towers, provides valuable 
evidence. He was evidently impressed by what he saw and writes that 
the castle was enclosed by a triple line of  walls.38 Thietmar’s description 
may indicate that the suburb (  faubourg) allocated to the Frankish settlers 
was enclosed within the third line of  walls, though there is little evidence 
to support this.39 William of  Tyre’s account of  Shawbak as comprising 
‘a wall, towers, an outer wall and ditch’ is, however, more in keeping 
with the surviving remains.40 Pringle suggests that the main entrance to 
the Frankish castle was located on the east side and led into the outer 
bailey. On the south side, the inner gate led into the upper bailey.41 The 
best surviving parts of  the Frankish castle are the two churches (see 
below) and those parts of  the curtain wall that were encased within the 
Mamluk fortifi cations of  the late thirteenth century. 

Karak citadel is the largest of  the surviving fortifi cations in central 
and southern Jordan and is still one of  the most impressive examples of  
medieval military architecture in the Middle East (pls. 7–12). The fi rst 
phase of  Frankish construction on the site can be dated on historical 
grounds to c. 1142 during the tenure of  Pagan the Butler, though it 

37 On the Crusader and Muslim military architecture of  Shawbak, see Mumani 
(1988), pp. 243–93; Brooker and Knauf  (1988), p. 185; Brown (1988); Kennedy 
(1994), pp. 23–25; Pringle (1997), pp. 75–76, no. 157 (with an extensive list of  ear-
lier sources); Pringle (2001), p. 678. For the most recent survey of  the Crusader and 
Mamluk phases, see Faucherre (2006). His detailed study of  the masonry styles and 
architectural features has provided a much clearer picture of  the plan and elevation 
of  the curtain wall of  the castle. 

38 See the section translated in Kennedy (1994), p. 25.
39 Pringle suggests that the castle comprised ‘at least two lines of  walls, strengthened 

by towers,’ but is cautious about the possibility of  three lines of  walls as both Thietmar 
and Ludolph of  Sudheim indicate in their accounts of  Shawbak. See Pringle (1993–), 
ii, pp. 304–305.

40 Translated in Pringle (2001), p. 678.
41 Pringle (1993–), ii, p. 305, fi g. 82.
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was only brought to completion by Philip of  Nāblus more than two 
decades later. From 1115 to 1142 Karak was probably occupied by 
Frankish settlers, local Christians and, perhaps, some Armenians, but 
little is known about the architecture of  the town during this phase.42 As 
yet, no evidence has come to light of  pre-Crusader fortifi cations under 
the present citadel or around the outskirts of  the old town,43 though 
the representations of  the town (identifi ed in the incomplete inscription 
as [Kha]rakhmob[a], i.e. ‘Kharakh of  Moab’) appears in the famous 
Mādabā mosaic map of  the sixth century (pl. 2).44 The mosaic in the 
church of  St Stephen in Umm al-Ra ā , now dated to 718 (pl. 3), may 
indicate that Karak was protected by a perimeter wall in the late Byzantine 
period and into the fi rst century of  Islamic rule in Jordan, though it is 
worth noting that the generic representations of  towns on the pavement 
of  the church of  St Stephen lack the topographic specifi city found in 
the Mādabā mosaic.45  Later Arabic historical sources also indicate, by 
the latter part of  the tenth century, that some part of  the area occupied 
by the present citadel and the old town was fortifi ed. Referring to events 
in 983, Ibn al-Dawādārī (d. after 1335) describes Karak as a fortress/
citadel ( i n) and notes that the structure dates from the time of  someone 
named Haftikīn (presumably a local governor of  Turkish origin).46 Less 
plausibly, Ibn Shaddād (d. 1285) relates a story that Karak contained a 
monastery which the monks fortifi ed to defend themselves from local 
bedouin. According to this account, the fortifi cations were increased by 
the Franks who also installed a governor and a military force.47

The citadel of  Karak was substantially remodelled in the Ayyubid 
and early Mamluk periods, but considerable parts of  the original 
Frankish work remain.48 The castle constructed by Pagan the Butler 

42 Pringle (1993–), i, p. 286.
43 Johns (1997), p. 282.
44 Donner (1992), p. 40. The map certainly made use of  older cartographic sources 

dating back to the fourth century, however, and the image of  Karak may refl ect its 
appearance prior to the sixth century. See Donner (1992), pp. 21–27.

45 The date of  the mosaic pavement in the church of  St Stephen in Umm al-
Ra ā  had been read as 785. The revised date of  718 is given in Schick (1995), pp. 
472–73.

46 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vi, p. 206 (the vowelling of  this name is uncertain). 
See also Bianquis (1986–89), i, pp. 141–42. 

47 Ibn Shaddād (1963), p. 69.
48 The best architectural survey of  the military architecture of  Karak remains 

Deschamps (1939), pp. 80–98. See also Smail (1956), pp. 218–22; Mumani (1988), pp. 
156–242; Kennedy (1994), pp. 45–52; Pringle (1997), p. 59, no. 124 (with extensive 
bibliography); Pringle (2001), p. 678.  
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and his successors occupies the southern tip of  a larger saddle of  land 
now occupied by the old town of  Karak. The east and west walls of  
the citadel sit atop steep natural slopes that, on the east were improved 
by the construction of  a massive glacis (pls. 7 & 11). To the north the 
citadel was separated from the town by a ditch that was, according to 
Ibn al-Athīr, originally about sixty cubits deep (pl. 10). The other area 
of  vulnerability to the south—where the citadel is overlooked by the 
hill, Umm al-Thalj—was improved by the excavation of  another ditch 
and the addition of  a reservoir that functioned as a moat in times of  
emergency. The site of  the original Frankish keep at the south end is 
now occupied by the massive fortifi cation erected by sultan Baybars 
(see below) in the thirteenth century. The Crusader citadel was built 
of  roughly shaped stone (in contrast to the drafted masonry of  later 
periods). Surrounded by a curtain wall punctuated by rectangular towers, 
the citadel was divided on the interior into a lower bailey (barbican) to 
the west and an upper bailey to the east. The lower bailey is probably the 
area that the Hospitallers were assigned to defend in 1152 in return for 
other privileges in Oultrejourdain.

The surviving sections of  the Crusader fortifi cations are to be 
found on the north side, the east front and the south end of  the lower 
bailey. The north side presents the most complete example of  Frankish 
military architecture on the site (pl. 10). The salient on the east side 
contains a small, and well defended postern gate. It has been speculated 
that the main entrance during the Crusader period was situated at the 
northeastern corner and led through the now ruined tower into the lower 
bailey. Behind the north side are two storeys of  massive barrel vaulted 
halls that were used for stabling and storage. These areas must have 
provided refuge from the projectiles that were hurled into the building 
during sieges. Examination of  the east front suggests two phases of  
construction with the original line of  the Frankish citadel being located 
fi ve to ten metres west of  the present curtain wall. The two lines of  
walls are now separated by vaulted passageways. Some arrow slits from 
the original curtain wall can still be detected in the present structure; 
one is to be found in the east wall of  the small mosque in the Mamluk-
period reception hall (see below). In general, the architecture of  the 
upper bailey is diffi cult to appreciate due to fragmentary survival above 
ground and the presence of  considerable overburden. Aside from the 
chapel (see below), it is possible to identify the bakery and a range of  
other subterranean passageways and vaulted chambers that are likely to 
date to the Crusader period. In its present form the lower bailey, with 
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its complex of  subterranean vaults, dates mainly to the Mamluk period 
(pl. 12), though some Frankish work may remain. The south end of  the 
lower bailey was perhaps the original site of  the tower of  St Mary. 

While Karak and Shawbak certainly formed the core of  the defences 
of  the lordship of  Oultrejourdain, they were not the only fortifi cations 
established in the region between 1115 and 1188. Two Frankish writers, 
Oliver of  Paderborn (d. 1227) and Jacques of  Vitry (d. c. 1240), state 
that Karak and Shawbak possessed seven very strong forts, though 
neither source provides a list of  their names.49 This may be compared 
with the evidence provided by an account by Ibn al-Athīr (d. 1233) of  
the castles of  the region following the Ayyubid conquest in 1188–89,50 a 
Latin document dating to c. 1239 listing the castles of  Oultrejourdain,51 
and several charters of  the 1160s and 1170s. In addition, archaeologists 
and travellers in central and southern Jordan have identifi ed the ruins 
of  fortifi ed structures that can be dated to the twelfth century. While 
some of  these ruined structures can be correlated with names found in 
the written sources, it is worth noting that there continues to be debate 
concerning some of  the identifi cations. In the absence of  Frankish 
monumental inscriptions on these sites the dating has been established 
through analysis of  the architectural remains and, in some cases, 
controlled excavations. Most recently, Pringle has suggested that the 
seven forts should probably be identifi ed as Ammān, afīla, Khirbat 
al-Sil ā, Khirbat al-Hurmūz, Wu ayra, abīs and Aqaba.52 The literary 
and archaeological evidence is reviewed below.

The most extensively studied of  this group of  secondary Frankish 
fortifi cations is located near to Wādī Mūsa. Known in Arabic as 
Wu ayra, this castle was originally named Li Vaux Moïse. Baldwin i 
is known to have mounted an attack on a Muslim fort in the vicinity 
in 1107, but it is unlikely that the king ordered the foundation of  a 
Frankish installation at that time. Wu ayra certainly existed in 1144 

49 Oliver of  Paderborn (1894), iv.31 (trans. [1971], pp. 84–86); Pringle (2001), p. 678.
50 Ibn al-Athīr (1969) i, p. 734. Other important sources of  information on the 

names of  the forts include Imad al-Dīn and Abū Shāma. See notes in Pringle (2001), 
pp. 680–81. 

51 This document names Montreal, Crac, Vallem de Messa (Wu ayra), Traphyla 
( afīla), and Celle (as well as a castle in the Ghawr called Marescalcia). See Deschamps 
(1942–43), pp. 88–89.

52 Pringle (2001), p. 678. Other lists of  candidates appear in Deschamps (1939), 
p. 39, n. 1 (though his identifi cation of  Qal at Ayla as Frankish is incorrect); Brooker 
and Knauf  (1988), pp. 185–88.
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(at which point it was taken in a surprise attack by a Muslim army), and 
a potential construction date suggested on historical grounds is between 
1127 and 1131. The fort makes use of  the immediate environment in 
the design of  its defences (pl. 26). The single entrance is fashioned out 
of  the natural rock (pl. 27) while the northern sector of  the curtain 
wall is perched above a ravine that was excavated to increase its depth. 
Constructed of  rough-hewn masonry, the rectangular enclosure of  
c. 100 × 35 m contains the remains of  a chapel (with architectural 
details comparable to the smaller chapel at Shawbak), and the traces of  
what may have been a keep (on the south side) and a residence for the 
local Frankish noble.53 Excavations on the site have revealed two main 
phases of  occupation during the Crusader period, though the fi nds 
did not provide any absolute dating.54 The second occupation phase 
in the Italian excavations included a few examples of  imported Syrian 
stonepaste wares; a surprising discovery that hints at the relative wealth 
of  some of  the occupants in the decades prior to 1188–89.55

Closely associated with Wu ayra is the smaller fort located within Petra 
that is now known as abīs (pl. 28).56 The original name of  the site is 
unknown. The twelfth-century dating has been established on the basis 
of  the masonry, and particularly features such as the arrow slits in the 
curtain wall of  the outer bailey (pl. 29). On a smaller scale than Wu ayra, 

abīs also makes use of  the natural terrain to ensure its security with 
the summit of  the hill occupied by a small keep and two lines of  walls 
creating an inner and outer bailey. The very inaccessibility of  the site 
and the barren land it commands have led scholars to question why the 
fort was built.57 One possibility is that it was erected by the Frankish 

53 The names of  two—Ulric, viscount of  Nāblus and his son, Baldwin—are recorded 
in the charter of  1161. See Regesta (1893), no. 366; Pringle (2001), p. 683.

54 For archaeological dating of  occupation levels at Wu ayra see: Brown (1987); 
and Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995); Vannini and Tonghini (1997). For further 
discussion of  the architecture, see Marino et al. (1990), pp. 5–13; Kennedy (1994), pp. 
24–27; Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 373–77, nos. 277–78; Pringle (1997), pp. 105–106, no. 
230; Bini and Bertocci (1997).

55 Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995), pp. 529–37, table 1, fi gs. 16–20; Vannini and 
Tonghini (1997), pp. 378–83, fi gs. 13–19.

56 The site has been tentatively linked to a castle called Aswit that was visited by 
Baybars in 1276. See Zayadine (1985), p. 173 (citing Nuwayrī). Cf. comments in 
Hammond (1970), pp. 32–33.

57 The most detailed historical and architectural study is Hammond (1970). See 
also comments in Marino et al. (1990), pp. 4–5; Kennedy (1994), pp. 28–30; Pringle 
(1997), p. 49, no. 97.
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garrison after the fall of  Wu ayra in 1144,58 though other scholars have 
suggested an association with the ‘new fort’ (  praesidium novum) that Albert 
of  Aix (d. c. 1120) claims was built by the Franks in a mere eighteen 
days in 1116.59 Whatever the case, the scant fi nds collected on the site 
do not indicate an extended period of  occupation during the twelfth 
century.60

Less is known about the other fi ve castles that Oliver of  Paderborn 
and Jacques of  Vitry claim were to be found in Oultrejourdain. 
Ahamant/Hamam (i.e. Ammān) appears in charters of  1161 and 1166, 
but recent surveys have revealed that the fortifi ed tower on the Ammān 
citadel is likely to be an Ayyubid construction (see below). The location 
of  the Frankish castle is unknown.61 The list of  castles in the document 
of  c. 1239 mentions a structure at afīla (Traphyla), and a lord Martin 
of  Taphilia appears as a witness to a charter in 1177.62 It is generally 
assumed that this fort was located on the spur of  land now occupied 
by a small Ottoman period tower (pl. 30), though more analysis would 
be required to establish the phases of  construction on this site.63 About 
10km south of  afīla in Wādī al-Sil a is a natural rock castle known 
today as Khirbat al-Sil a.64 While this wādī certainly contains important 
remains from the Nabatean period, this does not preclude the possibility 
of  reuse in the twelfth century. The similarity between the present 
Arabic name and the Celle/Sal ā found in Latin and Arabic sources is 
also persuasive. That said, the identifi cation is far from certain, and other 
scholars have suggested alternative locations for Celle/Sal ā (including 

abīs).65 The original location of  Hurmus/Hurmūz has also been the 
subject of  debate, though the best candidate is Khirbat al-Hurmūz 

58 Kennedy (1994), p. 30.
59 Hammond (1970), pp. 34–35; Marino et al. (1990), p. 4.
60 Hammond (1970), p. 36. Surface fi nds included Nabatean and Middle Islamic 

handmade slip-painted pottery.
61 Tabulae (1869), no. 3; Chartes (1907), p. 184; Pringle (1997), pp. 112–13, no. P3; 

Pringle (2001), pp. 679–80.
62 Regesta (1893), no. 542; Deschamps (1942–43), pp. 88, 90, 96, no. 9.
63 Pringle (1997), p. 98, no. 214; Pringle (2001), p. 680. See also Mumani (1988), 

pp. 333–34.
64 Pringle (1997), p. 95, no. 202; Pringle (2001), p. 680.
65 The association with abīs is based on the fact that in c. 1225 the geographer 

Yāqūt writes that Sal ā is to be found in Wādī Mūsa. See Deschamps (1939), pp. 19, 
38–39. See also Brooker and Knauf  (1988), p. 187. Their suggestion that Celle is 
derived from the Arabic qal a is made unlikely by the fact that later Arabic sources, 
such as Yāqūt, Ibn al-Athīr and Dimashqī, render the site as Sal a.
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some 10km north of  Petra.66 The Red Sea town of  Ayla was occupied 
by Baldwin i in 1116, and the Franks evidently built a fortress in the 
vicinity. Taken by Ayyubid forces in 1170, the remains of  the Frankish 
fort are believed to be located beneath the present Mamluk structure. 
Ongoing excavations should help to clarify this question.

Other Frankish secular structures have been identifi ed in central 
and southern Jordan. Deschamps discusses the reservoirs that were 
established in the town of  Karak including one inside the walls from 
Burj al- āhir that was fed by a canal drawing its water from Ayn al-
Franj. He also illustrates a Frankish construction over the spring of  
Ayn al-Sitt.67 Thought was also given to improving the transport and 
communications around the kingdom. In order to facilitate the transport 
of  goods and men between Palestine and Oultrejourdain the Crusaders 
built ports on the east and west sides of  the Dead Sea.68

The Frankish presence in central and southern Jordan also resulted 
in the erection of  churches in the castles and major towns. The most 
important of  these was the Latin cathedral in Karak. Converted for 
Muslim use after the surrender of  Karak to Ayyubid forces, the arcades 
and pillars of  the Frankish church were still visible until 1929 when 
the building was destroyed to allow for the construction of  the present 
Congregational Mosque on the site.69 The chapel within the inner bailey 
of  the castle consists of  a barrel vaulted nave 25m in length and with a 
sacristy on the north side (pl. 13). In the early nineteenth century parts 
of  the vaults retained frescoes representing saints and, perhaps, a king 
in armour (possibly a military saint), as well as inscriptions. Nothing of  
this decoration survives today.70 Shawbak castle was provided with two 
churches during the Crusader period. The fi rst, located in the inner 
bailey, is a grand three-aisled structure that probably functioned as the 
parish church (pl. 22). The fragmentary inscription associated with 

66 Deschamps (1939), p. 38; Pringle (2001), p. 681. Hurmūz may be identifi ed with 
a site named ‘al-Naq a ii’ near Petra. See Lindner (1999), pp. 491–94, fi g. 24.

67 Deschamps (1939), pp. 97–98, pl.x.a.
68 For the maritime trade across the Dead Sea, see Idrīsī (1971–84), p. 355. For 

descriptions of  the remains of  the port on the eastern side of  the Dead Sea, see Musil 
(1907–1908), i, pp. 170–71; King et al. (1987), pp. 439–46.

69 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 287–88, no. 129. See also Deschamps (1939), p. 97, fi g. 5.
70 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 288–91, no. 130. For the most detailed description of  the 

decoration of  the chapel, see Irby and Mangles (1823), pp. 380–81 (the relevant sec-
tion is also quoted by Pringle).
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the church provides a date of  1118, but this cannot be taken as more 
than a terminus post quem for the present structure. Pringle suggests an 
identifi cation with the church of  St Mary that, according to a charter 
of  1152, was granted to the Hospitallers.71 The chapel in the outer 
bailey is smaller in scale, and may have been designed for the use of  
the local Syrian Christian community.72 The ruined chapel at Wu ayra 
is located in the northwest of  the area enclosed by the curtain wall and 
probably dates to c. 1127–31. The detailing of  the apse exhibits distinct 
similarities to the chapel in the outer bailey of  Shawbak castle, and the 
two may have been constructed by the same set of  masons.73 The tomb 
of  the Patriarchs at St Abraham (Khalīl/Hebron) was also a focus of  
patronage during the Crusader period.74

There were also buildings serving the other Christian communities in 
central and southern Jordan. There was a monastery (Sanctus Aaron) 
on Jabal Hārūn near Petra occupied by Greek Orthodox monks. This 
structure predated the Crusader occupation and was still functioning 
at the time of  the visit of  the German pilgrim, Thietmar, in 1217. The 
monastery probably survived through to the fourteenth century when it 
was replaced by the maqām that now stands on the site (see below). Some 
of  the marble and granite details in the present structure may be spolia 
from the earlier building.75 The present Greek church dedicated to St 
George (built in 1848) in Karak stands on Byzantine remains and was 
most probably the site of  the Orthodox church during the Crusader 
period. The date of  the other Greek church of  St George in the town 
is uncertain, though parts of  the building appear to be Medieval.76 An 
inscription found in Karak in 1878 appears to announce the building 
of  a church dedicated to St James in the town by king Het um in 1257. 
The reading of  the inscription is uncertain, however, and whether this 

71 Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 307–11, no. 229. For the extant churches of  Shawbak 
and Wu ayra, see also Langendorf  and Zimmermann (1964), pp. 134–37, 140–41, 
fi gs. 1, 2, pls. ii–iv.

72 Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 313–14, no. 230.
73 Pringle (1993–), ii, pp. 375–76, no. 277. For a discussion of  the church of  St 

Moses in Wādī Mūsa, see (1993–), ii, pp. 376–77, no. 278.
74 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 223–39.
75 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 251–52, no. 103. The monastery of  St Catherine’s in the 

Sinai owned buildings in Karak, and these may have included a hospice for pilgrims 
(possibly the place where Thietmar stayed during his visit to Karak). 

76 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 292–95, nos. 130–31.
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church replaced an earlier Armenian church is not known.77 There may 
also have been an Armenian church at Sal .78

Ayyubid Period

The castles of  Karak and Shawbak surrendered to the forces of  alā  
al-Dīn in 1188–89 (fi g. 4). The military installations and their depen-
dent territories were then given to his brother, al- Ādil, in return for 
the port of  Asqalān.79 Through most of  the Ayyubid period Karak 
was administered as part of  a larger group of  territories although it 
became an independent princedom during part of  the rule of  al-Nā ir 
Dāwūd,80 and later, al-Mughīth Umar. The great defensive strength of  
the citadel of  Karak made it an obvious location for a treasury, fi rst for 
al- Ādil, and then through the remainder of  the dynasty.81 Karak was 
also utilised as a prison,82 and as an arsenal.83 These functions would 
have required the existence of  an effi cient bureaucratic framework for 
the collection and storage of  agricultural produce from the district.

For the majority of  the period between 1188 and 1263 the rule of  
Karak was in the hands of  a local governor appointed by the member 
of  the Ayyubid family who had been allocated the lands of  Jordan. The 
prince, usually based in Damascus, probably kept the town of  Karak 
under his personal jurisdiction. Some of  the key castles of  the region 
possessed their own commanders. The names of  two such men are 
recorded in inscriptions from Qal at Ayla, while reference to a mutawallī of  
Ayla appears in a document from St Catherine’s monastery in the Sinai.84 

77 Pringle (1993–), i, p. 295, no. 133. Pringle also notes that a colophon in the 
Armenian Patriarchate Library in Jerusalem records the donation by Leo iv of  a Bible 
to the Armenian church in Karak (dedicated to St George) in 1329.

78 Pringle (1993–), ii, p. 278, no. 222.
79 Bahā  al-Dīn (1969), p. 120; Ibn al-Furāt (1971), i, pp. 63, 80; ii, pp. 52, 65.
80 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, p. 295.
81 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, pp. 182, 332, 352; Ibn al- Amīd (1994), pp. 26, 87.
82 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), vii, pp. 172, 332; Ibn al- Amīd (1994), pp. 61, 68; 

History of  the Patriarchs (1974), pp. 56, 230 (English text), pp. 27, 111 (Arabic text); 
L’Estoire (1967), p. 498; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 289. Al-Mughīth was imprisoned in 
Shawbak. See Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), viii, p. 37. Christian prisoners were kept 
off  the coast of  Ayla at Qal at Ayla. See Thietmar (1851), p. 43.

83 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 332.
84 Mouton and Abd al-Malik (1995), pp. 76–78, 83–84. The two men are: Alī b. 

Sakhtkamān in inscriptions dated 583/1187 and 584/1188 and usām al-Dīn Bākhil 
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Figure 4. Map of  Jordan during the Ayyubid period.
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Shawbak also contained a mutawallī, and it seems likely that there would 
have been another located at Sal  from the time of  the construction of  
the qal a.85 The administration of  local justice passed from the Crusader 
cours to the qā ī. The position of  mu tasib was reinstated. It is likely that 
the use of  the local tribal elder as the ra īs continued as before at a village 
level although this information does not appear in the sources.

Ibn Abd al- āhir’s (d. 1292) description of  the entry of  Baybars into 
Karak in 1263 affords a valuable insight into the administration of  the 
town and region before Mamluk rule, although it should be noted that 
the administrative arrangements in earlier Ayyubid phases may not 
have mirrored that of  the rule of  al-Mughīth Umar. The ministries 
listed in Karak in 1263 are the chancery (dīwān al-inshā  ), the ministry of  
the army (dīwān al-jaysh), the ministry of  fi nance (dīwān al-istifā  ), and the 
ministry of  Karak (dīwān al-karak). The military presence in the castle 
consisted of  amirs, al-isfāhsalariyya,86 al-mufārada,87 soldiers (  jund ), and 
al-qarāghulāmiyya.88 Mamluks of  the Ba riyya and āhiriyya in the castle 
were removed by sultan Baybars after 1263. The town also contained a 
judge (qā ī ) and a preacher (khā ib).89 

Another area of  Ayyubid patronage focused upon the bedouin tribes 
of  Syria. The desire to make safe the route from Syria to the Holy Cities 
of  Mecca and Medina had led Nūr al-Dīn to allocate iq ā s to tribal 
chiefs. alā  al-Dīn entrusted the governor of  Damascus, Shams al-
Dīn b. al-Muqaddam, with the responsibilities of  arbitrator (mu akkim) 
for the tribes and for the payments to them and the collection of  
‘customary dues’ (al- i ād) from them.90 It was al- Ādil who attempted 
to institutionalise the relationship between the state and the bedouin 

in an inscription with an incomplete date. For the St Catherine’s monastery document, 
see Stern (1965), pp. 25–30. 

85 Bakhit (1997), p. 373. At the time of  the Mongol invasion of  Syria in 1260 the 
castle of  Sal  was under the command of  one Badr al-Dīn Mu ammad al-Atabakī. 
The Mongol army left him in charge of  the installation. See Bakhit (1995), p. 999.

86 Perhaps derived from the Persian, siphāsalariyya (commander-in-chief  of  the 
army).

87 Dozy (1881), ii, p. 251: Mamluks of  the sultan who formed part of  the alqa.
88 Probably meaning the contingent of  ‘black ghulām.’ For an alternative reading of  

‘horsemen,’ see Gibb (1962), p. 76, n. 32.
89 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 174; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, pp. 481, 493: the author 

mentions a mihmandār and court ushers (mubāshiriyya) at Karak.
90 Hiyari (1975), p. 514 (citing ms of  al-I fāhanī, al-Barq al-Shāmī ): the ‘customary 

dues’ mentioned in the diploma probably consisted of  a tax upon their livestock.
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through the creation of  the imārat al- arab.91 The establishment of  an 
amīr al- arab was a convenient way of  bringing the tribes under the 
control of  central administration; in return for the substantial iq ā , 
the sultan received an oath of  loyalty from the holder of  the title. The 
Ayyubid princedoms employed bedouin for surveillance and as cavalry 
and footsoldiers. It seems likely that bedouin tribesmen were in the pay 
of  al-Mughīth during his resistance against Baybars.92

The standing buildings, monumental inscriptions and historical 
sources can be used to reconstruct the overall pattern of  architectural 
patronage in the amirate of  Karak during the Ayyubid period. In the 
period between 1188 and 1263, the Ayyubid elite directed their attention 
toward the construction or reconstruction of  military installations, 
though there is also evidence for the laying out of  roads, the building 
of  khāns, and the patronage of  mosques and other religious structures. 
Starting with military architecture, the Ayyubids were fortunate to 
inherit a network of  Frankish castles and smaller forts located in strategic 
positions all over central and southern Jordan. In addition, the Red Sea 
coast was guarded by the fortress of  Qal at Ayla located on the island 
now known as Jazīrat al-Farā ūn (also Île de Graye). Constructed by 

alā  al-Dīn prior to the capture of  Oultrejourdain in 1188–89, Qal at 
Ayla formed part of  a chain of  installations along the southern route 
through the Sinai to Egypt ( arīq adr wa Ayla) .93 This fort was garrisoned 
with troops during this period.94 Recent excavations on the site of  the 
late Mamluk fort of  Aqaba (see below) may help to clarify the status 
during the Ayyubid period of  the Frankish fortress believed to have 
existed at Ayla. 

Not all of  the Frankish fortresses were actively maintained into the 
Ayyubid period. Archaeological investigation of  the castle of  Wu ayra 
(Vaux Moïse) suggests that it was manned by troops for a relatively short 
period after 1188–89. Importantly, a collapsed curtain wall remained 
unrepaired and much of  the area was taken over for domestic occupation 
and small-scale industrial activity. The last destruction layer—possibly 
as the result of  an earthquake in 1201–1202—marked the end of  

91 Umarī (1985b), p. 117. And see Hiyari (1975), pp. 512, 514, n. 32.
92 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), pp. 164–65
93 Mouton and Abd al-Malik (1995); Mouton et al. (1996).
94 Qā ī al-Fā il quoted in Ibn al-Wā il (1953–77), ii, p. 489. The account describes 

the castle as being located in the harbour (thaghr) of  Ayla. See also Mouton and Abd 
al-Malik (1995), p. 81, n. 11.
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permanent occupation.95 The nearby fortress of  abīs, located within 
Petra, may well have ceased to function prior to 1188–89, and the 
survey conducted of  the site found no evidence of  military activity in 
the post-Crusader period.96 Likewise, there is little to indicate that the 
southern Frankish outposts known in the sources as Celle and Hurmus 
continued to function in any military capacity after the expulsion of  the 
Franks from central and southern Jordan. Moving further north, the 
watchtower at afīla may have continued in operation though, in 
the absence of  surviving monumental inscriptions or mentions in the 
historical sources, little can be said about the use and maintenance of  
the site in the Ayyubid period.97

Karak, as the most important military and administrative site in 
central and southern Jordan, was a focus for Ayyubid patronage. 
While the Frankish construction phases in the castle are relatively well 
understood, the absence of  detailed modern survey of  the site makes it 
diffi cult to assess the contribution made by the Ayyubids.98 At present, 
the best sources of  evidence are the surviving monumental inscriptions 
and the brief  references to construction found in Arabic chronicles. 
The castle and other defences of  Karak must have suffered signifi cant 
damage following the sieges of  the 1170s and 1180s. alā  al-Dīn’s 
bombardment of  the castle necessitated the erection of  a new keep at 
the southern end of  the inner bailey (pl. 9).99 Historical sources note 
that al- Ādil undertook building work in the castle in 1192,100 and it 
seems likely that the southern keep formed part of  this project as such 
a structure would have been essential to the defensive integrity of  the 
citadel. An amir named ārim al-Dīn Barghash al- Ādilī appears on 
two inscriptions dating to 594/1197 that are now attached to the outer 
wall of  the Congregational Mosque in Karak.101 Unfortunately, the 
inscriptions do not make clear what work was undertaken. Al-Mu a am 
Īsā commissioned the excavation of  a fortifi ed tunnel into Karak in 

 95 Brown (1987), pp. 269–77; Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995), pp. 524–27; 
Vannini and Tonghini (1997), pp. 375–78.

 96 Hammond (1970), pp. 35–36.
 97 afīla does appear in a Latin document dated 1239 that lists the castles of  

Oultrejourdain. This text does not prove that this site was still in operation under the 
Ayyubids, however. See Deschamps (1942–43), pp. 88, 90, 96, no. 9. 

 98 Cf. Recent work on Islamic military architecture at Shayzar in central Syria. 
See Tonghini et al. (2003).

 99 Pringle (2001), p. 678.
100 Bahā  al-Dīn (1969), p. 358; Ibn al-Athīr (1969), ii, pp. 73, 76.
101 Pringle (1993–), i, p. 287 no. 129; RCEA, x (1931–), no. 3800A. 
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624/1227,102 and there are also records that he reconstructed towers 
in the citadel following an earthquake in 1211.103 Improvements to the 
fortifi cations of  Karak were also made by al-Nā ir Dāwūd in 1244–45, 
though the account given by the historian, al- Aynī (d. 1451) provide no 
further details.104 The last Ayyubid amir of  Karak, al-Mughīth Umar, 
evidently also commissioned some construction work during his tenure. 
An inscription dated 651/1253 records the erection of  an unnamed 
building (possibly a religious structure rather than something with a 
military function) in Karak by Jamal al-Dīn Na r, known by the title of  
‘the lofty council’ (al-majlis al-sāmī).105

The extent of  Ayyubid architectural patronage at Shawbak is also 
diffi cult to establish with certainty, though there is certainly historical 
evidence for investment in the region, particularly by al-Mu a am 
Īsā.106 That amir’s interest in the creation of  gardens and orchards in 
Shawbak may help to date the architectural remains in Wādī al-Bustān, 
east of  the castle.107 It has been suggested that this area contained 
a mill, possibly for the processing of  sugar cane, as well as channels 
for the diversion of  water from the spring.108 Further research would 
be required to test these speculations. Excavations inside the castle 
by Robin Brown revealed a four-īwān complex (pl. 24) of  a type that 
can be compared to similar Zengid and Ayyubid palatial structures in 
Syria. Excavation of  the four-īwān complex helps fi x the date of  the 
initial construction and use in the Ayyubid period, and Brown argues 
plausibly that al-Mu a am Īsā was likely the amir who commissioned 
this palatial area. The complex continued in use through the early 

102 RCEA, x (1931–), no. 3965. 
103 Brown (1989), p. 290.
104 Aynī (1969), p. 198.
105 Amr (1989). The name of  the amir has been erased from the description, but 

the date makes clear that it must be al-Mughīth Umar. The same ruler also made 
repairs in the city following an earthquake in 1261. See Brown (1989), p. 290. In the 
Mamluk period the title, al-majlis al-sāmī, refers to those who attained the rank of  amīr 
ablakhāna without having been a khā akī or holding a specifi c function. See Bauden 
(2004), p. 71.

106 For the complete and fragmentary Ayyubid inscriptions from Shawbak, see 
Mumani (1988), pp. 281–84.

107 Ibn Shaddād (1963), p. 80. Further discussion of  the agriculture of  Shawbak, 
and evidence of  Ayyubid patronage, may be found in chapter 4.

108 See discussion in Brooker and Knauf  (1988), p. 185. 
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Mamluk period, and was extensively remodelled following a structural 
collapse (possibly caused by an earthquake).109 

In the northern regions of  the amirate of  Karak there is evidence 
for both construction and renovation during the Ayyubid period. The 
most impressive installation of  this period was that located on the hill 
of  Ra’s al-Amīr (now known Jabal al-Qal a) above the town of  Sal . Al-
Umarī (d. 1347) records that this, and the qal a of  Azraq, were ordered 
by al-Mu a am Īsā, and other evidence places the construction at 
Sal  to 617/1220.110 The castle continued in use through the Mamluk 
and Ottoman periods. Other restoration work was required when it 
was garrisoned with Mamluk and Ottoman troops in later centuries. 
Unfortunately, the demolition ordered by Ibrāhīm Pasha sometime 
between 1831 and 1840, and the subsequent occupation of  the area by 
a mosque (on the summit of  the hill) and houses mean that very little 
survives of  the Ayyubid-Ottoman castle. The plan of  the structure has 
never been mapped out, but early photographs and written descriptions 
indicate that the upper part of  the hill was ringed with fosses and 
substantial stone walls punctuated by towers.111 One section of  rusticated 
masonry, possibly of  Ayyubid date, may be seen beneath the plateau 
on the summit of  the hill (pl. 32). Interestingly, the erection of  this 
major fortifi cation does not seem to have been motivated primarily by 
a consideration of  the threat posed to western Balqā  by the Crusader 
forces on the coastal strip, but rather by an attack mounted by local 
bedouin on a caravan passing through the region.112

Ayyubid work at Azraq took the form of  the substantial renovation 
of  an existing late Roman structure, possibly dating to the rule of  
emperor Diocletian (r. 284–305). Above the main gate of  the basalt 
fortress is an inscription providing the date of  634/1237 and the name 
of  Izz al-Dīn Aybak, former ustādh-dār of  al-Mu a am Īsā, as the one 
responsible for the work.113 Al- Umarī’s account cited above indicates 

109 Brown (1988).
110 Umarī (1985a), p. 120. For the dating of  the castle at Sal , see Bakhit (1995), p. 999.
111 For comments on the architecture of  the Islamic castle, see Mumani (1988), 

pp. 318–26; Walmsley (2001), p. 530. For a list of  the older sources dealing with the 
antiquities of  Sal , see Bakhit (1995), p. 1000. A photographic panorama of  the town 
was taken by Henry Phillips in 1867. Some details of  the ruins of  the castle can be 
made out. Illustrated in Rogan (1999), pl. 2.1.

112 Bakhit (1995), p. 999. 
113 RCEA, xi (1931–), no. 4111.
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that the reconstruction of  Azraq started earlier during the rule of  al-
Mu a am Īsā. Surveys of  the site have indicated that, in the early 
thirteenth century, the ancient castrum was substantially altered through 
the reconstruction of  the defensive towers, outer walls and the inner 
chambers. A small mosque was also built in the courtyard.114 

Not all Ayyubid military architecture between the Wādī al-Mūjib and 
the Wādī Zarqā  was built on the scale of  the castles of  Sal  and Azraq, 
however. Recent analysis of  a square tower, measuring eight metres per 
side and constructed of  large dressed blocks and reused marble columns, 
on the citadel of  Ammān has provided an early thirteenth-century 
dating (pl. 31).115 While ‘Ahamant’ is mentioned among the castle 
of  Oultrejourdain in Latin sources (see above), no trace of  Frankish 
construction has been located at the citadel itself. The contrast between 
the impressive fortress at Sal  and the diminutive tower at Ammān 
suggests that, after 1188, the former was elevated to the status of  the 
principal military installation in Balqā . The tower at Ammān would, 
however, have been better positioned to observe the traffi c along the 
King’s Highway. 

The protection and surveillance of  the main arteries of  trade and 
communication appears to be a theme in the architectural patronage of  
the Ayyubid in central and southern Jordan. As already noted, the castle 
at Sal  was built following a raid on a trade caravan, while the tower 
at Ammān and the fortress at Azraq could both have guarded trade 
routes (the latter running east through the desert to southern Iraq). In 
addition, the Ayyubid elite was also responsible for maintaining the 
security of  Muslim pilgrims passing through the region on the way to 
the Holy Cities of  the ijāz. With this goal in mind, al-Mu a am Īsā 
ordered the improvement of  ajj road running south from Damascus. 
It would appear that only the section between the southern towns of  
Mu’ta and Ma ān was completed by the sultan.116 Al-Mu a am Īsā 
is known, however, to have built a khān at Aqaba in 610/1213. The 
inscription from this lost building states that the work was undertaken 
by the ustādh-dār Abū Man ūr Aybak under the administration of  Shujā  
al-Dīn Abd al-Ra man b. Abd Allāh.117 

114 On the Islamic architecture of  Azraq castle, see Mumani (1988), pp. 327–32.
115 Wood (1993), p. 13; Ostrasz (1997). 
116 Ibn al-Jawzī (1907), p. 429.
117 RCEA, x (1931–), no. 3720. 
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There is less extensive evidence for the patronage of  religious 
architecture in central and southern Jordan during the Ayyubid period. 
It is known that the site of  the cathedral at Karak was taken over for 
use as a mosque after the capture of  the town, and it seems likely that 
the Latin chapels inside the castles and other military installations of  
Oultrejourdain were converted for Muslim use. In other places mosques 
may have been founded or renovated; for instance, al-Mu a am Īsā 
is credited with the endowment of  a mosque in asbān in 1208.118 
Curiously, the surviving epigraphic evidence does not point to any 
Ayyubid patronage of  important places of  local pilgrimage (ziyāra) such 
as the shrine of  Ja far b. Abī ālib and the other martyrs of  the battle 
of  Mu’ta in 629 or the cave of  the seven sleepers at Raqīm in Balqā . 
The pilgrimage guide written by Alī al-Harawī (d. 1217) does indicate, 
however, that these, and other, localities in central and southern 
Jordan were attracting pilgrims in the late twelfth and early thirteenth 
centuries.119 Building work and the establishment of  waqfs at Khalīl 
are also recorded during the Ayyubid period.120 One extant inscription 
found on the door of  a shrine east of  Shawbak (dated 646/1248 during 
the reign of  al- āli  Ayyūb) records the construction of  a building 
by Sharaf  al-Dīn Īsā b. Khalīl b. Muqātil.121 This inscription may be 
associated with a small shrine located near to Shawbak (pl. 25). Now 
associated with the local saint, Abū Sulaymān al-Dirānī, the form of  the 
dome and the decoration of  the squinches are consistent with a date in 
the Ayyubid period.122 One other minor event may be recorded in the 
context of  religious patronage: the body of  one of  al- Ādil’s sons, al-
Malik al-Amjād Majd al-Dīn asan, was exhumed from its burial place 
in Jerusalem and moved to Karak.123

118 Walker (2003), p. 250, n. 47 (citing al- Asqalānī, Inbā  al-ghumr bi anbā  al- umr).
119 Harawī (1953), pp. 18–19. Trans. Harawī (1957), pp. 47–48. For a general discus-

sion of  ziyāra in Bilād al-Shām, see Meri (2001). 
120 For instance, see RCEA, x (1931–), no. 3752.
121 RCEA, xi (1931–), no. 4278.
122 The building is discussed briefl y in Walmsley (2001), p. 536, fi g. 15.11. Citing 

other studies, the author suggests a date in the Mamluk period. 
123 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 191.
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Mamluk Period

The amir Izz al-Dīn Aydamur, one of  Baybars’ mamluks, was made 
the governor of  Karak and its dependencies in 1263 (fi g. 5). In addition 
to his other duties, he was responsible for provisioning pilgrims at the 
tomb of  the Patriarchs in Khalīl.124 Baybars bestowed upon the new 
governor the sum of  30,000 dirhams and some textiles, the latter perhaps 
as a form of  supplementary salary.125 In 1265 the same governor was 
allocated an iq ā  in the district of  Arsūf.126 The castles of  Karak and 
Shawbak remained under the direct control of  the state but land in the 
region was given as iq ā .127 Baybars ordered some construction work 
to be carried out on the castle, and had 70,000 dīnārs, 50,000 dirhams, 
fl ocks of  animals, barley, and textiles deposited there.128 Karak was 
used as a treasury,129 arsenal,130 storehouse,131 and prison132 for much 
of  the Mamluk period.

From 1263 Karak-Shawbak was incorporated into the governmental 
structure of  the Mamluk empire. The territories of  Syria were organised 
into a series of  administrative units (s. mamlaka) each headed by a nā ib. 
There is disagreement among the sources of  the Mamluk period as to 
the actual number of  mamlakas in Syria but there are six which appear in 
all the accounts: Damascus, Aleppo, amā , Tripoli, afad, and Karak. 
The governorship of  Karak consisted of  the niyāba of  Karak and three 
wilāyas (Ma ān, Zughar and Shawbak). Wālīs were appointed from the 
ranks of  amirs or the jund al- alqa to each of  the wilāyas.133 Balqā  was 

124 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 221.
125 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 165.
126 Ibn al-Furāt (1971), i, p. 104; ii, p. 82; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 534.
127 Abū al-Fidā , Autobiographie (1969), p. 173: he records that Sayf  al-Dīn Kabjak 

holding Shawbak as an iq ā  in 1303. Al- Azīz, son of  al-Mughīth, was given Dhibān 
as iq ā  by Baybars in 1261. See Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 123.

128 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 165.
129 Dimashqī (1866), p. 213; Abū al-Fidā , Autobiographie (1969), p. 183; Ibn Abī al-

Fa ā il (1916–20), ii, p. 470; Burchard of  Mount Sion (1896), p. 58. Poloner in Tobler 
(1974), p. 256. Poloner remarks, ‘Super hanc Petram aedifi catum est inexpugnabile 
castrum quondam Pirach [Kirack], in quo Soldanus suos deponit thesauros Arabiae 
et Aegypti’.

130 Ibn Abī al-Fa ā il (1916–20), ii, pp. 470, 542; Ibn al-Furāt (1971), i, p. 104; ii, p. 82.
131 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 732; Ibn Abī al-Fa ā il (1916–20), ii, p. 470; Maqrīzī 

(1957), p. 34.
132 Abū al-Fidā  (1983), p. 56; Ibn a rā (1963), i, pp. 29–30; ii, p. 17; Ibn Taghrībirdī 

(1909–36), vii, p. 186.
133 Gaudefroy-Demombynes (1923), p. 237 (citing an anonymous manuscript dated 

1439 and entitled ‘muq īd,’ fol. 153v, Bibliothèque Nationale ms Arab 4439).
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Figure 5. Map of  Jordan during the Mamluk period.
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a wilāya within the governorship of  Karak at some points during the 
Mamluk period, even being elevated briefl y to the status of  a niyāba 
during the revolt led by Khi r, son of  Baybars in Karak in 1288. The 
administrative capital of  Balqā  changed through the course of  the 
fourteenth century with Sal , Ammān and asbān all performing this 
role at different times.134

The land administered by the governor in Karak varied in the Mamluk 
period. The period from 1263 to the end of  the thirteenth century saw 
the town controlling most of  Jordan and the region around Khalīl. The 
east side of  the Jordan valley was also administered by the mamlaka 
of  Karak, but with some of  the sugar mills and other property in the 
region were owned by the sultan and were under the direct authority 
of  a royal offi ce (headed by a nā ir al-khā ) in Damascus.135 Writing in 
c. 1300 the geographer Dimashqī (d. 1327) lists the towns of  the mamlaka 
of  Karak. Khalīl is no longer included, but the town of  Zughar and the 
Crusader fort of  Sal a (located either south of  āfi la or in the hills above 
the Dead Sea) are mentioned. He also notes lands north to the Wādī 
Zarqā  extending from Sal  in the west and Azraq in the east, the land 
of  Qulzum (the coast of  the Red Sea), and Ma ān in the southeast.136 
It is possible, however, that some of  his information is anachronistic; 
for instance, it seems unlikely that Sal a was still operational at the end 

134 Walker (2003), pp. 242–45. 
135 Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, pp. 183, 190: sugar cane was sent to be processed at 

the ma ābikh al-sukkar al-sul āniyya. Mamluk sultans also allocated villages in the Jordan 
valley to the waqfs established for religious foundations in Cairo. Presumably, some of  
these villages were especially valuable because they were associated with sugar cultiva-
tion. See comments in Walker (2003), p. 244.

136 Dimashqī (1866), p. 213. There had been changes in the allocation of  lands in 
Jordan between 1263 and 1300 that do not appear in his description. Treaties drawn 
up between the Mamluk sultans Baybars and Qalāwūn and Christian rulers provide 
indications concerning the changing status of  Balqā  and Khalīl. A treaty of  667/1269 
mentions only ‘the provinces of  al-Karak and al-Shawbak and what pertains thereto of  
castles, territories and civilians’. A later treaty of  682/1283 mentions ‘the province of  
al-Karak and al-Shawbak and its districts’, but also ‘al-Sal  and its districts’, and ‘the 
province and territories of  Hebron’. A third treaty of  684/1285 splits the lands east 
of  the Jordan valley still further with separate mentions of  ‘the province of  Karak’, 
‘the province of  Shawbak’, ‘the province of  al-Sal  and al-Balqā ’, and ‘the province 
of  Ajlūn’. Quite what these changes in the descriptions of  the territories of  Jordan 
meant in relation to the actual administrative stucture is, however, not apparent. See 
Holt (1995), pp. 44–47, 73–87, 95–103.
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of  the thirteenth century. By the 1340s Balqā  had become part of  the 
niyāba of  Damascus (this administrative transition may have occurred 
before this time).137 No descriptions of  the territories of  Karak are 
available for the latter part of  the fourteenth and the fi fteenth centuries. 
In 1509 Janbirdī al-Ghazālī is described as governor of  Jerusalem and 
Karak, perhaps suggesting that the region south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib 
was no longer controlled directly by Karak.138

Qalqashandī (d. 1418) ranks Karak with Gaza as least important of  
the seven mamlakas of  Syria. He states that administrative positions in 
Gaza and Karak were considered of  lower status to equivalent positions 
in the other fi ve major regions.139 Khalīl al- āhirī (d. 1468) insists, 
however, on a higher status for the region. He points to the fact that 
the nā ib was allowed the privilege of  carrying out his correspondence 
on red paper (a privilege that probably remained from the time of  the 
Ayyubid confederacy). In the remainder of  Syria, only the governor of  
Damascus was also accorded this honour. According to him the post of  
nā ib of  Karak could only be held by a commander of  the army (atābak al-
asākir) or one of  analogous rank.140 An indication of  the more complete 
titulature accorded to the governor of  Karak is provided by a brass tray 
and copper stand made for Jamāl al-Dīn Āqūsh b. Abd Allāh al-Ashrafī 
while he was nā ib al-sal ana of  Karak (1291–1309). Ornamented with 
his blazon—a shield containing a falcon-like bird looking to the right—
the tray describes him as ‘His high excellency, the learned, the just, the 
defender of  the faith, warrior of  the frontiers, warden of  the marches, 
the victorious, Jamāl al-Dīn Āqūsh, governor of  Karak, the protected 
(al-muqarr al- ālī ’l- ālimī ’l- ādilī ’l-mujāhidī ’l-mirāba ī ’l-muthāghirī ’l-man ūrī 
’l-jamālī Jamāl al-Dīn Āqūsh nā ib al-sal ana bi’l-Karak al-ma rūs)’.141

Karak appears, however, to have employed fewer staff  than the 
major mamlakas of  Syria.142 There is some information concerning 

137 Umarī (1988), p. 237. See also Ibn al-Wardī (1766), p. 171. 
138 Ibn ūlūn (1962–64), i, p. 333; Bakhit (1982), p. 19, n. 1. This same dual post 

may have existed as early as 883/1478. See Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iii, p. 144.
139 Qalqashandī (1913–18), xii, pp. 299, 484.
140 Qalqashandī (1913–18), vi, p. 193; viii, p. 54; Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 132: 

the practice seems to derive from the breakup of  Syria and Egypt by alā  al-Dīn. 
The princes of  the confederacy wrote to one another on red paper. On these ranks, 
see Ayalon (1977), iii, pp. 57–59. 

141 Translation and historical commentary in Mayer (1933), pp. 71–72. The shorter 
inscription on the tray gives a further elaboration: nā ib al-sal ana al-mu a amī. 

142 Ziadeh (1953), p. 20 (tables based on fi gures in Qalqashandī, ub ).
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the actual military and administrative elite working under the nā ib al-
sal ana in Karak. The other amirs at Karak comprised two ājibs,143 the 
commander of  the barīd, the mihmandār,144 and the nā ib al-qal a or wālī 
al-qal a (the only offi cial not directly answerable to the nā ib al-sal ana).145 
Khalīl al- āhirī mentions a number of  ‘amirs of  twenty’ (their duties 
are not specifi ed), some members of  the free-born army (  jund al- alqa), 
Ba riyya,146 servants of  the sultan (s. ghulām al-sal aniyya) and captains of  
the guard (s. ā ib al-nawba) in Karak. Other bureaucrats employed in 
the town cited by Khalīl al- āhirī are qā ī al-qu a , qā ī al- asākir, kātib al-
sirr,147 nā ir al-jaysh, naqīb al-jaysh, mutawallī, and a mu tasib.148 Qalqashandī 
also adds deputies to the treasury (s. wakīl bayt al-māl), secretaries to the 
chancery (s. kātib al-dast), and an inspector of  household departments 
(nā ir al-buyūt).149

Khalīl al- āhirī mentions an amīr al- urbān in the mamlaka of  Karak. 
This title was conferred on the paramount chief  of  the local tribes.150 
An important area of  Mamluk state expenditure in the region was the 
allocation of  iq ā s to both tribes and to villages for keeping safe stretches 
of  road.151 In 1263 Baybars made out iq ā s to the Banū Uqba and 
the Banū Mahdī and ordered them to guard the provinces of  Karak-
Shawbak and the ijāz.152 At other times gifts of  sugar, oil, and spices 
had to be offered to bedouin to ensure the safe passage of  the ajj 
through the southern part of  Jordan.153 Other tribes were given the duty 
of  surveillance of  the routes near the frontier with Iraq.154 The chiefs 

143 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 132. See also Ayalon (1977), iii, p. 60.
144 Gaudefroy-Demombynes (1923), p. 237: the posts of  mihmandār and commander 

of  the barīd are not mentioned by Khalīl al- āhirī. The job of  the mihmandār was to 
organise the meeting between the governor and the bedouin. See EI2, vii, p. 462; 
Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 187.

145 Qalqashandī (1913–18), vii, p. 180; xii, p. 225.
146 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 132; Shujā ī (1977), p. 275. Sultan Qalāwūn set up a 

regiment of  awlād al-nās which served in Karak and other qal as in Syria. This regi-
ment was also called ‘Ba riyya’ although it was not composed of  mamluks. See Ayalon 
(1996), p. 50; Poliak (1977), p. 2.

147 Probably the same as the kātib al-darj. See Qalqashandī (1913–18) ix, p. 259. 
Also see kātim al-sirr in Maqrīzī (1837–45), ii, Appendices, pp. 317–21.

148 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 132. For the role of  the mutawallī, see Umarī (1988), 
p. 237. On the naqīb al-jaysh and the nā ir al-jaysh, see Ayalon (1977), iii, pp. 64–67.

149 Qalqashandī (1913–18), xi, p. 118.
150 āhirī (1894), pp. 132–33.
151 Ibn Khaldūn (1868), v, p. 383; de Mignanelli (1959), pp. 153, 163.
152 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 165; Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 492.
153 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 782.
154 Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, pp. 464–65.
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of  tribes were also given the status of  ‘people of  the sword’ (pl. arbāb al-
suyūf   ) and the title of  amir in diplomas (s. marsūm) signed by the sultan.155 
In addition to maintaining routes through the kingdom and intelligence 
gathering, the tribes lent extra forces for the army. The Banū Mahdī 
and Banū Uqba of  Jordan could mobilise an estimated 1,000 men.156 
The Arab tribes of  Egypt and Syria also provided the state with vital 
supplies of  horses, sheep and camels without which the Mamluk army 
could not have functioned. Despite the extensive patronage of  the 
bedouin by sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad, the Karak region did not enjoy 
complete internal security. Abū al-Fidā  (d. 1331) records that the Banū 
Lām attacked a caravan returning from Mecca and Medina in 1314.157

Another piece of  evidence concerning state patronage of  local 
bedouin groups in the Karak region has recently come to light in a 
notebook written by the historian al-Maqrīzī. Signifi cantly, the notebook 
was made from reused sheets that have been identifi ed as chancery 
documents written in Cairo and referring to events of  the 1340s. 
These fragmentary documents have been reconstructed and analysed 
by Frédéric Bauden.158 The documents comprise a set of  manshūrs (i.e. 
decrees granting iq ā s) issued by the chancery of  sultan Ismā īl to Bāligh 
b. Yūsuf  b. ayyi  following his betrayal of  his former master, sultan 
al-Nā ir A mad in 1344. Bāligh, who is accorded the title of  al-majlis 
al-sāmī in the documents (as noted above, this same epithet is also used 
by Jamal al-Dīn Na r, a deputy of  al-Mughīth Umar in an inscription 
dated to 651/1253), was muqaddam of  the Arab and Jabaliyya troops 
in Karak.159 The ism of  ayyi  indicates his membership of  the Rabī a 
tribe.160 A person of  some infl uence, al-Maqrīzī asserts that Bāligh 
was ‘[A mad’s] most important confi dant among the people of  al-
Karak’.161  The documents allude to Bāligh’s secret departure to Cairo 
and his central role in handing over Karak and sultan A mad as well 
as indicating the gratitude of  the state for his services (For instance, 
document II, lines 8–9 states, ‘Those who abandon their homes and 

155 EI2, vii, pp. 462–63.
156 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), pp. 105–106: in addition, every village was obliged to 

muster two horsemen (providing a total for the sultanate of  66,000 horsemen).
157 Abū al-Fidā , Autobiographie (1969), p. 179.
158 Bauden (2004). My thanks to Professor Bauden for sending me a copy of  this article. 
159 Bauden (2004), p. 68 (quoting a passage from al-Shujā ī’s al-Ta rīkh). His full title 

was probably muqaddam al- alqa. On this post, see Ayalon (1977), ii, pp. 450–51. 
160 Bauden (2004), p. 70, n. 34. 
161 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 661. Translation given in Bauden (2004), p. 68. 
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their children for the sake of  our noble portals with patient endurance, 
those will be rewarded’.) Though the available sources do not provide 
explicit information on the issue, Bauden concludes that Bāligh was 
given the title of  amīr ablkhāna and iq ā s with an annual revenue in the 
region of  450,000 dirhams.162 Unfortunately, the extant sections of  the 
manshūrs do not give details of  the locations of  the iq ā s themselves. 

The Mamluk period witnessed extensive investment in Karak and 
the rest of  Jordan. Ibn Abd al- āhir writes that Baybars paid special 
attention to the surrounding lands of  Karak and set aside funds for 
expenditure on it.163 Baybars al-Man ūrī (d. 1325) states that sultan 
Qalāwūn arranged the status of  the local tribes and allocated iq ā s.164 
In a later passage Baybars al-Man ūrī describes with evident pride the 
revival of  the agriculture of  the region during his period in offi ce as nā ib 
al-sal ana of  Karak.165 Both the region around Karak and the local tribes 
were the benefi ciaries of  the presence of  al-Nā ir A mad in Karak 
(though this dispersal of  funds as a means to gain support probably 
did not amount a coherent policy of  investment in the agricultural or 
transport infrastructure). The  young sultan moved the entire contents 
of  the state treasury in Cairo to the castle in 1341. According to 
Mamluk sources, when the castle was stormed in 1344 the victors found 
no trace of  the vast quantities of  gold, silver and treasure that had been 
amassed there a few years before.166 State patronage could be in the 
form of  exemptions from taxation. An inscription discovered in the 
town of  Karak records just such an act on behalf  of  Sultan Barqūq 
in 792/1390. The inscription proclaims an exemption, in perpetuity, 
for the inhabitants of  Karak of  all taxes on houses, estates, waqfs and 
gardens.167

162 Bauden (2004), pp. 70–72. See also Ayalon (1977), ii, 469–70. 
163 Ibn Abd al- āhir (1976), p. 164. The same author mentions that special funds 

(khā  al-qal a) were set aside for Shawbak ‘as it was in the times of  al- āli iyya’ (p. 121).
164 Baybars al-Man ūrī (1998), p. 255; Maqrīzī ([1934–72], i, p. 732)  mentions that 

the sultan authorised the cleaning of  cisterns in Karak.
165 Baybars al-Man ūrī (1998), p. 257. The author is determined to draw a contrast 

between the disorder and unproductivity of  the land as it was left by his predecessor. 
The somewhat melodramatic account of  the revival of  the region under his governor-
ship should perhaps be treated with caution. 

166 Shujā ī (1977), p. 269; Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 661.
167 Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, p. 201, no. 19; RCEA (1931–), xviii, no. 792 003. 

Interestingly, this act of  benefi cence did not stop the inhabitants of  Karak from rebel-
ling against the same sultan a few years later.
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The Mamluk period has left an extensive assemblage of  extant 
monumental architecture in central and southern Jordan. Concentrated 
in the phase between the capture of  Karak by Baybars in 1263 and the 
middle of  the fourteenth century, Mamluk sultans and governors sought 
both to construct new buildings and renovate existing monuments. An 
examination of  the written sources and the surviving monumental 
inscriptions reveals that their contribution to the infrastructure of  the 
region was even more considerable than it might fi rst appear with projects 
including the laying out of  roads and the creation of  the postal network 
(barīd ). The pattern of  patronage during the fi rst century of  Mamluk rule 
reveals a number of  consistent preoccupations. Mamluk rule in Bilād 
al-Shām arose out of  the collapse of  the Ayyubid confederacy and the 
Mongol invasion of  1259–60. Central and southern Jordan formed part 
of  the eastern frontier of  the new empire and it remained vulnerable 
to future Mongol incursions. More than any threat from the Franks 
on the Syrian littoral, it was the ever-present danger of  future Mongol 
expeditions that made it essential to shore up the defences of  Jordan. 
In addition, the Mamluks needed to establish effi cient communications 
systems in Bilād al-Shām that would bring news of  danger to Cairo. Of  
course, the maintenance of  such defences brought additional benefi ts 
for the state in that the garrisons in the castles could be employed in 
guarding the main trade and pilgrimage routes as well as in the control 
of  the local population, most importantly the bedouin of  the eastern 
desert. The Mamluks set about establishing an extensive bureaucracy 
both in Karak and in local centres such as asbān, and this necessitated 
the construction of  a wide variety of  buildings in the region. Lastly, the 
regime was also keen to establish its credentials as defenders of  Sunni 
Islam, and this last aspect can be seen in the patronage of  mosques and 
shrines in central and southern Jordan.

Some of  the most impressive Mamluk fortifi cations are to be found 
at Karak. The citadel of  Karak was probably in need of  considerable 
repair following the attacks made against it by the armies of  Baybars. 
After 1263 the sultan set about improving the defences, most notably 
around the south end and the west wall.168 The massive south keep 
(pls. 9 & 14) was built over the remains of  earlier towers and provides 

168 Repairs to the castle are mentioned in Maqrīzī (1934–72), i, p. 492. See also 
Amitai-Preiss (1995), p. 76. See also comments in Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 15.
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protection against possible bombardment from the nearby hill, Umm 
al-Thalj, to the south. Other improvements to the citadel may be dated 
to the Ba rī Mamluk period. A new entrance was established on the 
west side (pl. 15). Approached by a narrow path on the edge of  a steep 
slope, this route into the castle could be easily defended in times of  
emergency. Evidence of  Mamluk work can be seen elsewhere in the 
castle in the form of  outer fortifi cations and inscriptions. On the west 
side a reception chamber retains some elements of  its original decorative 
program in the form of  a carved geometric interlace design (pl. 16). The 
discovery of  a group of  carved and painted stucco fragments (pl. 39), 
originally from one or more window grilles, also suggests that the 
residential areas designed for the Mamluk elite would have been less 
utilitarian than they appear today.

A complex just north of  the south keep (pl. 6) has been excavated by 
Robin Brown. Accessed by a narrow corridor, the centre of  the complex 
is a reception area composed of  a small open courtyard with two larger 
chambers to the north and south and two smaller īwāns to the east and 
west. The complex comprises additional rooms to the north and the 
west. While the masonry construction is of  good quality, the small scale 
of  the complex contrasts with the grand scale and lavish decoration 
of  imperial Mamluk monuments in the centres of  power. The main 
room on the west side appears to have functioned as a mosque, though 
the presence of  an arrow slit on the east wall (now facing into one of  
the main corridors leading along the eastern fortifi ed wall) indicates 
that the Mamluk designers made some use of  the existing Frankish 
architecture of  this sector of  the citadel. It is possible that this complex 
can be identifi ed with the palace (qa r) constructed in Karak in 1311 (see 
below),169 and the material excavated within the chamber south of  the 
courtyard also indicated a construction date in the fourteenth century.170 
Other references to work within the castle can be found in the written 
sources. During a stay in Karak in 1286 sultan Qalāwūn ordered the 

169 There are, however, references to a dār al-sal āna constructed in the castle by 
al-Nā ir Dāwūd (Brown [1989], p. 290), while one might also point to the similarities 
with the four-īwān chamber, attributed to al-Mu a am Īsā, located in Shawbak castle 
and other related Ayyubid and Zengid structures in Syria. That said, the absence of  
Ayyubid material in the excavation of  the Karak complex does indicate that a con-
struction date in the Mamluk period is more plausible. 

170 Brown (1989), pp. 292–95. The material record provides evidence that the com-
plex continued to be occupied into the Ottoman period.
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restoration of  a disused pool (birka) in the castle and other unspecifi ed 
improvements.171 In the 1340s a temporary roofed structure ( ārima) was 
erected in the castle by sultan al-Nā ir A mad under which he would sit 
and give judgements.172 Repairs were made to the fortifi cations of  Karak 
at intervals throughout the Mamluk period following earthquakes and 
sieges.173 Some unspecifi ed refortifi cation was undertaken by a group of  
amirs who rebelled against the rule of  sultan Faraj in 1411.174

The Mamluk period also witnessed considerable changes in the town 
of  Karak. The existence of  a subterranean entrance commissioned 
by al-Mu a am Īsā does perhaps suggest the presence of  some form 
of  defensive wall around the town in the Ayyubid period (there being 
little reason for its existence if  the town was freely accessible by other 
means), it was sultan Baybars who instigated the most extensive line of  
fortifi cations. Only fragments of  the original line of  walls and towers now 
survives, but they originally ran from the northeastern and northwestern 
corners of  the citadel to encircle the remainder of  the plateau. In some 
places the wall was provided with simple salients for additional defence, 
as can be seen on east side of  the town. Elsewhere much more substantial 
towers were constructed. Located on the southeastern tip of  the old 
town the largest of  the towers, Burj al- āhir (pl. 17), shares features of  
masonry style and overall planning with the south keep of  the citadel. 
The inscription provides the names and titles of  sultan Baybars though 
no date is given. Another inscription naming Baybars, and containing 
his motif  of  the panther, can be found on the smaller tower on the east 
side known as Burj al-Banawī (pls. 18 & 19).175 The interior of  this tower 
still contains two lower storeys each with rooms for archers arranged off  
a central chamber. Built on a completely different plan, the nearby Burj 
al- a ūb is also believed to date from the period of  Baybars, though it 
now lacks any dedicatory inscription (pl. 20). 

There were also signifi cant developments within the town itself  
during the fourteenth century. The Ba rī Mamluk sultanate saw the 

171 Baybars al-Man ūrī (1998) p. 255; Maqrīzī ([1934–72], i, p. 732) mentions that 
the sultan authorised the cleaning of  cisterns in Karak.

172 Shujā ī (1977), p. 248: The structure was torn down after the defeat of  the sultan 
in 1344. My thanks to Donald Richards for bringing this passage to my attention.

173 Brown (1989), p. 290; Jazarī (1949), p. 29, no. 161.
174 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), vi, p. 240.
175 RCEA, xii, (1931–), pp. 222–24, nos. 4733–34; Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, pp. 

199–200, 205. See also Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 15.
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establishment of  the foundations of  a model Islamic city in Karak. In 
1311 sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad’s governor, Sinjār al-Jāwalī, ordered 
the construction within Karak of  a palace (qa r), a mosque, a madrasa, a 
khān, a sabīl, a māristān, and a public park or parade ground (maydān).176 
As noted above, the qa r may have been located inside the citadel. 
Sadly, a combination of  earthquakes, military destructions and modern 
development has obliterated any trace of  the other structures established 
under the rule of  sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad. Abū al-Fidā  records the 
presence of  a ammām in the valley below the town.177 The bathhouse 
also appears, with the village of  Ādar and surrounding farmlands, in 
a waqf drawn up for an endowment by sultan Sha bān in 777/1375.178 
An inscription found in Burj Raqm dated 780/1377–78 records the 
renovation by A mad b. Īsā al- ākim of  a fountain (sabīl), though the 
location of  this structure is unknown.179 

Shawbak had fallen to the forces of  sultan Baybars in 1261. As the 
most important military installation south of  the Wādī al- asā , the 
castle was the subject of  extensive patronage in the early Mamluk period 
(pls. 21 & 23). An undated inscription which now exists in fragmentary 
form in the stonework of  three of  the towers of  the castle carries 
the name and titles of  Baybars but no further information.180 Ibn al-
Jazarī (d. 1338) reports that in 1292 the entire citadel of  Shawbak was 
demolished with the exception of  the keep (qulla).181 Given the existence 
of  substantial Frankish structures within the citadel it seems likely that 
the author was exaggerating the extent of  the destruction, but it may 
account for the limited survival of  the earlier fortifi cations built by 
Ayyubid rulers. It was under a later sultan, Lājīn, that the castle reached 
its current form with the construction of  a new outer wall punctuated by 
monumental towers. The towers and walls were designed with covered 
archers’ galleries providing defence from all sides. Recent surveys have 

176 Ibn ajar (1929–31), ii, pp. 170–71. 
177 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247. The bathhouse also appears, with the village of  

Ādar and surrounding farmlands, in a waqf drawn up for an endowment by sultan 
Sha bān in 777/1375. There may also have been a ammām in the town, though this 
account may also refer to the structure in the valley below Karak. See Ibn Taghrībirdī 
(1909–36), vi, p. 240.

178 For notes on this waqf (Cairo: Dār al-Wathā iq 8/49) drawn from the partial 
edition by Yūsuf  Ghawānma, see Walker (2004b), p. 136.

179 Mumani (1988), p. 241. For other fragmentary inscriptions of  the Mamluk period, 
see pp. 194, 196, 241.

180 RCEA (1931–), xii, no. 4735. See also Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 13.
181 Ibn al-Jazarī (1949), p. 28, no. 155.
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revealed that these new fortifi cations are built around and on top of  
the Frankish curtain walls and towers, and have been aptly described 
as a ‘corset’ for the earlier structure.182 The four extant inscriptions—
three of  which are dated to 697/1297–98—record the foundation and 
renovation (tajdīd ) of  the castle by the sultan as well as giving the name 
of  the amir, Alā  al-Dīn Qubru  al-Man ūrī, as the one responsible 
for the work. The longest inscription also mentions one Mu ammad 
b. Abd al- amīd as the engineer (muhandis) of  the project.183 The end 
of  the thirteenth century seems to mark the culmination of  signifi cant 
Mamluk patronage at Shawbak and, by the mid fourteenth century, the 
castle was no longer garrisoned with troops.184 While the name of  Sal a 
is recorded in Dimashqī’s list of  the territories of  Karak, there is little to 
suggest that by 1300 this or any of  the other minor Frankish fortifi cations 
in the south of  Jordan were still operational. Some Mamluk military 
presence was probably maintained on the Red Sea coast, either on the 
mainland or at the Ayyubid fort of  Qal at Ayla.

There is evidence for considerable Mamluk activity in Balqā  and the 
adjacent section of  the eastern Jordan valley. The Ayyubid fortress of  
Sal  continued in operation, and repairs were ordered by sultan Baybars 
in 659/1260–61.185 Ammān also benefi ted from Mamluk patronage, 
particularly at the time the town was elevated to the status of  the capital 
of  the wilāya in 1356, or a few years after. This change in administrative 
status was probably accompanied by the erection of  new governmental 
buildings, though the suggestion that the amir Sarghtamish ordered the 
construction of  a madrasa there has recently been contested.186 Recent 
excavations have revealed extensive construction of  administrative, and 
related buildings at asbān during the Mamluk period. It is possible 
that Baybars refortifi ed the southwest tower on the citadel at asbān,187 
though the most extensive remodelling of  the site occurred in the 
fourteenth century. Constructed of  crudely shaped limestone masonry, 
often laid without mortar, the area within the fortifi ed walls does not 
compare to the grandeur and scale of  Karak citadel. That said, the 

182 Faucherre (2006). See especially, pp. 50–64 and fi gs. 6–11. 
183 RCEA (1931–), xiii, nos. 5048–51; Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, pp. 209–10, no. 

26. See also Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 84; Bakhit (1997), p. 373.
184 Umarī (1988), p. 237.
185 Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 10; Bakhit (1995), p. 999.
186 In the Kitāb al-Sulūk Maqrīzī writes about the madrasa in the town, but this word 

should probably be read as madīna. See comments in Walker (2003), p. 245, n. 23.
187 Walker and LaBianca (2003), p. See also Al-Majālī and Mas ūd (1987), p. 312.
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complex of  buildings is substantial comprising an audience hall with an 
īwān to the west (i.e. an abbreviated form of  qa ā), storerooms, domestic 
dwellings and, possibly, barracks. The diversity of  the metal and ceramic 
fi nds points to the presence of  members of  the Mamluk elite on the site.188 
The area also contained a bathhouse;189 another indication of  the 
potential political importance of  the local governor (wālī ) of  Balqā  
in the political life of  southern Bilād al-Shām during the fourteenth 
century.

A vital element in the maintenance of  security on the frontiers of  
the empire was the barīd. Baybars presumably incorporated Shawbak 
and Karak into this network following the recapture of  these castles 
from al-Mughīth in 1261 and 1263. None of  the barīd stations of  central 
and southern Jordan has been identifi ed in archaeological surveys, but 
it is possible to gain some information on them by turning to written 
sources. The terminus points of  the network were the capitals of  the 
mamlakas but smaller stations were maintained all over the empire. 
Karak was situated on routes to Damascus and to Gaza. Between 
Karak and Shawbak there were three unnamed stations (s. markaz).190 
Other post stations were located in the Jordan valley and Balqā .191 The 
barīd survived until the reign of  al-Mū ayyad Shaykh (r. 1412–21), but 
had been in decline since the death of  al-Nā ir Mu ammad in 1341.192 
In addition to the barīd, the authorities in Cairo sent out and received 
information by carrier pigeon. Dovecots were placed on the same sites as 
the postal stations. Amongst those in Jordan and Palestine were Karak, 

188 For the most detailed description of  the excavations, see Walker and LaBianca 
(2003); Walker (2003), pp. 250–56. These publications contain preliminary analysis 
of  the dating of  the phases of  construction during the Mamluk period. There is also 
considerable evidence of  destruction—both fi re and structural collapse—that may be 
correlated with one of  the earthquakes that hit the region between 1341 and 1458. 

189 De Vries (1986); Walker and LaBianca (2003), pp. 447, 451.
190 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), pp. 119–20. Gaza to Karak: Bilāqis, Khalīl, Janbā, al-

Zuwayr, āfi yya, afar, Karak. Damascus to Karak: Qatība, Baradiyya, Burj al-Abya , 
asbān, Qanbis, Dibyān, Qā a al-Mūjib, afra, Karak. Sauvaget (1941), p. 95: he 

adds Qūniyya (3km south of  Zarqā ). Qalqashandī (1913–18), xiv, pp. 379, 383. Gaza 
to Karak: Milāqis (Bilaqis?), Khalīl, Janbā, āfi yya, Karak. Damascus to Karak: afs, 
Qūniyya, Burj al-Abya , asbān, Dibāj (Dhibān?), Akriyya, Karak.

191 Umarī (1988), p. 255; Qalqashandī (1913–18), xiv, p. 380; Karīm (1996), 
p. 125; Sauvaget (1941), fi g. 20.

192 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 120. A reference to the reduced status of  the barīd 
appears in Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), v, pp. 30–31. Tīmūr is reported to have destroyed 
barīd stations in Syria. See Maqrīzī (1911–27), iv, p. 88. The decline of  the service is 
summarised in Sauvaget (1941), pp. 80–84.
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āfi yya, Nāblus, Jerusalem, Gaza and Khalīl.193 Lastly, racing camels 
were used for the secret deliveries. The head of  this network (known as 
the hajjān) in southern Jordan resided at Karak.194

Like the Ayyubids before them, Mamluk sultans and governors were 
also concerned with the improvement of  the transport infrastructure in 
central and southern Jordan. The most important of  the roads running 
through the areas controlled by Karak was the King’s Highway, but there 
were also routes running west into Palestine. Baybars commissioned 
a bridge over the Jordan river at Dāmīya which was completed in 
1266.195 In 1288 repairs were made to the bridge by the governor of  
Jerusalem.196 A further illustration of  its continued role in commerce 
and communications between southern Balqā  and central Palestine is 
the fact that, in the late fourteenth century, sultan Barqūq undertook 
additional repairs to the bridge.197 A qa r located near to Fayfā  at the 
south end of  the Dead Sea has been tentatively dated to the Mamluk 
period.198 The Mamluk authorities also had to ensure the security and 
arrange for the supplying of  the annual ajj caravans passing via the 
land routes from Damascus and Cairo. The reservoir at Zīza  was an 
important staging point on the Syrian pilgrimage route, and a well 
constructed limestone fort was placed next to it during the Mamluk 
period.199 A small square fort of  thirteenth-century date, located on a 
vantage point above the Zarqā  river northwest of  Ammān, and known 
as Qa r al-Shabīb, was probably also designed with the intention of  
guarding the road south.200 According to the geographer, Dimashqī, 
Ma ān also contained a pilgrimage station (manzila li ’l- ujjāji ), though 
he does not give any further details on its appearance or the patron 
responsible for its construction.201 This structure may be associated with 
the improvements to the southern sections of  the pilgrimage road by 
al-Mu a am Īsā.

193 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 118.
194 Ayalon (1996), p. 46 (no source is given for this statement).
195 Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 22. Other bridges were constructed over the Jordan 

river providing access to the regions of  Jordan north of  the Wādī Zarqā . For a more 
detailed discussion of  these bridges, and other ancillary structures, see Kareem (1992 
and 2000).

196 Kareem (2000), p. 11.
197 Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 277.
198 King et al. (1987), p. 449–50. 
199 Petersen (1991 and 2001); Walmsley (2001), pp. 531–32.
200 Petersen (2001), pp. 685, 690; Walmsley (2001), p. 530.
201 Dimashqī (1866), p. 213.
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While there is little evidence of  architectural patronage in central 
and southern Jordan during the Burjī Mamluk period, one exception 
to this overall pattern of  neglect may be found on the coast of  the Red 
Sea. The penultimate sultan, al-Ashraf  Qān ūh al-Ghawrī (r. 1501–16), 
ordered an extensive renovation of  the facilities along the ajj route 
from Cairo to Mecca. This included a fort (qal a), khān and cisterns at 
Aqaba which were completed in 1509.202 The substantial fort is built on 
a rectangular plan with four round corner towers and on the north side 
a monumental entrance fl anked by smaller towers. The extant Mamluk 
inscriptions name the sultan as well as the amir, Khāyr Bak (pl. 34).203 
It may be that al-Ghawrī was merely responsible for the refurbishment 
of  an existing Mamluk structure (perhaps constructed by sultan al-
Nā ir Mu ammad ibn Qalāwūn in c. 1320).204 Ongoing excavations are 
examining whether the present structure was built over the remains of  
earlier Frankish and Muslim structures.

Examples of  Mamluk religious patronage can be found all over the 
regions controlled by Karak. Much of  this activity was focused on 
sites in central and southern Jordan that were already associated with 
ziyāra. The shrine of  Ja far b. Abī ālib, and the other martyrs from 
the battle of  Mu’ta may have attracted the patronage of  the Fatimids, 
but the most extensive remains date from the fourteenth century (pl. 
33).205 Inscriptions from this shrine at Mazār record work carried out to 
the structure in 727/1327 and 752/1352. The earlier inscription states 
that the renovation was undertaken by the nā ib al-sal āna of  Karak and 
Shawbak, Bahādur al-Badrī, while the second names a later holder of  
the same offi ce, Sayf  al-Dīn Alus and another individual, Ramsūdīn al-
Hārūnī.206 The site was evidently revered by members of  the Mamluk 
administration before this date; Nuwayrī (d. 1332) records that the 
nā ir of  Karak and Shawbak was interred at the shrine in 1276.207 The 
Christian shrine that had housed the tomb of  Aaron (Arabic: Nabī Hārūn) 

202 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iv, pp. 133, 163; v, p. 95; Meinecke (1992), ii, pp. 460–61; 
Alhazmeh (1993), p. 71, n. 89.

203 For the architecture of  the fort, see Glidden (1952); Mumani (1988), pp. 293–317 
(for the Mamluk inscriptions, see pp. 304–305).

204 Walmsley (2001), pp. 532–33. See also Pringle (1997), p. 113, no. P12.
205 Walmsley (2001), p. 536. See also an undated inscription in RCEA (1931–), ii, 

no. 540.
206 RCEA (1931–), xiv, no. 5545; xvi, no. 6169; Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, pp. 

206–207, nos. 23–24; Meinecke (1992), ii, pp. 146, 217. 
207 Nuwayrī (1923–92), xxx, p. 231.
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on Jabal Hārūn (near Petra) was replaced in the fourteenth century by 
the small domed structure (maqām) that exists today.208 An inscription 
from the site contains a damaged inscription providing a date for the 
construction between 731–39/1330–39.209 Further inscriptions state that 
the site was restored in 900/1494–95 and again in 909/1503–1504.210 
Another important shrine, one of  the caves traditionally associated with 
the seven sleepers (Qur ān xvii.19–26) at al-Kahf, probably also received 
a mosque in the Mamluk period.211 On the other side of  the Dead Sea 
in Palestine patronage of  the holy sites at Khalīl is recorded all through 
the Mamluk period.212 Funds were also directed toward the renovation 
of  other mosques. The construction of  a new doorway and the addition 
of  a new pillar (rukn) were undertaken in 782/1380–81 (and at some 
earlier date) at a mosque in Wādī Karak. The inscription names the 
captain of  the guard (ra  īs nawba), Zayn al-Dīn Baraka al-Jūbānī, and 
the governor of  Karak, Mankalī al- arkhānī, as those responsible for 
the work.213 Excavations have also revealed a number of  small mosques 
of  Ayyubid-Mamluk date that were presumably constructed without 
state patronage.214

Ottoman Period

Under Janbirdī al-Ghazālī, a mamluk who became the governor of  
Damascus in 1518, the region of  Karak-Shawbak was administered 
as part of  the province of  Damascus (fi g. 6). About two years later 
Karak-Shawbak was elevated to the status of  a separate sanjaq or liwā  

208 Walmsley (2001), p. 534. The similarities between this and the shrine associated 
with Abū Sulaymān al-Dirānī near Shawbak perhaps suggest a fourteenth-century 
date for the latter structure.

209 RCEA (1931–), xv, no. 5777; Meinecke (1992), ii, p. 156. The work was directed 
by al-amīr al-kabīr Sayf  al-Dīn Ruknī(?) al-Nā irī.

210 Pringle (1993–), i, pp. 251–52, no. 103.
211 Walmsley (2001), pp. 534–36.
212 For instance RCEA (1931–), xi, no. 4386; xii, nos. 4787, 4788; xiii, nos. 4876, 

4877, 4943, 5079, 5146, 5147; xiv, nos. 5248–50, 5511; xv, nos. 5619, 5925. It should 
be noted that Khalīl was only included in the administrative regions of  Karak during 
the latter part of  the thirteenth century

213 RCEA (1931–), xviii, no. 782 004; Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, pp. 198–99, 
no. 16; pp. 201–202, no. 18. See also Mayer (1933), pp. 101–102; Meinecke (1992), 
ii, p. 263.

214 Walmsley (2001), pp. 537–38.  Cf. comparable rural mosques in northern Jordan 
discussed in Walker (2005).
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Figure 6. Map of  Jordan during the early Ottoman period.
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(the whole area being split into three nā iyas: Karak, Jibāl Karak and 
Shawbak). At times during the sixteenth century Karak-Shawbak was 
part of  the liwā  of  Ajlūn.215 Although revenue was derived from land 
in Karak, according to Evliya Çelebi (d. c. 1682), it was not one of  the 
sanjaqs in which the tīmār and za āma holders were expected to provide 
soldiers for the Ottoman province of  Damascus.216 Many of  the func-
tions of  the sanjaq probably continued to be administered by offi cials 
of  the previous regime but the reduced importance of  the region in 
the new empire must have led to a reduction in the overall number of  
staff. In the late sixteenth and seventeenth century, as southern Jordan 
gradually reverted to being ruled by local chiefs, the administrative 
population within the main towns must have dwindled. After c. 1650 
the only imperial presence recorded in Karak was during the occasional 
military incursions ordered by Damascus or Cairo.

The image of  decline in the southern provinces of  Bilād al-Shām 
found in the work of  Arab historians of  the late Mamluk and early 
Ottoman periods contrasts with the picture of  the relatively populous 
and prosperous region described in the cadastral survey, the daftar-
i mufa al. While one should not assume that estimates of  revenues 
corresponded exactly to actual monies collected by the state, Hütteroth 
and Abdulfattah are probably correct in asserting that the registers 
represent a reasonably accurate estimate of  the number of  villages in 
each province and of  the level of  agricultural productivity at the end of  
the sixteenth century.217

The daftars can also be used to infer the existence of  administrative 
offi cials both to record the information and to collect the tax revenues. 
At the head of  the fi scal administration of  Syria was the daftardār who 
was responsible for the division of  lands into state domain (khā -i shāhī 
and khā -i mīrī liwā  ), fi efs (s. za āma and tīmār), waqf, and privately owned 
land (mulk). In his duties he was assisted by a series of  state offi cials. The 
tax was collected by amīns and subāshīs (the same as the mubāshirs of  the 
Mamluk period) and they were helped by Arabic-speaking assistants. 
Soldiers might also be employed in the process of  collecting the tax.218 

215 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), p. 18. The same administrative arrangement 
is found in 1538. See Bakhit and Hmoud (1989).

216 Evliya Çelebi (1834–50), i, pt. 1, pp. 93, 104.
217 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 10–11. See also Bakhit and Hmoud (1989); 

Bakhit and Hmoud (1991).
218 The tax offi cials and methods of  collection are discussed in Bakhit (1982), pp. 

143–47; Lewis (1954), pp. 480–81.
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Later the gathering of  tax revenue was delegated to tax farmers 
appointed from the local population. It is not known whether any of  
the offi cials working for the daftardār were permanently located at Karak 
in the sixteenth century and later although a treasury (bayt al-māl) was 
located in the town.219

The territories of  the nā iyas of  Karak, Jibāl Karak and Shawbak 
were all counted as khā -i mīrīliwā .220 The land was split into fi scal units 
which consisted of  the administrative centre of  the liwā  or nā iya (nafs), 
village (qarya) and bedouin tribe (  jamā a).221 This last category applies 
only to the nā iya of  Shawbak. These fi scal units were assessed for each 
crop produced in the area. Additional taxes were levied such as poll tax 
on non-Muslims (  jizya), trade with the ajj caravan,222 and the use of  
facilities such as watermills (s. ā ūn). The presence of  watermills (four 
in Karak and two in Shawbak223) deriving an annual revenue for the 
mīr liwā  suggests some level of  investment by offi cers of  the state in the 
economic infrastructure of  the region.224

The priorities of  Ottoman investment in southern Jordan were 
twofold: fi rst, ensuring the continued safety of  pilgrims; and second, 
maintaining good lines of  communication between Syria and Egypt. 
Collaboration between different state offi cials was one aspect of  this 
larger policy. The mīr liwā  of  Karak-Shawbak was responsible for the 
safety of  both the Syrian and the Egyptian ajj caravans when they 
passed through the south of  Jordan. The governors of  the sanjaqs 
were responsible for keeping law and order, protecting caravans from 

219 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), p. 171.
220 Ayn-i Alī (1979), p. 25: this author states, however, that the mīr liwā  of  Karak-

Shawbak received an annual salary (sāliyāne) instead of  the conventional income from 
fi efs. See also Heyd (1960), p. 41; Poliak (1977), p. 43.

221 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 23–29.
222 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), p. 35: a tax on trading with the ajj caravan 

(rasm bāzār qālifat ājjiyān) is mentioned on the taxes levied for Karak.
223 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 171–74. See also Bakhit and Hmoud 

(1991), pp. 87–88. This edition of  the daftar includes fi ve mills in Karak (one ruined) 
and elsewhere in the nā iya at Fadān (sp. ?), three at Irāq and four at afīla. Shawbak 
contains thirteen mills (eleven ruined), and elsewhere in the nā iya two at Shāhid (sp. ?), 
three at Wādī Daghīm (sp. ?), and three at Na īl (sp. ?). The 935/1538 daftar records 
a tax on mills (rasm awa īni ) in the regions of  Karak (three mills are specifi ed at Irāq 
while at Karak and Bidān [sp. ?] the amount of  tax is mentioned but not the number 
of  mills), Shawbak (two at Shāhid) and Wādī Mūsā (two in Wādī Daghīm and three 
at awā īn). See Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), p. 43.

224 The presence of  so many ruined mills in the nā iya Shawbak (see n. 223) perhaps 
indicates a prolonged lack of  investment in the region during the late Mamluk and 
early Ottoman periods.
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bedouin raiding, collecting taxes, and providing military forces to 
be sent to confl icts at the order of  the sultan (the sanjaqs of  southern 
Jordan and south Palestine were usually exempt from sending troops to 
foreign campaigns).225 Most often the military responsibilities expected 
of  these areas took the form of  the governors of  neighbouring sanjaqs 
cooperating in the suppression of  local skirmishes.226 The aid of  the 
governor of  Damascus was also enlisted in two edicts (s. üküm) issued by 
the sultan in the 1560s to revive agricultural production and reduce the 
bedouin harassment of  both the sedentary population and the caravans 
passing through southern Jordan.227 Each fort in Jordan had to be kept 
supplied with barley, camel fodder and miscellaneous items required 
for the annual ajj. The local tribes were employed in the transport of  
barley to the ajj stations. The forts were garrisoned with between twelve 
and fi fty men.228

The most extensive state patronage in southern Jordan during the 
earlier Ottoman period was the annual allocation of  money to the amīr 
al- ajj.229 This offi cer was responsible for the provision of  animals needed 
during the ajj and for the safety of  pilgrims on their journey. The costs 
of  this enterprise were supposed to be borne from the revenues of  
the southern provinces.230 In practice, however, Karak-Shawbak was, 
as Qān ūh al-Ghazzāwī (the governor of  the region in the latter part 
of  the sixteenth century) had stated in a letter to the sultan, inhabited 
principally by a nomadic population and produced little taxable surplus. 
Consequently, the costs were often met by central government.231 
Further, the sultan at the request of  Qān ūh, also commanded the 
assistance of  the governors of  Damascus, afad, Jerusalem and Lajjūn 
in subduing the rebellious al-Mafārija bedouin in the south of  Jordan 

225 Heyd (1960), pp. 76–77 (citing Kepeçi, vol. lxxi, p. 37).
226 Heyd (1960), p. 77 (summarising Mühimme Defteri, vol. xliv, no. 359).
227 Bakhit (1982), pp. 212–13 (citing K.888, fols. 196a, b).
228 Barbir (1980), pp. 141–46. The fort of  Ma ān in 1742 is recorded as storing 

78.5 loads (sacks?) of  barley (see: p. 141 n. 98 [citing Topkapi Saray Arçivi Evrak, 
2588/12, 2588/4]).

229 Qalqashandī (1913–18), xii, pp. 314–15: the duty of  keeping safe the darb al-
ajj in the Mamluk period was taken by the nā ib of  Qibliyya (capital, Bu rā). See also 

Bertrandon de la Brocquière in Wright (1848), p. 303.
230 Shaw (1962), pp. 240–42: the author gives an account of  the large sums spent 

on the ajj from Egypt by the amīr al- ajj in the early Ottoman period.
231 Bakhit (1982), p. 214 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. xiv, no. 1515, p. 1023; vol. 

x, no. 563, p. 47).
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in 1576.232 Damascus earned a considerable sum during the ajj, and 
so state investment was deemed justifi able as long as the amīr al- ajj 
retained effective relations with the infl uential tribes of  Jordan and the 
Arabian desert.

During the rule of  sultan Sülaymān i (r. 1520–66), the annual 
pilgrimage from Damascus was shifted from the previous route 
(following the King’s Highway) to a new road on the edge of  the eastern 
desert, known as arīq al-Bint in honour of  a daughter of  Selim i 
(r. 1512–20). While the eastward shift of  the ajj had been apparently 
been prompted by the ever-present danger from bandits along the King’s 
Highway, this radical change necessitated the construction of  a new line 
of  forts and watchtowers (s. burj ) in Jordan and Arabia. The fi rst phase 
of  fort construction occurred in the mid sixteenth century and included 
Qa rāna (pl. 35) and Ma ān in 1531, and Unayza (pl. 36) in c. 1576.233 
Usually associated with sources of  water (cisterns or reservoirs) and 
graveyards, these small, square plan forts were built from local limestone 
or basalt. The exterior walls were provided with machicolations and 
arrow slits while the interiors comprised a central courtyard surrounded 
by stables and storerooms on the ground level and accommodation 
and a small mosque on the fi rst fl oor. A stairway provided access to 
the parapet.234 The Mamluk forts, Qa r al-Shabīb and Zīza , were well 
located to serve the pilgrim caravans and continued to function as part 
of  the new network, while Dab a (also Qal at al-Balqā ) was evidently 
renovated in the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries.235 In the area 
west of  the desert road the Ottoman presence was also strengthened: 
the fort at Sal  was renovated,236 and the castles of  Karak and Shawbak 
garrisoned with sixty-six and sixty-eight müsta fi zan (fortress soldiers) 
and eleven and six müteferrika respectively.237 It is also possible that a 
khān, known variously as Khirbat al-Dusaq and Khān al-Zabīb, was 
constructed near Shawbak in the mid sixteenth century.238 Another site 

232 Bakhit (1982), p. 215 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. xxviii, nos. 277, 667, 685).
233 Qaramānī (1865), p. 440; Ghazzī (1959), p. 157; Mehmed Edib (1825), pp. 124–25, 

127, 132, 136; Other forts constructed in this period on the ajj route are Dhāt ajj, 
Tabūk, Ukhay ir and Ulā. See Petersen (1995 and 2001).

234 For a plan of  Qa rāna, see Petersen (2001), fi gs. 28.2, 28.3.
235 Petersen (2001), pp. 685, 690.
236 Bakhit (1995), p. 1000.
237 Bakhit (1982), p. 99 (citing Maliyeden Müdevver, no. 3723, pp. 28–43).
238 McQuitty (2001), p. 569.
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that may date to this phase is the structure built on the ruins of  the old 
Roman garrison town of  Udhrū .239 Inscriptions on the walls of  the 
fort at Aqaba record work undertaken there in 996/1588–89 by order 
of  sultan Murād iii (r. 1574–95). One inscription gives the name of  the 
architect (mi mār) as Ma mūd Mu ammad Khān.240

The seventeenth century provides little evidence of  active patronage 
of  architecture, though some renovations were carried out on existing 
structures. For instance, the local governor, Abd Allāh Bāsha al-Nimr, 
ordered construction work at the qal a of  Ma ān and ‘made safe’ the 
road to the ijāz in 1655–56.241 A new phase of  building work can be 
identifi ed in the eighteenth century, and the designs of  the new fortresses 
refl ect changes in military technology, most importantly the wider use 
of  fi rearms. The new forts in central and southern Jordan were located 
at asā, Fassu ā (also known as ahr al- Aqaba) and Mudawwar (also 
known as Jughaymān: 1730–33). The fi rst of  these, Qal at al- asā 
(pl. 37), is located at the eastern end of  the wādī and guards a bridge 
that is mentioned by a Turkish traveller, Me med Edib, who performed 
the pilgrimage in the 1730s.242 The bridge is supported on two arches 
and the road above retains its original cobbled surface (pl. 38). Some of  
the existing forts were also manned with troops during this phase. 300 
soldiers are recorded at Karak and Qa rāna in 1728, and a garrison was 
still present in Karak in the 1740s.243

239 Killick (1983), p. 115; McQuitty (2001), p. 569. The authors point to similarities 
with the architecture of  the ajj fort at Qa rāna.

240 Mumani (1988), pp. 306–307.
241 Nimr (1975), i, p. 80.
242 Mehmed Edib (1825), pp. 125–26; Barbir (1980), p. 136. 
243 Barbir (1980), p. 149 (citing Maliyeden Müdevver, no. 2816, p. 94); Ibn ūlūn 

(1952), p. 219.



CHAPTER FOUR 

ECONOMIC SURVEY OF KARAK AND 
ITS DEPENDENT REGIONS

This chapter presents an economic survey of  Karak and its dependent 
regions based on written sources of  the Early and Middle Islamic 
periods. This information is supplemented with the accounts of  nine-
teenth- and early twentieth-century travellers and modern archaeological 
evidence. The aim of  this diachronic study is to establish the principal 
sources of  revenue (from agriculture, manufacturing, trade and mineral 
exploitation) within the regions that have been controlled by Karak for 
all or part of  the period c. 1100–1650. 

It is important to acknowledge from the outset that the sources utilised 
in this chapter vary both in content and reliability. At the lowest level, 
some written descriptions merely state that a given region is fertile or 
prosperous. Other sources supplement this generalised picture with 
information concerning cultivation, livestock, and mineral reserves. 
Accounts including descriptions of  the processing of  agricultural prod-
ucts or manufacturing may be used to infer the development of  greater 
specialisation of  labour. Other indicators of  increased economic activity 
are the presence of  markets. Rarely, sources also specify the monetary 
value of  the revenue derived from a region or an industry. Caution 
must be exercised, however, in the use of  all such written sources. 
The possibility of  inaccuracies of  detail and anachronistic references 
to industries or activities important in an earlier period but moribund 
at the time of  writing cannot be discounted from the assessment of  a 
given source.1

The most detailed fi scal information available for Palestine and Jordan 
in the Middle Islamic period is to be found in the Ottoman cadastral 
surveys (daftar-i mufa al ) of  the sixteenth century.2 Contained in these 

1 For instance, see Ashtor (1981) for a discussion of  references to the sugar industry.
2 Editions of  two of  the surveys of  the liwā  Ajlūn have been published. For the 

c. 935/1538 daftar see Bakhit and Hmoud (1989) and for the 1005/1596 daftar, see 
Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977) and Bakhit and Hmoud (1991). The edition by 
Hütteroth and Abdulfattah covers other liwā s in Palestine and Jordan. Being the most 
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documents are the revenues expected from the towns (s. nafs), villages 
(s. qarya), partially cultivated but unoccupied land (mazrā a), and tribal 
groups (s. jamā a) of  the liwā s of  Ajlūn, Quds al-Sharīf  (   Jerusalem), 
Gaza, afad, Lajjūn and Nāblus. The total fi gure (  yakūn) for each fi s-
cal unit consists of  a percentage of  the income of  that unit and the 
rate of  taxation. In most cases the records for each unit are subdivided 
into the crops, livestock, and trade.3 The incomes due to the holder 
of  the property (  pādīshāh, mīr liwā , tīmār and za āma or waqf  ) for each 
activity are stated.

The detailed evidence provided by the daftars allows one to compare 
the fi scal value of  individual nā iyas. More problematic, however, is to 
make comparisons with data from other texts, largely because of  the 
uneven and incomplete nature of  the available source material before 
the sixteenth century. Another serious problem is that the precise rela-
tionship between the revenues per fi scal unit stated in each daftar and 
the actual production per unit is diffi cult to gauge with any certainty. 
While the sums quoted in the records are probably reasonably close to 
those which the state expected to collect, the value of  the annual fi scal 
yield of  each unit is unlikely to be calculated by multiplying the total 
sum (for crops and other products) given in the daftar by the reciprocal 
of  the rate of  taxation.

The probable disparity between the notional fi gure sum extrapolated 
from the fi gures in the daftars and the actual income per unit is due to 
several factors. Jeremy Johns points out that the fi gures given for wheat 
and barley in the daftar-i jadīd (of  1005/1596) are divisible by 140 and 80 
respectively. This fact probably indicates that cereal crops were traded 
by the sack ( ghirāra), and so wheat and barley were recorded according 
to the offi cial price per sack. He concludes that the process of  rounding 
up to the nearest sack would have led to a deviation of  +/–70 aqja for 
wheat and +/–40 aqja for barley per fi scal unit. He also points out that 
some items such as the raising of  cattle were apparently exempt from 
taxation, thus creating a considerable incentive for farmers to divert 

accessible edition, the publication of  Hütteroth and Abdulfattah is used as the principal 
reference in this chapter.

3 The taxable items given for the nā iyas Sal , Karak, Jibāl Karak, Shawbak, Ghawr, 
and Khalīl are wheat ( in a), barley (sha ir), olives and olive trees (zaytūn), sesame (simsim), 
vineyards (karm), fruit trees (pl. ashjār fawākih), almonds (lawz), rice (ruzz), ‘occasional 
revenues’ (pl. bād-i hawā wa-rasm arūs), ‘goats and bees’ (pl. mā iz wa nahl), water buf-
falo (  jāmūs), market toll (baj bāzār), summer crops (pl. māl ayfī   ), water mills (s. ā ūn), 
poll tax (  jizya).
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energy and resources into this activity.4 Other forms of  economic activ-
ity would have been beyond the scope of  government control. Trade 
with, and pillaging of, pilgrims and commercial travellers are alluded 
to in sources of  the Ottoman period. The economic signifi cance of  
other factors such as the tax evasion and corruption as proportions of  
the total income of  a given area is also impossible to quantify.

The lands controlled by Karak varied through the period under dis-
cussion and no attempt is made here to analyse the economic implica-
tions of  these territorial fl uctuations. This survey is split into discussions 
of: Balqā ; Karak plateau; Jibāl, Sharāt and south; Khalīl/Hebron; 
and Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr. In addition, the fi rst section 
deals with the fi nancial contribution made by the nomadic population 
to the economic life of  central and southern Jordan. The fi rst part 
of  each section contains information from sources before 1517. It is 
assumed that the description of  the agricultural products of  a given 
location is not merely specifi c to the time of  the author cited in each 
instance but indicates more lasting patterns of  cultivation. Equally, it is 
assumed (unless there are indications to the contrary) that inter-regional 
trade in commodities continued at a relatively constant level through 
the Middle Islamic period. The observations of  nineteenth-century 
Western travellers are supplemented to the discussion in cases where 
their descriptions suggest types of  specialised cultivation and low level 
trade that perhaps existed in earlier periods but did not merit a mention 
in the Middle Islamic sources.5 The last part of  each section analyses 
the information found in the daftars of  the early Ottoman period. The 
diffi culties of  correlating the names in the registers with actual geo-
graphical locations means that no attempt is made here to identify the 
changes in the distribution of  the sedentary and nomadic populations 
within individual nā iyas.6

4 Johns (unpublished draft), pp. 37–38. High proportions of  cattle bones have been 
reported in contexts dated to the Mamluk and Ottoman periods at Khirbat Fāris. See 
also Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 361; Doughty (1921), p. 27.

5 The use of  nineteenth-century testimony is not meant to infer that patterns of  
economic and social activity in Bilād al-Shām were immune to change through the 
Middle Islamic period.

6 For specifi c criticisms of  the methodology of  Hütteroth and Abdulfattah in rela-
tion to the location of  the villages of  the nā iya Karak in the daftar-i jadīd, see Johns 
(unpublished draft), p. 36. Discussing the region north of  Karak, Johns questions the 
correlation of  place names in the daftar with similarly named modern equivalents. He 
also points to the possibility that some of  the names in the daftar have been improperly 
transcribed leading to additional errors in identifi cation.
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Bedouin and Livestock Rearing

A cursory examination of  the written sources concerning the activities 
of  the bedouin of  Bilād al-Shām could easily create the impression that 
the tribes of  the bādiya contributed nothing of  value to the economic 
life of  the region. Throughout the period there are numerous accounts 
of  bedouin raiding villages, ajj pilgrims, travellers and trade caravans. 
Mamluk and Ottoman governors in Damascus were often forced to 
equip expeditionary forces to suppress individual tribes, while in the 
sixteenth century ‘purses of  money’ (s. urra) were given, essentially as 
a bribe, to bedouin chiefs in order to prevent harassment of  the ajj 
caravan.7

The relationship between state and bedouin was, however, much more 
complicated and illustrates well the problems of  trying to establish an 
artifi cial separation between the economic and political concerns of  
central government in the Middle Islamic period. There is evidence 
that the Crusader, Ayyubid and Mamluk states employed bedouin for 
several important functions. Some tribes were enlisted for surveillance 
of  the border with Iraq. Bedouin were used as an auxiliary force by 
both Ayyubid and Mamluk rulers to augment the strength of  the stand-
ing army. Iq ā s were also granted to bedouin to guard over important 
stretches of  road used by merchants, pilgrims or troops. They might also 
be called upon to transport goods. For instance, in 1345 the bedouin 
of  Karak and Balqā  were commanded by sultan al- āli  ibn Qalāwūn 
to take 1,000 sacks of  barley to Aqaba to provision the ajj.8 Tribes 
around Karak were also called upon to organise hunting trips for the 
Mamluk sultans.9

The kingdom of  Jerusalem derived revenue from the pasturage rights 
charged to the tribes,10 but the most tangible fi nancial contribution of  
the bedouin of  the bādiya to the governments of  the period was in the 
raising of  a large proportion of  the livestock of  Bilād al-Shām. The 
livestock was principally composed of  sheep and goats,11 although cattle, 
camels, and horses were also raised. The horses bred by the tribes of  

 7 Saroqhi (1994), pp. 56–57, tables 1, 2 and n. 4 (information drawn from Ottoman 
archival sources). See also Bakhit (1982), p. 113; Doughty (1921), p. 10.

 8 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 276. For the Ottoman period, see Barbir (1980), pp. 
143–44, n. 103.

 9 Ibn al-Dawādārī (1961–92), x, p. 161; Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, pp. 45, 272.
10 Regesta (1893), no. 366; Prawer (1980), p. 476, n. 64.
11 Nuwayrī (1923–92), viii, p. 262.
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the bādiya were particularly prized during the Mamluk period both as 
steeds and for horse fl esh, which was consumed at the lavish banquets 
of  the sultan. It was the paramount importance of  horses and the 
other livestock (used to provide food and clothing for the army) for 
the maintenance of  the Mamluk state which formed the basis of  the 
close relationship between the Ba rī sultans and the bedouin of  Jor-
dan. Beneath the level of  state control the relationship of  bedouin and 
settled farmer could also be one of  mutual benefi t. Bedouin brought 
their fl ocks onto the plateau for grazing and also cultivated marginal 
land. Exchange of  commodities between the two groups is recorded in 
nineteenth-century accounts and modern anthropological studies.12

It is possible to identify some of  the nomadic groups present in central 
and southern Jordan during the Middle Islamic period. Qalqashandī 
writes that the principal Arab tribe in Karak was the Banū Uqba, 
while the Banū āhir could be found around Shawbak.13 Other bedouin 
groups exploited the lands of  central and southern Jordan as seasonal 
migrants. Banū Numayr and Banū Rabī a are both recorded in the 
region in the fourteenth century.14 Later sources indicate that by the 
end of  the fi fteenth century the dominant tribe of  the Karak plateau 
and Balqā  was the Banu Lām.15 In the sixteenth century and later the 
main tribe was the Banū akhr. Ibn ūlūn (d. 1546) notes that the 
Banū akhr raised sheep, camels, cattle and horses and, on at least one 
occasion, the animals of  the tribe were confi scated by the governor of  
Damascus in retribution for past disturbances.16 Large numbers of  beasts 
were owned by the Mamluk sultan but kept in southern Jordan. In 1310 
the sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad ibn Qalāwūn ordered that 300 horses, 
120 mules, 120 camels and unspecifi ed numbers of  buffalo, cattle, and 
sheep be brought from Shawbak to Cairo.17 The same sultan sent his 
horses to be kept in Karak while his son, A mad, brought 4,000 head 
of  sheep and 400 head of  cattle from Cairo in 1341.18 The Ottoman 

12 Burckhardt (1822), p. 377; Lancaster and Lancaster (1995), pp. 114–15. See also 
comments about the relationship between sedentary and nomadic groups in Marx 
(1992).

13 Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, pp. 242–43 (citing Umarī’s Masālik al- ab ār); Ibn al-
Furāt (1936–42), ix, p. 139. See also Umarī (1988), p. 113; Qalqashandī (1913–18), vii, 
p. 188: the Banū Mahdī occupy Balqā  and the Banū Uqba are in Karak-Shawbak.

14 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 799.
15 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iii, p. 281. See also Ayalon (1988), p. 27, n. 98.
16 Ibn ūlūn (1962–64), i,  pp. 225–26, 264.
17 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), ix, pp. 22–23.
18 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii pt. 3, p. 618; Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), x, p. 70.
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daftar of  1596 also provides evidence of  the fi scal worth of  livestock 
rearing. For instance, in nā iya al-Sal  the largest fi scal units are those 
of  the urbān Banū akhr wa Karīm, and urbān Na īm amounting to 
38,000 and 17,000 aqja respectively.19

Reports from the Ottoman period, and later by nineteenth-century 
Western travellers, indicate that bedouin were involved in both licit and 
illicit trade with the towns of  Palestine and Jordan. An Ottoman docu-
ment records that goods stolen from ajj pilgrims were subsequently sold 
to merchants in Khalīl by members of  the Banū A a  and the Banū 
A iyya.20 Another reports that a merchant from Jerusalem was brought to 
court for buying ‘cloth, arrows and other merchandise’ looted from the 
governor of  Karak.21 Burckhardt provides information as to the products 
traded between the bedouin of  central and southern Jordan and mer-
chants from Syria and Palestine. These included animal hides, indigo, 
sumac leaves for dyeing leather, ostrich feathers for sale in Damascus, 
and plant ashes for the manufacture of  soap in Nāblus.22 This type 
of  low level economic activity would have occurred in earlier periods 
but, being beyond the control of  the state, it is diffi cult to ascertain the 
impact of  such activities on the economy of  the region.

Balqā

The lands of  Balqā  are praised in Western and Arab sources for their 
fertility: ‘a fair place which abounds with all manner of  good things’.23 
The pasture lands were particularly valued by the local bedouin; a 
proverb recorded by the early nineteenth-century traveller Burckhardt 
during his visit to the region was ‘mithl al-Balqā  mā taltaqa’ (‘there is 
no country like Balqā ).24 Khalīl al- āhirī, who served as governor of  
Karak in the 1420s, claims that the region contained in excess of  300 
villages. This fi gure is probably an exaggeration, but other sources do 

19 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 169–71 and maps. See also Oliphant 
(1880), pp. 129–30.

20 Heyd (1960), p. 85 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. lxx, no. 260). See also 
Burckhardt (1822), p. 413.

21 Cohen (1989), p. 121 (citing, Jerusalem Muslim court archives, vol. xl, p. 65).
22 Burckhardt (1822), pp. 354–55, 392–93, 403, 405, 411; Volney (1959), pp. 347–48; 

Ashtor and Cevidalli (1983).
23 Sanudo (1972), iii.14.3 (p. 246). See also Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247.
24 Burckhardt (1823), p. 368. See also Rogan (1999), pp. 27–29.
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attest to the ability of  Balqā  to support a large sedentary agricultural 
population.25 While some money was probably generated from the 
limited mineral reserves of  the region, it was the agricultural yield and 
the livestock of  the plains of  Balqā  which were of  greatest signifi cance 
for the economy of  the Middle Islamic Levant.

Muqaddasī (d. 990) writes that the principal products exported from 
Ammān were grain, sheep and honey.26 The fi ne quality of  the wheat 
( in a) harvested in the fi elds around Ammān was also noted by Yāqūt.27 
The quantity of  grain produced in Balqā  at the end of  the twelfth 
century is revealed in one account. In 1192 an arrangement was made 
for 16,000 sacks of  wheat to be sent annually from Sal  and the Balqā  
to Jerusalem.28 Traded in the Mediterranean in the fourteenth century, 
the cotton of  Ammān was reputed to be the best in Syria.29 Several 
other items of  much smaller economic signifi cance were exported from 
the region. Documents from the Geniza archive dating to the twelfth 
century mention the sale of  wax from Balqā .30 Ibn al-Ukhuwwa (d. 
1329) writes that Ammān was the only place in Syria where al-rāwand 
al-shāmiyy (a medicinal root used for the treatment of  liver infl ammation 
in horses) was found.31 Shayzarī (fl .12th) records that Balqā  contained 
a type of  tree from which gum (al-muql ) was collected.32 

There is also some evidence for the limited exploitation of  mineral 
reserves in this region and in the lands north of  the Wādī Zarqā . 
Survey work at Mugharat al-Warda and Abū Thawab found evidence 
of  iron smelting. The majority of  the shards gathered around the sites 
were dated to the Ayyubid-Mamluk period.33 Mining and the trade 
in metal were controlled by the government in the Mamluk period, 
and so it seems likely that this was a state-sponsored exercise.34 The 
exploitation of  iron reserves was also recorded around Ajlūn from the 

25 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 46; udūd (1937), p. 151; Yāqūt (1866–70), i, p. 728. 
For the nineteenth century see comments in Abujaber (1997).

26 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 180.
27 Yāqūt (1866–70), i,  p. 728.
28 Bahā  al-Dīn (1969), p. 300.
29 Pegolotti (1936), p. 366.
30 Goitein (1967–93), i, p. 125.
31 Ibn al-Ukhuwwa (1938), p. 118 (Arabic text); Ibn al-Bay ār (1874), ii,  p. 131.
32 Shayzarī (1948), p. 44 (and n. 5).
33 Coughenour (1976), pp. 73–74.
34 Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 188. See also Lapidus (1967), p. 67; Ashtor (1976), 

p. 114.
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Ayyubid period.35 Red ochre (al- aghra) was mined in small quantities 
near to Ammān.36

Some mercantile activity and specialised cultivation occurred in the 
towns of  Balqā . Muqaddasī writes that Ammān had water-driven 
mills (s. ra an) and a sūq next to the mosque. He adds that prices were 
cheap and fruit was abundant.37 Abū al-Fidā  notes that Ammān had 
magnifi cent ruins and the surrounding area contained many terebinth 
trees and trees of  other kinds (bihā ashjār bu m wa-ghayrihā).38 Sal  exported 
pomegranates and contained gardens producing other fruits.39 asbān 
is described as having trees, watermills, gardens and cultivated fi elds.40 
Some towns of  Balqā  were the benefi ciaries of  trade with the ajj from 
Syria. Zīza  was one of  the stops on a pilgrimage route and contained 
a pool of  water (birka) and a sūq where travellers could buy provisions.41 
Zarqā  is also mentioned by Abū al-Fidā  as a stop on a hajj road.42

In the daftar-i jadīd of  1596 Balqā  region was located in the admin-
istrative district of  nā iya Sal  in the liwā  of  Ajlūn. The overall picture 
created by the information in the records for Balqā  is one of  decline 
from the levels of  prosperity in relation to the descriptions of  the region 
from the fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries. The revenues accruing to 
pādīshāh, mīr liwā , za āma and tīmār and waqf from the settled population 
were minimal. Of  the small number of  villages mentioned asbān, 
Mushrifa, Qal a and Kafr Almā are described as deserted (khālī or 
kharāb) and only a fi xed total of  expected income is given.43 This is 
also in contrast to the higher population levels recorded in the c. 1538 
daftar. According to this earlier survey, all of  the villages cited above 
(with the exception of  Qal a, which does not appear—or at least, not 

35 Coughenour (1976), p. 74 (citing Miller, ‘Ayyubid Iron Industry in the Ajlūn 
District, Jordan’, [M.A. thesis, Institute of  Archaeology]).

36 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 184; Yāqūt, (1866–70), iii, pp. 719–20.
37 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 175.
38 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247; Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 106. 
39 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 245; Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 106. Burckhardt (1822), 

p. 350: the author relates seeing merchants from Nazareth, Damascus, Nablus and 
Jerusalem in the town. Grapes from Sal  were dried and exported to Jerusalem. See 
also Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 321. 

40 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 227.
41 Yāqūt (1866–70), ii, p. 966; Abd al- aqq (1852–54), i, p. 526; Ibn Ba ū a 

(1853–58), i, pp. 255–57. See also Doughty (1921), p. 19. 
42 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 227.
43 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), p. 169–70; Bakhit and Hmoud (1991), p. 44 

(also adding the name of  a village called Umm al- Imad). 
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under that name—in the document) were occupied. Three deserted 
villages are recorded in the earlier survey (Bayt Rāma, Fa l al-Ta ta 
and Fa l al-Fawqā) although by 1596 these, and other villages in nā iya 
al-Sal , had been incorporated into the new nā iya Ghawr.44 Allowing 
for these boundary changes a comparison of  the two documents sug-
gests a remarkable drop in the sedentary population in Balqā  over the 
course of  less than seventy years from 511 households (s. khāna) and 
thirty single men (s. mujarrad) to 105 and seven respectively (and from 
twenty occupied settlements to four).45 A widespread shift from sedentary 
to pastoral occupation may account for much of  the apparent dip in 
population levels over this short period.46

In the occupied villages the most important agricultural products 
were wheat and barley. The remainder consisted of  smaller categories 
of  olives and olive oil, ‘goats and bees’, fruit trees, summer crops, and 
‘occasional revenues’. In common with the majority of  the fi scal units 
on the east side of  the Ghawr, the villages of  nā iya al-Sal  were taxed 
at lower rate of  25% and the total income (in the 1596 daftar) derived 
from the villages ranges between 12,000 and 1,100 aqja, with a mean 
average of  4,688 aqja. The majority of  the fi scal units are defi ned as 
tribal with the Banū akhr appearing in the documents as the domi-
nant bedouin group. Although no details of  estimated revenues can 
be found for the bulk of  the jamā a units, fi ve ( urbān Banū akhr wa 
Karīm, urbān Na īm, urbān umaydāt, urbān Banu Mahdī and urbān 
Mu ammadīn) give fi xed totals of  38,000, 17,000, 13,000, 4,000 and 
2,500 aqja respectively. The fi rst three fi gures are greater than for any of  
the villages of  the nā iya and must have been derived largely from the 
raising of  livestock.47 The total revenue for the region was 112,000 aqja.48

44 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 167–69; Bakhit and Hmoud (1991), p. 43. 
Other villages in Balqā  may have been incorporated into the nā iya Banā Ilwān.

45 Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), pp. 27–28; Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 
167–71. These fi gures should be viewed with considerable caution, however. The ear-
lier daftar may have been utilising information from earlier Mamluk cadastral surveys. 
Further, it may be possible to assign some of  the other villages (the transcription of  
the names from the original document being open to interpretation) in the 1538 daftar 
to the new nā iyas of  Ghawr and Banā Ilwān.

46 For a more detailed discussion of  the state of  the rural economy in this area, see 
Walker (2004b), pp. 131–33.

47 Ibn ūlūn (1962–64), i, p. 264: the author mentions that the Banū akhr were 
known for the rearing of  sheep and horses. Burckhardt (1822), p. 368: he notes that 
Balqā  provided the best pasturage in the south of  Syria.

48 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 169–71 and maps. For the revenues from 
the tribes in the 1538 daftar, see Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), p. 44.
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The daftar-i hakkane of  1892–1902 gives details of  the ownership and 
reconstruction of  watermills in the administrative region of  Sal . The 
register contains twenty-nine such structures: eleven in Ammān, eight 
in Wādī Sīr, three in Wādī Shu ayb, one in Wādī Ramill, two in Wādī 
al-Sal , one in asbān, two in Wādī Kharbar, and one in Rumaymin.49 
Eugene Rogan has shown that the cost of  building or refurbishing a 
watermill was beyond the means even of  local merchants unless they 
combined their fi nancial resources. The costs of  refurbishment could 
only be recouped after about three years of  operation. It has not yet 
proved possible to fi nd a satisfactory way of  assigning absolute dates for 
the initial phases of  construction for the numerous surviving Jordanian 
watermills.50 If  the majority of  the mills listed in the nineteenth-century 
daftar were either newly constructed or, at least, continuously maintained 
in the thirteenth to fi fteenth century, then this fact would correlate well 
with the picture of  a populous and prosperous area described in the 
contemporary sources.

Karak Plateau

The Karak plateau (Ar  al-Karak) was recognised throughout the period 
under discussion as possessing fertile arable land capable of  supporting 
a large population. Khalīl al- āhirī notes that there were many villages 
on the plateau, though he does not provide a specifi c fi gure.51 The 
inhabitants were mainly involved in the production of  cereal crops,52 
but the raising of  livestock also made an important contribution to the 
economy of  the area. Muqaddasī found Ma āb, like the area around 
Ammān, to contain trees and springs while Umarī (d. 1347) notes 
the fertility of  the area around the town of  Karak.53 Specialist crops 

49 Rogan (1995), p. 754: table 1. McQuitty (1995), p. 745: remains of  watermills are 
identifi ed by the author in the Wādī asbān. Burckhardt (1822), p. 355: the author 
mentions seeing mills south of  Sal  at Ayn ayzar. The asbān survey (Ibach [1987]) 
identifi ed ten water mills dated to the Middle Islamic period. 

50 Rogan (1995), pp. 755–56. The date in the Burjī Mamluk period proposed by 
Rogan for the construction of  the majority of  these watermills does not seem likely 
given the weight of  evidence for a decline in the levels of  investment in the infrastruc-
ture of  Bilād al-Shām at this time.

51 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 43.
52 A wider range of  crops is reported in Cuinet (1896), pp. 48–50; Doughty (1921), 

p. 22.
53 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 180; Umarī (1988), pp. 237–38.
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were produced in smaller quantities. Muqaddasī writes that many vil-
lages cultivated almonds and grapes, and that sugared almonds (qalūb 
al-lawz) were a speciality of  Ma āb.54 The valleys beneath Karak were 
also noted for the cultivation of  fruit. Abū al-Fidā  describes a ammām 
and many gardens producing fi ne fruits including apricots, pomegran-
ates and pears.55

The town of  Karak, as the administrative centre of  the plateau, 
enjoyed the benefi ts of  the agricultural prosperity of  the surrounding 
area. William of  Tyre writes that, during the siege of  Karak by alā  
al-Dīn in 1183, the attackers found the houses of  the town, ‘well stocked 
with grain, barley, wine and oil’.56 Describing the Frankish occupation 
of  the town the Mamluk writer, Qalqashandī, claims that, ‘they had 
markets and all the things needed for life were abundant’.57 A French 
source probably mentions an annual fair at Karak.58 A record from 
the Burjī Mamluk period provides an indication of  the comparative 
wealth of  Karak. As a reward to the inhabitants of  the town for their 
support during his successful bid to regain the sultanate, sultan Barqūq 
exempted in perpetuity the town from taxes on houses, estates, gardens, 
and waqfs (a sum amounting to 17,000 dirhams).59

No specifi c industry is mentioned in the town but there is evidence 
for limited manufacturing in some periods. For instance, siege engines 
were produced in Karak for campaigns against the Franks in the 
1260s.60 Wasters and a kiln tripod found in the Karak assemblage 
indicate that glazed and unglazed ceramics were manufactured in the 
town (see chapters 6 and 7). A document dated 781/1379 from the 

aram archive in Jerusalem mentions ‘two Karak carpets (bisā ayn 
Karakī )’ in the endowment a group of  artefacts for the Madrasa al-
āziyya.61 Ulrich Seetzen, who visited Jordan in 1806, writes that a 

54 Muqaddasī (1877), pp. 178, 180.
55 Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247. See also Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 362.
56 William of  Tyre (1986), xxii.29.21–25 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 503).
57 Qalqashandī (1913–18) iv, pp. 155–56.
58 Perrier (1938), p. 38, ll.1200–1201.
59 Duc de Luynes (1871–76), ii, p. 201, no. 19; RCEA, (1931–), xviii, no. 792.003. 

The right to collect tax from properties ( amān al-maghānī ) in Karak and Shawbak 
was revoked in 791/1388–89. See Ibn al-Furāt (1936–42) ix, p. 85; Ibn Taghrībirdī 
(1909–36) v, p. 421.

60 Ibn Abā al-Fa ā āil (1916–20), ii, p. 542.
61 Little (1986), p. 87 (document no. 595). The madrasa contained the tomb of  the 

amir āz who died in 1362. Carpets from Shawbak are also mentioned in this docu-
ment (see below).The term bisā  is translated by Little simply as ‘carpet’. It is not clear 
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cotton-like substance drawn from a tree in the Ghawr called awshīr was 
spun into thick threads for the cleaning of  gun barrels.62 Burckhardt 
notes the presence of  some small craft industries although the bulk of  
the manufactured goods came from the towns of  Palestine.63 It seems 
unlikely that manufactured goods from the town were exported outside 
the plateau. There are occasional references to industrial activity in the 
remainder of  Ar  al-Karak. Yāqūt describes the production of  swords 
of  fi ne quality from Mu’ta, although the author may be referring to 
an earlier period.64 Ibn Iyās (d. c. 1523) writes that in 1510 a mine of  
saltpetre (ma din al-barūd ) was found at an unnamed abandoned town 
(balad kharāb) near to Karak.65 Whether this mineral deposit was ever 
exploited is not recorded.

Caravan routes passed through the Karak plateau and this traffi c 
was of  fi nancial benefi t to the inhabitants of  the region. Lajjūn is 
mentioned as a stop on the eastern route to Mecca and Medina via 
Taymā .66 Ibn Ba ū a (d. 1377) records that caravans travelling to the 

ijāz passed through Zīza , and then stopped at Thāniyya (about 4km 
east of  Karak) for four days in order to buy provisions for the journey 
south.67 In addition to the expenditure by the state on horses, camels, 
fodder and food for the pilgrims, private individuals made money from 
the sale of  goods to the caravan. Robin Brown’s analysis of  the Middle 
Islamic pottery gathered on the Karak plateau by the Miller survey 
revealed further evidence of  the economic importance of  the King’s 
Highway for the region. She found that the villages on either side of  
this road reported signifi cantly higher percentages of  wheelthrown 
and glazed pottery than other villages on the plateau.68 This economic 

from this description if  knotted pile carpets or fl at-weave rugs are being referred to. 
For further discussion of  defi nitions, see Worrell (1934 and 1935).

62 Seetzen (1854–59) i, p. 422; Burckhardt (1822), p. 392.
63 Burckhardt (1822), p. 388.
64 Yāqūt (1866–70) iv, p. 677.
65 Ibn Iyās (1960–74), iv, p. 204.
66 Yāqūt (1866–70), iv, p. 351. For a discussion of  the Middle Islamic material 

excavated at Lajjūn, see Brown (forthcoming).
67 Ibn Ba ū a (1853–58), i, pp. 255–57. Field surveys at Thāniyya report concentra-

tions of  glazed and specialised unglazed ceramics suggesting that much of  the trade 
with the annual ajj caravan was done at Thāniyya. See Brown (1992), pp. 410–11.

68 Brown (1992), pp. 425–28, map 29. Another feature she noted was the concen-
trations of  glazed and wheelthrown pottery at the towns of  Rabba and Mu ta, and 
the surrounding villages. This evidence would suggest that these towns operated as 
subsidiary markets to the main economic centre of  Karak. See also comments in 
Brown (2000).
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activity continued to be important to the region after the fall of  the 
Mamluk sultanate. In the Ottoman period a tax was levied in the 
nā iya Karak upon trade with the pilgrimage caravan (rasm bāzār qālifat 
ājjiyān).69 Commercial traffi c passed through Ar  al-Karak on its way 

from Cairo to Damascus and links of  lesser commercial signifi cance 
ran south of  the Dead Sea connecting Karak with Khalīl, Gaza and 
other towns in Palestine.70

The lands of  nā iya Karak in the 1596 daftar included the Karak 
plateau, the east bank of  the Dead Sea, and afīla. With the exception 
of  the administrative capital of  Karak, the fi scal units of  the district 
were all defi ned as villages. Taxation was set at the lower rate of  25%. 
While the small number of  registered settlements (fourteen including 
the nafs of  Karak) means that the total revenue enjoyed by the mīr liwā  
from the region was comparatively low, the level of  revenues derived 
from individual villages in Karak was equivalent to many of  the vil-
lages in the liwā s of  Palestine. The income per village ranged from 
1,000 to 25,000 aqja, with a mean average of  9,600 aqja (from a total 
fi gure for the nā iya of  134,400 aqja).71 The principal arable products 
were wheat and barley. Other categories mentioned were olives and 
olive oil, vineyards, fruit trees, ‘summer crops’, ‘goats and bees’,72 
and ‘occasional revenues’.73 Four watermills were listed for the nā iya 
although the revenue derived from these was small ranging from 30 
to 240 aqja.74 Two other sources of  revenue were mentioned in Karak 
which form an important proportion of  the total income of  15,000 
aqja: a market toll (bāj bāzār) of  2,500 aqja; and the treasury (bayt al-māl) 
of  4,000 aqja.75

69 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), p. 35.
70 Qalqashandī (1913–18), xiv, p. 379.
71 Comparable fi gures for 1538 are given in Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), pp. 34–35.
72 Doughty (1921), p. 27: the author mentions that bees are kept by Christians in 

Wādī Zarqā , Wādī al-Karak and Wādī al-Mūjib.
73 Cf. M. Charles and C. Hoppe’s archaeobotanical analysis of  Middle Islamic 

occupation levels at Khirbat Fāris in McQuitty et al. (2000), pp. 194–98 and fi gs. 23–25. 
Plant types identifi ed on the site comprise wheat, barley, bitter vetch, lentils, common 
pea, grass pea, broad bean, fi g, pistachio, olive and grape.

74 In the 1538 daftar three sites are noted as having watermills although the number 
of  mills is only specifi ed for one location ( Irāq). The revenue from each appears to 
be small (only 30–40 aqja). See Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), p. 43. McQuitty (1995), 
p. 745: the author notes the remains of  watermills in Wādī Ibn ammad.

75 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 171–72 and maps. Neither of  these taxes 
is noted in the 1538 daftar. See Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), p. 43.
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Brown also drew some interesting conclusions concerning the distribu-
tion of  the sedentary communities of  the region in the period from the 
sixteenth century. She noted that the types of  undecorated handmade 
wares commonly associated with the Ottoman period in southern Jor-
dan were found predominantly in the villages located in the highlands 
around the south and east borders of  the Karak plateau. Brown con-
cluded that in the sixteenth century the remaining rural population was 
clustered in these remote parts of  the plateau because they provided 
better security against raiding by nomadic groups.76 With the exception 
of  the Ottoman daftars for liwā  Ajlūn—which themselves may not be 
representative of  the contemporary realities on the plateau—we pos-
sess very little textual evidence concerning settlement patterns from 
the sixteenth to the end of  the eighteenth century. In view of  this gap 
in the historical record, archaeological evidence has an important role 
to play in the study of  settlement in the region during the Ottoman 
period.77 It is worth emphasising, however, that the dating proposed by 
Brown for the coarse handmade pottery wares has yet to be confi rmed 
through comparison to securely-dated excavated contexts on the Karak 
plateau, or elsewhere in southern Jordan.

Sharāt, Jibāl and South

The quality of  the agricultural land south of  the Wādī al- asā was 
recognised by the Crusaders when they founded the castle of  Mon-
tréal. William of  Tyre writes that, ‘the spot has the advantage of  fertile 
soil, which produces abundant supplies of  grain and oil’.78 Idrīsī (d. c. 
1165) states that the towns of  Sharāt and Jibāl possessed good soil and 
that vines and olive, almond, fi g, and pomegranate trees can be found 
there.79 Agriculture and livestock were the most important products of  
the region. In addition, the presence of  trade and pilgrimage routes 
increased the economic activity of  Sharāt and Jibāl.

76 Brown (1992), pp. 440–42.
77 For a discussion of  this issue, see Johns (1995). For the evolution of  settlement in 

the nineteenth and early twentieth century, see Rogan (1999).
78 William of  Tyre (1986), xi.26.30–33 (trans. [1976], i, p. 506). See also Jacques 

of  Vitry (1611), xxviii (p. 1068).
79 Idrīsī (1971–84), p. 357.
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 The construction of  Montréal by Baldwin i appears to have been 
motivated principally by a desire to tax the caravans passing through 
that area on the journey from Cairo to Damascus. The raiding of  
merchants also proved to be a profi table undertaking.80 Undoubtedly, 
the fertility of  the province of  Sharāt was another incentive for Frank-
ish expansion. Arab sources contain numerous descriptions of  the land 
around Shawbak. The Abbey of  Mount Sinai owned mills, vineyards 
and olive groves around the town.81 Dimashqī writes that Shawbak 
was a fertile town with plentiful springs while Abū al-Fidā  adds that 
the gardens around the town produce apricots which were exported to 
Egypt.82 The gardens of  Shawbak were particularly fi ne in the Ayyubid 
period due to the patronage of  al-Mu a am Īsā, who brought trees 
from many other districts so that the area, according to Ibn Shaddād 
(d. 1285), came to resemble the gardens of  Damascus.83 In 1229 the 
Egyptian sultan al-Kāmil bought Shawbak and its surrounding lands 
from his cousin al-Nā ir Dāwūd for the sum of  16,000 dīnārs.84 In 1341 
Aqsunqur, nā ib of  Gaza, ordered 3,000 sacks of  barley and 4,000 head 
of  sheep be sent from Shawbak to Gaza.85

Numerous references to carpets from Shawbak can be found in 
the late fourteenth-century documents in the aram al-Sharīf  in 
Jerusalem. One document dated 790/1388 lists ‘a pair of  fi ve-span 
Shawbak carpets (zawj busu  Shawbakī khumāsī )’, ‘a pair of  Shawbak 
carpets (zawj busu  Shawbakī)’, and ‘fi ve single Shawbak and awrān 
(khamsa fardāt busu  Shawbakī wa awrānī )’ in the Madrasa al-Bārūdiyya 
in Jerusalem.86 The Madrasa al- āz in the same city also contained 
a further four Shawbak bisā s.87 Elsewhere in the estate inventories of  

aram documents there are references to further bisā ,88 as well as 
cushions (s. miq ad bisā ), and one sajjāda (possibly a prayer rug) from 

80 Albert of  Aix (1967), pp. 702–703; Ibn al-Qalānisī (1908), p. 183.
81 Pringle (1993–), ii, p. 305.
82 Dimashqī (1866), p. 213; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247.
83 Ibn Shaddād (1963), p. 80; Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, pp. 156–57. Mehmed Edib 

writes that foodstuffs from Shawbak were sent to Qa rāna to be sold to ajj pilgrims. 
See Mehmed Edib (1825), pp. 125–26.

84 Bakhit (1997), p. 373.
85 Maqrīzī (1934–72) ii, pp. 599–600.
86 Little (1986), p. 85 (document no. 76).
87 Little (1986), p. 87 (document no. 595).
88 Judging by the use of  the term sudāsī (‘six spans’) in one document, some of  

the Shawbak carpets were of  considerable length (much like the fl at weave rugs still 
produced in the south of  Jordan). See Little (1986), p. 89.
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the Jordanian town.89 Taken together, the evidence from the Jerusalem 
documents suggests that Shawbak was a signifi cant producer of  carpets 
in the south of  Bilād al-Shām in the late fourteenth century. These rugs 
were presumably manufactured in and around the town from wool or 
goat hair gathered from local fl ocks. In the early nineteenth century 
Burckhardt noted the presence of  merchants from Khalīl in Shawbak, 
and trading links between this region of  southern Jordan and Palestine 
were probably well established in the Middle Islamic period.90

afīla (Traphyla) was a fi ef  during the Crusader occupation of  
Jordan but no specifi c details survive concerning the revenues derived 
from the crops and livestock.91 The agricultural produce of  the site is 
not mentioned in the written sources of  the Ayyubid-Mamluk period 
but the nineteenth-century traveller, Burckhardt, reports that afīla 
comprised 600 houses and was surrounded by plantations of  apple, 
apricot, pomegranate, fi g, olive, and peach trees. Figs from the town 
were dried and exported to Gaza.92 Towns and villages further south 
were also mentioned in the sources. Fulcher of  Chartres writes that 
Wādī Mūsā was ‘very rich in the fruits of  the earth’ and there was a 
spring which fl owed suffi ciently vigorously to power a mill for grinding 
wheat.93 William of  Tyre describes the fortress in the valley of  Moses 
(perhaps Wu ayra) as surrounded by olive groves and similar reports can 
be found in Arab sources.94 Burckhardt notes that the sīq at Petra was 
used as part of  a caravan route between Ma ān and Gaza and the village 
at the head of  the sīq was surrounded by fruit trees and contained many 
looms for weaving.95 Dimashqī writes that Ma ān fulfi lled an important 
role as a pilgrimage station (manzila li ’l- ujjāji) and contained a sūq for 
provisioning travellers.96 In the eighteenth and nineteenth century the 

89 Lutfi  (1985), pp. 61, 295; Little (1986), pp. 88–89.
90 Burckhardt (1822), p. 417. See also Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 382.
91 Regesta (1893), no. 542; Pringle (1997), p. 98, no. 214.
92 Burckhardt (1822), p. 403; Libbey and Hoskins (1905), ii, p. 19. A document dated 

1861 in the Public Records Offi ce (FO 195/675) describes afīla as the ‘more wealthy 
town beyond al-Karak’. Cited in Abujaber (1989), p. 125, n. 44. A recent fi eld survey 
in the afīla region found that Middle-Late Islamic ceramics were found in numbers 
that are only exceeded by the levels seen in the Byzantine and Roman phases. See 
MacDonald et al. (2001), p. 406, table 8. 

93 Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.5.8 (trans. [1969], pp. 146–47).
94 William of  Tyre (1986), xvi.6.27–30 (trans. [1976], ii, p. 145); Yāqūt (1866–70), 

iv, p. 879; Qazwīnī (1967), p. 185.
95 Burckhardt (1822), p. 427.
96 Dimashqī (1866), p. 213. See also Ibn Ba ū a (1853–58), i, pp. 255–57.
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town still grew a variety of  fruit and goods were also imported from 
Gaza and Khalīl to supply the ajj caravan.97

At the southernmost point of  Bilād al-Shām is the port of  Ayla/
Aqaba. In the late tenth century Muqaddasī writes that the town was 
the port of  Palestine and emporium (khizāna) of  the ijāz. He also 
notes that there were palm trees around the town and fi sh was caught 
from the sea.98 While the natural resources of  the town were sparse, 
the income derived until the mid eleventh century from the activities of  
the port was more considerable. Yāqūt states that in the tenth century 
an annual tax of  3,000 dīnārs was levied upon the town.99 Ayla was 
heavily damaged in earthquakes of  1067 and 1071 and maritime traf-
fi c may have used other ports after this date.100 Reconstruction of  the 
port and the fortifi cations was carried out in the Ayyubid period, but 
the fortunes of  Ayla waned after the eleventh century as goods from 
the Indian Ocean were diverted to ports such as Qu ayr Qadīm and 
Aydhāb. Although Ayla enjoyed a much reduced status in the Middle 
Islamic period, the annual passage of  a proportion of  the ajj pilgrims 
from Egypt through Naqb al- Aqaba must have injected some wealth 
into the immediate area through trade with the caravan.101 Evliya Çelebi 
reports that pilgrims travelling to the Holy Cities from Palestine jour-
neyed down the west side of  the Ghawr passing east at Aqaba.102

In the 1596 daftar the land south of  the Wādī al- asā was admin-
istered as the nā iya Jibāl Karak and the nā iya Shawbak in the liwā  
Ajlūn. A tongue of  land which included afīla extended south into 
Jibāl Karak but was administered by nā iya Karak. The regions were 
a mixture of  villages and tribal units with Shawbak itself  categorised 
as a town (nafs). All the fi scal units were counted as mīr liwā . Revenues 
for both districts were dependent upon agriculture and livestock rear-
ing. The only exceptions to this general pattern being the ‘occasional 

 97 Mehmed Edib (1825), p. 127; Burckhardt (1822), p. 427. See also Doughty 
(1921), pp. 33–34.

 98 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 178.
 99 Yāqūt (1866–70), i, p. 423.
100 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1909–36), ii, p. 239; Maspero and Wiet (1919), p. 30; Whitcomb 

(1990–91), p. 44.
101 Ibn Khurdādhbih (1889), pp. 149–50; I akhrī (1870), p. 27; Ibn awqal (1873), 

p. 34; Ibn Rustah (1892), p. 183; Ya qūbī (1892), pp. 340–41. See also Zayadine (1985), 
pp. 159–60; Popper (1955), p. 53.

102 Evliya Çelebi cited in Heyd (1960), pp. 76–77, n. 3.
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revenues’ levied in fourteen fi scal units, the poll tax (  jizya) levied on 
the small Christian population of  Shawbak, and the watermills listed 
in Shawbak and Shamit. The taxable income derived from the water-
mills was small in relation to the total per fi scal unit (120 from 14,000 
aqja and 120 from 18,000 aqja respectively). Another mill was listed at 

afīla deriving a taxable revenue of  180 aqja. In the town (Shawbak) 
and the villages of  nā iya Jibāl Karak and nā iya Shawbak the bulk 
of  the revenues derived from the cultivation of  wheat and barley and 
from ‘goats and bees’. Olives, fruit trees and, in Jibāl Karak, ‘summer 
crops’ made up the remainder of  the total. The towns and villages of  
the two regions give total revenues ranging between 18,000 and 1,500 
aqja while the tribal units give a fi xed total range between 5,500 and 
2,000 aqja (six of  the seven cited being above 5,000 aqja). The total 
revenue for na iya Jibāl Karak is 60,000 aqja with a mean average of  
8,951 aqja. The total revenue for nā iya Shawbak is 84,700 aqja with a 
mean average (excluding units where no fi scal information is given) of  
5,647 aqja.103 Large numbers of  cattle and sheep were being reared in 
the region in the nineteenth century and the rearing of  livestock was 
probably of  similar importance earlier in the Ottoman period.104

Khalīl/Hebron

Giorgio Gucci, who visited Khalīl in 1383, found the land around the 
town abounding with trees and fruits and resembling the countryside 
of  Tuscany.105 Barley and other cereal crops were cultivated and the 
surrounding land supported many villages.106 The hills around the town 
were thickly forested, and according to Arculf  (fl .7th) fi r trees were cut 
and transported to Jerusalem to be sold for fuel.107 Sources describe the 
presence of  vines, olive, sycamore, terebinth, carob, fi g, apple, and other 

103 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 172–74 and maps; Bakhit and Hmoud 
(1991), pp. 59, 80, 88. For the 1538 daftar, see Bakhit and Hmoud (1989), pp. 35, 41. 
See also comments in Bakhit (1997), pp. 373–74. Pringle ([1997], p. 76, no. 157) notes 
that some watermills survive in the valley east of  the castle.

104 Doughty (1921), pp. 38–39.
105 Gucci in Frescobaldi et al. (1948), p. 123.
106 Nā ir-i Khusraw (1881), pp. 99–100.
107 Arculf  ii.10 (Tobler [1879–85], i, pp. 174–75); Bede ix (Tobler [1879–85], i, p. 224).
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fruit trees.108 Muqaddasī writes that grapes and apples were exported 
to Egypt, and other sources report that the majority of  the fruit grown 
around Khalīl went this way.109 These reports speak of  a well organised 
agricultural area involved in a profi table export trade. Felix Fabri (d. 
1502), who visited the area in the 1480s, describes a different picture, 
‘within these dry-stone walls there once were gardens of  vines, olives, 
oranges, pomegranates, and other good fruit trees, in whose stead there 
now grow thorns, nettles, thistles, briars, brambles, and other useless 
self-sown bushes’. He concludes that the valley of  Khalīl, ‘would be 
exceeding fertile if  it were cultivated’.110

Khalīl contained a citadel and a market.111 There was also an ani-
mal-powered mill with multiple grinding stones to provide the great 
quantities of  fl our needed to feed the pilgrims.112 Isaac ben Joseph 
ibn Chelo (fl .14th) reports that the Jews of  Khalīl manufactured dyed 
cotton and glassware.113 While there were probably many other small 
industries operating in the Ayyubid-Mamluk period, it was glassware 
for which the craftsmen of  Khalīl were famous.114 Documents from 
the aram al-Sharīf  of  Jerusalem record that glass from Khalīl was 
exported to Jerusalem in the 1380s.115 Jacob of  Verona, writing in 1335, 
states that the town had many furnaces and that the products of  these 
were sent in great quantities to all the lands of  the sultan.116 Glass was 
being exported from the town in the nineteenth century but whether 
this represents a continuity of  production through the Mamluk and 
Ottoman periods is unclear.117 Soap was manufactured in Khalīl in 
the eighteenth century.118

108 I akhrī (1870), pp. 57–58; Idrīsī (1971–84), p. 363; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 247; 
Fabri (1843–49), ii, pp. 339–40.

109 Muqaddasī(1877), p. 172; Ulaymī (1876), p. 12; Ibn awqal (1873), pp. 112–13; 
Suyūtī (1982–84), ii, p. 103.

110 Fabri (1843–49), ii, pp. 340, 355 (trans. [1893], ii, pp. 408, 423).
111 Yāqūt (1866–70), ii, p. 468; Abd al- aqq (1852–54) i, p. 364.
112 Nā ir-i Khusraw (1881), pp. 103–104; Ulaymī (1876), p. 21.
113 Isaac ibn Chelo in Adler (1930), p. 135.
114 Poggibonsi (1945), p. 58; Frescobaldi in Frescobaldi et al. (1948), p. 68; Ulaymī 

(1968) i, p. 281.
115 Lutfi  (1985), p. 296; Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 342; Seetzen (1854–59), ii, 

p. 49; iii, pp. 4–5.
116 Jacob of  Verona (1895), p. 253.
117 Irby and Mangles (1823), p. 342; Seetzen (1854–59), ii, p. 49; iii, pp. 4–5; Volney 

(1959), p. 341.
118 Volney (1959), p. 341. Derelict soap factories are recorded in sixteenth-century 

daftars. See Cohen and Lewis (1978), p. 113.
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A curious story about a fi eld near to Khalīl is repeated in several West-
ern sources. An anonymous pilgrim of  the twelfth century writes: 

. . . in Hebron is that fi eld whose earth is red, which earth is dug up and 
eaten by its inhabitants, and is exported to Egypt for sale, and bought 
as an exceeding precious drug, because it is said to be true that of  this 
earth Adam, the fi rst man, was made.119 

The pilgrim Fretellus (fl .12th) adds that the earth was also sent to parts 
of  Arabia.120 Descriptions of  clay possessing medicinal properties from 
various sites in the Mediterranean are listed, for instance, in the work 
of  Ibn al-Bay ār (d. 1248).121 A document dated 1571 records the dis-
covery of  a deposit of  saltpetre (güherçile) in Khalīl and that between 
fi ve and ten cauldrons of  the product were being produced daily for 
the manufacture of  gunpowder.122

The very substantial incomes of  the waqf of  the aram at Khalīl 
were derived from towns and villages all over Palestine.123 Estimates 
of  the total value of  the waqf reach as high as 500,000 dīnārs.124 Felix 
Fabri notes that the revenue of  the hospital attached to the aram 
was 24,000 ducats.125 In the 1480s two gifts of  an estimated value of  
10,000 and 12,000 ducats were sent by the sultan to the Cave of  the 
Patriarchs.126 The income from the waqf was spent on the upkeep of  
the religious buildings, and for the care and sustenance of  pilgrims and 
the poor. Bread, oil, lentils, and raisins were provided for all pilgrims 
and many people were employed in the supply, cooking, and serving 
of  these items.127 According to one traveller, the bakeries produced 
13,000 loaves each day.128

119 Anonymous Pilgrims (1894), p. 37. See also John of  Würzburg xxi (in Tobler 
[1974], p. 176); Theodoric (1976), xxxiv.12–14 (p. 39); Mandeville (1953), ii, pp. 48, 
264; Poggibonsi (1945), p. 58.

120 Fretellus (1980), viii (p. 9). See also Fabri (1843–49), ii, pp. 341–42.
121 Ibn al-Bay ār (1874) iii, pp. 108–113; Ibn al-Wardī (1766), p. 186. See also 

Hasluck (1929), ii, pp. 682–83; Raby (1995), pp. 326–29.
122 Heyd (1960), pp. 137–38 and n. 3 (citing Mühimme Defteri vol. xii, no. 616; 

vol. xxxiii, no. 591).
123 Heyd (1960), pp. 145, 167–68 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. vii, no. 2636; vol. 

xxxiv, no. 581). See also Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), map: ‘Regional waqf 
links’.

124 Rabbi Meshullam ben R. Menahem in Adler (1930), p. 186.
125 Fabri (1843–49), ii, p. 350.
126 Suriano (1949), pp. 149–50.
127 Nā ir-i Khusraw (1881), pp. 103–104.
128 Rabbi Meshullam ben R. Menahem in Adler (1930), p. 185. See also Suriano 

(1949), p. 150.
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In the 1596 daftar the nā iya Khalīl formed part of  the liwā  al-Quds. 
For the town of  Khalīl itself  the documents provide some evidence of  
the levels of  economic activity. Various market taxes can be found in 
addition to those levied upon butchers (s. qa āb), shops (s. dukkān) and 
the public bath (s. ammām). One manufacturing process is specifi ed and 
taxed: presses for grape syrup (pl. rusūm mi a ara dibis). The tax revenues 
from these groups came to a total of  22,112 aqja. Sundry items from 
the treasury (bayt al-māl) and dedications to the sanctuary in Khalīl 
amounted to 1,000 and 8,000 aqja respectively.129 

According to the daftar, the nā iya Khalīl was more sparsely populated 
than the other districts of  Palestine. All the fi scal units were defi ned 
as villages and the rate of  taxation varies between 25% and 33.3%. 
Incomes were split between pādīshāh, mīr liwā , za āma, tīmār, and waqf. 
Of  the crops, wheat and barley were the items which made up the 
bulk of  the taxable revenue. The remainder of  items comprised fruit 
trees, olives and olive oil, ‘goats and bees’, ‘summer crops’, vines, and 
‘occasional revenues’. The absence of  mills in this region was perhaps 
because the processing of  cereal crops was done within the town of  
Khalīl. The revenues per fi scal unit range from 900 to 20,000 aqja. The 
total revenue from the villages of  nā iya Khalīl is 207,682 aqja with a 
mean average of  6,923 aqja.130

Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea Ghawr

The two valleys (al-aghwār) were famed in the Islamic period for their 
agricultural produce. Felix Fabri writes that the Jordan river irrigated 
the fi elds creating an area of  comparable richness to that of  the lands 
of  the Nile.131 Muqaddasī states that the region contained villages, 
water, date palms, cultivated fi elds, and indigo.132 Descriptions of  Jericho 
(Rī ā) and Baysān are numerous in Arab and Western accounts and 
give some idea of  the type of  crops commonly grown on both banks 
of  the Jordan valley. The descriptions describe indigo, dates, bananas, 

129 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), table on pp. 90–91. See also Cohen and 
Lewis (1978), pp. 112–16.

130 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 122–24 and maps.
131 Fabri (1843–49), iii, p. 138.
132 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 186. See also I akhrī (1870), pp. 58–59; Ibn awqal 

(1873), pp. 123–24.
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lemons, rice, sugar, perfumed plants (s. rī ān), cereals, pomegranates, 
and grapes.133

Probably the most important single crop of  the Ghawr in the Middle 
Islamic period was sugar cane (qa ab al-sukkar). Qalqashandī notes the 
cultivation of  sugar in the valleys (aghwār) of  Syria while Yāqūt writes 
that the villages of  the Ghawr produced sugar of  fi ne quality (sukkar 
al-jayyid).134 Jacob of  Verona describes the presence of  plantations to 
the east and south of  the Dead Sea, and the thirteenth-century author, 
Jacques of  Vitry, records intensive sugar cultivation on the banks of  the 
Jordan river and the Dead Sea.135 The mills (s. ma bakh al-sukkar) and 
presses (s. mi a ara) for processing of  the cane into the various grades 
of  sugar were also located in the Jordan valley.136 Ruins of  sugar mills 
(s. ā ūn al-sukkar) are reported by Burckhardt at Mazrā a and numer-
ous other sites have been identifi ed in the Jordan Valley and Dead Sea 
area during modern archaeological surveys.137 Sugar was a valuable 
export product, and the sugar of  Karak region (Cranco di Monreale) was 
considered by the fourteenth-century Italian trader, Balducci Pego-
lotti, as the fourth best after that of  Cyprus, Rhodes, and Syria. This 
report suggests that the sugar of  the Ghawr was in high demand, but 
Qalqashandī notes that the sugar of  Syria was more expensive than 
that of  Egypt.138 Sugar processing was still continuing in the Ghawr 
up until the end of  the fi fteenth century but it seems likely, given the 
overall decline of  the Mamluk sugar industry during the Burjī period, 
that manufacture of  sugar at this time was less extensive than in the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.139

133 Muqaddasī (1877), pp. 162, 174–75, 180; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), pp. 236–37; Ibn 
Shaddād (1963), p. 136; Qazwīnī (1967), p. 95; Gucci and Frescobaldi in Frescobaldi 
et al. (1948) pp. 79, 134; Jacob of  Verona (1950), pp. 51, 55; Poggibonsi (1945), pp. 
72–76; Fabri (1843–49), ii, pp. 60–67. 

134 Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 87; Yāqūt (1866–70), iv, p. 51. See also Ricoldo 
de Montis Crucis (1864), p. 109; Thietmar (1851), p. 38.

135 Jacob of  Verona (1950), p. 53; Jacques of  Vitry (1611), liii (pp. 1075–1076).
136 Maqrīzī (1934–72), ii, p. 435; Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 182; Yāqūt (1866–70), 

iv, p. 126. Thirty-two sugar mills of  Ayyubid-Mamluk date have been located in the 
Jordan valley. See Hamarneh (1977–78), p. 19.

137 Burckhardt (1822), p. 391; Ibrahim et al. (1975); Jones et al. (2000); Whitcomb 
in MacDonald (1992), pp. 113–18: Whitcomb suggests that some of  the structures 
identifi ed as sugar mills may have been used in the processing of  indigo. Although 
plausible, there is no archaeological evidence to support this assertion.

138 Pegolotti (1936), p. 363, and see pp. 296, 365; Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, p. 182.
139 Fabri (1843–49), ii, p. 50; Ashtor (1981), pp. 112–20. Some of  the villages of  

the Jordan valley may have continued to be prosperous into the late fourteenth cen-
tury. Three villages—Nimrīn, Kafrīn and Zarā a—are mentioned as part of  the waqf 
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Zughar, located on the south bank of  the Dead Sea, was a town of  
some economic importance. Fulcher of  Chartres describes the place 
as a village, favourably situated and abounding with dates.140 Dimashqī 
describes Zughar and āfi yya as the main towns of  the Ghawr and 
notes that the surrounding area was like that of  Iraq with fi ne water and 
cultivated land.141 Vines, fi gs, balsam, and indigo were also cultivated 
around Zughar,142 but it was the dates which received special praise. 
I akhrī writes that the dates (called anqilā  ) were the colour of  saffron 
and were not bettered even by those of  Iraq.143 The extensive economic 
activity in the town led Muqaddasi to describe the town of  Zughar as 
a ‘little Ba rā.’144 Idrīsī describes small boats navigating the Dead Sea 
carrying dates and other produce to Rī ā (  Jericho) and other regions 
of  Bilād al-Shām.145 During the Crusader occupation there were other 
ports on the Dead Sea that were used for the transport of  foodstuffs 
from southern Jordan to Palestine.146 Economic activity in the Ayyubid 
and Mamluk dynasties around the south-east coast of  the Dead Sea 
is confi rmed by the signifi cant concentrations of  glazed pottery dating 
to the Middle Islamic period at āfi yya, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā, Fayfā  
and Rujūm.147

The Dead Sea and, to a lesser extent, the Jordan valley were also 
important for their mineral reserves. Many sources refer to the asphalt, 
also known as ‘Jew’s pitch’ ( ummar or qafr yahūdī ), which was found 
around the sea.148 ummar was boiled down and smeared on vines, 

for the mosque-madrasa complex of  sultan Barqūq. Whether these villages were still 
involved in sugar processing at this time or how long into the fi fteenth century this 
occurred cannot be judged from this documentary source, however. See comments in 
Walker (2004), pp. 123–24.

140 Fulcher of  Chartres (1913), ii.5.4 (trans. [1969], p. 146).
141 Dimashqī (1866), p. 211.
142 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 180; Ibn Shaddād (1963), p. 67; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), 

p. 228; Mandeville (1953), i, p. 70; ii, p. 283; Deschamps (1939), p. 49; Serjeant (1972), 
p. 119.

143 I akhrī (1870), p. 64; Ibn awqal (1873), pp. 123–24. See also al-Hamdānī 
(1884–91) i, p. 131.

144 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 178. See also Ibn awqal (1873), pp. 123–24. In the Geniza 
documents Zughar is described as a way station for overland trade from India. The docu-
ments also mention the trade in sulphur and other goods. See Amar (1998), p. 5.

145 Idrīsī (1971–84), p. 355.
146 Regesta (1893), nos. 279, 551. See also Musil (1907–1908), i, pp. 170–71; King 

et al. (1987), p. 445.
147 King et al. (1987); MacDonald (1992); Albright (1924), pp. 4–5, 8–9.
148 I akhrī (1870), p. 64; Ibn Khurdādhbih (1889), p. 79; Ya qūbī (1892), p. 329; 

Dimashqī (1866), p. 121; Ibn al-Bay ār (1874) iv, pp. 26–27; Regesta (1893), no. 174; 
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fi g, and other trees as a means of  aiding cultivation and as a protec-
tion from pests.149 Burchard of  Mount Sion (fl . late 13th) writes of  the 
medicinal value of  asphalt and Mas ūdī (d. c. 956) describes the use 
of  Jews’ stone (al- ajar al-yahūdī) which was processed into a medicine 
for use against urinary complaints.150 In the early twentieth century the 
archaeologist William Albright located asphalt wells at the south-west 
end of  the Dead Sea.151 Naphtha and alum were also found in the 
Dead Sea valley.152 Sulphur (kibrīt) was mined both around the Dead 
Sea and near to Jericho.153 According to Tamīmī (d. 938), rock salt 
collected from around the town of  Zarā  by the Dead Sea was traded 
widely.154 The collection of  a type of  salt (mil  manthūr) is mentioned 
by Muqaddasī while Ibn Khurdādhbih (d. 912) says that the salt was 
used by jewellers (s. ā igh).155 

Wādī Faynān is located on the eastern scarp of  the Wādī Araba and 
is known to have been mined and smelted for copper from the Bronze 
Age to the Middle Islamic period.156 Surveys of  the wadi found small 
amounts of  Middle Islamic pottery at Khirbat al-Nu ās and shards 
dated to the Mamluk and Ottoman periods are reported all over Faynān, 
especially the cemetery areas. The survey team concluded that the cop-
per was being smelted at this time.157 A recent publication of  coin fi nds 
from excavations and surveys allows for greater chronological precision. 

Theodoric (1976), xxxv.10 (p. 40); Anonymous Pilgrims (1894), p. 39; John of  Würzburg 
xxii (in Tobler [1974], pp. 178–79); Mandeville (1953), i, p. 71; ii, p. 283; Jacob of  
Verona (1950), p. 56. 

149 Ibn awqal (1873), pp. 123–24; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), p. 228.
150 Burchard of  Mount Sion (1896), p. 60; Mas ūdī (1861–77) i, p. 97. Poggibonsi 

(1945), p. 74: the author relates that snakes from around the Dead Sea were boiled 
down to make a medicine.

151 Albright (1924), p. 9.
152 Fretellus (1980), xxiii (pp. 17–18).
153 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 184; Abū al-Fidā  (1840), pp. 236–37. Tamīmī (Amar 

[1998], pp. 5–6) records that ‘white sulphur’ (probably calcium sulphate) and ‘black 
sulphur’ were mined from the springs around the Dead Sea. ‘White sulphur’ was sent 
as far as Damascus and Egypt. The dried stalks of  common squill (Uriginea maritima) 
were apparently dipped into the ‘black sulphur’ to create matches.

154 Amar (1998), pp. 4–5. For other examples of  the value of  the trade in salt in 
Syria, see Ibn Shaddād (1953), p. 152; Yāqūt (1866–70) ii, p. 29.

155 Muqaddasī (1877), p. 184; Ibn Khurdādhbih (1889), p. 79. The latter reference 
may be to borax.

156 Hauptmann and Weisgerber (1987), pp. 419, 434. For the west side of  the Wādī 
Araba, see Rothenberg (1999), pp. 163–69.

157 King et al. (1989), pp. 202–204. Other Islamic smelting sites in the area are Furn, 
Ayn Fīdān and, probably Wādī Dāna. See Khouri (1988), p. 126; King (1989); Knauf  
(1992), p. 782; Hauptmann and Weisgerber (1987), pp. 423–24.
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This included a group of  six coins dating between 600–32/1203–35 at 
al-Furn, 6km northwest of  Wādī Faynān (no Islamic or Frankish coins 
of  earlier date were recovered). The coins came from the vicinity of  
structures associated with the revival of  copper smelting. This evidence 
appears to support the idea of  state-sponsored copper extraction on 
the site during the Ayyubid period. The fi ve Mamluk coins (dating 
700–78/1300–76) from the hill of  Khirbat Faynān may be associated 
with smaller scale copper smelting nearby, though the authors of  the 
report allow that they may be from transient occupation of  the site. 
They note that the low price of  imported copper in the fourteenth 
century probably reduced the incentive to invest in smelting at Wādī 
Faynān.158 It is possible that some of  the industry in the Ayyubid and 
Mamluk periods was concentrated on extracting copper from earlier slag 
deposits. The logistical problems associated with provisioning workers 
and providing fuel for the smelting process in such a remote location 
suggest that state investment would have been required to sustain the 
industry during the phase of  activity in the early thirteenth century.

In the 1596 daftar the recorded settlements on the east side of  the 
Dead Sea were probably included in the nā iya Karak in the liwā  
Ajlūn. The east bank and the majority of  the west bank of  the Jordan 
valley between the Dead Sea and Lake Tiberias were administered 
as the nā iya Ghawr in the liwā  Ajlūn.159 Nā iya Ghawr consisted of  
twenty-fi ve fi scal units, all villages (four of  which were deserted). The 
tax revenues were allocated to pādīshāh, mīr liwā  and za āma and tīmār. 
In seven of  the twenty-fi ve the total income was divided between the 
holder and a waqf. Total income ranged from 500 to 12,500 aqja with 
a mean average of  6,195 aqja (from a total for the region of  154,887 
aqja). Wheat and barley were the most ecomonically important products 
of  the Ghawr. The other common sources of  revenue were ‘summer 
crops’, olives and olive oil, vineyards, fruit trees, ‘occasional revenues’, 
‘goats and bees’, and water buffalo. Rice and indigo were cited as 
specialist crops, while the mining of  sulphur was noted in Mukhayba 
(worth 2,000 from a total of  5,425 aqja). The low income derived from 
the seven watermills (between 120 and 180 aqja) makes it unlikely that 

158 Kind et al. (2005), pp. 179, 181, 188–89. See also Hauptmann (2000), pp. 86–87, 
fi g. 62.

159 The nā iya Ghawr does not appear in the 1538 daftar. The east bank of  the 
Jordan river formed part of  nā iya Sal . See Bakhit and Hmoud (1989).
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they were being used for the processing of  sugar cane.160 The absence 
of  references to sugar in the c. 1538 and 1596 daftars suggests that this 
industry had ceased to function in the Ghawr, although recent excava-
tions at the site of  awā īn al-Sukkar at the south end of  the Dead 
Sea have indicated that at least one mill continued to function into the 
fi rst decades of  Ottoman rule.161 The revenues for the whole district 
seem rather modest bearing in mind the descriptions of  the prosperity 
of  the Ghawr in earlier sources.

160 Hütteroth and Abdulfattah (1977), pp. 167–69 and maps; Bakhit and Hmoud 
(1991), pp. 57, 77.

161 Robin Brown, personal communication. On this project, see Jones et al. (2000). 



CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY OF THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE

Karak’s role as a regional capital is clearly of  fundamental importance 
to the analysis of  the historical and archaeological records. The admin-
istrative status of  Karak defi ned the nature of  its relationship with the 
surrounding lands of  central and southern Jordan, as well as with other 
centres of  government and commerce in Bilād al-Shām and Egypt. For 
much of  the Middle Islamic period Karak was the administrative centre 
for the lands south of  the Wādī Zarqā  including the east and south 
banks of  the Dead Sea and the southern section of  the eastern Jordan 
valley. At times the administrative region of  Karak included Khalīl in 
the south and Nāblus in the north. In the period c. 1100–1650 central 
and southern Jordan was a productive agricultural region with some 
limited mineral resources and manufacturing capacity. The written 
sources also indicate that livestock rearing formed a signifi cant part of  
the economy. The Karak plateau and Balqā  were populous from the 
late twelfth to the early fi fteenth century. Sharāt and Jibāl were prob-
ably more sparsely settled. 

The picture after 1500 is more diffi cult to discern. A continuity of  
settlement seems likely on the Karak plateau until at least c. 1600 though 
much of  Balqā , and perhaps the areas south of  the Wādī al- asā  
reverted to more nomadic occupation before the end of  the sixteenth 
century. The period after c. 1650 is characterised by lower levels of  
sedentary occupation,1 although the descriptions of  the lands east of  the 
Ghawr as an area virtually devoid of  permanent settlement made by 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century travellers require revision.2 The 
fertility of  the lands of  central and southern Jordan and the continuity 
of  settlement in the period c. 1100–1500 meant that the area usually 
produced an agricultural surplus. The desire to exploit this agricultural 
region is an important reason for the interest shown by the political 
dynasties of  the Levant in the Middle Islamic period.

1 Archaeological surveys indicate that the sedentary population of  the Karak plateau 
was clustered in villages in the highlands on the south-western fl ank of  the plateau in 
the Ottoman period. See Brown (1992), pp. 440–42.

2 Johns (1995), pp. 1–3, 25–29.
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The discussion of  the political history (chapter 2) emphasised the 
importance of  the location of  Karak and the defensive strength of  
the castle. While the strategic signifi cance of  the castle varied accord-
ing to the wider political developments, factors that remain important 
throughout the Middle Islamic period are: the proximity of  the castle 
to the King’s Highway, a major road from Damascus to Cairo as well 
as principal pilgrimage route from Syria to Mecca and Medina; the 
position of  Karak on the frontier of  the southern part of  the Badiya 
al-Shām; and the commanding position the castle enjoyed over the route 
around the south end of  the Dead Sea into Palestine. In addition, the 
castle was utilised as a point of  liaison with powerful bedouin tribes. 
Whenever any of  these considerations was paramount to the policies of  
central government in Cairo, Damascus or Jerusalem, correspondingly 
political and economic activity on the site became more intense. 

The discussion in chapters 2, 3, and 4 also highlighted the towns and 
areas outside of  central and southern Jordan that were most  signifi cant 
in the economic and political development of  Karak. The most impor-
tant relations were with the south of  Bilād al-Shām. To the west the 
Palestine coast connected Karak and the surrounding regions with 
the trade networks of  the Mediterranean. To the north Damascus 
was the most important infl uence on Karak and probably acted as 
the mediator of  much of  the international trade in Bilād al-Shām. 
The political and economic life of  northern Syria appears to have 
had little effect on the historical development of  the lands south of  
the Wādī Zarqā  in the Middle Islamic period. To the south there is 
little evidence to suggest any great degree of  political and economic 
interaction between Karak and the cities of  Mecca and Medina, though 
Karak remained important because it controlled a vital stretch of  the 
ajj route leading to Syria. There are also occasional examples in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of  troops being sent from Karak 
to Arabian ajj forts such as Khaybar. What is much more signifi cant 
is that Karak represented the point where the relationship of  the state 
and the powerful bedouin tribes of  southern Jordan and Arabia was 
mediated. The link between Cairo and Karak was most powerfully 
expressed in the Ba rī  Mamluk period, particularly during the reigns 
of  al-Nā ir Mu ammad ibn Qalāwūn and his sons, but was of  less 
importance for the remainder of  the Middle Islamic period. At other 
times, Cairo’s direct interest in the region did not extend beyond the 
appointment of  governors and other high offi cials. This lack of  regu-
lar connnection appears to be confi rmed in the archaeological record; 
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there is little archaeological or historical evidence for the consumption 
of  Egyptian manufactured goods in Karak or elsewhere in central and 
southern Jordan.

Both the administrative status and the extent of  the lands controlled 
by Karak fl uctuated during the Middle Islamic period. The territories of  
Frankish Oultrejourdain were most extensive in 1161 at the beginning 
of  the lordship of  Philip of  Nāblus. In the Ayyubid period the lands 
of  al-Mu a am Īsā comprised most of  the south of  Bilād al-Shām 
although the main administrative centre during his rule was Damascus 
not Karak. Under al-Nā ir Dāwūd Karak was the centre of  a large 
principality that took in the Jordan valley, Khalīl and most of  the regions 
east of  the Jordan valley, Dead Sea Ghawr and the Wādī Araba. The 
mamlaka of  Karak controlled the same area in the early Mamluk period 
with the exception of  the west side of  the Jordan valley but the control 
of  Khalīl, Balqā , and the Jordan valley was lost during the course of  
the fourteenth century. The extent of  the administrative region was 
further diminished in the early Ottoman period. What remains fairly 
consistent through the Middle Islamic period, however, is that Karak 
administered all the lands south of  the Wādī al-Mūjib. Beyond this 
area, long-term economic and political relations can be discerned with 
Khalīl in Palestine and the smaller settlements of  asbān and Ammān 
in Balqā . Politically, the most signifi cant phases were those when Karak 
was the capital of  an independent political unit (a Crusader lordship 
or Ayyubid principality) or the centre of  a large administrative region 
(a mamlaka). It was during these phases that the numbers of  military 
and bureaucratic elite in the castle were at their greatest. The castle 
was chosen to function as a treasury, arsenal, prison, and meeting point 
between the sultan and the bedouin. In addition, offi cials were required 
for the smaller regional centres of  central and southern Jordan such as 
Shawbak, asbān and Sal .

The written sources provide only a partial picture of  the levels of  
investment through the Middle Islamic period, but it is possible to 
identify some peaks of  activity. The period from 1116 to the completion 
of  Karak castle in c. 1165 was a phase of  intense construction work 
over central and southern Jordan. Corresponding levels of  agricultural 
exploitation and mercantile activity are confi rmed by the presence of  
cours des bourgeois in Karak and Shawbak and, perhaps, an annual fair in 
Karak. There was also investment in the development of  trade routes 
across the Dead Sea. The Ayyubid period saw the greatest level of  
investment during the reign of  al-Mu a am Īsā. Rebuilding is recorded 
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at Karak as well as other military installations such as Shawbak, Azraq 
and Sal  during his rule but, equally important, was the investment in 
the transport infrastructure.3 The use of  money and land gifts is attested 
in the Crusader and Ayyubid periods as a means to ensure good rela-
tions with the bedouin of  the south of  Bilād al-Shām. Archaeological 
evidence also points to the revival of  copper smelting on the western 
side of  the Wādī Araba. 

The early Mamluk period provides the largest body of  evidence of  
state investment in central and southern Jordan. Karak and Shawbak 
castles were both extensively rebuilt under Baybars and subsequent 
sultans. The town of  Karak was remodelled during the rule of  al-Nā ir 
Mu ammad, a development presumably related to the frequent visits 
by the sultan and his children. Less signifi cant additions are recorded 
in the latter part of  the fourteenth and early fi fteenth century. The 
governorship of  Baybars al-Man ūrī in the 1280s included a scheme 
to revitalise the agriculture of  the mamlaka, and other similar initiatives 
may have occurred in the remainder of  the Ba rī Mamluk period. 
There was also extensive investment in the sugar industry in the Dead 
Sea and Jordan valleys by the sultans, amirs, and merchants (though 
by c. 1300 the sugar mills in the Jordan valley were probably man-
aged from Damascus). Transport and communication networks in the 
region, and in the entire Levant, were improved by Baybars and his 
successors.4 Bedouin were encouraged, through the combination of  
gifts and the threat of  military force, to keep highways safe and provide 
surveillance of  the eastern borders of  the empire. Investment in central 
and southern Jordan declined in the second half  of  the fourteenth 
and fi fteenth centuries. A few minor efforts were made to revive the 
agricultural economy in the early Ottoman period, but the majority 
of  the investment was directed towards keeping the highways through 
the region passable. 

Descriptions of  the territories controlled by Karak from the thirteenth 
to the early fi fteenth century create a picture of  a populous and produc-
tive region. The twelfth-century Spanish traveller, Ibn Jubayr, estimates 
that the region of  Karak contained 400 villages while, in the second 
quarter of  the fi fteenth century, Khalīl al- āhirī claims 300 villages 

3 See more detailed discussion of  this period in Milwright (2006a).
4 Sauvaget (1941).
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in Balqā  alone.5 Some accounts give an indication of  the monetary 
value of  the whole region in the Middle Islamic period. During the 
negotiations between sultan al-Kāmil and the Crusader forces holding 
the port of  Damietta in 1218–19, a sum of  30,000 besants/dīnārs (or 
15,000 besants/dīnārs per annum for an unspecifi ed period of  time) was 
offered to compensate for the omission of  Karak and Shawbak from 
the list of  objects and land to be restored to the Franks.6 According to 
Oliver of  Paderborn, the reasons for the refusal were both strategic and 
economic in nature.7 30,000 dīnārs would seem to be a low valuation 
of  the income for the region; for instance, Khalīl al- āhirī states that 
the income of  the governor (nā  ib) in the 1430s amounted to 10,000 
gold mithqāl per month.8 It is also likely that the post offered opportu-
nity for considerable fi nancial gain; under Mamluk and Ottoman rule 
there are cases of  individuals making payments to the state in order 
to have control of  the governorate of  Karak.9 Under the Ottomans, 
the competition for the post of  mīr liwā  was probably stimulated by 
the large sums paid by the treasury in Damascus to those involved in 
providing safe passage, food, and animals for the annual Syrian and 
Egyptian ajj caravans passing through the region.

Cereal cultivation was the principal economic contribution of  the 
inhabitants of  Balqā , though specialised crops are reported in some 
sources around the towns of  Ammān and Sal . The presence of  
markets suggests some level of  commercial exchange, and the large 
number of  watermills (both those reported in the daftars and those 
located during archaeological surveys) may indicate some state invest-
ment in the region in the Ayyubid-Mamluk period. By the end of  the 
sixteenth century, the levels of  sedentary occupation decreased dramati-
cally, and it seems likely that this process can be traced earlier to the 
fi fteenth century.10 The most important activity of  the region at this 

 5 Ibn Jubayr (1907), p. 287; Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 46.
 6 Ibn al-Dawādārī, vii (1961–92), p. 209; Abū al-Fidā  (1967), p. 97; Ernoul (1871), 

pp. 417, 464; L’Estoire (1967), pp. 340–42.
 7 Oliver of  Paderborn (1894), iv.31 (trans. [1971], pp. 84–86).
 8 Khalīl al- āhirī (1894), p. 132. Obviously, it is dangerous to compare two fi nancial 

estimates made two centuries apart; some of  this disparity can be accounted for by the 
periods of  infl ation (particularly in the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth centuries) that 
devalued the dīnār. For fl uctuations in the value of  the dīnār during the later Mamluk 
period, see Bacharach (1973).

 9 Ibn Taghrībirdī (1954–60) v, p. 157; vi, pp. 89–90, n. 253; Abu Husayn (1985), 
p. 170 (citing Mühimme Defteri, vol. lxvii, pp. 390-91).

10 For evidence of  relative prosperity of  some parts of  Balqā  in the late fourteenth 
century, see Walker (2004), pp. 123–24.
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time was the raising of  livestock by the Banū akhr and Banu Na īm. 
The general picture created by the written sources is largely confi rmed 
by recent archaeological work. Thirteenth- and fourteenth-century 
occupation phases are reported at Ammān,11 Dhibān,12 asbān,13 Irāq 
al-Amīr,14 Khirbat Du āla15 and Mādabā,16 but subsequent phases are 
characterised by lower levels of  glazed pottery or even a complete 
absence of  sedentary occupation. The archaeological evidence confi rms 
a widespread shift to pastoral nomadism in the fi fteenth and sixteenth 
centuries.

The Karak plateau from the twelfth to fourteenth century is also 
described as populous and providing fertile land for cereal crops. 
Fruits were cultivated in the sheltered valleys and livestock was reared 
to the east of  the district. Karak operated as the economic centre 
of  the region with regular markets as well as trading links with the 
Ghawr, Palestine, and the south of  Syria. While Karak continued as 
the economic centre in the early Ottoman period, levels of  sedentary 
occupation decreased elsewhere on the plateau. The economy of  the 
southern regions of  Sharāt and Jibāl was also dominated by agriculture 
and livestock rearing. Aqaba/Ayla ceased to operate as a major port by 
the mid-eleventh century, and the only recorded items of  inter-regional 
trade from the region south of  the Wādī al- asā were fruit and fl at 
weave rugs. Shawbak, and perhaps also āfi la, operated as the market 
towns of  the region; both, however, retained a secondary status to that 
of  Karak to the north. Further south, Ma ān and Aqaba/Ayla took 
advantage of  trade with the annual ajj caravans from Syria and Egypt 
respectively. The number of  settlements in the nā iyas of  Shawbak and 
Jibāl Karak was small by the sixteenth century, though the average 
revenue per village was similar to those of  nā iya Karak. Evidence from 
the nineteenth century suggests that traders from towns in Palestine 
did travel to this region in order to buy simple manufactured items 
from the local population. This may represent a more lasting economic 
relationship that has not been recorded in the written sources of  the 
early Ottoman period.

11 Bennett (1979).
12 Tushingham (1972); Sauer (1975).
13 Sauer (1973).
14 Brown (1979 and 1983).
15 Sārī (1992a and 1992b).
16 Herr (1991); Piccorillo (1994).
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The region around Khalīl was extensively cultivated in the Middle 
Islamic period. Numerous fruit crops are attested and some of  these 
were exported to Egypt and elsewhere. The anecdotal evidence pro-
vided by Felix Fabri suggests that this specialised agricultural sector was 
largely moribund by the 1480s, but it may have revived in the Ottoman 
period. The presence of  large numbers of  pilgrims to the Tomb of  the 
Patriarchs stimulated trade and industry in the town. In the Ayyubid-
Mamluk period Khalīl was a centre for manufacturing industries such 
as dyed cloth and glass. No mention of  these industries appears in the 
daftar of  1005/1596 even though this document does provide abundant 
evidence of  continuing agricultural productivity in the countryside. The 
revenue of  the nā iya al-Khalīl was larger than any nā iya in central 
and southern Jordan. Excavations in Khalīl produced a wide range of  
wheelthrown, glazed, and decorated pottery in Middle Islamic contexts, 
attesting to the high levels of  economic activity in the town.17

The resources of  the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr were more 
varied than those of  the plains of  central and southern Jordan. The 
exploitation of  mineral products is reported through the Middle Islamic 
period and trade across the Dead Sea is noted in some written sources 
of  the twelfth century. Numerous specialised crops were grown in the 
region. Most important was the cultivation of  sugar; archaeological 
surveys have identifi ed mills in both the Jordan valley and Dead Sea 
Ghawr. The industry was most extensive in the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries. No sugar cultivation is mentioned in the records for 
the nā iya Ghawr in 1596 although other forms of  cultivation (mainly 
cereal and pulse crops) do appear. The average revenue per settlement 
was lower than in the nā iyas of  central and southern Jordan, but the 
total revenue for the district was higher. Surveys around the south and 
east banks of  the Dead Sea reveal a prosperous group of  communi-
ties involved in agriculture, sugar processing, inter-regional trade, and 
the manufacture of  glazed pottery in the twelfth-fourteenth century.18 
Levels of  economic activity probably declined in the fi fteenth century 
due to the breakdown in security in the Ghawr and, perhaps more 
signifi cantly, the reduction in investment in capital-intensive projects 
such as sugar refi ning.

17 Bennett (1972).
18 For instance, see King et al. (1987); King (1989); Whitcomb (1992).
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The lands south of  the Wādī Zarqā  were involved, to a limited extent, 
both in inter-regional trade with Palestine and the south of  Syria and 
in international trade with Egypt and the Mediterranean. Export to 
Palestine was concentrated on raw and processed agricultural products, 
while manufactured items were imported into central and southern 
 Jordan from Palestine and the south of  Syria. Though the export of  fruit 
from Shawbak to Egypt and Shawbakī rugs to Jerusalem is reported in 
the fourteenth century, the archaeological record for Sharāt and Jibāl 
suggests that the villages enjoyed very limited access to manufactured 
goods from other regions.19 Trade between the southern regions of  
Jordan and Palestine may have been mediated through Karak. Balqā  
and the Jordan valley probably traded directly with Syria and the 
northern half  of  Palestine.20 The King’s Highway ensured access to 
manufactured goods from Syria and, to a lesser extent, Egypt. Evidence 
from fi eld surveys suggests that proximity to the road stimulated higher 
levels of  economic activity.

In general, the evidence from historical sources and the archaeological 
record indicates that there was a decline in the sedentary population 
and agricultural productivity of  central and southern Jordan in the fi f-
teenth and sixteenth centuries. This decline was most marked in Balqā  
(perhaps because it had been the most populous in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries), but the same reduction in sedentary occupation 
can also be traced elsewhere. While the raising of  livestock by the 
nomadic population may have remained constant, the ability of  the 
state to collect the revenues from this activity probably decreased after 
the sixteenth century. In addition to the decrease in the area of  land 
under cultivation there was also a sharp decline in specialised agricul-
ture. Sugar processing in the Ghawr appears to have been minimal at 
the end of  the fi fteenth century, and other reports of  the Jordan valley 
and Khalīl suggest that the cultivation of  fruit for export was much 
diminished. Specialised agriculture required greater levels of  capital 
expenditure and available historical evidence suggests that landowners 

19 A survey the area south of  the Wādī al- asā   found that the ceramics of  the 
Middle Islamic period were almost exclusively composed of  locally-produced handmade 
pottery. This evidence suggests that, with the exception of  local centres like Shawbak and 

afīla, the inhabitants of  this region were not consumers of  wheelthrown and glazed 
wares from northern Jordan, Palestine, and Syria. See Hart and Falkner (1985).

20 Kareem (1992 and 1998).
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in Syria were less willing to invest in such projects in the second half  
of  the Mamluk period.

According to the daftars of  the sixteenth century both the number 
of  settlements and the income per nā iya were consistently higher in 
Palestine than in central and southern Jordan. For a number of  politi-
cal and demographic reasons the revenues from central and southern 
Jordan probably declined more sharply than in Palestine during the 
sixteenth century, but it is likely that the information contained in the 
daftars refl ects a more lasting disparity between the territories east and 
west of  the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr. On the eastern side 
the towns were small and did not contain manufacturing industries 
capable of  producing goods for inter-regional trade (with the exception 
of  the sugar industry and, of  lesser importance, the rugs of   Shawbak). 
Consequently, central and southern Jordan remained dependent on 
the urban centres of  Palestine and Syria for specialised ceramics, 
glass, metalwork, woodwork, and textiles. In view of  the historical 
and archaeological evidence, it would be unwise to overemphasise the 
level of  economic development within central and southern Jordan in 
the period c. 1100–1500. The principal economic signifi cance of  the 
region was as a producer and exporter of  raw and processed agricul-
tural produce.



PART TWO

THE MIDDLE ISLAMIC CERAMICS FROM KARAK





CHAPTER SIX

UNGLAZED CERAMICS

Introduction

Chapters 6 and 7 analyse the Middle Islamic ceramics recovered from 
Karak by the Department of  Antiquities of  Jordan and the Miller 
survey (see below). The Karak assemblage has divided into categories 
(wares) according to aspects of  ceramic preparation, fi ring, method(s) 
of  construction, and surface treatments. A shard count for each ware 
(total in the assemblage, and by fi nd location: areas A–F) is given in 
each case in the footnotes, though it should be noted that the numbers 
and percentages quoted are meant to provide only a broad profi le of  
the pottery wares in the Karak assemblage.

The discussion of  the pottery in the Karak assemblage concentrates 
upon providing the dating information (drawn from other excavations 
on the Karak plateau and elsewhere) and the distribution of  each 
ware in Bilād al-Shām and, more widely, in the eastern Mediterranean 
region. The distribution is divided accordingly: the distribution within 
Karak (areas A–F) is presented in the introductory comments to each 
section. In the discussion of  each section, the distribution on the sites 
(from surveys and excavations) of  the Karak plateau is given fi rst and 
the distribution on other sites in Bilād al-Shām and elsewhere second. 
The distribution analysis is aimed at establishing the economic spheres 
of  interest in which the site operated in the Middle Islamic period. The 
remainder of  this introductory section is devoted to a brief  presentation 
of  the circumstances in which the Karak assemblages were found and 
of  the methodology employed during the Miller survey.

The assemblage of  ceramics from Karak consists of  just over 8,200 
shards gathered from within the citadel, on the slopes around its walls, 
and in sectors beyond the boundaries of  the old town walls (pls. 4 
& 5). Area A is an unstratifi ed deposit of  ceramic, glass, and plaster 
fragments discovered inside the Mamluk keep at the south end of  the 
citadel. This material was discovered during clearance work in the 
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castle by the Department of  Antiquities of  Jordan.1 Area F is also a 
secondary deposit, perhaps from clearance of  the keep. Areas B–E 
are made up of  pottery shards from fi eld surveys around the walls of  
the castle, gathered as part of  the Miller survey of  the Karak plateau 
in the 1980s. The survey area around the walls was split into zones: 
the west slope (area B); the west side from the Government Resthouse 
(located just to the north of  the modern entrance to the castle) to Burj 
al- āhir (area C); the east slope (area D); and the south slope (area E).2 
Like area A, area F is an unstratifi ed deposit found in the south keep 
of  the citadel by the Miller survey.

The Karak assemblage as a whole contains a wide variety of  hand-
made, wheelthrown, relief-moulded, glazed and decorated pottery date-
able to the Middle Islamic period. The unstratifi ed deposits (A and F) 
constitute the largest proportion of  the total assemblage.3 Analysis of  the 
pottery in areas A and F revealed a statistically minimal contamination 
(c. 0.075%) of  shards dating to the Roman and Byzantine/Early Islamic 
periods. The majority of  the ceramics can be dated c. 1150–1520, with 
small numbers of  Ottoman tobacco pipes, reduction-fi red grey wares, 
and modern porcelain also present in the assemblage.

Both areas A and F were located in the Mamluk keep, though in the 
case of  area A it is clear that this material was a secondary deposit. 
Handwritten notes found with the pottery in area A mention clear-
ance work in 1974 and 1975, possibly near the entrance of  the castle, 
undertaken by the Department of  Antiquities. In other words, there 
exists no solid basis on which to locate the area (or areas) of  the cita-
del from which this material in area A was gathered. At best, one can 
point to the rarity of  diagnostic shards which can be securely dated 
before c. 1200 to suggest that most of  the material probably belongs to 
occupation phases of  the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods.4 This dating 
is confi rmed by the strong correlations between the pottery in areas 
A and F and the fi nds from the one controlled excavation carried out 

1 The material from area A is stored by the Department of  Antiquities in Karak 
castle.

2 Iliff  and Brown (1991). The ceramics gathered on the Miller survey (areas B–F) are 
now stored in the Michael C. Carlos Museum, Emory University, Atlanta.

3 A = 4,542; F = 2,754.
4 It should be noted, however, that some of  the pottery wares discussed in the fol-

lowing chapter do not have secure dating. The possibility that some of  the handmade, 
wheelthrown unglazed, and lead glazed wares date before c. 1150 is not discounted.
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within the citadel in the Mamluk ‘reception hall’ north of  the keep.5 
The evidence from written sources and archaeological data both suggest 
that this complex was constructed during the fi rst half  of  the fourteenth 
century (see discussion of  this feature in chapter 3).

Areas B–E are the result of  surface survey around the walls of  the 
citadel and old town of  Karak.6 The material from these survey areas 
provides valuable comparative data for the larger groups of  ceramics 
in areas A and F. First, the shards gathered around the walls of  Karak 
may provide evidence of  the ceramic consumption in the town and 
citadel over a wider timespan than the assemblages found within the 
citadel itself. Secondly, areas B–E may be used to test whether the 
general profi le of  areas A and F represents an accurate picture of  
pottery consumption in Karak during the period most strongly repre-
sented (i.e. thirteenth to early fi fteenth century). The results of  such 
fi eld surveys should, however, be treated with caution. Some pottery 
types are regularly over-represented in fi eld surveys because they are 
more easily identifi ed as diagnostic of  a given period. For instance, the 
ubiquitous handmade pottery with geometric slip painting is usually 
reported in much higher numbers than undecorated handmade wares. 
In addition, body shards of  lead glazed ceramic are far more likely 
to be collected as diagnostic Middle Islamic pottery than are body 
shards of  wheelthrown unglazed wares. The statistical discrepancies 
which result from the diffi culties of  identifying and dating items such 
as undecorated handmade and unglazed wheelthrown body shards 
should be considered when making comparisons between fi eld survey 
and excavated material.

It will be apparent from the previous comments that there exist 
signifi cant constraints upon the interpretation of  the ceramic evidence 
from Karak. Due to the absence of  reliable internal dating evidence for 
areas A–F this study has to rely upon comparanda from other excavated 
sites in the Levant. In view of  this limitation, the approach adopted 
here is to identify the wider trends in ceramic consumption through the 
Middle Islamic period rather than try to correlate the ceramic evidence 
with specifi c events in the written record of  the site.

5 Brown (1989). An occupational sequence was recovered from these excavations. 
The recovery of  a fourteenth-century Mamluk coin under a plaster fl oor (p. 294) in the 
palace area provided dating for the initial construction phase.

6 The number of  shards per area is: B = 161; C = 191; D = 481; E = 72.
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The other aspect of  the study of  the Karak ceramics is the analysis 
of  the distribution patterns for individual pottery types. As with the 
discussion of  the dating, the results of  any analysis must be seen in the 
context of  the limitations of  the comparative data from excavations 
and fi eld surveys (the locations of  the excavations and fi eld surveys 
consulted during this study are given on fi gs. 7–9). It has already been 
noted that the collection techniques employed on fi eld surveys can 
result in the over-representation of  specifi c pottery types in the Middle 
Islamic period. In addition, the low priority usually assigned to Islamic 
occupation levels means that the pottery from this period is often incom-
pletely published with no statistical breakdown of  the entire ceramic 
assemblage. The approach taken in this book is to create distribution 
maps that are restricted to noting the occurrence of  a given pottery 
type on each site rather than establishing the numbers, or the relative 
density within the overall assemblage.

The settlements of  the Karak plateau have been studied on a number 
of  archaeological fi eld surveys and excavations.7 The Miller survey of  
the Karak plateau provides the most comprehensive information for 
the ceramic wares of  the region in the Middle Islamic period, and 
some words are needed about the results of  this important project.8 
The intention of  this discussion is to outline the ways in which the 
information gathered on this survey can be used for the understand-
ing of  the Karak ceramic assemblages. 443 sites were identifi ed on the 
plateau and the periods of  occupation were dated with reference to 
the fi nds (most commonly, architectural features and pottery deposits). 
The ceramic specialists were able to assign a large number of  shards 
to phases after c. 1000.9 The pottery shards described by the survey 
as ‘Ayyubid-Mamluk’, ‘Mamluk’, ‘Late Islamic’, and ‘Ottoman’—an 
assemblage comprising some tens of  thousands of  shards—were anal-
ysed in detail by Robin Brown. Using the results of  Brown’s meticulous 

7 Worschech (1984 and 1985), Miller (1991); Brown (1992); Reed (1972); Johns, 
McQuitty and Falkner (1989); McQuitty and Falkner (1993). The archaeological and 
historical evidence for settlement patterns on the Karak plateau are discussed in Johns 
(1995). The Karak Resources Project (directed by Gerald Mattingly) is continuing the 
work of the Miller Survey of the 1980s. For the current research of this project, see Mat-
tingly (1996); and studies at: www.vkrp.org.

8 See Miller (1991) and Brown (1992).
9 No shards diagnostic of  Crusader occupation were reported on the fi eld surveys 

around the castle or elsewhere on the Karak plateau. A few lead-glazed wares in areas 
A and F may have been imported from areas under Frankish control.
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Figure 7. Map of  Bilād al-Shām showing excavations reporting Middle Islamic 
pottery.
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Figure 8. Detail of  map on fi gure 7.
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Figure 9. Map of  Bilād al-Shām showing regional surveys reporting Middle 
Islamic pottery (dots mark approximate location of  the survey).
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research, I also undertook an examination of  the Miller survey material 
as part of  the current research project.10

Some comments are needed concerning the general methodology 
of  the Miller survey, because they have a bearing upon the analysis of  
the pottery.11 Due to the large area covered by the survey no attempt 
was made to grid out the region and search by intensive fi eld walking. 
The identifi cation of  sites relied upon visible evidence of  occupation 
(mounds of  occupational debris, ruins of  buildings, and so on). The 
actual area surrounding each of  the identifi ed sites was subjected to 
surface pickup, but no consistent approach was adopted in the area 
searched or the methods of  collection. In addition, of  the shards col-
lected per site, only those judged to be diagnostic of  any given period 
were retained for further analysis. While it is possible to make general 
comments concerning the predominance of  handmade wares in the 
ceramic assemblages, or the tendency of  the sites near to the main trade 
routes to report greater concentrations of  glazed pottery, one should 
be cautious in making more subtle distinctions concerning relative 
densities of  individual wares on specifi c sites, or on the plateau as a 
whole. Thus, the analysis in this book concentrates on the occurrence 
of  a given ware rather the actual numbers of  shards found per site 
on the plateau.

Brown’s important study of  the archaeology of  the Karak plateau 
sought to establish trends in settlement patterns that resulted from 
environmental, economic, and historical factors. While acknowledging 
the limitations of  the ceramic data from the survey, the author has 
been able to demonstrate how the material culture of  individual sites 
(particularly the proportion of  wheelthrown and glazed wares within 
the overall assemblage) is affected by factors such as the proximity to 
important trade routes or to the principal urban centre of  Karak. Brown 
also argues for a signifi cant shift in settlement patterns on the plateau 
in the sixteenth century. She suggests that the breakdown in security 
in the region led the population to move to the more defensible moun-
tainous areas of  the south and east of  the plateau. This shift may have 

10 See Brown (1992 and 2000). Only sites reported as having fi ve or more ‘Ayyubid-
Mamluk’, ‘Mamluk’, ‘Late Islamic’ or ‘Ottoman’ shards were analysed in the present 
study.

11 The Miller survey adopted the methods employed earlier by Nelson Glueck in 
his surveys of the region. The most signifi cant difference between the two was that 
the Miller survey applied less interpretation of the period and function of architectural 
remains. I am indebted to Robin Brown for these observations.
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been accompanied by an increased use of  local handmade undecorated 
pottery because the inhabitants no longer enjoyed access to the trade 
networks of  the south of  Bilād al-Shām. This study presents a highly 
plausible account of  the demographic changes at the end of  the Mam-
luk period, but it should be noted that the wares used to substantiate 
the argument cannot yet be related to any dateable sixteenth-century 
contexts in the south of  Jordan.12

In the following chapters use is made of  both fi nds from the Miller 
survey and the analysis of  the ceramic evidence by Brown. The previ-
ous paragraphs are intended to point out some of  the limitations of  
this evidence, but it should be noted that the utilisation of  Islamic 
material from other fi eld surveys in Bilād al-Shām involves many of  
the same considerations outlined above. The data from the Miller sur-
vey are employed to illustrate the ways in which Karak, as the major 
economic and political centre, related to the smaller urban and rural 
communities of  the plateau.

Section 1: Handmade Pottery

The handmade pottery in the Karak assemblages can be split into two 
basic types: handmade undecorated wares and handmade geometrically 
painted wares. Together these wares constitute 6% of  the total assem-
blage.13 Although hand construction (i.e. coiling and hand moulding) 
was also adopted in the manufacture of  large kiln-fi red vessels as well 
as some relief-moulded objects, shards are defi ned here as ‘handmade’ 
if  they fall into all, or the majority of  the criteria outlined below.

The technical characteristics which identify handmade undecorated 
ware and handmade geometrically-painted ware fall into three main 
categories: the preparation of  the ceramic paste; the method of  con-
struction; and the method of  fi ring. The ceramic paste is subject to 
considerable variation, but most examples are made of  poorly levigated 

12 For a general discussion of  handmade pottery in the late Mamluk and Ottoman 
periods, see Milwright (2000), pp. 193–95.

13 Total = 482, handmade undecorated ware shards comprise 51% (total = 247: A = 
145, B = 4, C = 8, D = 17, E = 11, F = 57) with handmade geometrically-painted ware 
making up the remaining 49% of the corpus of handmade shards (total = 235: A = 95, 
B = 10, C = 15, D = 40, E = 9, F = 66).
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clays frequently with the addition of  sand, straw or dung as a temper.14 
Marks left by burnt out chaff  and other organic material are often 
visible both on the inner and outer surfaces as well as in the broken 
edges of  shards. Coil construction is generally favoured with closed 
vessels probably formed around a bag of  sand or soil and open vessels 
over a convex shaping dish or a basket covered in a layer of  fabric.15 
Hand moulded ribs and handles as well as bands of  fi nger impressed 
ornamentation are also encountered. In some cases, the surface of  the 
vessel was burnished prior to fi ring. Handmade vessels were generally 
baked in an open fi re or a clamp (i.e. a covered fi re).16 Firing faults 
identifi ed on handmade pottery such as surface bloom, cracks and spall-
ing are the result of  the uneven temperature and atmosphere during 
the fi ring. Unlike the majority of  the relief-moulded and wheelthrown 
vessels examined, the variation between the fi red colour of  the surface 
and the core of  handmade shards is often pronounced.

Although the handmade shards in the Karak assemblage do not 
necessarily exhibit all of  the characteristics described above, handmade 
undecorated ware and handmade geometrically-painted ware can be 
readily identifi ed by the irregularity of  the profi le, the soft and friable 
ceramic fabrics, and the uneven surface colouration. The only technical 
difference between the two wares is that the latter is decorated with 
coloured slip paint.

Handmade wares (Catalogue Pages 1–4, pp. 276–282 & 348–351)

Handmade undecorated pottery is a technically and stylistically heter-
ogenous group (catalogue pages 1–2). The shards in the Karak assem-
blage have been constructed from a wide variety of  ceramic fabrics 
and have been subjected to a range of  fi ring conditions. The degree of  
organic temper employed varies greatly with a few examples, such as 
A1 [1.1], containing abundant crushed crystalline calcite but no organic 

14 For petrographic analysis of handmade pottery from Khirbat Fāris, see Abu-Jaber 
and al-Saa d (2000). The use of grog (ground up pot shards) is reported in ethnographic 
studies of handmade pottery production in north Jordan in the 1970s and 1980s. See 
Mershen (1985), p. 79; Johns (1998), p. 78.

15 Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), pp. 38–39. Examination of  shards often reveals 
textile marks on the interiors of  handmade bowls and jugs.

16 For detailed comparisons of  the fi ring temperatures and degree of  atmospheric 
regulation in open fi res, clamps and simple updraught kilns, see Sillar and Tite (2000); 
Pool (2000).
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material.17 The degree of  variation in scale and form indicates that 
handmade undecorated ware was utilised for diverse functions. Both 
open and closed shapes are found, but with the former being more 
scarce. The bowls in the assemblage are small with fl attened rims, 
sometimes with the addition of  a horizontal strap or ledge handle on 
the exterior. Closed vessels include bag-shaped containers and globular 
pots with everted rims. Several shards come from larger storage ves-
sels; these included strap handles (sometimes with thumb rests) and fl at 
disc bases. Some of  the poorly fi red, friable shards with a high organic 
content may be from large ceramic objects such as grain bins (for 
instance A.40 [1.18]) or clay ovens (s. ābūn). ābūns have been located 
on excavations of  late Byzantine and Islamic occupation levels on sites 
near Karak, such as Mudaybi , and ovens of  similar form continue to 
be used today in villages in the south of  Jordan. A.38 [1.8] may be 
part of  a crude saucer lamp.

A variety of  ceramic fabrics was utilised in the manufacture of  the 
handmade geometrically-painted wares. The shards also exhibited 
evidence of  different modes of  construction, ornamentation and fi ring 
(catalogue pages 2–4). Visual examination of  this group of  ceramics 
suggested that a few shards may have been fi red in a kiln. Neither 
burnishing nor the use of  an overall slip are common in the Karak 
assemblage. There is wide variety of  motifs and painting styles and both 
monochromatic and bichromatic slip-painting are represented. The 
sample is too small, however, to be able to establish whether painting 
styles can be associated with specifi c fabric types or vessel forms. The 
majority of  the shards are from closed vessels with smaller numbers of  
open bowls with fl attened rims also reported. Closed vessels comprise 
bag-shaped jars, globular pots with everted rims (with and without ledge 
handles), and jugs. The jugs have a globular body and usually one or 
more handles joining between the shoulder and the neck of  the vessel. 
The necks are sometimes fi tted with fi lters. A.216 [4.13] and A.243 
[4.12] are examples of  spouts from jugs. The small number of  these 
objects in the Karak assemblage suggests that few handmade geometri-
cally-painted ware jugs incorporated this feature. A.159 [4.6] comes 
from a small vessel standing on, possibly four, projections. This piece 

17 This feature is also noted on handmade cooking pots from Tal Jimna. See Schaefer 
(1989), p. 43.
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may be part of  a zoomorphic container or a footed serving dish.18 While 
zoomorphic glazed and decorated ceramic artefacts are known from 
the Early and Middle Islamic periods, examples of  unglazed ceramic 
fi gurines seem to be considerably more rare.19 Interestingly, a fourteenth-
century book on market law ( isba) does mention the existence of  animal 
fi gurines that were made from clay as toys for children.20

The number of  distinct painting styles evident in the Karak hand-
made geometrically-painted ware suggests that the vessels came from 
diverse sources, and were presumably produced over an extended 
period. Some broad stylistic categories can be identifi ed. The simplest 
style, represented by A.161 [4.2], D.4903 [2.10], F.5496 [2.9], consists 
of  broad concentric bands of  red-brown paint on either the interior or 
exterior of  the vessel. The fl attened rim bowl, D.4903 [2.10], exhibits a 
slightly more advanced version with lines of  paint defi ning the oblique 
ridge on the exterior. The more characteristic style of  handmade geo-
metrically-painted ware involves the creation of  bands or panels fi lled 
by densely painted geometric designs. Bowls sometimes have bands 
of  decoration applied to the fl attened section of  the rim, though this 
is a relatively rare feature.21 The fi neness of  the lines and the overall 
quality of  the painting varies considerably in the Karak assemblage. 
While bichromatic designs are often among the fi ner examples, some 
monochrome pieces, such as A.241 [3.8], A.244 [4.16], are also painted 
to a high standard. A bichromatic painted bowl, F.5505 [6.4], is unusual 
both for the painting style (which allows more undecorated space and 
employs some atypical motifs) but also for the fact that the underside 
of  the base also carries designs. There is little to suggest, however, this 
latter feature may be equated with the maker’s marks and ‘signatures’ 
sometimes found on the undersides of  glazed bowls of  the thirteenth 
and fourteenth century. The last painting style, represented by A.152 

18 Cf. Riis and Poulsen (1957), fi g. 1041.
19 Zoomorphic containers are well known in glazed pottery from the Early and 

Middle Islamic periods (e.g. Abdulhakk [1951]; Wilkinson [1973], nos. 122, 125–27, 
130; Grube [1976], no. 180). A fragment of what may be an handmade geometrically-
painted ware animal fi gurine was also unearthed during the 1994 season at Khirbat 
Fāris (unpublished).

20 Ibn al-Ukhuwwa (1938), p. 56 (Arabic text).
21 This feature is also seen on bowls from: Jarash (Tholbecq [2000], pl. V.30.1); 

Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], fi gs. 51.1–3, 5, 6; 52.5); and Tal Abū 
Qa dān, phases E, H, J (Franken and Kalsbeek [1975], fi gs. 53.10, 11, 25, 29, 30; 
56.1, 2).
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[3.3], A.153 [3.9], involves covering the majority of  the surface in a 
monochrome slip paint so that the linear designs are left in reserve.22

Very large numbers of  handmade pottery have been collected and 
published from sites in Bilād al-Shām.23 Such wares comprise 75–100% 
of  the total ceramic assemblages in Middle Islamic occupation phases on 
rural sites of  Jordan south of  the Wādī Zarqā . Handmade wares also 
appear on virtually every site identifi ed during the Miller survey of  the 
Karak plateau.24 Lower concentrations of  handmade are reported from 
excavations of  urban settlements. The evidence from the archaeological 
record indicates that handmade geometrically-painted ware vessels cor-
responding to types in the Karak assemblage appear fi rst in excavated 
contexts dateable to the late twelfth century, and become the dominant 
pottery ware in rural settlements during the thirteenth century.25 The 
low proportion of  handmade wares in the Karak assemblage (c. 6% of  
the total), and the approximate parity in numbers of  handmade undeco-
rated ware and handmade geometrically-painted ware contrast with the 
general pattern found on the Miller survey of  the Karak plateau.26 The 
contrast between the assemblages from Karak and from the remain-
der of  the plateau can be explained by the differing socio-economic 
profi les of  the groups residing in the respective sites; the occupants 
of  the town and castle Karak included members of  the military and 
bureaucratic elite, as well as the mercantile classes while elsewhere the 
great majority of  the sedentary population was composed of  peasant 
farmers.27 Nevertheless, the presence of  some handmade wares in 

22 This technique appears to be rare. One example is noted at Abū Ghawsh (De 
Vaux and Steve [1950], pl. F.17.

23 For a list of  the most important sites, see Johns (1998). See also notes in Milwright 
(2001).

24 Personal observations based on analysis of  the survey pottery stored in the Michael 
C. Carlos museum, Atlanta.

25 Johns (1998), pp. 65–67. For a discussion of  the continuation of  handmade ware 
into the late Mamluk and Ottoman periods, see Milwright (2000), pp. 193–95.

26 It is possible that the actual levels of handmade undecorated ware production in 
the Middle Islamic period have been underestimated. The dating of handmade undeco-
rated ware is more diffi cult and body shards of handmade undecorated ware are less 
likely to be retained as diagnostics in the fi nal shard counts for sites.

27 Clearly this statement is a simplifi cation. Small towns on the plateau such as Rabba 
and Mu ta must have contained groups engaged in commerce. This fact is refl ected in 
the greater proportions of wheelthrown and glazed pottery found during surveys. The 
excavation of the village of Khirbat Fāris has revealed small, but signifi cant quantities 
of glazed pottery and ‘luxury’ items such as marvered glass (see McQuitty et al. [2000], 
pp. 191–92, fi g. 22). Such evidence suggests that the wealthier occupants of villages 
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Karak does indicate a relationship existed between the consumption 
patterns of  the town and the surrounding region.28

That handmade undecorated ware was produced to perform a wider 
range of  practical functions—from clay ovens and large storage vessels 
to smaller bowls and jars—is refl ected in the greater degree of  diver-
sity in ceramic preparation, construction, and surface treatment. The 
presence of  a fragmentary unfi red handmade undecorated ware handle 
(A.3520 [not illustrated]) in the assemblage indicates that handmade 
undecorated wares were produced in or near Karak, but other items, 
such as A.1 [1.1], exhibit signs of  more specialised production (such as 
the careful burnishing, the use of  a calcite temper, and the absence of  
organic material), and may have been brought from a greater distance. 
The majority of  the comparanda located for the Karak handmade 
undecorated ware are to be found in the Southern Ghawr, Karak 
plateau, and south of  the Wādī al- asā . The Jordan valley, Balqā , 
and Palestine provided smaller numbers of  comparable vessels. Thus, 
a highly localised distribution pattern can be suggested for handmade 
undecorated ware. Some similarities can be drawn between Karak 
shards and items from southern Jordan found in eleventh-century 
contexts at Gharandal and Khirbat al-Nawālfa and twelfth-century 
contexts at Wu ayra.29 Dhibān, asbān, and Tal Abū Qa dān provide 
comparanda from thirteenth- and fourteenth-century contexts.30 Exca-
vated contexts at Tal Jimna and Ti innik may indicate the survival of  
comparable handmade undecorated ware vessels into the fi fteenth and 
sixteenth centuries.31

may have enjoyed some access to commodities imported onto the plateau from Syria 
and Palestine.

28 The presence of handmade geometrically-painted ware on important urban sites 
is reported elsewhere. For instance, excavations at the ruined citadel in amā also 
revealed the presence of small numbers of handmade geometrically-painted ware ves-
sels. These were unusual, however, in the range of decorative forms (including plant, 
animal and human depictions) employed by the painters of the pots. See Riis and 
Poulsen (1957), fi gs. 1000–1039.

29 Walmsley and Grey (2001), pp. 153–58, fi g. 9.6–10; Amr et al. (2000), fi g. 18.3; 
Brown (1987), fi gs. 8; 9.16–19.

30 Tushingham (1972), fi gs. 7.29; 8.24, 27, 28; Sauer (1973), fi g. 4.164; Franken and 
Kalsbeek (1975), fi g. 75. For Tal Abū Qa dān,see revised dating of  the stratigraphy in 
Sauer (1976).

31 Schaefer (1989), pp. 43–46, fi g. 8.1, 2; Ziadeh (1995), pp. 217–18, fi gs. 8.4–9; 9. 
For a revision of the dating of strata at Ti innik, see Milwright (2000), p. 192. Crude 
handmade undecorated pottery also occurs in late nineteenth- and early twentieth-cen-
tury contexts at Umm al-Jimāl in northern Jordan. See Parker in de Vries (1998), pp. 
215–18.
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Brown, in her study of  the ceramics and occupation patterns on the 
Karak plateau during the Middle Islamic phase, argues that handmade 
undecorated ware replaces handmade geometrically-painted ware as the 
dominant ceramic on the plateau in the Ottoman period.32 She notes 
the predominance of  handmade undecorated ware in the marginal 
settlements of  the southern highlands of  the plateau and concludes 
that, with the decline of  central government control in the sixteenth 
century, the sedentary population moved to this remote area because 
it afforded better security. Cut off  from commercial contact with urban 
centres in Palestine and the remainder of  Jordan the occupants of  these 
villages had to rely upon simple, locally manufactured pottery.33 The 
handmade wares from Karak probably do not fi t into this chronological 
division, however; comparanda for the Karak handmade undecorated 
ware suggests that some pieces may date as early as the twelfth century. 
Further, handmade undecorated ware at Karak is more heterogeneous 
in aspects of  ceramic preparation, surface treatment, scale, and profi le 
than handmade geometrically-painted ware suggesting that the two 
wares may have existed coevally, occupying different functional niches 
in the ceramic repertoire.

Handmade geometrically-painted ware is a more homogeneous ware 
than handmade undecorated ware in terms of  the preparation and 
fi ring of  the ceramic. Vessel types in the former ware are limited to 
small to medium sized jugs and bowls. Two basic styles of  handmade 
geometrically-painted ware can be identifi ed in the Karak assemblage: 
the fi rst is decorated with simple bands of  monochrome slip paint, and 
the second is the more familiar style of  geometric ornament painted 
in either monochrome or bichrome slip paint. The fi rst style is rare 
at Karak and is represented in the catalogue by A.161 [4.2], F.5496 
[2.9] and F.5508 [4.5]. The second style exhibits a greater range of  
technique and decoration. A small number of  the second painting 
style (such as A.153 [3.9], A.176 [4.9], A.244 [4.16]) is distinguished 
by careful preparation of  the ceramic paste, sharp moulding of  the 
profi le, use of  burnishing or an overall slip, fi nely painted decoration, 
and relatively even fi ring (perhaps in a kiln).

Wheelthrown wares with monochrome slip painting are reported 
in numerous Umayyad/Early Islamic contexts in the south of  Bilād 

32 Brown (1992), chapter 11.
33 Brown (1992), p. 434, map 31.
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al-Shām.34 Slip-painting is also found occasionally on eleventh- or 
twelfth-century wheelthrown unglazed pottery produced in Raqqa,35 
and also on some storage vessels from Ayyubid-Mamluk contexts in the 
Jordan valley.36 There appears to be no technical or aesthetic reason 
to propose that these examples of  slip-painted wheelthrown pottery 
had any impact on the development of  painted decoration on Middle 
Islamic handmade wares, however. It has been hypothesised that the 
mature style of  handmade geometrically-painted ware derives from 
a simpler style of  slip-painted decoration on handmade pottery.37 A 
type of  handmade ware with crude monochromatic slip painting has 
been identifi ed in eleventh-century contexts at Aqaba/Ayla, and later 
at Gharandal and Wu ayra.38 Further examples of  handmade pottery 
with simple monochromatic slip painting have also been located at other 
sites providing less certain dating evidence (fi g. 10).39 Donald Whitcomb 
found evidence for the standardisation of  ceramic fabric (including little 
or no organic temper), size, and profi le in the ‘proto-handmade geo-
metrically-painted ware’ bowls from Aqaba/Ayla, perhaps indicating 
that they were meant to be traded.40 It has been suggested by Jeremy 
Johns that the mature style of  handmade geometrically-painted ware 
could have utilised existing mercantile networks in order to spread over 
the region.41

34 For instance, see examples illustrated in Hendrix et al. (1996), pp. 254–61.
35 A report on the pottery from the Raqqa Ancient Industries Project excavations is 

currently being prepared by the author. Some examples of  slip-painted unglazed pot-
tery of  this type appear nearby at Tal Shahīn. See Tonghini (1995), fi g. 17.d, e.

36 For instance, Baysan (Zori [1966], fi g. 10.8); abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], pl. 
71.480).

37 Whitcomb (1988), p. 212; Johns (1998), p. 78.
38 Whitcomb (1987), p. 261; Whitcomb (1988), p. 212, fi g. 5.a, b; Walmsley et al. 

(1999), fi g. 12.4–6; Walmsley and Grey (2001), p. 158, fi g. 10.7–9; Brown (1987), p. 
284: it is also noted that similar pottery was recovered from twelfth-century contexts at 
the Ammān citadel.

39 Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], pl. F.24); Arā īr (Olivarri [1965], fi g. 
3.11); Bu rā (Berthier [1985], nos. 28, 29, 36, 37); Khirbat Fāris (Johns et al. [1989], fi g. 
27.57; MacQuitty and Falkner [1993], fi g. 20.36–39); a āf (Gibson et al. [1991], fi g. 
21.4, 5, 10); Tal Abū Qa dān, phases K, N (Franken and Kalsbeek [1975], fi gs. 58.1, 2; 
63.23, 31); Wādī Arab (Hanbury-Tenison [1984], fi g. 17.1); Wādī Isal (  Jacobs [1983], 
fi g. 15.e).

40 Whitcomb (1988), p. 212.
41 Johns (1998), pp. 71–73, 78–79. He also discusses the possibility that the swift 

spread of  handmade geometrically-painted ware around Bilād al-Shām may have been 
the result of  the movement of  itinerant potters.
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Figure 10. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  handmade pottery with simple 
slip-painting.
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A small group of  handmade geometrically-painted ware in the 
Karak assemblage exhibits signs of  considerable expense of  time in the 
process of  manufacture and decoration. Attractive, sturdy vessels such 
as these could well have been traded, perhaps even imported onto the 
Karak plateau from other regions in the south of  Bilād al-Shām. The 
commercial phase of  handmade geometrically-painted ware suggested 
by Johns may have been short-lived, however, because the technical 
aspects of  the manufacture and decoration could easily have been 
assimilated into a rural environment. According to an ethnographic 
model of  handmade pottery production and distribution from North 
Africa,42 this process of  assimilation would result in a reduction in both 
complexity and consistency in the manufacturing process as well as the 
evolution of  highly localised vessel forms and modes of  surface deco-
ration. Archaeological evidence is not yet available to test this model, 
though a progressive simplifi cation in the painting style through time 
has been observed in some excavated assemblages. For instance, at Qa r 
al- ayr East it was noted that, while a wide variety of  handmade geo-
metrically-painted ware was found on the site, the surface deposits only 
contained monochrome painted wares.43 It is possible that the careful 
analysis of  the styles and decorative motifs employed in the painted 
wares of  different sites will provide the key to isolating distinct regional 
painting styles. As yet, the existing typologies of  slip-painted ornament 
have provided limited insights into this question.44

Section 2: Unglazed Wheelthrown Wares (Catalogue Pages 5–16, 
pp. 282–297 & 352–363)

Unglazed wheelthown wares constitute c. 60% of  the total assemblage 
(total of  4,932 shards).45 Diagnostic shards make up 32% of  unglazed 
wheelthrown group (1,564 shards). Wheelthrowing is the principal 
method of  construction with hand coiling also employed for the manu-
facture of  large storage vessels. Coil constructed unglazed wheelthrown 
vessels can be differentiated from the handmade types discussed in the 

42 Balfet (1965).
43 Grabar et al. (1978), p. 113.
44 See Sauer (1973), pp. 55–56; Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), fi gs. 51, 52; Khadija 

(1992).
45 The numbers of  shards by area are A = 3274, B = 61, C = 94, D = 148, E = 38, 

F = 1,317.
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previous section because the former are fi red to a sustained high tem-
perature in a kiln. Basalt, chert, and carbonate are common inclusions, 
while traces of  organic material are relatively rare. Fabrics vary in hard-
ness, levigation, and porosity refl ecting the wide range of  functions for 
which unglazed wheelthrown wares were manufactured. Burnishing is 
found on a few small vessels although many of  these examples may date 
from Byzantine or Early Islamic periods. Incised and hand moulded 
decoration are both uncommon. Post-fi ring surface treatments including 
the addition of  a layer of  plaster or pitch are occasionally encountered. 
These substances may have been employed to repair cracks or simply 
to render the surface less porous.

The unglazed wheelthrown shards are separated into the following 
categories: 1) large water jars and storage vessels; 2) basins; 3) vessels 
associated with sugar manufacture; 4) drainpipes and related items; 
5) ibrīqs and other medium to small storage vessels; 6) bowls; and 7) 
miscellaneous items.

Large water jars and storage vessels (Catalogue Pages 7–9, pp. 283–285 & 
354–356)

Large water jars (zīrs) and other large storage vessels constitute c. 7% 
of  the total of  the diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown shards.46 The 
ceramic pastes are generally poorly levigated with large mineral and, 
rarely, organic inclusions. These inclusions may have been deliberately 
added in order to reduce the possibility of  the warping and cracking 
during the fi ring process. The necks of  vessels are often wheelthrown, 
but coil construction is favoured for the formation of  the body. Incised 
decoration and layers of  slip or plaster are noted on some examples. 
The interior surfaces of  some jars were painted with bitumen in order 
to make them waterproof. Body shards from storage jars carrying 
stamped decoration are discussed later in the chapter. The jars had a 
fl at disc base supporting a bulbous body. The shoulder tapers sharply to 
a neck with a diameter ranging from 180–285 mm. The neck profi les 
fall into two basic categories, those with folded over rims and those 
with necks terminating in a wide fl attened rim. One of  the largest 
and most ornately decorated storage jars, A.3045 [8.1] also carries a 
partial incised inscription on the shoulder reading, amala al- āl [. . .]. 

46 Total = 110: A = 68, B = 4, C = 0, D = 12, E = 11, F = 15.
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Whether the second truncated word is part of  the name or nisba of  
the potter is unclear.

There can be little doubt that large jars (s. zīr) were a common feature 
of  domestic and commercial premises in the towns and cities of  the 
Levant.47 Surprisingly, few examples have been published from excava-
tions of  Middle Islamic contexts, though broadly similar storage vessels 
are plentiful on production centres such as Raqqa in earlier periods.48 
Such jars would have been used both for holding water as well as for 
the storage and the transport of  commodities such as olive oil, grape 
syrup (dibs) or molasses. De Mignanelli, who was in Damascus at the 
end of  the fourteenth century, reports that storage jars contained up to 
600 Venetian pounds of  sugar.49 The construction and fi ring of  such 
large ceramic vessels must have required specialist knowledge, and zīrs 
probably enjoyed a relatively high unit cost. The presence of  a what 
may be a ‘signature’ of  a potter on A.3405 [8.1] perhaps indicates 
that such specialised manufacturing skills carried some social status.50 
The high occurrence of  large storage vessels at Khirbat al- Āl,51 and 
Tal Jimna,52 may indicate that this specialised craft was practised on 
these rural sites, but it is also likely that zīrs were also produced in the 
major urban centres. Another possible model—albeit, one that has no 
archaeological evidence to support it—is that zīrs were produced by 
itinerant craftsmen who made batches of  vessel on the site they were 
required.

The presence of  zīrs in an excavated fourteenth-century context in 
Karak citadel confi rms that these items were in use in the castle in the 
Middle Islamic period.53 Comparable material from excavated contexts 
at Shawbak castle and Tal Jimna gives dates from the thirteenth to 
the fi fteenth century.54 In addition, Brown notes the presence of  large 
storage vessels on sites in close proximity to Karak or along the route 
of  the King’s Highway. The same sites are also associated with con-

47 For textual references to large jars used in urban contexts in the Islamic world, see 
Goitein (1958), pp. 188–89; Milwright (1999), pp. 510–12.

48 Miglus (1999), pls. 38–39.
49 De Mignanelli (1956), p. 226.
50 For the study of  ‘signatures’ on pottery of  the Ayyubid-Mamluk period, see Abel 

(1930); Marzouk (1957); Jenkins (1984).
51 Reed (1972), fi gs. 3.4; 8.224, 224a.
52 Schaefer (1989), fi g. 4.
53 Brown (1989), fi g. 7.28.
54 Brown (1988), phase iii; Schaefer (1989).
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centrations of  glazed pottery, suggesting that large jars can be taken 
as an indicator of  more intense economic activity.55 One of  these sites, 
Thāniyya is known to have been the location of  an annual market where 
pilgrims bought supplies for the southern leg of  the ajj.56 If  jars were 
used extensively for the transportation of  commodities, then it is likely 
that the examples from Karak will have come from a wide variety of  
locations in Bilād al-Shām.

Basins (Catalogue Pages 5–7, 9–10, pp. 282–286 & 352–354, 356–357)

Rims, bases and complete profi les from basins constitute c. 5.5% of  the 
total of  diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown shards.57 The ceramic fabrics 
fall into two basic categories: the fi rst has a granular texture with regu-
lar voids and fi ring between pale green to red-brown; and the second 
is harder, less granular and fi res cream to pink. Both fabrics contain 
abundant (and often large) basalt, chert and carbonate inclusions as 
well as pockets of  unmixed, reddish clay. The basins all adopt the same 
basic shape: a truncated conical profi le with a fl at, disc base and folded 
over rim. The main typological distinctions are in the shape of  the rim 
and whether the basin has curved or straight sides. The diameter of  
these vessels (as recovered from the larger rim shards) varies between 
420 mm and 630 mm. Basins are coil constructed though some may 
have been smoothed on a wheel or revolving stand. The disc base 
appears to have been made separately and attached to the body prior 
to fi ring. (This is indicated by examples such as A.294 [9.12] where the 
base has separated from the body during fi ring.) A plaster coating has 
been added to the interior in some examples, presumably to reduce 
the porosity of  the fi red ceramic. The minimal decoration consists of  
combed bands around the exterior.

Basins recovered in Early Islamic contexts in the Jordan Valley and 
Syria differ little in scale and profi le from those found in Karak.58 Evi-
dently, there was little reason to change such a functional vessel form. 
Basins are usually recovered in small numbers in Middle Islamic con-
texts with the reported examples being widely dispersed all over Bilād 

55 Brown (1992), pp. 407–15, pl. 12.2.
56 Ibn Ba ū a (1852–54), i, pp. 254–55.
57 Total = 86: A = 61, B = 3, C = 3, D = 2, E = 3, F = 14.
58 For instance, abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al. [1982], ii, pls. 138.11–14; 139.2–4); 

Raqqa (Miglus [1999], pls. 11–15.
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al-Shām from the Negev and Dead Sea valley up to northern Syria.59 
Tal Jimna is one of  the few sites where such items are found in any 
density, perhaps indicating that basins were manufactured there. Fir-
ing faults on A.294 [9.12] and F.5586 [9.11] suggest that some were 
manufactured in the vicinity of  Karak. The relatively high occurrence 
of  these large functional vessels may be explained by the presence of  a 
sizeable population living in the castle. Basins could have been used for 
washing or for the preparation of  food and drink in large quantities.

Vessels associated with sugar manufacture (Catalogue Pages 10–12, pp. 285–
286 & 357–359)

Vessels associated with the manufacture of  sugar are common in the 
unglazed wheelthrown wares from Karak. The shards can be split into 
two basic types, conical vessels with an omphalos base (sugar pots) used 
for the crystallisation of  the sugar and bag-shaped containers (syrup 
jars) used for the storage of  molasses. Diagnostic shards from sugar 
pots constitute c. 26% of  the total of  diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown 
and c. 5% of  the total Karak ceramic assemblage.60 A further 228 
body shards were identifi ed as probable sugar pot fragments but these 
have not been included in this fi nal count. Diagnostic syrup jar shards 
constitute c. 3% of  the diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown and c. 0.6% 
of  the total Karak assemblage.61

Sugar pots are conical in form with either straight or slightly curved 
sides. The mouth of  the pot varies in diameter from 250–350 mm and 
the hole in the base is usually c. 25 mm in diameter. The largest rims in 
this group (A.257 [11.2] and A.326 [11.1]) may come from basins but 
are included here because of  their similarities to other sugar pot shards 
in profi le and ceramic fabric. The ceramic fabrics are well levigated 
and porous and fi re from buff  to pink. Sugar pots are coil constructed. 
In general, the interior of  the pot is carefully smoothed although the 

59 Published basins come from Jerusalem (Crowfoot and Fitzgerald [1929], pl. 
XVI.24), Karak (Brown [1989], fi g. 27.31), Khalīl (Bennett [1972], pl. III: II.A.4), 
Qubayba (Bagatti [1947], fi g. 30.8), Ru āfa (Logar [1991], fi g. 1.1–6), Southern Ghawr, 
Fayfā  (MacDonald [1992], pl. 30.p), Tal Arqa (Hakimian and Salamé-Sarkis [1988], 
fi g. 18.8), Tal Jimna (Schaefer [1989], fi g. 5), and Tal Qaymūn (Ben-Tor and Rosenthal 
[1988], fi g. 7.10).

60 Total = 410: A = 232, B = 10, C = 3, D = 35, E = 4, F = 126.
61 Total = 49; A = 47, D = 1, F = 1. A further 119 body shards were identifi ed as 

probable syrup jar fragments.
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treatment of  the exterior is more cursory. The fi ring tends to be even 
although variations in surface colour probably indicate changes in the 
kiln atmosphere during fi ring.62 No surface decoration was noted on 
any example, though the post-fi ring application of  a thick plaster layer 
was noted in a few cases.

Syrup (molasses) jars are represented in the catalogue by A.1099 
[12.2], A.1124 [12.4], A.1127 [12.3], and A.3303 [12.1]. The jars are 
bag-shaped containers that taper to a mouth of  diameter 105–140 
mm.63 The ceramic fabric of  the syrup jars contains few voids, regular 
small inclusions and fi res pale brown to pale orange. The body of  the 
vessel tends to be thickly potted and the larger syrup jars may be coil-
constructed. Many examples have pronounced ridges on the exterior. 
No correlation was noted between the rim shape and the presence 
or absence of  ridges on the body. Many of  the shards are extensively 
mottled with dark grey blotches. This may be mould growth caused 
by the molasses soaked into the ceramic surface.

Vessels associated with sugar manufacture are among the most 
extensively studied unglazed ceramics of  the Middle Islamic period. 
Furthermore, the archaeological and historical studies of  sugar pro-
cessing sites in the Jordan valley, the Dead Sea region and Cyprus 
provide valuable information that may be used in the interpretation 
of  the Karak material. At Karak, the diagnostic shards from sugar 
pots outnumber those from syrup jars by a factor of  more than nine 
to one. It is supposed by the excavators of  sugar mills in the Ghawr 
that the syrup containers were placed under the sugar pots to collect 
the fraction of  the sugar which remained in a liquid state.64 Therefore, 
it is reasonable to assume that a syrup jar would be able to collect the 
liquid from a considerably larger number of  sugar pots. The presence 
of  sugar pots and syrup jars in Karak indicates that both sugar and 
molasses were, at least in some cases, transported in the containers in 
which they were manufactured.

The majority of  the syrup jars are made from a dull orange, hard 
fabric which does not correspond to the types found in the sugar pots. 
This fabric was probably designed to be less permeable and thus more 
suited to the storage of  liquid. Excavated syrup jars constructed of  

62 For a discussion of  the construction and fi ring of  sugar pots, see LaGro and de 
Haas (1989–90); Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), pp. 143–54.

63 Cf. LaGro and De Haas (1989–90), fi g. 8.
64 See illustration in LaGro and De Haas (1989–90), fi g. 1.
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similar fabrics are illustrated and described from abaqat Fa l and 
Tal Fandī.65 The thick body and hard fabric may also have been used 
to minimise the risk of  breakage during transportation. In general, the 
paste of  sugar pots is softer and more porous than the syrup jars. Varia-
tions in fi red colour within a single vessel are common; a phenomenon 
also observed at Tal Abū Qa dān.66

Given the number of  typological variations occurring on a single 
sugar processing site like Tal Abū arbū ,67 it seems unlikely that rim 
profi le alone will provide a reliable source for either dating or prov-
enance. One area of  the design is likely to have been more carefully 
controlled, the internal volume. In a study of  the sugar pots from the 
processing site at Kouklia (Palaeopaphos) in Cyprus, the excavators 
note three sizes of  vessel: type i containing c. 1–2 litres; type ii con-
taining c. 4–6 litres; and type iii containing c. 7–9 litres.68 The largest 
vessels were the most numerous on the site while the smallest were the 
rarest. Drawing on evidence in the manual of  the fourteenth-century 
merchant, Balducci Pegolotti, they conclude that the three types of  pot 
were used for the manufacture of  different grades of  sugar: type i for 
‘bambillonia’ or ‘caffetino’ (the most expensive types); type ii for ‘musciatto’; 
and type iii for ‘polvere di zucchero’ (the cheapest). Three grades of  sugar 
are identifi ed in Syrian sources of  the Ayyubid-Mamluk period. The 
qualitiative distinction were based on the number of  times the syrup 
was boiled prior to crystallisation: mukarrar (three); domaschino or tripolino 
(twice); and nabāt (once).69

In order to continue to produce vessels with a constant volume, sugar 
pots were probably constructed around a clay or plaster mould while 
the syrup jars may have been made around a bag containing a speci-
fi ed quantity of  sand. An approximate calculation of  the volume of  the 
complete profi le sugar pot from Karak (A.3384 [10.5]) came to a fi gure 
of  c. 5.6 litres. By applying the coeffi cient of  the height divided by the 
radius (1.3125) to the other rim shards from the corpus, it is possible 
to make approximate calculations of  the range of  internal volumes (it 
should be noted, however, that the angle of  the body in relation to the 

65 Smith (1973), pl. 93.1168; Flanagan et al. (1994), p. 223.
66 Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), p. 146.
67 LaGro and de Haas (1989–90).
68 Maier and Wartburg (1983), p. 314.
69 Ashtor (1981), p. 97. A detailed contemporary description of  sugar processing is 

given in Nuwayrī (1923–92), viii, p. 270.
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rim differs in each case). The largest vessel (A.326 [11.1]) would have 
had a volume of  c. 9.4 litres and the smallest (A.1286 [11.9]) a volume 
of  c. 2.4 litres. The majority of  the sugar pots from Karak appear to 
have a similar diameter to A.3384 [10.5], and thus should have similar 
capacity (c. 5–7 litres). The largest number of  pots from Karak conform 
to type ii from Kouklia. The ceramic evidence suggests, therefore, that 
it was ‘musciatto’ sugar that was consumed in greatest quantities by the 
inhabitants of  Karak castle.

Sugar pots and syrup jars are found in considerable numbers in the 
Jordan Valley and Dead Sea Ghawr, and smaller numbers are noted 
in the surrounding area (fi g. 11).70 Seven large sugar mills and twenty-
fi ve smaller installations have been located in the Jordan valley.71 The 
valley beneath Shawbak castle contains structures that some scholars 
have speculated may have functioned as sugar mills.72 This identifi ca-
tion has not been demonstrated through archaeological investigation, 
however. The concentration of  sugar pots at Karak is unusual because 
of  the distance from the Ghawr, though sugar pots have been recov-
ered from other sites not associated with the manufacture of  sugar.73 
The occurrence of  sugar pot and syrup jar fragments on sites outside 
of  the Ghawr does indicate that sugar and syrup were transported, at 
least for short distances, in these ceramic containers. The presence of  
plaster on the interiors of  some pots from Karak suggests occasional 
reuse after the sugar had been consumed.

Sugar pots from Karak (A.668 [10.9], A.807 [not illustrated], A.3384 
[10.5]), a syrup jar from Karak (A.1099 [12.2]), and shards gathered 

70 Sugar pots and syrup jars have been reported from: Daliya region (Olami [1981], 
site 71), Dhibān (Winnett and Reed [1964], pl. 65.1, 4), Gazit region (Gal [1991], 
sites 13, 15, 40, 61), asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g. 4.164), Jarash (Tholbecq [2000], pl. 
VIII.5), Jarash highway region (Leonard [1987], site 5, fi g. 2.4, 5), Karak plateau (Miller 
[1991], fi g. 446), Khalīl (Bennett [1972], pl. V:II.B.11; III.II.A.4), Mughārat al-Warda 
(Coughenour [1976], pl. XXXII.1 LH bottom corner), Southern Ghawr, Khanzīra, 
Khirbat Shaykh Īsā and awā īn al-Sukkar (Rast and Schaub [1974], fi g. 12; Mac-
Donald 1992, pls. 29–33), abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al. [1982], ii, pl. 125), Tabgha 
(Loffreda [1970], fi g. 44.12, 13); Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek [1975], fi gs. 
42–45), Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas [1989–90]), Tal Fandī (Kareem [1989], 
fi g. 5), Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann [1990], fi g. 1; Flanagan et al. [1994], fi g. 17) and Wadi 
al-Yābis (Mabri and Palumbo [1988], fi g. 14.

71 Hamarneh (1977–78); Brown (1992), p. 286. For recent work on the sugar facto-
ries at the south end of the Dead Sea, see Jones et al. (2000).

72 Brooker and Knauf (1988), p. 185.
73 See n. 70 above: Daliya region, Dhibān, Gazit region, asbān, Jarash, Jarash 

highway region, al-Khalīl, Mughārat al-Warda, and Tabgha.
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Figure 11. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  sugar pots and syrup jars.
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from awā īn al-Sukkar in āfi yya were submitted to petrographic 
analysis.74 This study is described in greater detail elsewhere, but some 
of  the main points may be summarised here. Of  the Karak sugar pots, 
A.807 contained fi ne sand, carbonate and sandstone inclusions and did 
not relate to any other ‘petrofabrics’ tested. A.668 and A.3384 both 
contained basalt, carbonate and argillite inclusions, but A.3384 was 
distinguished by the type of  quartz inclusions. A.688 contained forami-
fer fragments not reported in the other sugar vessels.75 The syrup jar 
(A.1099) shared the distinctive quartz and most other inclusions with 
one of  the sugar pots from āfi yya. This last result indicates, unsurpris-
ingly, that some of  the sugar wares from Karak likely came from the 
sugar processing sites at the south end of  the Dead Sea. The variation 
in ‘petrofabrics’ at āfi yya suggests that individual mills were supplied 
with vessels from more than one kiln or clay source.

Documentary sources probably give the best dating evidence for 
the Karak sugar pots and syrup jars (for a summary of  these sources, 
see the section devoted to the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr in 
chapter 4). Historical sources indicate that the period of  greatest pro-
duction was the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The decline 
in the manufacture in the fi fteenth century probably had less to do 
with the breakdown of  internal security and bedouin raiding as to the 
availability of  cheaper sugar from Cyprus. It is probable that sugar 
manufacture largely ceased in the Ghawr by the turn of  the sixteenth 
century.76 Archaeological investigation of  sugar production sites has 
tended to support this general dating. For instance, the comparanda 
from Tal Abū Qa dān come from phases J-P dating—according to the 
revised chronology proposed by James Sauer—to the early Mamluk 
period (c. 1250–1401).77 Further petrographic analysis would be required 
to ascertain whether any of  the sugar pots and syrup jars from the 
Karak assemblage can be associated with sugar mills further north in 
the Jordan valley. There are reasons for supposing that for much of  

74 Mason and Milwright (1998).
75 Although some correlation was noted with a kiln tripod collected in Shawbak. See 

Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 180, 185.
76 Ashtor (1981), pp. 112–20. As noted in chapter 4 one of  the sugar mills at awā īn 

al-Sukkar was still functioning in the fi rst half  of  the sixteenth century. This would indi-
cate that some sugar pots at Karak could be assigned this late date.

77 Franken and Kalsbeek (1975). According to the revised dating of  the stratigraphy 
in Sauer (1976).
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the Middle Islamic period the distribution of  sugar from the Jordan 
valley was not controlled by Karak. By the 1340s Balqā  (and presum-
ably also the Jordan valley) were no longer part of  the administrative 
region of  Karak.78 Writing in the fi fteenth century Qalqashandī notes 
that many of  the sugar mills in the Jordan valley were administered 
by the offi ces of  the sultan and that the sugar was sent to Damascus 
for further processing and resale.79 It seems likely that relationship had 
existed earlier in the Mamluk period as well. A closer relationship can 
be demonstrated between Karak and the sugar production of  the south 
and east banks of  the Dead Sea.

Drainpipes and related items (Catalogue Pages 12–13, pp. 287–290 & 
359–360)

Drainpipes and other types of  ceramic pipe constitute 9% of  the 
diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown.80 The group can be split into two 
main types, large bore and narrow bore pipes. The fi rst type ranges in 
diameter from 140–280 mm and are constructed in two basic ceramic 
fabrics. The fi rst is a medium-soft, granular fabric with basalt, chert, 
and dark clay inclusions. The second fi res slightly harder, is less brittle 
and contains larger mineral inclusions. Extensive calciferous build up 
was noted on the interior of  some drainpipe sections indicating a long 
period of  use. Some of  the pipes with smaller bore may be handmade 
rather than wheelthrown. The greatest typological variation can be seen 
in the shape of  the junctions at either end of  the pipe.

Though references to the manufacture of  drainpipes can be found 
in written sources such as the Cairo Geniza, few actual examples have 
been reported on excavations of  Middle Islamic contexts.81 It is likely 
that such functional items were manufactured in large numbers in 
urban centres in this period. Drainpipes can still be seen in situ within 
Karak citadel itself  while others have been excavated in the thirteenth- 
and fourteenth-century levels at Shawbak castle.82 Similar items have 
been located in situ in the twelfth-century palace, Qa r al-Banāt in 

78 Umarī (1988), p. 237.
79 Qalqashandī (1913–18), iv, pp. 183, 190.
80 Total = 147: A = 100, D = 5, F = 42.
81 Goitein (1958), pp. 188–89.
82 Brown (1988), p. 237, fi g. 13.40, 41.
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Raqqa/Rāfi qa,83 the Mamluk citadel in Tripoli, and Qāqūn tower in 
the Sharon plain.84

The great consistency of  ceramic fabric, shape and scale exhibited 
in shards of  types The group of  smaller bore pipes are more varied in 
fabric, fi ring and profi le. The thick bodies and narrow bores of  A.1433 
[12.10] and A.1434 [13.24] are possibly suited to the pumping of  water 
at high pressure. A.3077 [15.28] and A.3082 [15.27] have no paral-
lels in the published pottery from Middle Islamic contexts. The holes 
punched through the body of  A.3077 [15.28] are perhaps designed to 
allow the escape of  smoke or steam. The narrow bore pipes may have 
been used in a bath complex.

Ibrīqs and other small to medium containers (Catalogue Pages 13–16, 
pp. 288–297 & 360–363)

Diagnostic shards from water jars (s. ibrīq) and other small to medium 
containers constitute 3% of  the total corpus and 8% of  the diagnos-
tic unglazed wheelthrown shards.85 The most common type are ibrīqs 
constructed from a medium-soft, porous ceramic paste. The fi rst group 
of  ibrīqs have a bulbous body joined to a tall, narrow neck. All are 
thrown with thick walls. The shape of  the neck and rim are subject 
to considerable variation. One or two handles and a spout are affi xed 
to the neck and shoulder of  the container. Filters and surface decora-
tion are uncommon in vessels made from this soft ceramic paste. The 
second group is composed of  smaller vessels thrown with thin walls. 
They are more diverse in ceramic fabric, construction, fi ring, profi le, 
and decoration. The second group also includes a distinctive type of  
reduction-fi red grey ware with very thin walls and pin-pricked decora-
tion (A.3060 [14.16], A.3061 [14.13], and A.3062 [14.14]). One thin-
walled buff  juglet (A.1387 [14.15]) contained a delicately-cut fi lter, a 
feature sometimes seen unglazed pottery from Damascus, Jerusalem 
and amā.86

83 The kilns of  Raqqa evidently produced drainpipes of  different dimensions from 
the Abbasid period until at least the end of  the eleventh century. See Miglus (1999), pl. 
61; Milwright, in preparation.

84 Tripoli (personal observation); Pringle (1986), p. 76 (site 36). See also the ‘Arab 
tower’ at Ba albak (Sarre [1925], p. 95, fi g. 105).

85 Total = 248: A = 140, C = 6, D = 5, F = 97.
86 Al- Ush (1961–62), fi g. 5.34; Tushingham (1985), fi g. 39.2, 4; Riis and Poulsen 

(1957), fi gs. 943, 965.
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A large number of  ibrīq fragments were recovered from the Karak 
assemblage refl ecting the constant requirement for these functional 
items throughout the Middle Islamic period. Production of  unglazed 
water storage vessels at or near to Karak was illustrated by the fi nd of  
the footring (F.6888 [not illustrated]) that had warped and cracked as 
the result of  excessive heat during the fi ring. This piece, and the other 
examples of  wasters and kiln furniture from Karak were subjected to 
petrographic analysis by Robert Mason. The petrographic samples sug-
gested some degree of  continuity in ceramic pastes, though the results 
were inconclusive. Like the lead-glazed waster, A.3802 [not illustrated], 
the unglazed footring was found to contain signifi cant quantities of  
basalt. The ceramic fabric of  unglazed waster was, however, distin-
guished from the glazed example by the presence of  carbonate.87 The 
neck of  an unfi red vessel (A.3519 [16.3]) was also found, though neither 
the profi le of  the neck nor the ceramic fabric bore any relation to the 
remainder of  the ibrīqs.88 In general, the ceramic pastes vary in fi neness 
and specifi c mineral inclusions, but all are fi red to ensure a durable, 
but porous fabric (the evaporation of  water from the surface of  the 
vessel serves to keep the liquid inside cool). The absence of  ornament 
on most examples (except the ‘pin-pricked’ style) indicates that these 
objects were manufactured for utility rather than display.

In terms of  numbers, the most important group at Karak are the 
medium sized ibrīqs that would have been used for the storage and 
serving of  water and other drinks. They are relatively uniform in fabric 
and potting, with little attention given to ornamentation. Numerous 
comparanda can be identifi ed in the archaeological record. The distri-
bution pattern for this group of  medium sized, undecorated buff  fabric 
ibrīqs is concentrated in Palestine, with some examples located in Syria 
and east of  the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr.89 While the fi nds 

87 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 179, 186. The interpretation of  the mineral 
inclusions in F.6888 is complicated by the fact that the excessive fi ring temperature has 
vitrifi ed much of  the fabric.

88 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 179–80.
89 Comparable examples are reported from Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve 

[1950], pl. G.32–33), Athlīth region (Ronen and Olami [1978], site 82, fi g. 19.15), 
Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], pl. 117.6), Dayr Mar Saba (Patrich [1994], site 47, fi g. 1), 
Gazit region (Gal [1991], site 61, fi g. 3.2), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 990–
93), Har Hamran region (Haiman [1993], p. 17), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tush-
ingham [1985], fi gs. 41.37, 42.13), Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 
59), Karak (Brown [1989], fi g. 6.12), Khalīl (Bennett [1972], pl. X:V.G.2), Khirbat 
Fāris (McQuitty et al. [2000], fi gs. 11, 12, 17, 18), Ma anit region (Ne eman [1990], 
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are concentrated on urban sites, the presence of  signifi cant quantities 
of  ibrīq shards in a cistern at Khirbat Fāris should caution against the 
assumption that the occupations of  villages in Middle Islamic Jordan 
did not make extensive use of  wheelthrown pottery.90 Outside of  Bilād 
al-Shām other examples are known from Qu ayr Qadīm, and it seems 
likely that this type of  ibrīq was also ubiquitous on Egyptian sites.91 Large 
numbers of  plain ibrīqs are reported in Jerusalem and the cemetery at 
Tal al- asī, and the presence of  numerous typological variants at these 
two locations perhaps suggests that minor differences of  rim and neck 
profi le should not be taken as a reliable indicator of  date or provenance. 
Ibrīqs are found in fourteenth-century contexts in the ‘reception hall’ at 
Karak, and the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem. Field 1 at Tal al- asī 
has been dated by the excavators to c. 1400–1800,92 and so there is 
nothing to rule out the continuation of  production of  these items into 
the Ottoman period.93 The manufacture of  similar ibrīqs in present-day 
Jordan illustrates the long lifespan of  some ceramic designs.

There is greater variation in form and technique in the remainder 
of  the group of  medium to small scale containers. As with the previ-
ous examples the distribution pattern is concentrated in Palestine and 
Jordan. Correspondences in profi le and ceramic fabric have been 
identifi ed with monochrome lead-glazed wares (see chapter 7). These 
similarities may indicate that the production of  the unglazed and 
lead-glazed vessels was coeval. The ‘pin pricked’ style of  ornament 
is reported on fi nely potted wheelthrown wares from other sites in 
Bilād al-Shām and Egypt.94 The contexts at the Armenian Garden in 

site 33, fi g. 1.10), Qubayba (Bagatti [1947], fi g. 28.2–5), ā āf (Gibson et al. [1991], fi g. 
23.3), Tabgha (Loffreda [1970], fi g. 43) and Tal al- asī (Toombs [1985], pl. 83.1, 2; 
Eakins [1993], pl. 110).

90 M. Sarley-Pontin in McQuitty et al. (2000), pp. 188–89.
91 Whitcomb and Johnson (1982), pl. 39.c.
92 Toombs (1985), pp. 114–16.
93 For a survey of  unglazed pottery in the Ottoman period, see Milwright (2000), pp. 

195–96.
94 Examples of this style are reported from Ayn Kārim (Bagatti [1948], pl. 26, photo 

57.1, 3), Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], pl. 130b.8, 12, 13, 15), Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], 
fi g. 48.29–31), Damascus (al- Ush [1961–62], pls. 2.2, 6, 8; 7.43), Damascus, Bāb Sarīja 
(Toueir [1973], pl. IVB.a, b), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 943, 944, 946, 947, 
1113), asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g. 4.162), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham 
[1985], fi g. 43.1–8), Jerusalem, Church of the Ascension (Corbo [1965], fi gs. 114.4; 
115.3, 4), Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 61.1–6), Qu ayr Qadīm 
(Whitcomb and Johnson [1982], pl. 39.p–v), Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā 
(MacDonald [1992], pl. 31.s), Tal Abū Qa dān, phases K, Q , R (Franken and Kalsbeek 
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Jerusalem and Tal Abū Qa dān would date these wares from the thir-
teenth to fi fteenth century. This ware occurs in greatest numbers in 
the south of  Bilād al-Shām although reports from Qu ayr Qadīm and 
Tripoli indicate that the distribution pattern may be wider. While Gaza 
region was a centre for the production of  reduction-fi red grey wares in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,95 these vessels tend to be more 
heavily constructed and lack the fi ne decoration found on the grey 
wares from Karak. Petrographic analysis of  A.3061 14.13] found that 
the ceramic contained a type of  impure sand quite unlike the rest of  
the Karak pottery sampled.96 The possibility that these fi ne grey-ware 
vessels were imported into the Karak region—perhaps from the coast 
of  Palestine—should not, therefore, be excluded.

Bowls (Catalogue Page 15, pp. 292–294 & 362)

Open bowls are less common than closed vessel forms constituting 4% 
of  the diagnostic unglazed wheelthrown shards.97 Bowls range in diam-
eter from 60 to 260 mm. Most are made from medium-hard fabrics 
fi ring from pale green to buff  or pink. The range of  mineral inclusions 
varied, but with basalt, chert and carbonate common to all examples. 
Bowl profi les fall into three basic categories, hemispherical bowls with 
a straight rim, bowls with an everted rim, and carinated bowls. All the 
bowls are supported on low footrings.

Unglazed wheelthrown bowls are found in relatively low numbers 
in Karak. Most of  the vessel shapes reported in this group have close 
correspondences in form with slipped and unslipped monochrome 
lead-glazed bowls (see chapter 7). Rims, bases, and complete profi les 
from monochrome lead-glazed bowls account for 554 shards in con-
trast to the fi fty-four unglazed wheelthrown bowl shards in the Karak 
assemblages. The addition of  a lead glaze would have made the interior 
surface of  a bowl less porous and thus better suited for the serving of  
food or drink. What purpose the unglazed bowls were meant to fulfi l 

[1975] fi gs. 35.32; 36.28, 40), Tal Jimna (Schaefer [1989], fi g. 9.25–27), and Tripoli 
(Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. LXVII.5–17).

95 Gatt (1885); Rosen cited in Toombs (1985), pp. 106–107; Brown (1992), pp. 
216–17, n. 1; Schölch (1993), pp. 164–65. The production of  grey wares in Gaza and 
nearby sites may date back as far as the seventeenth century. See Rosen and Goodfriend 
(1993).

96 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 180–81, 187.
97 Total = 57: A = 31, B = 3, C = 7, D = 7, F = 9.
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is unclear. unglazed wheelthrown bowls are uncommon also in rural 
assemblages in southern Jordan; the low densities on rural sites may 
be because handmade vessels fulfi lled the same range of  functions. 
The distribution pattern for unglazed wheelthrown bowls is focussed 
in the south of  Bilād al-Shām.98 A cluster of  occurrences around the 
south end of  the Dead Sea,99 may indicate either that these items were 
brought from Palestine into Jordan via this route or that ceramics of  
this type were manufactured in the Southern Ghawr region. Com-
paranda can be located in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century contexts 
from Bu rā, the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem, and Karak. Perhaps 
most signifi cant is the relationship of  form and scale with monochrome 
lead-glazed wares from Karak. It seems likely that the two types were 
produced coevally.

Miscellaneous items (Catalogue Pages 10, 13–16, pp. 285–286, 288–297 & 
357, 360–363)

Four examples of  lids are represented in the catalogue (F.5914 [13.27], 
F.5983 [13.26], F.6007 [13.25] and F.6113 [13.28]). F.6007 is a small 
lid constructed of  a hard red fabric with few visible mineral inclusions 
and may be of  Byzantine date. The rest of  the lids are constructed of  
medium-hard, well levigated fabrics fi ring buff  to pale green.100 A.1263 
[13.4] may be a ceramic stand for pots or trays (no comparanda for this 
object are known to the author).101 F.5574 [10.4] is a pinched spout from 

 98 Examples are reported from Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], pl. G.14, 
Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], fi g. 56), Bu rā (Berthier [1985], fi g. 50, Gazit region (Gal 
[1991], site 59, fi g. 1.1), Greater Ammān region (Abu Dayyah et al. [1991], fi g. 9.13), 
Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi gs. 35.1; 41.6), Karak (Brown 
[1989], fi g. 5.8), Khalīl (Bennett [1972], pl. IX.V.A.14), Ramla (Kaplan [1959], fi g. 
3B.7), Southern Ghawr, Fayfā  and Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald [1992], pl. 32.v; 
30.k), abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], pl. 72.967), Wādī Arab (Hanbury-Tenison [1984], 
pl. 17.8).

 99 MacDonald (1992).
100 Few unglazed wheelthrown lids have been published from Middle Islamic con-

texts in Bilād al-Shām. Lids of various shapes are reported from tenth- and eleventh-cen-
tury contexts at Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], pl. B.15, 16) and in Middle 
Islamic occupation phases at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem (Tushingham [1985], 
fi gs. 36.5–9; 43.12). Comparison can also be made with purple-glazed cream ware lids 
recovered from Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1982], pl. 33.g).

101 Tray stands are known in this period in metalwork, Cairene Mamluk sgraffi to and 
Chinese ‘blue and white’ porcelain. See Abd al-Rāziq (1988), fi g. 5; Carswell (1966), 
pls. 1–5; Allan (1982), no. 19. None of the published pieces in these different media has 
the same profi le as the Karak example.
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a large open vessel constructed of  a hard, poorly levigated fabric. A hole 
has been bored through the body just below the spout while a layer of  
plaster has been added to the exterior after fi ring. A.3499 and A.3500 
[not illustrated] are body shards which have been reshaped after fi ring 
into the form of  fl at discs, perhaps for uses as counters or weights.102 
A small group of  probable Roman-Byzantine shards was also noted 
in the Karak assemblage. A.3514 [16.5] and A.3517 [16.4] are both 
constructed of  hard, well levigated fabrics which produce a metallic 
ring when struck. Another group of  body shards [not illustrated] are 
constructed from hard, brown fabric with regular carbonate and basalt 
inclusions, and have repeated corrugations on the exterior. Although 
the latter are probably Byzantine in date, similar wares are reported 
in eleventh- to thirteenth-century contexts at Burj al-A mar103 and 
Afūla,104 perhaps indicating the continuance of  this style of  unglazed 
pottery into the Middle Islamic period.

Section 3: Relief-moulded Unglazed and Stamped Unglazed Wares 
(Catalogue Page 16, pp. 294–297 & 363)

Unglazed pottery decorated by relief  moulding or decorative stamps 
constitutes 0.3% of  the total assemblage.105 Relief-moulded unglazed 
wares exhibits a wide variation in ceramic fabric, technique of  manu-
facture, scale, form, and decoration. The presentation of  the evidence 
is split into four sections according to vessel function: 1) medium to 
large containers; 2) slipper lamps; 3) sphero-conical vessels; and 4) 
tobacco pipes.

Medium to large containers (Catalogue Page 16, pp. 294–297 & 363)

Included in this group are canteens (often known as ‘pilgrim fl asks’) and 
globular jugs with high necks. The canteens are constructed from light, 
porous and well levigated fabrics fi ring pale green to buff  in colour. Fine 
sand, carbonate, chert and basalt inclusions were found in the petro-

102 The practice of  reshaping body shards into discs is attested elsewhere in the 
Islamic world and in medieval Europe. See comments in Milwright (2004).

103 Pringle (1986), p. 142.
104 Dothan (1955), p. 27.
105 Total = 28: A = 22, F = 6.
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graphic analysis of  A.4103 [16.7].106 The pale brown ceramic fabrics 
of  the jug fragments are harder, less porous with sand and carbonate 
inclusions. Petrographic analysis of  A.4116 [not illustrated] revealed the 
presence of  quartz, carbonate, foramifer and brown clay inclusions.107 
In both the canteens and the jugs, a combination of  wheelthrowing, 
relief-moulding and hand formation was used in the construction of  
the fi nished vessels.108 In both types of  vessel the decoration consists 
principally of  schematic vegetal forms. The jug shards both exhibit the 
remains of  bands of  pseudo-epigraphic ornament. The background of  
the letters is fi lled with a dense pattern of  repeated circles. In addition, 
there is a small group of  shards from larger, coil constructed vessels 
which have been ornamented with decorative stamps and incisions 
(A.4120–23 [16.13–15]). The decorative stamps employed on this 
small group of  large vessels is varied, comprising rosettes, stylised leaf  
forms and an animal motif  (possibly a lion). The absence of  technical, 
functional, and stylistic similarities between the relief-moulded unglazed 
containers suggests that the production of  canteens, jugs, and large 
vessels was not located at the same urban workshops.

Relief-moulded unglazed canteens also appear on the Karak plateau 
at Khirbat Fāris.109 They are also reported in Middle Islamic contexts 
and fi eld surveys elsewhere in the Levant.110 Relief-moulded unglazed 
jugs appear on one other site on the Karak plateau,111 and are ubiqui-
tous in the Middle Islamic Bilād al-Shām (fi g. 12).112 Perhaps the most 

106 Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 181.
107 Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 181. The ‘petrofabric’ was found to have some 

similarities with the shard of  sgraffi to pottery (A.4079).
108 For a discussion of  the method of  construction, see Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), 

p. 40, fog. 5; Kalsbeek (1991–92).
109 1994 season, unpublished.
110 Examples are reported from Afūla (Dothan [1955], fi g. 8.1), Aleppo (al- Ush 

[1969], fi g. 135), Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], pl. 117.8), Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi gs. 25, 
26, 28, 29), Damascus, āli iyya (Sauvaget [1932]; al- Ush [1960–63]), amā (Riis and 
Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 879–940), Jerusalem, Church of the Ascension (Corbo [1965], fi gs. 
114.6, 7; 115.8), Mīnā (Lane [1938], pl. XX.2d), Nahalal region (Raban [1982], site 33, 
fi g. a.10), Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al. [1978], pls. A–G), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb 
and Johnson [1982], pl. 39.e–g), Ru āfa (Logar [1991], fi g. 3.7), and Tripoli (Salamé-
Sarkis [1980], pl. LXVII.18–24, 26).

111 Miller survey, site 238 (personal observation).
112 Examples are reported from Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi gs. 14, 16), Damascus, 

Bāb Sharqī (Contenau [1924], pl. XLIX), Damascus, āli iyya (al- Ush [1960], fi g. 
3.14; al- Ush [1961–62], fi gs. 2.4, 8; 3.16; 4.21, 25; al- Ush [1963], fi g. 12.61; 13.68, 
69), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 857–74), Jabal al- ūr (Battista and Bagatti 
[1976], fi g. 28.1), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi gs. 35.37, 38; 
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Figure 12. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  relief-moulded unglazed canteens 
and jugs.
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signifi cant aspect of  these two distribution patterns is the concentration 
of  both vessel types on urban sites. In addition, the available archaeo-
logical evidence indicates that most relief-moulded unglazed canteens 
and jugs were produced in workshops located in towns and cities. A 
plaster mould for the manufacture of  canteens was discovered during 
the excavation of  the Church of  the Ascension, Jerusalem,113 while 
the remains of  a fourteenth-century workshop with moulds and relief-
moulded unglazed vessels was unearthed during clandestine excavations 
in the district of  āli iyya in Damascus in the 1930s.114

Relief-moulded unglazed jugs, with and without spouts, appear in 
Early Islamic contexts in the Levant,115 but similar items were produced 
in the region at least until the end of  the fourteenth century. Relief-
moulded unglazed jugs appeared at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem 
in excavated contexts dating to the late twelfth/early thirteenth and the 
later fourteenth centuries.116 At present, the comparative material for the 
Karak relief-moulded unglazed jugs does not allow for a more precise 
dating than to the thirteenth or fourteenth century. Features such as 
the prominent epigraphy and raised circle decoration on A.4104 [16.8] 
and A.4105 [16.9] and the profi le of  the spout (A.4119 [16.12]) suggest 
that these items were meant to imitate metal vessels.117

A.4120–23 [16.13–15] are all shards from larger vessels, probably 
containers for water or other liquids. Ornamental stamps are a rare 
decorative feature on large vessels in the Middle Islamic period, and 
few comparanda exist for the designs found on the Karak shards. 

44.14), Jerusalem, Church of the Ascension (Corbo [1965], fi gs. 114.1; 115.2, 9), Na al 
Yattir (Govrin [1991], site 211, fi g. 1.4), Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. A-
8.15.13), Ramla (Kaplan [1959], fi g. 3A.6), Ru āfa (Legner [1964], pl. 4; Logar [1991], 
fi g. 3.21, 23, 24), and Tal Saylūn (Andersen [1985], pl. 5.93).

113 Corbo (1965), fi g. 115.1.
114 Sauvaget (1932), p. 5, pls. 2–4. The dating of  the workshop was based upon the 

presence of  simple and composite Mamluk blazons on some of  the relief-moulded 
shards. For further moulds from Damascus, see al- Ush (1960), fi gs. 57–65.

115 For instance, both shards from relief-moulded jugs and the moulds used to make 
them have been excavated in association with Abbasid period kilns at Raqqa. See Mil-
wright  (in preparation). Also Gonnella in Miglus (1999), pp. 55–75, pls. 78–88.

116 Tushingham (1985). The two contexts are dated by the excavators to 1212 or 
1214–1219 or 1227 and c. 1363–77 respectively. The ‘Ayyubid’ phase at the site has 
recently been redated by Mason. He suggests that this earlier phase may have started 
earlier, probably the mid twelfth century. See Mason (1997), p. 185.

117 Cf. Ayyubid and Mamluk ewers in Atil (1981), pp. 72–73, no. 19; Atil, Chase and 
Jett (1985), nos. 47, 48. For the general issue of  Islamic ceramics imitating metalwork. 
See Tabbaa (1986); Raby (1986).
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Simple geometric stamps are also seen primarily on smaller closed 
vessels on Frankish occupation phases on Palestinian sites such as Abū 
Ghawsh,118 and Ayzariyya.119 Depictions of  animals, such as that found 
on A.4122 [16.15], are rare in the Karak assemblage. The animal in 
this case may be a lion or panther, though, in the absence of  further 
evidence, there seems no reason to link this with the blazon images 
of  the Mamluk sultan, Baybars. The motif  may be found nearby on 
the inscription band of  the Burj al-Banawī in Karak (pl. 19). In terms 
of  dating, however, a general shift away from zoomorphic representa-
tions can be detected in the minor arts of  the Mamluk period after c. 
1300.120 On this basis, this piece may be tentatively dated to the end 
of  the thirteenth century.

Slipper lamps (Catalogue Page 16, pp. 294–297 & 363)

A.4106–09 [16.16–19] and F.7682 [not illustrated] are relief-moulded 
slipper lamps. These simple lamps are made by pressing two fl at sec-
tions of  clay into decorated moulds.121 All are amygdaloid with a small, 
spur-shaped handle at the back of  the lamp. In other respects they 
differ in aspects of  preparation of  the ceramic fabric, and the nature 
and fi neness of  the moulded decoration.

Slipper lamps of  this basic form are familiar from the seventh to the 
tenth century in Egypt and Palestine.122 It is not clear from the avail-
able archaeological evidence whether the production of  slipper lamps 
continued in the following two centuries, but they certainly appear 
again in signifi cant numbers in excavated contexts of  the thirteenth 
century and later in Bilād al-Shām. While earlier lamps often use a 
wide vocabulary of  vegetal, zoomorphic or epigraphic motifs, Middle 
Islamic lamps are generally distinguished by the predominant employ-
ment of  abstract geometric ornament. Middle Islamic slipper lamps 
are reported from excavations in Karak citadel,123 and other sites on 

118 De Vaux and Steve (1950), pl. XVIII.1.
119 Saller (1957), pl. 129.b.
120 The growth of  abstraction in fourteenth-century Mamluk art is discussed in Jake-

man (1993).
121 For a discussion of  this technique, see Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), p. 40, fi g. 6.
122 See the typologies of  lamps from Fus ā  and Baysān. Kubiak (1970), type A: pp. 

3–6, fi g. 1; Hadad (1999), type 1: pp. 203–11, fi gs. 2, 3.6; 6; 7.
123 Brown (1989), fi g. 6.25.
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the Karak plateau.124 Slipper lamps have also been recovered elsewhere 
in Bilād al-Shām in contexts dating between thirteenth and fi fteenth 
century (fi g. 13).125 Archaeological work has provided some additional 
dating evidence; for instance, a lamp mould at the Armenian Garden 
in Jerusalem is reported from a context containing coins dating to the 
rule of  sultan Sha bān (1363–77).126

The ubiquity of  slipper lamps on sites all over the Levant suggests that 
these objects had a relatively low unit cost, while the crude preparation 
of  the clay and the thick body of  A.4106 [16.16] and A.4108 [16.18] 
suggest that individual lamps were often made and considerable speed 
and with little care. The poor quality of  the moulded detail on these 
examples may result from the use of  ‘second-generation’ moulds made 
by pressing a fi red lamp into wet clay (rather than carving out a new 
design). The strong similarity between the patterns of  A.4106 [16.16], 
A.4109 [16.19], F.7682 [not illustrated] with examples from Damascus 
and Sabas iyya127 poses interesting questions about the manufacture and 
distribution of  slipper lamps. It may have been itinerant craftsmen and 
moulds rather than the fi nished lamps themselves that were transported. 
This method of  distribution would explain the pronounced differences 
in the ceramic fabrics and preparations of  lamps with very similar relief  
decoration. This question cannot be resolved without detailed examina-
tion of  lamp fragments from different sites, however. One lamp from 
Karak was subjected to petrographic study to see whether the fabric 
exhibited any signifi cant correlations with the wasters and kiln furniture 
found on the site. Analysis of  A.4106 [16.16] indicated, however, that 

124 Miller (1991), fi g. 458. Also sites 211, 270, 304, 427 (personal observation of  the 
Miller survey material).

125 Examples are reported from Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], fi g. 33.1, 
6), Fūla (Kedar and Pringle [1985], fi g. 4.3), Bayt Sā ūr (Tzaferis [1975], pl. 20.6–
9), Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle [1986], fi g. 47.34), Damascus, āli iyya (al- Ush 
[1961–62], fi g. 8.49), Dhibān (Tushingham [1972] fi g. 8.7: undecorated shard), ayfā, 
St. Mary of Carmel (Pringle [1984a], fi g. 5.9), asbān (Boraas and Horn [1973], pl. 
XIVa), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985] fi gs. 43.17; 45.1–3), Jeru-
salem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 62.1–4), Khalīl (Bennett [1972] chapter 
IV), Qubayba (Bagatti [1947], fi g. 34.1–9), Sabas iyya (Crowfoot et al. [1957], fi g. 89.7), 

abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], pl. 58.57), and Tal Sahl al- arāba  (Suleiman and Betts 
[1981], pl. LXIII.1).

126 Tushingham (1985), fi g. 45.5, and see description of  fi g. 43.17.
127 Al- Ush (1961–62), fi g. 8.49; Crowfoot et al. (1957), fi g. 89.7. See also Kedar and 

Pringle (1985), fi g. 4.3; Tzaferis (1975), pl. 20.7; Knowles in Harper and Pringle (2000), 
fi g. 8.2.35.
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Figure 13. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  relief-moulded unglazed slipper 
lamps.
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the clay was unlike that of  other unglazed and glazed earthenwares 
from the Karak ceramics submitted for testing.128

Sphero-conical vessels (Catalogue Page 16, pp. 294–297 & 363)

A.4124 [16.21], F.7683 [16.20], F.7684 [16.22] are shards from sphero-
conical vessels. The ceramic fabric of  all examples is very hard and 
dark grey-green in colour. The very high fi ring temperature has caused 
vitrifi cation of  the quartz material both inside the fabric and on the 
surface of  the vessel. As a result, no mineral inclusions were visible in the 
broken edges. The concentric ridges visible on the interior indicate that 
the vessels were wheelthrown, perhaps around a wax core.129 Stamped 
and incised decoration was added when the vessel was leather hard 
with a small ovoid stamp. Broad vertical incisions have been also been 
made on the exteriors of  A.4124 [16.21] and F.7693 [16.22].

Emilie Savage-Smith has proposed a preliminary typology for sphero-
conical vessels of  both ceramic and glass.130 Her typology consists of  
ten basic classifi cations. Unglazed containers constructed from the types 
of  dense, very hard clays encountered at Karak fall into two basic 
categories, types 4 and 5. Both types are piriform with thick walls and 
a small internal capacity. The neck has a narrow mouth (usually no 
more than 4–5 mm in diameter). The neck of  type 4 examples is a 
rounded knob with a recessed collar at the junction with the shoulder. 
The neck of  type 5 examples has a similar profi le but without the 
recessed collar. Type 5 examples are simply decorated with ‘fi sh-scale’ 
stamps and incised vertical lines. The addition of  glaze is only rarely 
attested.131 The Karak shards have closest affi nities with type 5. Type 
4 and 5 sphero-conical vessels have been found together (sometimes in 
association with other types) on Levantine sites (fi g. 14).132 A collection 

128 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 181, 187.
129 Savage-Smith (1997), p. 229.
130 Savage-Smith (1997).
131 Hauser and Wilkinson (1942), p. 90; Lane (1947), pl. 36b.
132 Examples of type 4 and 5 vessels are reported from Kawm al-Dikka in Alexandria 

(Marzouk [1959], fi g. 21), Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi g. 66.3; 67.1), Bālis (Savage-Smith 
[1997], p. 232, n. 4), Damascus, āli iyya (al- Ush [1960], pls. 4.22; 5.22, 23a, 23b), 

amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 849–53, 1050; Pentz [1988], fi gs. 2, 5), Jabal al- ūr 
(Battista and Bagatti [1976], fi gs. 21–23), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham 
[1985] fi gs. 38.18, 19; 43.18, 19; 45.6–10, 25, 26), Jerusalem, Church of the Ascen-
sion (Corbo [1965], fi g. 114.5, 9), Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], fi g. 
62.9–11), Jerusalem (Prag [2006], fi g. 4); and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson 
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Figure 14. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  type 4 and type 5 sphero-conical 
vessels.
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of  complete sphero-conical vessels of  unspecifi ed type is reported from 
Ajlūn castle, while substantial numbers have recently been unearthed in 
the citadel of  Damascus.133 These two groups are interesting for their 
occurrence in fortifi cations, and certainly military functions have been 
proposed for this enigmatic vessel type.

Richard Ettinghausen lists numerous other sites in the Islamic world 
where sphero-conical containers of  unspecifi ed types are found.134 At 
Nishapur excavators discovered examples of  sphero-conical vessels 
corresponding to Savage-Smith’s types 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. They noted that 
examples corresponding to Savage-Smith type 4 (and wasters) were 
found in large numbers around the kilns.135 Wasters of  sphero-conical 
vessels of  types 3, 4 and 7 are also reported from Samarqand.136 Petro-
graphic analysis of  A.4124 [16.21] indicates the specifi c mineral content 
is consistent with a provenance in the south of  Bilād al-Shām, and so 
the possibility that the Karak sphero-conical vessels were imported from 
the eastern Islamic world can probably be discounted.137 The common 
occurrence of  type 5 vessels in Palestine and Syria may point to a pro-
duction site in the region. One type 5 sphero-conical vessel is reported 
from Tripoli stamped with the words, ‘bi- amā.’138 A specialised clay 
may have been required to withstand the very high fi ring temperature 
needed for the production of  these items.139 The clay from Jabal Bishr 
was employed in Aleppo for the manufacture of  smelting pots used 
in iron foundries, and it is possible that this a potential source for the 
manufacture of  sphero-conical vessels.140

[1979], pl. 37.k; Whitcomb and Johnson [1982], pl. 49.i–l). Type 4 containers have 
been found separately at Lajjūn (Brown [forthcoming] fi gs. 7a, 7b). Type 5 containers 
are reported at Beirut (Turquety-Pariset [1982], fi g. 4.23, 24), Beirut, Downtown exca-
vations (Lebanese University, unpublished), Jerusalem, Birkat Isrā īl (Chester [1884], 
fi g. on p. 537), Jerusalem, Zion Gate (Broshi and Tsafrir [1977], fi g. 5.1), Qubayba 
(Bagatti [1947], photo 55.11); Raqqa (Lane [1947] pl. 36f ), Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis 
[1980], pl. LXIX.1–12). Another example of this type is reported from an unspecifi ed 
location Upper Egypt (Denon [1802], pl. 98, no. 31).

133 Brown in Miller (1991), p. 237. The Damascus sphero-conical vessels appear in 
contexts dating from the twelfth to the fourteenth century. These artefacts will be pub-
lished in forthcoming studies by Véronique François and Stephen McPhillips.

134 Ettinghausen (1965), p. 218.
135 Wilkinson (1973), pp. 323–24, 353, pls. 109–17.
136 Ghouchani and Adle (1992), p. 92; Savage-Smith (1997), p. 228, n. 5.
137 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 181–84, 187.
138 de Saulcy (1874), p. 20. See also Pentz (1988), pp. 93–94, fi g. 5.
139 Petrographic analysis found that the high fi ring temperature had caused much of  

the quartz in the ceramic fabric to vitrify. See Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 81–84.
140 Yāqūt (1866–70), i, p. 631.
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Sphero-conical vessels appear to have been manufactured from 
the ninth until the fourteenth century. Type 4 and 5 sphero-conical 
vessels are found in twelfth- and thirteenth-century levels at Jabal al-
ūr, the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem, Lajjūn, and Qu ayr Qadīm. 

Thirteenth- and fourteenth-century deposits containing type 4 and 5 
vessels or shards include amā, the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem 
and Qubayba. The upper strata of  Kawm al-Dikka, in which the 
sphero-conical containers were discovered, is described by exacavators 
as dating from the twelfth- to fi fteenth-century, though the devastation 
caused by a Frankish naval raid on the city in c. 1365 may represent 
the last date of  deposition on the site.141 The majority of  the locations 
reporting sphero-conical vessels are either cities, ports, castles, or sites 
which are associated with the annual ajj such as Lajjūn. The socio-
economic profi le of  these sites is consistent with the picture of  sphero-
conical containers as specialised items of  high unit cost and perhaps 
involved in the transport of  valuable commodities.

The functions proposed for sphero-conical vessels divide into fi ve 
main groups, grenades, aeolipyles, beer bottles, fl ame throwers, and 
containers for mercury or some other valuable liquid.142 Most scholars 
dealing with this subject have mistakenly asserted that ceramic sphero-
conical vessels represent a single class of  objects designed to perform 
a single function. In contrast, the typology presented by Savage-Smith 
emphasises the differences in form, fabric and construction. Type 4 
sphero-conical containers from Nishapur were found to hold ‘volatile 
liquids, water and oil for weeks without seepage’ and to be ‘so hard that, 
thrown with full force against a stone fl oor, they seldom break’ (the latter 
observation presumably being based on practical experimentation!)143 
The ceramic also seems to be able to withstand repeated exposure to 
high temperatures and great pressure. They were found in association 
with kilns at Bālis and Nishapur.144 Experiments have shown that the 

141 Marzouk (1957), p. 18.
142 Ettinghausen (1965) gives a summary of articles dealing with this subject from the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century. Important studies after 1965 include: Rogers 
(1969); Brosh (1980); Ghouchani and Adle (1992); Savage-Smith (1997). See also Ådahl 
(1987) and Pentz (1988). The latter’s interpretation is, however, based upon a misread-
ing of a text on incendiary devices written for ālā  al-Dīn. See Cahen (1947–48).

143 Hauser and Wilkinson (1942), p. 89.
144 Wilkinson (1973), pp. 323–24; Savage-Smith (1997), p. 232, n. 4. A group of 

about 200 sphero-conical vessels have been found in recent excavations of the pottery 
and glass manufacturing area east of modern Raqqa. It should be noted, however, that 
none exhibited signs of having been subjected to high temperatures after the initial fi r-
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small aperture makes vessels impossible to fi ll with viscous liquids and 
that liquid contained within can only be expelled in drops.145 A type 
5 sphero-conical container from Sidon was found to contain a residue 
of  mercury and beeswax and other vessels from Russia appear to have 
been used for the same purpose.146 In view of  the confl icting evidence, 
it is diffi cult to conceive of  a single function which will embrace the 
evidence assembled for type 4 and 5 sphero-conical vessels.

Tobacco pipes (Catalogue Page 16, pp. 294–297 & 363)

Seven fragments from Ottoman tobacco pipes were identifi ed in the 
Karak assemblage (all the pipes were found in area A). The pipes are 
all of  the chibouk type and are manufactured from highly levigated, 
dense ceramic fabrics. The whole apparatus of  the tobacco pipe 
would be constructed from three sections: a clay pipe head, a hollow 
wood or reed stem, and a mouthpiece made either from clay or other 
media. A.4110–14 and A.4117 [16.23–28] are from the pipe section 
and A.4115 [16.29] is probably a mouthpiece. The pipe head divides 
into the bowl and the shank end. Four of  the fi ve pieces are from the 
shank while A.4114 [16.28] is a shard from the bowl of  a pipe. A range 
of  carved, stamped and incised decoration can be seen on the Karak 
pipes. A.3209 [16.6] may be part of  a narghile.

The terminus ad quem for all tobacco pipes in the Middle East is the 
beginning of the seventeenth century; the time at which the plant was 
fi rst imported to Turkey and Egypt. During the Ottoman period cities 
such as Istanbul, Sofi a, Varna, Thebes, and Yiannitsa were celebrated 
for the production of clay pipes.147 Although some clay pipes from Jeru-
salem contain hashish residue,148 there is no reason to suppose that the 
types of clay pipes found commonly all over the Islamic world predate 
the introduction of tobacco from Europe in c. 1600.149 The distribution 

ing. It seems more likely that they were manufactured on site for the storage of some 
liquid (or perhaps fi ne powder) commodity. Milwright (in preparation).

145 Hauser and Wilkinson (1942), p. 90.
146 Chester (1884), p. 538; Ettinghausen (1965), p. 219.
147 Robinson (1985), pp. 149–53; Hayes (1980), p. 4.
148 Robinson (1985), pp. 150–51; Simpson (1990), p. 6.
149 Tobacco pipes have been located in (contaminated) strata dated by excavators to 

the fourteenth century in Palestine and Syria. For instance, see amā (Riis and Poulsen 
[1957], pp. 280–81) and Tal Qaymūn (Ben-Tor and Rosenthal [1978], p. 70).
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of clay pipes in the Islamic world is widespread but, until recently, the 
publication of excavated material from Ottoman occupation levels on 
Levantine sites was patchy.150 Tobacco pipes have been located on 
sites on the Karak plateau,151 while other fi nds have been reported all 
over the Levant.152

Hayes has created a preliminary typology of pipe heads gathered from 
Saraçhane, Istanbul.153 His typology is based upon two basic features: 
the colour of the ceramic and the internal volume of the pipe bowl. The 
earliest pipes from Istanbul are made in a pale grey fabric and with a 
long shank (see Hayes types i, xvii, xxi). The only possible example of 
this type from Karak is A.4117 [16.27]. A.4110–4113 [16.23–26] are 
all examples of grey wares with shorter shanks (see Hayes types iii, iv, 
ix, xxvi), representing the second stage of the evolution of the chibouk. 
All these examples are probably datable to the seventeenth century.154 
A.4114 [16.28] is a darker grey fabric with a burnished red slip (Hayes 
types v and vi) and is probably of eighteenth-century date. The red 
ware shard (A.4115 [16.29]), possibly a mouthpiece, has no parallels in 
the Hayes typology. A.3209 [16.6] is made of a coarser clay and may 
be later in date. The move from a grey ceramic fabric to red appears 
to occur at the end of the seventeenth century.155

The time taken over the manufacture suggests that pipes had a 
high unit cost and the number of suitable clay sources may have been 
limited. At the same time, pipes could have been transported in bulk 
at relatively low cost. These factors would argue in favour of a small 
number of workshops (production centres are known in Turkey, Greece 
and possibly Egypt) distributing these wares over a wide geographical 
range. The coarser ceramic of A.3209 and A.4115 may be due to the 
use of Syrian or Palestinian clay to produce cheaper chibouks for a local 
market.156 Workshops of the ‘makers/sellers of pipe stems’ (cubukçu) are 

150 Silberman (1989), pp. 231–34; Milwright (2000).
151 Miller survey, site 435 (personal observation). Also unpublished fi nds from 

Mudaybī  and Khirbat al-Nakhl.
152 For summary of  the fi nds of  tobacco pipes in Bilād al-Shām, see Milwright 

(2000), appendix: table 1; Simpson in Harper and Pringle (2000), pp. 147–71; Simpson 
(2002).

153 Hayes (1980), pp. 4–8 and fi g. 1.
154 See also Simpson in Harper and Pringle (2000), pp. 147–49.
155 Robinson (1985), p. 153.
156 Finds of  very crude pipes from southern Jordan that in more remote areas, smok-

ers had to fashion their own pipes out of  local clays. See Milwright (2000), p. 200.
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recorded in the sūq built by āhir al- Umar in Akka,157 though this is 
not direct evidence for the manufacture of the clay pipes themselves. By 
the nineteenth century there is literary evidence for extensive tobacco 
pipe production in the Palestinian towns of Nā ira and Jerusalem, but 
the sources do not make clear how long the craft had previously existed 
in each town.158

157 Awra (1936), p. 370. I am grateful to Ruba Kana an for drawing this passage to 
my attention.

158 Schölch (1993), pp. 127, 130, 149.



CHAPTER SEVEN

GLAZED CERAMICS

Introduction

The Karak assemblages (areas A–F) contained a relatively high percent-
age of  glazed ceramics (approximately 34% of  the total number of  
shards catalogued). This fi gure is considerably in excess of  any other 
settlement recorded by the Miller survey of  the Karak plateau (never 
more than 5%, and usually less than 2% of  the total assemblage per 
site) and is also greater than the quantities encountered in Brown’s 
excavation of  the ‘reception hall’ in Karak castle (c. 9% of  the excavated 
assemblage in phases 1 and 2).1 A limited number of  the glazed vessels 
from areas A–F were probably manufactured locally (these consisting 
exclusively of  monochrome lead-glazed vessels), with the remainder 
being imported into Karak. Workshops in Palestine, Jordan and Syria 
account for the vast majority of  the glazed ceramics found in Karak, 
though some high-value pieces were transported to the site from regions 
as far afi eld as Italy and southeast China.

The discussion of  the glazed wares from Karak is split into three 
sections: lead-glazed wares; alkaline-glazed wares; and Chinese imports. 
While the terms ‘lead-glazed’ and ‘alkaline-glazed’ are imprecise, nei-
ther fully taking account of  the wide variability of  glaze chemistry that 
has been encountered in scientifi c analysis of  Islamic glazed pottery 
of  different periods and regions,2 this division is still useful as a means 
to distinguish between two distinct technological traditions in Islamic 
pottery making (the major characteristics of  each group is discussed 
in greater detail in the introduction to each section). To state it in the 
most basic terms, the lead-glazed wares from Karak (that is, those 
which employ a glaze where lead is the principal fl uxing agent) tend 
to have thin, transparent and more refl ective glazes. Lead-glazing is 
used exclusively on vessels made from conventional clay fabrics. The 

1 Brown (1989), table 3.
2 For instance, see Tite et al. (1998); Mason (2004).
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alkaline-glazed wares have thicker, glassy glazes which may be transpar-
ent or opaque (the latter being rare). This category includes glazes that 
are fl uxed entirely with alkaline compounds as well as a few examples 
that may combine these compounds with roughly equal amounts of  
lead. The ceramic bodies of  the alkaline-glazed category include a 
few examples of  fi ne, pale earthenwares and other earthenwares that 
contain with large quantities of  ground quartz or sand added as a 
temper. The great majority of  the alkaline-glazed wares are made from 
stonepaste fabrics.

The Karak lead-glazed and alkaline-glazed wares are classifi ed into 
conventional ware types according to characteristics of  technique and 
mode(s) of  decoration. The Chinese imports in section 3 comprise 
mainly celadon (‘green ware’) and blue and white porcelain, though 
some other types are also encountered.

Section 1: Lead-glazed Wares (Catalogue Pages 17–27, pp. 297–324 
& 364–374)

Lead-glazed wares are common, comprising 23% of  the Karak assem-
blage.3 The principal method of  construction is wheelthrowing, with 
hand-shaping and mould-casting occasionally employed. The earthen-
ware fabrics vary considerably in the degree of  levigation, nature and 
extent of  the mineral inclusions, texture, and the fi red colour. Pieces may 
be slipped or unslipped. Many Middle Islamic bowls are slipped only 
on the interior and the upper part of  the exterior. In some cases potters 
sought to use a pale cream slip to contrast with the brick red colour of  
the fi red earthenware, but in others the slip is virtually indistinguish-
able in colour from the body of  the vessel. Microscopic examination 
of  a cross section through one lead-glazed shard from Karak revealed 
that the slip clay was, in fact, virtually identical in composition to the 
clay of  the body.4 As a result, it is often diffi cult to determine in the 
cases of  many buff-bodied, monochrome lead-glazed shards whether 
the original vessel had been self-slipped or unslipped. The glaze is 
composed of  a silica base (sometimes simply a clay slurry) and a lead 
fl ux, usually litharge (PbO) or galena (PbS). The lead fl ux lowers the 

3 Total = 1,871: A = 616, B = 78, C = 70, D = 242, E = 15, F = 850.
4 See the analysis of A.3802 in Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 179.
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melting point of  the glaze to below 1150ºC.5 Minerals may be added 
to the glaze to create colour—iron oxide for ochre to brown, copper 
oxide for green, and manganese compounds for dark brown or purple. 
Due to the viscous quality of  lead glazes during fi ring, areas of  colour 
are usually loosely applied with no intention of  creating recognisable 
patterns on the surface of  the vessel.6 More precise linear detail might 
well be added with slip-painting, sgraffi to technique (incising through 
the slip), stamping or relief-moulding.

The presence of  spur marks on the interiors of  many glazed bowls 
indicate that they were separated in the kiln using clay tripods/trivets. 
One example of  a tripod was found in the Karak assemblages (see 
below). While it appears to have been common practice to employ a 
biscuit fi ring and a second glaze fi ring in the production of  Syrian lead-
glazed pottery up to the twelfth century,7 no evidence was found in the 
lead-glazed pottery from Karak to suggest the common employment 
of  two fi rings. Certainly, with the cruder plain lead-glazed pottery it 
seems likely that the vessels were always manufactured using a single 
fi ring. Middle Islamic lead glazes can have a glassy, metallic sheen but, 
more commonly, the surface is roughened by impurities. Discolouration 
of  the glaze might also result from uneven temperature or changes in 
atmosphere in the kiln. Ubiquitous faults noted in lead-glazed wares 
from Karak include spalling, crazing of  the glaze surface, and poor 
adherence of  the glaze to the ceramic body (particularly in the case 
of  thickly slipped vessels).

This section is split into wares that have been defi ned in previous 
archaeological literature: 1) plain (monochrome) glazed; 2) glaze-painted; 
3) slip-painted; 4) sgraffi to; and 5) relief-moulded glazed wares (includ-
ing those with stamped decoration under the glaze).

5 The composition and fi ring temperatures of lead glazes are discussed in Tite et al. 
(1998). See also Rice (1987), p. 99.

6 Further colours can be obtained from iron as a colorant by varying the atmosphere 
and temperature in the kiln. My thanks to David Walker for this information. These 
fi ndings appear in his Master’s thesis submitted at the Department of Archaeology of 
Nottingham University in 2001.

7 See, for instance, the decorated lead-glazed pottery produced in Raqqa during the 
eleventh century. Numerous examples of biscuit-fi red shards with incised slip decora-
tion but no glaze were found during excavations at Tal Fukhkhār. See Milwright, in 
preparation.
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Plain lead-glazed ware (Catalogue Pages 17–21, pp. 297–309 & 364–368)

Plain lead-glazed pottery is the most common of  the glazed wares at 
Karak. This ware comprises of  21% of  the total assemblage and 90% 
of  the lead-glazed shards.8 A wide variety of  ceramic fabrics has been 
identifi ed in the examination of  this group. The vessels may be slipped, 
self-slipped or unslipped. Though a single glaze colour is employed on 
most of  shards, some examples are bichrome with different glaze colours 
on the interior and exterior. A wide range of  vessel types is reported 
in the monochrome lead-glazed wares from the Karak assemblage, 
comprising both open and closed forms. Most of  the shards are from 
bowls with the remainder consisting of  closed vessels, frying pans, and 
lamps.

Footed bowls (catalogue pages 17–20) constitute the majority of  the 
diagnostic shards in the plain lead-glazed group.9 Bowls vary in diam-
eter (80–280 mm) but all are supported on footrings. The rim shards 
from the Karak assemblages can be split into the following categories: 
curved bowls with straight rims, curved bowls with folded over rims, 
curved bowls with inverted rims, bowls with fl ange rims, bowls with 
splayed rims, and carinated bowls. The bases comprise straight-sided 
vertical, fl ared with straight sides, fl ared bases with curved sides, and 
low cushion types.

The vast majority of  the 522 rim and base shards come from bowls 
of  medium size (diameter 150–250 mm), and most of  these were 
probably utilised for the serving of  food. Many variations of  ceramic 
fabric, slip, and glaze colour are apparent. Statistical analysis reveals 
little correlation between these different factors (glaze colour to vessel 
profi le and so on), but some general comments can be made about this 
group of  ceramics. The majority (73%) of  the bowls are slipped either 
on the entire surface or on the interior only. The lack of  a visible slip 
was usually related to characteristics such as poor preparation of  the 
ceramic fabric, patchy glazes and uneven fi ring. Spalling is a common 
fi ring fault on unslipped wares. Mason’s petrographic analysis of  the 
waster from the self-slipped lead-glazed bowl (A.3802 [not illustrated]) 
found that it was made from a related ceramic fabric to a waster from 
an unglazed ibrīq (F.6888 [not illustrated]).10 Signifi cantly, the fabric of  

 8 Total = 1619: A = 545, B = 73, C = 8, D = 224, E = 5, F = 769.
 9 Total = 522: A = 231, B = 17, C = 5, D = 43, E = 5, F = 217.
10 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 179, 186.
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the glazed object is actually less well levigated than that of  the unglazed 
example. Such glazed bowls were probably cheap, locally manufactured 
items that employed a glaze simply to reduce the porosity of  a poorly 
prepared ceramic paste.

In general, the standards of  production on the slipped lead-glazed 
vessels are higher than those of  the unslipped/self-slipped group. Some 
slipped bowls exhibit signs of  being manufactured to much higher 
specifi cations (e.g. A.3643 [17.11], A.3715 [18.1], A.3644 [18.23], 
A.3687 [18.22], and A.3724 [18.19]). Characteristic features of  this 
latter group are harder, better levigated ceramic pastes (usually fi ring 
pink or red in colour), a thin body, the application of  a thick cream 
coloured slip, and an evenly applied, glassy glaze. The presence of  slip 
and glaze over interior and exterior and the use of  bichrome glazing 
are also observed in this group. The ceramic fabrics, glazes, and vessel 
profi les of  some examples of  these high quality plain lead-glazed wares 
correspond to other types of  decorated lead-glazed pottery. A good 
example is the in-turned rim of  A.3724 [18.19], a feature commonly 
associated with relief-moulded lead-glazed bowls (see catalogue pages 
23–25). It is plausible that pottery workshops in Palestine may have 
produced lead-glazed bowls of  the same basic profi le in both plain 
and decorated versions.11

The archaeological record indicates that plain lead-glazed bowls 
were produced in Islamic Bilād al-Shām for a considerable period. In 
the north of  Syria plain lead-glazed bowls appear in small numbers in 
contexts dating to the tenth-twelfth century along with other decorated 
lead-glazed wares.12 Other rare examples of  undecorated monochrome 
lead-glazed bowls are reported from contemporary contexts in northern 
Palestine (though, again, most of  the fi nds have glazed-splashed, sgraffi to 
or slip-painted ornament).13 None of  these appear to be similar to the 
types of  lead-glazed bowls found at Karak. Examples corresponding 
to the Karak bowls fi rst appear in the late twelfth century at sites such 

11 There is archaeological evidence for the fi ring of different types of pottery within 
a single kiln. For instance, the pottery workshop discovered at Khirbat al-Burj near 
Jerusalem which produced both green lead-glazed wares and lamps. See Onn and 
Rapuano (1995).

12 For instance, fi nds from Tal Fukhkhār in Raqqa (Milwright [in preparation]) and 
Tal Shahīn (Tonghini [1995], p. 202, fi g. 4). Plain lead-glazed pottery is also reported 
on surveys in northern Syria. See Bernus-Taylor (1981), p. 474.

13 Oren (1971); Stern and Stacey (2000), p. 174, fi g. 3.7.
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as Wu ayra,14 and a greater number of  reports comes from contexts 
dating to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.15 At present, it is not 
possible to say whether there was any stylistic or technical evolution of  
plain lead-glazed bowls during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. 
Franken and Kalsbeek note a shift from the predominant use of  yel-
low glaze in phases H–N to the use of  green in the later phases (O–T) 
at Tal Abū Qa dān, but the validity of  this observation has not been 
tested elsewhere.16 The archaeological record for the period from the 
fi fteenth to the eighteenth century remains diffi cult to interpret, but it 
appears that on many sites lead-glazed pottery ceases to form part of  
the ceramic assemblage.17 In Palestine new types of  lead-glazed pottery 
make their appearance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,18 but 
the excavated ceramics from many rural sites in Jordan continue to be 
dominated by handmade pottery until the twentieth century.19

The ubiquity of  plain lead-glazed shards on the sites of  the Karak 
plateau (particularly those villages located near the Karak or along the 
route of  the King’s Highway) indicates that these bowls were both rela-
tively cheap and readily available to both urban and rural populations 
during the thirteenth-fourteenth century. The wide variety of  ceramic 
fabrics, vessel forms and glaze colours, coupled with the considerable 
degree of  qualitative differentiation in the Karak assemblages suggests 
that plain lead-glazed wares in the town and citadel were imported 
from a variety of  manufacturing centres. As noted above, the presence 
of  one plain lead-glazed waster (A.3802 [not illustrated]) and a kiln 
tripod splashed with green glaze (A.4064 [16.2]) provide evidence of  

14 Brown (1987), p. 279, fi g. 10.28.
15 For instance, asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g. 4.134–37), Karak, phase i (Brown [1989], 

fi g. 5.2–3), Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al. [1989], fi gs. 25.36; 26.37, 44, 45), Shawbak, phase 
iii (Brown [1988], fi g. 12.28, 29), Tal Abū Qa dān, phases H–T (Franken and Kalsbeek 
[1975]. Stratigraphy redated in Sauer [1976]), and Ti innik, strata 5–12 (Ziadeh [1995], 
p. 211, fi gs. 15.13; 16.2, 4, 6. See also redating of  these strata in Milwright [2000], 
p. 192). Plain lead-glazed pottery is also found in late twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
contexts on Crusader sites in Palestine, although the profi les of  the bowls differ from 
those found on contemporary Muslim sites in Transjordan. For instance, Burj al-A mar 
(Pringle [1986], fi g. 49.50–57) and Caesarea (Pringle [1985], p. 177, fi g. 3.12–15).

16 Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), pp. 136–37.
17 For instance, Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], p. 146), a af  (Gibson et al. [1991], 

pp. 44–45), Shawbak (Brown [1988], pp. 237–40) and Wu ayra (Vannini and Tonghini 
[1997], p. 378).

18 For instance, Akka (Edelstein and Avissar [1997], pp. 132–33), Kabrī (Kempinski 
and Neimeier [1994], 49, fi gs. 22.3; 23.10–15) and Zi rīn (Grey [1994], p. 60).

19 Parker in De Vries (1998), pp. 215–18 and notes.
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production in the vicinity of  Karak citadel,20 but this local industry did 
not satisfy the demand for these wares on the site or in the villages of  
the plateau. Kilns producing lead-glazed pottery have been found at 
the south end of  the Dead Sea21 and in Jerusalem,22 and these sites 
may have produced some of  the pieces found at Karak. Doubtless, 
other local and Palestinian workshops were also producing the bowls 
found in the castle.

Frying pans (catalogue page 18) take the form of  wide, shallow ves-
sels with a slightly curved base and steep sides. Usually, there are two 
small ledge handles attached to the exterior, just below the rim. The 
fabric contains some large carbonate inclusions and fi res pale brown. 
The glaze is applied only on the interior, and on the examples from 
Karak the unglazed exteriors are heavily charred. Given the practical 
nature of  this vessel type, it is surprising that so few examples (A.3734 
[18.5], D.5315 [18.9]) appear in the Karak assemblages. Shallow fry-
ing pans are common on sites in Palestine but to the east in Jordan 
occurrences are much rarer. The relationship with the Italian tegame is 
noted by Pringle,23 and many examples are associated with twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century (Frankish) occupation levels in Palestine.24 Sig-
nifi cantly, at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem and Qubayba frying 
pans were absent from fourteenth-century deposits.25 The dating and 
distribution evidence suggests that shallow frying pans are associated 
principally with Frankish occupation phases. Some of  the globular 
pots (both unglazed and plain lead-glazed) may have been intended 
as cooking vessels (see below). Alternatively, on a site such as Karak 
castle copper and bronze vessels may have been employed for the bulk 
preparation of  food.

20 A kiln tripod was also found during the excavation of  a cistern at Khirbat Fāris. 
1994 season, unpublished.

21 King et al. (1987), pp. 443, 447–48. Wasters of  green-glazed pottery found at 
awā īn al Sukkar ii and Khirbat Shaykh Īsā. See also Whitcomb in MacDonald 

(1992), p. 115.
22 Onn and Rapuano (1995). See also reference to an unpublished kiln in Jerusalem 

in Stern (1995).
23 Pringle (1985), p. 176.
24 For instance, see Athlīth (  Johns [1936], fi g. 14.5), Caesarea (Pringle [1985], fi g. 3.9, 

10), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi g. 36.12–14), and Qubayba 
(Bagatti [1947], fi g. 29.16, 17). At Burj al-A mar glazed cooking pots appear in both 
phase C (c. 1191–c. 1265) and phases D and D1 (c. 1265–1390). See Pringle (1986), 
pp. 135–36, fi g. 48.45, 46.

25 See also comments in Brown (1992), pp. 283–84.
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Closed vessels (catalogue pages 19–20) account for only thirty-nine 
rim, neck or base shards and twenty-six body shards.26 All are con-
structed of  relatively hard, well levigated fabrics and may be slipped or 
unslipped. The interior is glazed in all cases but not always the exterior. 
Both monochrome and bichrome glazing are reported. Incised lines 
are added into the unglazed surface on the exteriors of  two shards 
(A.3807 [19.14], A.3808 [19.15]). Two basic types of  closed vessel 
can be detected in the rim shards: jars with a narrow tapered neck, 
and globular containers with an out-turned lip. The former type is the 
more numerous.

Lead-glazed closed vessels are rare in Middle Islamic contexts in Bilād 
al-Shām.27 Lead glazes are unsuited for the storage of  acidic liquids 
because lead compounds are liberated from the glaze,28 but this danger 
was only established in the nineteenth century and does not necessarily 
explain the scarcity of  such items in the Middle Islamic period. The 
high standards exhibited in the manufacture and glazing of  closed 
vessels suggests, fi rst, that these items had a higher unit cost than most 
of  plain lead-glazed wares and, second, that they were intended for 
specialised functions.

Globular lead-glazed vessels may have functioned as cooking pots 
(although none from Karak exhibited signs of  charring). Examples of  
this form are attested in twelfth- and thirteenth-century strata on sites in 
the south of  Bilād al-Shām (occurrences are more common in Palestine 
than Jordan or Southern Syria).29 The pots are rarer in the fourteenth 
century, but examples are recorded at Burj al-A mar30 and Bu rā.31 
These wares are also reported on surveys at Fayfā’ in the southern 
Ghawr.32 The development of  handmade globular cooking vessels may 

26 Total = 65: A = 36, B = 2, C = 2, D = 1, F = 24.
27 Lead-glazed closed vessels are reported from: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve 

[1950], fi g. 32.15); Gazit (Gal [1991], site 15, fi g. 1.6); amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957]. 
fi g. 833–37); Jerusalem (Avigdad [1983], fi g. 302); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, 
‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham [1985], fi g. 41.42); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman 
[1989], pls. 60.10; 65.8); Khirbat Fāris (Johns et al. [1989], fi g. 25.36); and Ramla 
(Kaplan [1959], fi g. 3.A.13; 3.B.3).

28 Rice (1987), p. 100.
29 Examples are reported at Caesarea (Pringle [1985], fi g. 2.3, 4, 6–8), Dhibān 

(Tushingham [1972], fi g. 7.25–27), Qubayba (Bagatti [1947], pp. 122–23), and Tal 
Qaymūn (Ben-Tor and Rosenthal [1978], fi g. 6.12, 13).

30 Pringle (1986), p. 146, fi g. 48.36–44 (phases C, D. D1).
31 Berthier (1985), pp. 13–14, pls. 5.55–58.
32 Rast and Schaub (1974), no. 292.
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have signalled the decline of  the wheelthrown versions, at least in areas 
such as Jordan.33 The porous quality of  earthenware fabrics allows for 
the evaporation of  water through the ceramic body thus cooling the 
liquid within. Glazed containers may have been used for substances 
such as oils or wine where seepage was not desired. Vessels may also 
have been suitable for dry foods, spices and medical preparations. Very 
little comparative material is available from excavations though, interest-
ingly, a site of  comparable administrative and economic status, amā, 
provides several examples of  lead-glazed storage vessels. This evidence 
would point to a date in the thirteenth or fourteenth century.

The Karak assemblage contains only fi ve examples of  lead-glazed 
pinched nozzle lamps (catalogue page 21).34 In all cases, the vessel has 
been wheelthrown into the shape of  a shallow dish with a low disc base. 
The Karak lamps split into two distinct types. The fi rst type (A.4100 
[21.2]) has a nozzle formed by pinching the sides of  the lamp while 
the clay is in a plastic state.35 The second type (A.4099 [21.1], A.4101 
[21.3], C.4881 [not illustrated], F.7658 [not illustrated]) has the same 
pinched nozzle but with the addition of  a central well to hold the wick 
and a handle joining the well to the rim.36 A.4102 [21.5] is a knob 
handle which may have formed part of  a glazed slipper lamp.

Comparable material for the type 1 Karak lamps is available from 
Middle Islamic contexts in Syria and Palestine,37 and one kiln produc-
ing unglazed pinched nozzle lamps has been identifi ed in Jerusalem.38 
Karak type 2 lamps are also common in the south of  Bilād al-Shām 
(fi g. 15).39 The dating of  pinched nozzle lamps of  this type is made 

33 Brown (1992), pp. 281–83.
34 A = 3, C = 1, F = 1.
35 Corresponding to type 13 in the Baysān lamp typology. See Hadad (1999), 

p. 220, fi gs. 5:22; 10:39. See also Kubiak 1970, type L.
36 Corresponding to type 10 in the Baysān lamp typology. See Hadad (1999), 

p. 218, fi gs. 5:19; 10:36. See also Kubiak 1970, type J.
37 Type 1 lamps are found at: Athıth (  Johns [1934], pl. LVII. fi g. 1.a); Ayzariyya 

(Saller [1957], p. 189, nos. 202, 420 ,422, pl. 109.b.34); Ba albak (Sarre [1925], p. 132, 
fi g. 162); Damascus (Toueir [1973], pl. 113.j); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman 
[1989], pl. 62.6); Qubayba (Bagatti [1947], pl. 22, photo 48.14); Ramla (Kaplan 
[1959], fi g. 3A.11); Tal Arqa (Dentzer and Thalmann [1973], pl. VI.3); Tal Rif  at 
Region (Bernus-Taylor [1981], fi g. 256); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. LIX.2). 
Unglazed lamps of  the same type are reported at: Dhibān (Tushingham [1972], fi g. 
8.22); amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi g. 1068); and Qubayba (Gichon and Linden 
[1984], type 8, fi g. 2.f; pl. 21.f  ).

38 Avigad (1978); Avigad (1983), fi g. 300.
39 Type 2 lamps are reported at: Athlīth (  Johns [1934], pl. LVII, fi g. 1.c); Ayla/

Aqaba (Whitcomb [1988b], p. 24); Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi g. 132, fi g. 63); amā 
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Figure 15. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  lead-glazed lamps.
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diffi cult by the lack of  any obvious evolution in their form over time. 
The types of  ceramic fabric and glaze used on the Karak examples are 
consistent with thirteenth- or fourteenth-century lead-glazed wares in 
the south of  Bilād al-Shām.40 While the Jerusalem kiln appears to have 
been used exclusively for the manufacture of  lamps, there is no reason 
why these technically simple objects could not have been made and fi red 
in association with unglazed or lead-glazed wares. It is surprising that 
so few are found in the Karak assemblage. In addition, no lead-glazed 
lamps are reported from the Karak plateau survey, and relief-moulded 
slipper lamps were found at only three sites.41 In the castle it is possible 
that lamps in other media may have substituted for ceramic items while 
handmade wares may have fulfi lled the same function in villages.

A.4064 [16.2] is a ceramic kiln tripod with a largest dimension of  
102mm and a greatest thickness of  21mm. The extant foot does not have 
the spurs often seen on kiln furniture of  this period. Ochre-coloured 
debris is fused onto the surface and a small patch of  transparent dark 
green lead glaze is visible on the foot. A.4064 was submitted to petro-
graphic analysis along with a series of  wasters from the Karak assem-
blages.42 Samples selected for testing included an unfi red handmade 
fragment (A.3520 [not illustrated]), a lead-glazed waster (A.3802 [not 
illustrated]), unglazed wheelthrown wasters (A.3519 [16.3], F.6888 [not 
illustrated]), and a kiln tripod found in Shawbak castle. The aim of  this 
selection was to identify a series of  local ‘petrofabrics’. The analysis indi-
cated that the clay of  the Karak tripod may represent a less processed 
form of  the ceramic fabrics seen in the unglazed (F.6888) and lead-
glazed wasters (A.3802). It seems likely that potters would have spent 
less effort in the selection and preparation of  the clay for tripods and 
this may account for the differences found in the petrographic analysis.

It is usually assumed that kiln furniture will remain on or near the 
production site. For this reason, tripods are taken to be good indicators 
of  provenance and are utilised in ceramic analysis. There is, however, 
evidence that bowls were transported still connected in stacks and this 
would mean that kiln tripods could be found some distance away from 

(Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 1064–67); Khirbat al-Minya (Grabar et al. [1960], fi g. 
30.20); Tal Malabiyya (Lebeau et al. [1985], fi g. 1.5). Small glazed stonepaste lamps of  
this form dating to the eleventh or twelfth century are reported from Raqqa/Rāfi qa 
(Milwright [2005]); and ‘Tal Minis’ (Porter and Watson [1987], pl. 1).

40 Hadad (1999), pp. 218–20.
41 Miller survey, sites 211, 270, 304.
42 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 179–80 (fabrics: Karak 1–5).
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the kiln.43 In the south of  Jordan tripods have also been also located at 
Khirbat Fāris44 and Shawbak castle (see above). In addition, evidence of  
lead-glazed pottery production is noted in the Southern Ghawr region 
at awā īn al-Sukkar ii and Khirbat Shaykh Īsā.45

Glazed-painted ware (Catalogue Page 21, pp. 306–309 & 368)

There are only six shards of  glaze-painted ware in the Karak assem-
blages.46 All the shards have been covered with a pale slip prior to the 
application of  the lead glaze. In the fi rst group (F.7659 [21.7], D.5027, 
F.7660 and F.7745 [not illustrated]) the glaze colours are green and 
dark brown and in the second (F.7661 and F.7662 [not illustrated]) the 
glaze colours are green and ochre. The ceramic of  the fi rst group is 
quite brittle and the shards are too small to be able to reconstruct the 
original designs. The two groups identifi ed in the Karak glaze-painted 
ware are distinct in technique and style. The green and brown shards 
are not related to other lead-glazed shards in the Karak assemblage. The 
second group is a variant upon the bichrome wares which are relatively 
common in Karak assemblage and the Karak plateau.47 Glaze-painted 
and splashed wares of  various descriptions are found on the Karak 
plateau,48 and elsewhere in the Levant.49

Slip-painted wares (Catalogue Page 21, pp. 306–309 & 368)

Slip-painted ware is rare in the Karak assemblages and constitutes c. 
1% of  the lead-glazed pottery.50 The ceramic fabrics are medium-hard, 
well levigated with occasional basalt, sand, and carbonate inclusions, 

43 Robert Mason, personal communication.
44 1994 season, unpublished. For a preliminary report of  the pottery from this season, 

see M. Sarley-Pontin in McQuitty et al. (2000), pp. 185–89.
45 King et al. (1987), pp. 443, 448; Whitcomb in MacDonald (1992), p. 115.
46 D = 2; F = 5.
47 Miller survey, sites 12, 35, 108, 166, 202, 205, 206, 210, 267, 311, 369, 420, 

435.
48 Miller survey, site 166.
49 Examples are reported from Burj al-A mar, phase F (Pringle [1986], fi g. 50.79), 

Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham [1985], fi g. 44.12), Jeru-
salem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 65.12), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and 
Johnson [1982], pl. 37), ā āf  (Gibson et al. [1991], fi g. 23.8), and Tripoli (Salamé-
Sarkis [1980], pl. L.3, 5).

50 Total = 15: A = 5, B = 1, C = 3, D = 2, F = 4.
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and fi ring brick red to brown. The slip clay is painted onto the interior 
in all cases and on parts of  the exterior in most cases. The lead glaze 
is transparent ochre with occasional splashes of  green. The style of  
A.4066 [21.12] shows some similarities to the vegetal designs found on 
some slip-painted ware from Fus ā ,51 though it seems unlikely that it 
was imported from such as distance. The looser style of  the remainder 
of  the Karak shards is found on the Karak plateau,52 and elsewhere 
in Palestine and Jordan.53 Similar loosely-painted designs can also be 
found on slip-painted wares of  the Ottoman period, and it is possible 
that some of  the Karak pieces date to this later phase.54 The close cor-
respondence of  A.4067 [21.9] with a bowl from Jerusalem, Damascus 
Gate may point to a Jerusalem provenance for this piece. Slip-painted 
bowls decorated with geometric linear designs are common in southern 
Bilād al-Shām.55 The published archaeological evidence suggests that 
this geometric style is associated with both Frankish and later occupation 
phases.56 The distribution of  this type of  slip-painted ware is limited 
in central and southern Jordan.

Sgraffi to wares (Catalogue Pages 21–23, pp. 306–313 & 368–370)

Sgraffi to (slip incised) pottery is rare in the Karak assemblages compris-
ing only c. 0.5% of  the total assemblage and c. 2.5% of  the lead-glazed 
pottery.57 The sgraffi to wares from Karak are technically and stylistically 
heterogeneous and the discussion is split into three basic categories: 
1) wide incised; 2) narrow incised; and 3) Italian imports. With the 

51 Scanlon (1980), pl. III. See also Atil (1981), no. 98.
52 Miller survey sites 108, 166, 211, 311, 369.
53 Examples are reported from: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], fi g. 32.14); 

Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 66); and Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ 
(Rast and Schaub [1974], fi g. 11.298. Cf. Ottoman-period examples in François (2002), 
fi g. 2.9, 10 (Greek imports).

54 Cf. examples from the Damascus citadel and Aphrodisias in Anatolia. See François 
(2001), pl. 12.121–34; (2002), fi g. 2.9–10.

55 Examples are reported from: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], fi g. 32.8, 
9); Athlīth (Johns [1935], pl. XXVII); Baysān (Zori [1966], pl. 10.f  ); Burj al-A mar 
(Pringle [1986], fi g. 50.64–68); Caesarea (Pringle [1985], fi g. 6.34–36); ayfā, St. Mary 
of  Carmel (Pringle [1984a], fi gs. 6.48–50; 7.51–54); amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], 
fi gs. 822–26, 829–31); asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer [1973], nos. 141, 142); 

abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], no. 1019); Tabgha (Loffreda [1982], fi g. 10.2–4); and Tal 
al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi g. 269–71).

56 Brown (1992), p. 278.
57 T = 48: A = 29; B = 2; C = 1; D = 2; E = 1; F = 13.
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exception of  F.7672 [23.4], all the shards from the Karak assemblage 
are from footed bowls. Sgraffi to is sometimes combined with other 
decorative techniques such as relief  moulding (these examples are dealt 
with in the following section).58

The majority of  the shards are decorated in a distinctive, wide incised 
style, with the principal elements of  the composition incised using a 
spatulate tool (c. 5–10 mm in width). The effect is similar to that of  an 
italic nib, and has been variously dubbed ‘spatula-incised ware’, ‘gouged 
ware’ and ‘widely incised ware’. The decorative motifs tend to be lim-
ited, comprising repeated curvilinear marks or larger geometric shapes 
such as circles and chevrons. Absent from the decoration of  this ware 
are epigraphic, vegetal or zoomorphic motifs. Occasionally, a sharper 
stylus is used to create fi ner lines. These widely incised sgraffi to bowls 
exhibit common physical characteristics. The ceramic fabric tends to 
be brick red in colour, with a granular, brittle texture and regular small 
carbonate and black inclusions. One shard of  this ware was submitted to 
petrographic analysis. It was found to contain a combination of  quartz, 
micritic carbonate and argillite that was unlike any of  the other samples 
from the Karak assemblage.59 The cream-coloured, slightly gritty slip 
covers the interior and sometimes the upper part of  the exterior. The 
glaze is restricted to the interior and is glassy but thin, with a tendency 
to crackle and fl ake. The principal glaze colours are yellow-ochre and 
green.60 All the wide incised sgraffi to shards in the Karak assemblage 
come from footed bowls of  three basic types: bowls with curved sides 
and a folded over rim; bowls with a carination in the upper section; 
and shallow bowls with fl ange rims. All appear to be supported on low 
foot rings. One foot ring (A.4089 [4089]) was found to have been drilled 
through the foot prior to fi ring. This feature would have allowed the 
plate to have been hung on the wall, perhaps as an ornament.61

58 For instance, A.4140, A,4160 and F.7698.
59 Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 181 (‘Karak 9’). I have recently had the chance 

to examine wide incised sgraffi to shards recovered from excavations in the Damascus 
citadel. The ceramic fabric of  these examples does show some distinct differences to 
the Karak shards.

60 Wide incised sgraffi to is discussed in greater detail in Milwright (2003), pp. 
87–91.

61 This feature can also be seen on another example of  the ware from abaqat 
Fa l. See Walmsley (2000), fi g. 10.3. The practice of  hanging plates on the wall is 
widespread around the east Mediterranean and East African coast. See comments in 
Milwright (2004a).
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Wide incised sgraffi to ware is reported in small numbers on the Karak 
plateau,62 and elsewhere in Bilād al-Shām (fi g. 16).63 Examples are 
known as far north as Tripoli on the coast and Damascus inland, but 
the majority comes from Balqā’ and northern and central Palestine.64 
The relatively large assemblage from Karak appears to be unusual in 
southern Jordan, though possible examples may exist further south 
at the castle of  Wu ayra near Petra.65 The evidence from excavations 
suggests that this ware was produced during the thirteenth century, 
and may have continued into the fourteenth.66 In general, it does not 
appear in excavated contexts associated with Crusader occupation, and 
was probably mainly circulated among the inhabitants of  areas under 
Ayyubid and then Mamluk control in the south of  Bilād al-Shām. It 
is possible that the highly restricted decoration of  these sgraffi to bowls 

62 Miller (1991), fi g. 451. Brown ([1992], p. 275, n. 18) remarks that, of  the approxi-
mately 20,000 ceramic shards collected in the Karak plateau survey, ‘less than half  a 
dozen’ examples of  wide incised ware were reported.

63 Examples of this type of sgraffi to ware are reported from: Athlīth region (Ronen 
and Olami [1978], site 116, fi g. 6.1); Beirut (Anon. [1994], pl. on p. 16; el-Masri 
[2000], fi g. 11); Belvoir castle (unpublished excavations cited in Pringle [1984a], p. 
106); Burj al-A mar survey region (Pringle [1986], sites 17, 28, 32); Caesarea (Pringle 
[1985], fi g. 11.55; 12.65); Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, [1973], pl. 1.d–g); Dhibān 
(Tushingham [1972], fi g. 8.19); East Jordan Valley region (Ibrahim et al. [1976], fi g. 
24); Gazit region (Gal [1991], site 57, fi g. 1.5); ayfā, St. Mary of Carmel (Pringle 
[1984a], fi g. 8.69, 70); ammat Gader [Boas [1997], pl. IV.9, 10); Jarash (Tholbecq 
[2000], fi g. 80); Malka region (Walker [2005], fi g. 21.7–9); Nā ira (Bagatti [1971] fi g. 
19.5–7; [1984], fi g. 65.6, 9, 11–12); Ramla (Kaplan [1959], fi g. 3B. 14, 15); Southern 
Ghawr (MacDonald [1992], pl. 30.c); abaqat Fa l (Walmsley [2000], fi g. 10.3); Tabgha 
(Loffreda [1982], p. 420, fi g. 9.2); Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalbeek [1975], fi g. 
38.23, 27, 28); Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: fi gs. 269–71); Tripoli (Salamé-
Sarkis [1980], pl. LII2.1, 2); Umm Qays (Brown in Miller [1991], p. 236); and Wādī 
Arab region (Hanbury-Tenison [1984], fi g. 19.34); and Zir īn (Grey [1994], fi g. 9.4). 
Possible examples have been located in thirteenth-century deposits at: Akka (Pringle 
[1997], no. 52, p. 143); Belmont castle (Knowles in Harper and Pringle [2001], pp. 
112–13, fi g. 7.7.104); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham 
[1985] p. 143); and Wu ayra (Vannini et al. [1995], p. 535).

64 It has been suggested by Brown that Umm Qays may be a production centre 
for this style of  sgraffi to, although this suggestion remains to be verifi ed. See Brown 
in Miller (1991), p. 236.

65 Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995), p. 535.
66 Wide incised sgraffi to is reported from a thirteenth-century context at Dhibān 

(Tushingham [1972], pp. 83–84) and phase iii (thirteenth and fourteenth century) at 
Beirut (el-Masri [2000], p. 109). The fi nds from St Carmel at ayfā probably date to 
the thirteenth century (i.e. during the Crusader occupation) although the presence of 
‘blue and white’ stonepaste shards indicates that there was a further occupation phase 
sometime in the later fourteenth century. See Pringle (1984).
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Figure 16. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  widely-incised sgraffi to.
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derives from Aegean pottery of  the twelfth and thirteenth century that 
was imported into Cyprus and the coast of  Palestine.67

The small group of  narrow incised sgraffi to in the Karak assemblages 
is both technically and stylistically heterogenous. These pieces were 
clearly produced at different times and in different production centres. 
A couple of  interesting examples can be highlighted here. A.4071 and 
A.4072 [22.3] were from the same green-glazed fl ange rim bowl. The 
presence of  drill holes along the broken edges indicate that they were, 
at some point, repaired with wire. The fi nely incised and energetic 
curvilinear design, and the use of  monochrome green lead glaze are 
unusual in the Karak assembages. The available parallels perhaps sug-
gest that this was a product of  one of  the Crusader pottery centres 
in Palestine,68 though an intriguing parallel can also be drawn with a 
fourteenth-century fi nd at Padua.69 F.7672 [23.4] is the shoulder of  
a small glazed container contructed of  a brick-red, granular ceramic 
fabric. The exterior has slip-incised decoration under an ochre coloured 
glaze. Closed vessel shapes are very rare in lead-glazed sgraffi to wares 
of  the Middle Islamic period,70 and none of  the published examples 
bears any obvious similarity to the Karak shard.

Three shards (A.4083 [23.4], F.7670 [22.12] and F.7671 [23.2]) were 
identifi ed as imports from Italy.71 They are characterised by the hard, 
pinkish ceramic fabrics and the thick, cream coloured slip. The glazes 
are thin, but glassy, and with few impurities. The incised decoration is 
drawn with a fi ne point and a roulette, and may consist of  geometric, 
vegetal, zoomorphic and human designs. The absence of  scars in the 
glaze indicates that these sgraffi to bowls were twice fi red using saggers in 
the second fi ring rather than kiln tripods. The export of  Italian incised 
glazed wares into the Middle East is a phenomenon which starts in the 
second half  of  the fi fteenth century and continues in the sixteenth and 

67 For the possible relationship between Aegean ‘Paphos ware’ and wide incised 
sgraffi to, see Milwright (2003), pp. 90–91.

68 Cf. Caesarea (Pringle [1985], fi gs. 8, 11); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman 
[1989], pl. 42.14); and Khirbat al- Ayadiyya (Ben-Tor [1966], fi g. 12.4). Monochrome 
green sgraffi to is also noted at: Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], fi g. 50.71); and Mīnā 
(Lane [1938], p. 64).

69 Cozza (1987), p. 124, fi g. 26.a.
70 Examples include: Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul [1930], pls. LII.3, LIV.4; Abd 

al-Rāziq [1988], fi g. 5); Mīnā (Lane [1938], fi g. 8.1); and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb 
and Johnson [1982], pl. 35.h).

71 Another possibly Italian shard is F.7668. Cf. a piece from Padua published in 
Cozza (1987), p. 118, fi g. 20.t.
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seventeenth centuries.72 In addition to Italian sgraffi to, excavations in 
the Middle East have reported examples of  maiolica and slip marbled 
ware. The majority of  the Italian imports published from excavations 
and other studies are found in Jerusalem, but there is evidence of  a 
wider distribution of  these wares in the Levant (fi g. 21).73 It has been 
suggested that these attractive objects may have been carried to the 
Middle East as part of  the personal effects of  European merchants, 
but the presence of  examples in more remote locations such as Karak 
and the awrān may indicate some limited degree of  commercial 
distribution. The detailed publication of  sgraffi to wares from Italian 
excavations and museum collections means that it is possible to fi x the 
probable chronological boundaries and suggest the possible regions of  
manufacture for the imported examples from Karak. The decoration 
of  A.4083 [23.4] and F.7670 [22.12] exhibit close similarities to north 
Italian sgraffi to wares of  the period c. 1470–1530,74 while a virtually 
identical design to F.7671 [23.2] is found on a late fi fteenth-century 
bowl from Venice.75

Relief-moulded glazed wares (Catalogue Pages 23–25, pp. 310–318 & 370–
372)

Relief-moulded glazed wares constitute c. 1.5% of  the total assemblage 
and c. 6% of  the lead-glazed pottery.76 The examples of  relief-moulded 
glazed ware from Karak all show signs of  high levels of  craftsmanship 
in the manufacturing process. The ceramic fabric tends to be highly 

72 For a general survey of  this issue, see Pringle (1984b). Also Meinecke-Berg (1983); 
Milwright (2000), pp. 196–97, table 1.

73 Examples of fi fteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian imports of various types are 
reported from: Akka (Pringle [1984b], p. 40; Antioch (Waagé [1948], fi g. 88.25, 26); 
Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], pl. 124); Baysān (Zori [1966], pl. 10.f ); Fus ā  (Wallis [1891], 
appendix. pl. V.11); amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], nos. 405–408); awrān (unnamed 
site) (Meinecke-Berg [1983], pl. 57.a); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham 
[1985], fi g. 45.21); Jerusalem, citadel (Johns [1950], pl. LXIII.3); Jerusalem, Damascus 
Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 67.7, 8); Kawm al-Dikka, Alexandria (Kubiak [1969], p. 
29); Mīnā (Lane [1938], pl. XXII.1.j); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. XLVII.9). 
Another possible fi nd came from Tal al- āfi yya (Bliss and Macalister [1902], pl. 
65.7).

74 Cf. Poole (1995), nos. 554, 558; Ferrari (1990), pl. 1, fi gs. 84, 85, 101, 111–12, 
118, 119, 141; Reggi (1971), pls. 59, 60, 78, 101, 124, 154, 172, 173b, 174; Cozza 
(1987), fi g. 20.s; Magnani (1981–82), i, pl. XXIII.

75 Saccardo (1993), pl. 16.4. The pyramidal motif  is also seen on other shards from 
Venice (Saccardo [1993], pl. 16.1–3) and Ferrara (Reggi [1971], pls. 218, 223).

76 T = 111: A = 37; B = 2; C = 1; D = 12; F = 59.
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levigated, hard and fi res pink or pale buff. Three relief-moulded glazed 
ware shards (A.4127 [23.8], A.4149 [24.15], and A.4150 [24.9]) from 
Karak were submitted to petrographic analysis. The ‘petrofabrics’ of  
the fi rst two were found to be very similar in composition, particularly 
in relation to the types of  quartz and the presence of  nodules of  white 
clay. The third example exhibited technical and stylistic differences 
and this distinction was also seen in the character of  the petrofabric 
(A.4150 was distinguished from the others by the presence of  argillite, 
carbonate and basalt).77 The slip is evenly applied over the interior and 
exterior, and the glazes are usually thick and glassy. Glaze colours range 
from yellow-ochre to green and manganese brown/purple. Unlike the 
sgraffi to and plain lead-glazed wares from Karak, fl aking of  the glaze 
is uncommon in relief-moulded glazed ware. The presence of  scarring 
on the interiors of  some bowls indicates that they were fi red in the kiln 
separated by kiln tripods. The relief-moulded decoration is confi ned to 
the exterior of  the bowls, though in some cases simple designs might 
be incised through the slip of  the interior. Two shards in the Karak 
assemblage came from closed vessels (A.4150 [24.9], F.6965 [24.8]), with 
the remainder of  the group from footed bowls. Bowls are divided into 
those with a curved body and those with a distinct carination in the 
lower part of  the body. In many cases, the rims of  these bowls were 
turned inward. This rim shape probably helped facilitate the removal 
of  the bowl from the decorative mould.78 All of  the bowls seem to 
have been supported on a high pedestal base. F.6965 [24.8] was the 
only example where the decoration had been applied with decorative 
stamps and by hand rather than with the use of  a mould. This piece 
was also distinguished from the remainder of  the group by the coarser 
quality of  the ceramic fabric and the lead glaze.79

The decoration on the exteriors of  the relief-moulded bowls is 
arranged in a variety of  ways. The fi rst, and least common group 
(A.4129 [23.16], A4130 [24.7], A.4149 [24.15] and D.5372 [24.26]) 
comprises repeated schematic representations of  date palms or other 
trees.80 These bowls are distinguished from the remainder of  the group 

77 Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 184 (petrofabrics ‘Karak 14’-‘Karak 16’).
78 For a summary of  the process of  manufacturing mould cast vessels, see Franken 

and Kalsbeek (1975), p. 40, fi g. 5.
79 This ware is discussed in more detail in Milwright (2003).
80 Examples of relief-moulded glazed ware with this type of decoration appear at: 

Ayzariyya (Saller [195], fi g. 59.3423); asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g.138); Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi g. 41.31); and Sabas iyya (Crowfoot et al. 
[1932], fi g. 84a.10).
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by the pale, very fi nely levigated ceramic fabric and the dark manganese 
glaze.81 The larger group is broadly consistent in terms of  the ceramic 
fabric and is typically glazed with green or ochre glazes (sometimes 
combined on a single vessel). In some examples (e.g. A.4126 [23.15]) 
the whole of  the exterior is ornamented with a simple arcade pattern. 
In the remainder, the space on the exterior of  the bowl is subdivided by 
concentric lines into a central frieze with narrow framing bands. A range 
of  geometric and vegetal repeat patterns is employed in these bands and 
friezes. It has been claimed that relief-moulded glazed ware bowls are 
sometimes decorated with zoomorphic designs,82 but no examples have 
yet been published. In the absence of  reliable photographic evidence 
it seems reasonable to assume that the presence of  human or animal 
designs was extremely rare on relief-moulded glazed ware.

The most important mode of  decoration in the friezes comprises 
inscriptions written in a bold cursive script. The inscriptions do not 
always appear to be legible,and it is possible that the craftsmen respon-
sible for cutting the moulds were copying inscriptions on contemporary 
metalwork produced in the urban centres of  Palestine and Syria.83 
The frequent mistakes found in the published examples suggests that 
the carvers were not always fully literate. While the inscriptions on the 
shards from the Karak assemblages are too fragmentary to permit 
a reading, more complete examples have been recovered elsewhere. 
Typically, these inscriptions contain generic messages of  goodwill. A 
good example is a complete bowl from amā that reads, al- izz wa’l-
iqbāl wa’l-majd wa’l-af āl wa lihi’l-sa adat al-kāmilat al-dā’im (‘power and 
prosperity and glory and excellence and to him perfect and eternal 
good fortune’).84 None of  the published pieces carries the name of  a 
craftsman or patron, though one of  the bowls from Karak (A.4132 
[23.6]) carries the word amala/ umila which may well have been fol-
lowed by the name of  the craftsman or the patron.85 Recent excavations 

81 One example of  this group (A.4149) was submitted to petrographic analysis. 
Though visually different from petrofabric ‘Karak 14’, it was found to be closely related 
in mineral composition. See Mason and Milwright (1998), p. 184 (‘Karak 15’).

82 Saller (1957), p. 280.
83 See discussion in Milwright (2003), pp. 97–103.
84 Riis and Poulsen (1957), fi g. 398 (the reading is given by Hammershaimb on 

p. 290 of  the same publication). For other similar inscriptions, see Milwright (2003), 
p. 95; Milwright (2004b).

85 On the ‘signatures’ of  craftsmen on Mamluk sgraffi to, see Abd al-Raziq (1967); 
Walker (2004), pp. 42–54.
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in asbān have recovered several partial relief-moulded glazed ware 
bowls, two of  which apparently carry the phrases, ‘Glory, good for-
tune and achievement to the amir’ and ‘made [on the order of] the 
amir . . .’ (mimmā umila bi rasm al-amīr) respectively.86 The latter formula 
is commonly associated with Mamluk metalwork produced in the late 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

In a few cases, the inscription friezes are broken at regular intervals 
by roundels containing simplifi ed versions of  the blazons employed by 
the Mamluk military class. The eight-petalled rosette on A.4125 [23.7] 
is unusual in Mamluk blazonry (rosettes usually have six petals), but 
one example, the blazon of  Mūsā b. Yaghmūr al-Yārūqı (d.1264–65), 
is known.87 That said, the late thirteenth- to fourteenth-century dating 
usually assigned to relief-moulded glazed ware (see below) would make 
unlikely an association with this amir. Given the ubiquity of  blazons 
on Cairene sgraffi to and unglazed relief-moulded canteens, there is no 
reason to assume that the presence of  blazons on relief-moulded glazed 
ware bowls indicates that they were made as part of  commissions by 
Mamluk amirs. It seems more likely that the inclusion of  these motifs, 
like the inscriptions which imitate the form of  those on inlaid and 
repoussé metalwork, were intended to provide a feeling of  luxury and 
status to otherwise relatively cheap glazed earthenwares.

Middle Islamic relief-moulded glazed ware corresponding to the 
Karak examples is found on the Karak plateau,88 and elsewhere in 
Bilād al-Shām (fi g. 17).89 Relief-moulded glazed ware was distributed 

86 Walker and LaBianca (2003), p. 465, fi gs. 33.2, 3; Walker (2003), pp. 256–57, 
fi g.4. Both the use of the word ‘amir’ and the phrase ‘made on the order of ’ are 
unknown in the remainder of the published relief-moulded glazed ware shards. I was 
unable to verify the presence of the word ‘amir’ on the drawings or photographs in 
the two publications.

87 Mayer (1933), p. 171, pl. XXXIV.2.
88 Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al. [1989], fi g. 27.59); Karak plateau survey (Miller [1991], 

nos. 452–57. Also survey sites: 35, 38, 66, 71, 108, 166, 211, 214, 215, 233, 270, 273, 
274, 278, 304, 420, 427).

89 Examples of relief-moulded glazed ware are reported from: Afūla (Dothan [1955], 
fi g. 8.16); Ayn Kārim (Saller, [1946], pl. 35); Ayn Shams (Grant and Wright [1938], 
pl. L.26); Ayzariyya (Saller [1957], p. 280, nos. 11–17); Baysān (Zori [1966], pl. 10E); 
Burj al-A mar survey region (Pringle [1986], sites 28, 32); Damascus citadel (Syrian 
Directorate of Antiquities, unpublished); Dāmīya (Milwright 2004b); amā (Riis and 
Poulsen [1957], no. 398); asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer [1973], fi g.4.138–40; 
LaBianca and Walker [2001], fi g. on p. 9); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ 
(Tushingham [1985], fi gs. 39.12; 41.31, 36, 41; 44.13, 15); Jerusalem, Church of the 
Ascension (Corbo [1965], fi g. 12.17); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pls. 
64.9–13; 65.1, 2; 220–22); Khalīl (Bennett [1972], chapter IV); Khirbat Birzayt (Abd 
Rabu [2000], pp. 10–11, fi g. 6); Ma anit region (Ne eman [1990], site 55, fi g. 1.9); Na al 
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Figure 17. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  relief-moulded lead-glazed ware.
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over a relatively wide area stretching from amā in the north to the 
Mediterranean coast of  the Sinai in the south, but the most signifi cant 
clustering of  fi nds comes from the inland towns and villages of  Palestine 
and Jordan. The degree of  penetration into inland Syria or the coastal 
strip appears to have been more minor. The number of  relief-moulded 
glazed ware shards is not large on any site, but the concentration of  
reported fi nds in and around Jerusalem perhaps indicates that this was 
one of  the major production centres for this lead-glazed ware.90 The 
presence of  blazons on some of  the published relief-moulded glazed 
ware points to a date in the Mamluk period. All of  the published blazons 
on relief-moulded glazed ware bowls are composed of  single designs 
within roundels (in contrast to the greater variety found on the sgraf-
fi to bowls produced in Cairo and Alexandria, the so called ‘barracks 
ware’). While this fact would suggest that relief-moulded glazed ware 
was produced in the early Mamluk period before the advent of  blazons 
with split fi elds and two or more motifs (features generally associated 
with the third rule of  al-Nā ir Mu ammad ibn Qalāwūn, 1310–41), the 
archaeological evidence suggests the production of  this ware through 
to at least the third quarter of  the fourteenth century (see below). This 
would suggest that the blazons on these bowls were added as a decora-
tive feature, and were not part of  specifi c amiral commissions.

The archaeological record in Bilād al-Shām provides some dating 
evidence that may be briefl y summarised. At asbān relief-moulded 
glazed ware appears in contexts dated to the early Mamluk period (c. 
1260–1400), and at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem this ware was 
recovered from a context dated by coin evidence to the rule of  sultan 

Yattir region (Govrin [1991], sites 63 and 68); Nā ira (Bagatti [1984], fi g. 68, pl. 78); 
Northern Sinai (Cytryn-Silverman [1996], p. 125; Ramla (Cytryn-Silverman [forthcom-
ing], no. 82.105.6.100); Sabas iyya (Crowfoot et al. [1957], fi g. 84a.10); Southern Ghawr, 

awā ın al-Sukkar and Fayfā’ (King et al. [1987], sites 7, 17); abaqat Fa l (Smith 
[1973], pls. 93–94); Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek [1975], fi g. 38.31–33); Tal 
al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi gs. 269–71); Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann [1990], pl. 
II.2.12–14; Flanagan et al. [1994], fi g. 17.3); Tal Qaymūn (Ben-Tor et al. [1996], p.102, 
fi g. XIII.43); Wādī al-Yābis region (Mabry and Palumbo [1988], fi g. 14.94); and Zir īn 
(Grey [1994], p. 59). Other possible examples are reported from: Ammān (Hadidi in 
Thompson [1989], fi g. 4); Belmont castle (Knowles in Harper and Pringle [2001], pp. 
103–105); Mādabā plains (Herr [1991], fi g. 12.120.12); Nahalal region (Raban [1982], 
p. 30, fi g. A.10); and Tal Jazar (Macalister [1912], pl. CLXXXIX.14.

90 Relief-moulded glazed ware shards were apparently found near a kiln discovered 
in the Jewish quarter of  the Old City in Jerusalem. See Avissar in Ben-Tor et al. 
(1996), p. 102.
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Sha bān ii (r. 1363–76).91 The near complete bowl found at amā prob-
ably dates to before the destruction of  the citadel in c. 1401 (it is worth 
noting, however, that the excavated ceramics do show that occupation 
continued on the site into the Ottoman period).92 It is possible that 
relief-moulded glazed ware was being made in the latter part of  the 
thirteenth century, but it is likely that most examples can be dated to 
the fourteenth. The published excavations in the region do not indicate 
whether this ware continued into the fi fteenth century.93

Section 2: Alkaline-glazed Wares (Catalogue Pages 25–36, pp. 315–340 & 
372–383)

Alkaline-glazed pottery constitutes c. 11% of  the total assemblage and 
c. 32% of  the glazed wares.94 The term ‘alkaline-glazed’ is used here 
for the sake of  convenience, though it should be recognised that the 
chemical composition of  the glazes in this group of  wares may vary 
considerably. The one defi ning characteristic is taken to be the use of  
signifi cant quantities of  soda or potash in the glaze. These alkaline 
compounds act as a fl ux to lower the melting point of  the glaze to 
c. 900–1000ºC.95 Typically, the composition of  an alkaline glaze on 
Syrian stonepaste wares (also known as fritware or, less correctly, faience) 
from the twelfth century onwards is 13–22%Na2O, 1–3%K2O, and 
occasionally 5–10%CaO. A smaller group of  glazed stonepastes employ 
a lead-alkali glaze (typically 12–24%PbO and 12–17%Na2O).96 This 
second type of  lead-alkali glaze is mainly associated with the decorated 
ceramics of  central and northern Syria in the twelfth and early thir-
teenth centuries, while the second type enjoyed more common use in 
the second half  of  the thirteenth century and later.

Alkaline glazes may contain traces of  lead compounds, but they can 
be distinguished visually from the high lead glazes (dealt with in section 1 

91 Sauer (1973), fi g. 4.138–40; Tushingham (1985), pp. 141–42, 148.
92 For a brief  survey of  the late Mamluk and Ottoman material from the site, see 

Milwright (2000), pp. 192, 203.
93 A more detailed analysis of  the dating and distribution of  relief-moulded glazed 

ware is given in Milwright (2003), pp. 92–93.
94 T = 876: A = 381, B = 7, C = 4, D = 34, F = 450.
95 Watson (1985), pp. 33–34; Caiger-Smith (1985), pp. 57, 73–75, 199.
96 For a discussion of  glaze compositions, see Mason (1994), pp. 217–19, table 6.4; 

Tonghini (1998), p, 46, appendix D: table 2.
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of  this chapter) by the thickness of  the glaze, often pooling in the centre 
of  the vessel or leaving drips of  glaze on the exteriors of  vessels. The 
smaller group of  lead-alkali glazes have somewhat thinner glazes but, 
again, they are quite distinct from high lead glazes. Without the addi-
tion of  mineral colourants minerals, alkaline and lead-alkali glazes are 
colourless (sometimes with a slightly greenish tinge) with the level of  
transparency dependent upon the degree to which tiny bubbles of  gas 
remain within the glaze after fi ring. Minerals can be added to the glaze 
to create colours: cobalt compounds for a blue; manganese oxide for 
purple; and copper compounds for green and turquoise. Opaque glazes 
can be achieved by the addition of  agents such as tin oxide and calcium 
antimoniate, though this is not a common feature in the glazed wares in 
the Karak assemblages.97 Crazing of  the glaze is often encountered and 
is particularly pronounced over earthenware bodies. Alkaline glazes are 
also vulnerable to corrosion through contact with organic acids in the 
soil.98 Corrosion takes the form of  surface iridescence and, in extreme 
cases, the total decay of  the glaze. These types of  corrosion are less 
common on the high lead glazes found at Karak.

The alkaline-glazed pottery from Karak may be separated into two 
basic categories according to the type of  ceramic paste employed in 
the manufacture. The smaller group is made with pale earthenware 
fabrics and the remainder is made with stonepaste. There is consider-
able variation in the fi rst group, but many of  the earthenware fabrics 
appear to have had substantial amounts of  fi nely ground sand added 
to them, perhaps as a way to encourage the alkaline/lead-alkali glazes 
to adhere better to the body.99 On the other hand, stonepaste is formed 
from a mixture of  pale clay, ground silica (in the form of  fi ne sand or 
quartz) and ground glass.100 The precise composition of  the paste prob-
ably varied from area to area and from period to period. Stonepaste is 
usually granular in consistency and rather brittle. Although stonepaste 
has been used to create extremely fi ne and delicate vessels, most nota-

 97 Allan et al. (1973), pp. 166–68; Mason and Tite (1997); Rogers (1980), p. 277.
 98 Rogers (1980), pp. 276–78.
 99 It has been suggested that the true stonepaste body came about as part of  an 

evolutionary process in which potters in Iraq and, later Egypt added increasing amounts 
of  ground quartz and ground glass to a ceramic body. See Mason and Tite (1994).

100 Allan (1973), pp. 113–14; Caiger-Smith (1985), p. 199; Mason and Tite (1994 and 
1997); Henderson (2000), p. 181. Modern studies of  stonepaste fabrics have concluded 
that glass frit was very seldom employed in place of  ground glass.
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bly the ‘Saljuq’ monochrome glazed wares,101 Middle Islamic Syrian 
and Egyptian stonepaste vessels are often characterised by thick and 
sometimes rather clumsy potting. Modern experiments have shown that 
stonepaste is more diffi cult to throw than conventional earthenware 
clays,102 and it is possible that many of  the stonepaste vessels surveyed 
below were formed in moulds rather than on a kickwheel.

The understanding of  the evolution of  stonepaste production in 
Syria has improved as the result of  recent archaeological and scientifi c 
research. Robert Mason has sought to establish a chronology for lustre-
painted and related stonepaste wares in twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
Syria by combining evidence from petrographic research and excavated 
material. Importantly, he also proposes revisions to dated contexts such 
as the ‘Ayyubid’ phase at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem.103 Cristina 
Tonghini’s excavations at Qal at Ja bar on the Euphrates have led her 
to propose a series of  distinctions in Syrian stonepaste wares from the 
eleventh to fourteenth century.104 Though only a small proportion is yet 
available for scholarly examination, it is likely that the fi nal publication 
of  the stonepaste wares from Zengid, Ayyubid and Mamluk occupation 
contexts in the Damascus citadel will fi ll a major gap in our knowledge 
of  glazed ceramic production and consumption in central Syria from 
the twelfth to the fi fteenth century.105 Other glazed ceramics of  Ayyubid-
Zengid date have been recovered from the recent excavations in the 
Aleppo citadel.106 Some general comments on the chronology of  Syr-
ian stonepaste wares are presented below, with particular reference to 
the work of  Mason and Tonghini. Both scholars present a series of  
categories based on stylistic and technical features, though they come to 
different conclusions concerning the developments from the late eleventh 
to the early thirteenth century. As not all of  this information is relevant 
to an understanding of  the glazed stonepaste wares of  Karak, I have 
highlighted a few selected issues in the following paragraphs.

101 Lane (1947), pp. 21–36; Soustiel and Allan (1995).
102 Brewer reported in Allan et al. (1973), p. 169.
103 Mason (1997). For the revision of the chronology of the Armenian Garden, see 

p. 185.
104 Tonghini (1998), pp. 38–55.
105 The Islamic ceramics from the Damascus citadel will appear in future publications 

by Stephen McPhillips and Véronique François. I am very grateful to them, and to 
Sophie Berthier, for permitting me to see material from the excavations during a visit 
in 2005. For a short report on the ceramics of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, see 
McPhillips (2002) and on the Ottoman period, see François (2002).

106 Gonnella (2000); (2006), p. 174.
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The earliest examples of  stonepaste pottery in Syria are the ‘Tal 
Minis’ group, which take their name from the site near Ma arrat al-
Nu mān where they are believed to have been found, and some other 
types such as the so-called ‘Laqabi’ wares. Dating to the last quarter 
of  the eleventh century, these lustre-painted ‘Tal Minis’ vessels share 
stylistic and technical characteristics with broadly contemporary Egyp-
tian glazed and lustre-painted stonepaste wares. Mason suggests that 
in the early years of  the twelfth century Syrian potters shifted from 
lead-alkali to the use of  alkaline glazes and that this remained the 
dominant technology in the later glazed stonepaste wares manufactured 
in Syria.107 The fi rst appearance of  under-glaze painting—the most 
important decorative technique in the stonepaste wares at Karak—is 
placed around 1125. Among the earliest examples of  underglaze-painted 
wares are those with polychromatic painting employing black, turquoise, 
blue and red-brown pigments under a colourless glaze (manufactured 
both in Damascus and in northern Syria). This mode of  decoration 
evolves through the course of  the twelfth century, but does not appear 
to continue into the thirteenth. After c. 1150 there is evidence for the 
production of  other forms of  underglaze painting in Syria, most nota-
bly the use of  chromium black under a turquoise (and, less frequently, 
a colourless or green) glaze. These styles continue into the thirteenth 
century. Lustre production is noted in Raqqa through to c. 1250, and 
there is also some manufacture of  lustre (usually over a dark cobalt glaze) 
in Damascus, probably between c. 1200–1250. In this early phase of  
glazed stonepaste wares, the major workshops are those of  ‘Tal Minis’, 
Raqqa and Damascus. Other production centres of  stonepaste wares 
of  this period have been located along the Euphrates, although the 
published evidence is still too fragmentary to build up a particularly 
coherent picture of  the glazed ceramic industries in this region before 
the destruction of  the Mongol invasion northern Syria in 1258/59.108

While Mason’s chronology fi nishes in c. 1250, Tonghini provides 
a framework for later developments. Her analysis suggests that the 

107 Mason (2004), pp. 101–103, 108–109. Presenting an updated version of the 
analysis in Mason (1997). Correlations can be made between Mason’s group 1 and 
Tonghini’s ‘fritware 1’ and ‘intermediate fritware’ groups. See Tonghini (1998), p. 42. 
For a detailed presentation of the ‘Tal Minis’ wares, see Porter and Watson (1997).

108 Kilns or wasters of  stonepaste wares are reported from: Bālis (Golvin [1980], 
p. 394); Qal at Ja bar (Tonghini [1989], p. 46); Samsat (Redford [1995], pp. 65–66). 
See also petrographic characterisations for Syrian stonepaste wares in Mason (2004), 
pp. 103–108.
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Syrian stonepaste fabrics from the mid thirteenth century onwards (her 
‘fritware 3’ group) may be distinguished from the earlier groups by the 
soft, friable, porous and with a gritty texture. Analysis on shards from 
Qal at Ja bar found a smaller proportion of  clay minerals in the fabric 
in relation to the quantities reported in the earlier ‘fritware’ groups.109 
The glazes of  this last group also seem to be more prone to decay 
leading to pronounced crackling and iridescence. The vast majority of  
the glazed stonepaste wares from Karak may be fi tted into this general 
group. Abundant evidence is available for the manufacture of  ‘fritware 
3’ in Damascus and Fus ā ,110 but it is possible that other workshops 
existed in Syria, and even Palestine during the later thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries.

The principal method used for differentiating ceramic fabrics within 
the Karak corpus was visual analysis employing a X10 magnifi cation 
eye glass. For earthenware bodies, this method is adequate for mak-
ing broad distinctions in the assemblage, but the same approach is 
not suitable for stonepastes. The stonepaste fabrics tend to appear as 
a uniform granular consistency with only minimal colour variations. 
Neutron activation analysis111 and petrographic analysis112 have been 
employed to differentiate stonepaste fabrics, and this work is helping to 
refi ne our understanding of  the manufacture of  these fi ne ceramic wares 
in Syria, and elsewhere in the Islamic world. A small group of  shards 
from the Karak assemblage was submitted to petrographic testing,113 
but other methods had to be used in the classifi cation of  the remain-
ing stonepaste material. Some general distinctions were identifi ed. The 
earliest stonepaste wares at Karak (those of  mid twelfth through to the 
early thirteenth century) appear to be made of  more compact, harder 
fabrics that sometimes have a very pale grey colour. Later stonepaste 
wares at Karak (probably almost exclusively from Damascus) tend to 
have a sugary consistency and are whiter in colour. As long ago as 
1924, archaeologists noted the apparent difference between the greyish 
stonepaste of  Egyptian wares to the off-white, softer fabric of  many 

109 Tonghini (1998), pp. 51.
110 Tonghini (1998), pp. 52–53.
111 Rice (1987), pp. 369–98; Jenkins (1984).
112 For instance, Mason and Keall (1990); Mason and Golombek (1990); Mason 

(1995a).
113 Mason and Milwright (1998).
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Syrian/Damascene wares.114 The validity of  this general observation 
has subsequently been tested by petrographic analysis.115

The classifi cation system used for the discussion of  the Karak alkaline-
glazed group is based principally upon observable characteristics of  
the glaze and decoration. This section is split into discussions of: 1) 
monochrome alkaline-glazed; 2) black painted under a transparent 
colourless glaze; 3) black painted under a transparent turquoise glaze; 
4) polychrome painted under a transparent alkaline glaze; 5) turquoise 
and black under a transparent alkaline glaze; 6) blue and black painted 
under a transparent alkaline glaze; 7) blue painted under a transparent 
alkaline glaze; 8) lustre painted over a transparent blue glaze. Categories 
1 and 2 include examples of  glazed earthenwares, but the remainder 
are exclusively glazed stonepaste wares.

Monochrome alkaline-glazed wares (Catalogue Pages 25–26, pp. 315–321 & 
372–373)

Monochrome alkaline-glazed wares are relatively common in the 
Karak assemblages, constituting c. 3% of  the total assemblage and 
c. 30% of  the alkaline-glazed pottery.116 This is a technically and stylisti-
cally diverse group containing both earthenware and stonepastes and 
a variety of  glaze colours. Though some variation was noted in the 
earthenware fabrics, most are medium-soft and brittle with a granular 
texture, perhaps caused by the addition of  large quantities of  fi ne sand 
(presumably added to the fabric to help the glaze to bond to the body). 
Wheelthrowing is the principal method of  construction with moulding 
and hand shaping also occasionally encountered. Both transparent and 
opaque glazes are employed.

The majority of  the shards are from open bowls supported on ring 
feet. Bowl rim can be divided into a three categories, shallow bowls 
fl ange rims, deep bowls with straight rims, and deep bowls with an 
everted rim. Ring feet are either fl ared out or turned inward. The 
fl ange rim bowls all have a large diameter (330–410 mm) and, with 
the exception of  the stonepaste vessel A.4164 [25.11], are constructed 
of  earthenware fabrics. A.4162 [25.12] and A.4164 [25.11] have trans-

114 For instance, Raphael (1923–24), p. 20.
115 Mason and Golombek (1990), pp. 473–74; Mason and Keall (1990), pp. 

181–82.
116 Total = 260: A = 58, B = 3, C = 1, D = 13, F = 185.
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parent green glazes but the remainder of  the group are covered on 
the interior and exterior with a thick, opaque green glaze. Additional 
decorative features include scalloped rims, ‘pie-crust’ rims, and shallow 
fl uting moulded on the cavetto. The deep bowls with straight rims are 
constructed in both earthenware and stonepaste and display a wide 
range of  glazes (both in terms of  colour and degree of  opacifi cation). 
Shallow incised decoration has been employed under the glaze on 
A.4175 [25.10] and A.4180 [25.8]. The last group of  bowls includes 
both earthenware and stonepaste types. The profi le of  A.4168 [25.7], a 
bowl with a colourless alkaline glaze, is paralleled by underglaze-painted 
stonepaste wares such as A.4223 [26.7] and D.5234 [26.28]. Closed ves-
sels are less common and take the form of  beakers (e.g. A.4167 [25.14]), 
bag-shaped jars (e.g. A.4216 [25.16]), or tall jars with a carination near 
the base (e.g. A.4196 [25.19]). A.4196 is made from a hard buff  fabric 
covered with a semi-opaque white glaze. The closest comparison for 
this shard is the black and white shard A.4221 [26.11].

The pervasive aesthetic infl uence of  Chinese celadon is apparent in 
the monochrome alkaline-glazed wares from Karak. Both the forms 
and the glazes employed on the bowls from the Karak assemblage were 
intended to imitate characteristics of  Sung celadon wares. Parallels for 
the rim shapes of  A.4162 [25.12], F.7908 [25.15] and A.4164 [25.11] 
exist among the celadon wares recovered from Fus ā  and Antioch.117 
Equally, the employment of  incised decoration beneath a transparent 
glaze (e.g. A.4175 [25.10] and A.4180 [25.8]) is a feature probably 
derived from qingbai ware (see, for instance, A.4526 [36.13] in the Karak 
assemblage). F.7928 [26.2] takes the imitation of  Chinese ceramic forms 
further with the employment of  a drilled hole in the base covered by 
a ceramic wafer. This feature appears in large celadon bowls to avoid 
cracking during the biscuit fi ring, but has no technical justifi cation in 
Islamic pottery. It was presumably done to make the vessel appear 
more Chinese in character (this feature is sometimes seen on imitation 
celadon wares from Fus ā ).

The impact of  Chinese pottery is evident from excavations elsewhere 
in the Levant. For instance, George Scanlon’s 1968 Fus ā  shard count 
found imitation celadon to be the most common glazed ware of  those 
collected on the site.118 A group of  shards corresponds in ceramic 

117 Gyllensvard (1975), fi gs. 18.4; 26.1, 2; 35.3, 4; Waagé (1948), fi g. 93.b.
118 Scanlon (1971), p. 225.
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fabric and glaze types to opacifi ed alkaline-glaze wares found at Fus ā  
(e.g. A.4167 [25.14] and F.7919 [25.13]).119 A Syrian provenance is, 
however, equally likely for the Karak shards. Monochrome alkaline-
glazed wares are reported in small numbers on the Karak plateau.120 
These wares are less commonly found on excavations in Bilād al-Shām 
than in Egypt, but the fi nds are evenly dispersed over the region.121 
Monochrome alkaline-glazed wasters are reported in the ‘Bartels gift’ 
which is said to have come from the vicinity Ma arat al-Nu mān.122 Two 
monochrome alkaline-glazed shards from Karak, A.4164 [25.11] and 
A.4178 [25.9], were submitted to petrographic analysis. The fabrics 
correlated closely with the lustre shard (F.8199 [36.4]). A Damascene 
provenance was assigned on the basis of  comparisons with previous 
petrographic data.123

Comparisons with other excavated material provide some clues 
concerning the dating the pieces in the Karak assemblage. Parallels 
have been identifi ed with celadon found at Fus ā  post-dating the 
1168 destruction.124 Monochrome alkaline-glazed shards are found in 
strata at Ru āfa are dated by the excavators from the Byzantine period 
through to early thirteenth-century. Stonepaste shards (including wasters) 
covered with colourless, turquoise, manganese purple, or cobalt blue 
glazes have recently been unearthed in Raqqa/Rāfi qa. This last phase 
of  the industrial activity in the city can be dated between the second 
half  of  the twelfth century and 1259.125 The ware is also attested in 
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century contexts at Burj al-A mar (phases 
C and D1) Bu rā (phases iii, iv and vii), the Armenian Garden in 

119 Both shards have a opaque, pale blue glaze over a brown, biscuit textured body. 
This can be compared to the description of  material found scattered around a kiln in 
Fus ā . See Bahgat (1914), p. 239; Baroni (1914), p. 99.

120 Miller survey, sites 108, 202, 211, 270, 304.
121 Examples are reported from Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi g. 24.39), Beirut (Fouquet 

[1900], pp. 110–11, n. 2), Burj al-A mar, (Pringle [1986], fi g. 51.77; survey sites 3, 4, 
5, 10, 28, 32), Bu ra (Berthier [1985], fi gs. 59, 60), Dhibān (Winnett and Reed [1964], 
pl. 66.21), Fus ā  (Bahgat [1914] p. 239 et passim), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], nos. 
400–410), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi gs. 40.12, 13; 41.22), 
Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 68.12); Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar 
et al. [1978], pl. G-3), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], pls. 38.m; 41.b), 
Ru āfa (Logar [1991], fi g. 5.2), Shawbak (Brown [1988], fi g. 12.32), Southern Ghawr 
(King et al. [1987], sites 7, 14), and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. LXX.4).

122 Porter and Watson (1987), appendix, pp. 192–99 (and esp. pls. 1–4, 9).
123 Mason and Milwright (1998), pp. 185, 187.
124 The main types found on the site are illustrated in Gyllensvard (1975).
125 Milwright (2005), fi g. 9.
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Jerusalem, Qa r al- ayr East (period 2), Qu ayr Qadīm, and Shawbak 
(phase iii). No examples of  this ware are known from fi fteenth-century 
contexts in Bilād al-Shām. It may be that the popularity of  imitation 
celadon dwindled in the latter part of  the fourteenth century as the 
importation of  Chinese blue and white porcelain started in bulk.126

Black painted under a transparent alkaline glaze (Catalogue Page 26, pp. 318–
321 & 373)

Stonepaste wares with black painting under a transparent glaze (‘black 
and white’) constitute c. 0.5% of  the total assemblage and c. 5% of  the 
alkaline-glazed wares.127 A.4221 is constructed of  a pale earthenware 
fabric but the remainder of  the group are stonepaste wares. The black 
pigment ranges from greenish grey to dark brown.128 In many examples 
the transparent glaze is glassy with a greenish tinge but in others (A.4223 
[26.7], A.4226 [26.8], F.7943 [26.5]) the glaze is thinner with a matt 
surface. Open vessels in this group take the form of  hemispherical bowls 
with fl ange rims, carinated bowls with steep, fl ared sides, and shallow 
bowls with straight or gently everted rims. A.4221 [26.11] is a low ring 
foot and may have come from a beaker or narrow vase.

Black and white wares are rare on Middle Islamic sites in the 
Levant,129 although some of  the ‘silhouette’ wares published from 
Fus ā , amā, and other sites may also be black and white wares. Black 
and white wares are heterogenous in ceramic paste, profi le, glaze type, 
and decorative style. A.4221 [26.11] is the only earthenware vessel 
and can be related to a piece of  monochrome alkaline-glazed ware 
(A.4196 [25.19]), and a shard from a thirteenth-century context at 
the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem.130 Distinct styles can be identifi ed 
in stonepaste black and white shards. The fi rst style is closely related 
to the forms and the decorative motifs found black under turquoise 

126 For a discussion of  the introduction of  ‘blue and white’ porcelain into Syria, 
see Carswell (1979).

127 Total = 41: A = 21, F = 20.
128 Analysis of  the black underglaze pigment used on ‘fritware 3’ identifi ed it as a 

chromium spinel (picotite). See Tonghini (1998), p. 51.
129 Examples are reported from Alexandria, Kawm al-Dikka (Lane [1949], p.146), 

Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle [1986], fi g. 51.81; survey sites 3, 4, 32), Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi g. 40.6), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and 
Johnson [1982] pl. 38.j); Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald [1992], 
pl. 32.e–g); and ū  (  Joel [1992], p. 3, section II).

130 Tushingham (1985), fi g. 40.6.
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pottery (see below). These pieces may be assigned a thirteenth-century 
date. The repeated cross design on A.4222 [26.10] and F.7943 [26.9] is 
seen on black under turquoise pieces from Karak (A.4282 [26.21]) and 

amā,131 while the zigzag pattern in A.4224 [26.19] is paralleled by 
F.7963 [26.27]. The second style (e.g. A.4225 [26.6], A.4227 [26.15], 
A.4238 [26.18]) exhibits links to blue and black underpainted wares 
and can probably be dated to the late thirteenth or fourteenth century. 
The small base shard, A.4238 [26.18], is perhaps a crude version of  
the ‘miniature style’ bowls found at Fus ā .132 The fl at ring base, A.4240 
[26.14] is painted with a large bird (perhaps a pelican) framed in a 
roundel. Zoomorphic representations are uncommon in the Karak 
assemblage. Close parallels can be sought in the ‘silhouette’ wares from 

amā.133 The technique of  incising fi ne detail into the painted areas 
can be seen in lustre painting from Fatimid Egypt. Comparable bird 
designs can be found on lustre shards from Fus ā .134 The links identi-
fi ed with Fatimid ceramics and Syrian ‘silhouette’ wares indicate that 
A.4240 may be amongst the earliest pottery in the Karak assemblage, 
perhaps dating to the mid twelfth century.

Turquoise alkaline-glazed with black underpainting (Catalogue Pages 26–27, 
pp. 318–324 & 373–374)

Turquoise alkaline-glazed wares with black underpainting (‘black under 
turquoise’) comprise c. 1% of  the total assemblage and c. 10% of  the 
alkaline-glazed ceramics.135 In most cases, the stonepaste is white with a 
sugary consistency although smaller numbers of  vessels are constructed 
of  a pale grey, harder frit fabric with more frequent impurities. The 
glaze is usually turquoise in colour although one green glazed shard was 
reported (A.4255 [27.16]). The majority of  the shards come from footed 
bowls supported on ring feet. There are three types of  bowl profi le, 
almost hemispherical footed bowls with fl anged rims, footed bowls with 
steep fl ared sides and a carination near the base, and curved bowls. 
The fi rst type is supported on a slightly fl ared squat ring foot whilst 

131 Riis and Poulsen (1957), fi g. 769.
132 Lane (1957), p. 19, pl. 16.b.
133 Riis and Poulsen (1957), fi g. 688. See also fi gs. 497–500.
134 Bahgat and Massoul (1930), pls. VII.6, X.2, XI.5, XII.10, XXIII.1, XXX.2.
135 Total=85: A = 48, B = 1, C = 2, D = 6, F = 30.
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the second and third types of  bowl have a fl at disc base carried on a 
straight ring foot. The shards from closed vessels (A.4246 [27.9], A.4252 
[27.8], A.4282 [26.21]) are all from jars with bulbous bodies and thin 
necks. Jars vary considerably in scale. A range of  motifs and painting 
styles is employed on the bowls and closed vessels. The relationship 
between the geometric painting on black under turquoise wares and 
black and white wares has already been noted in the previous section. 
Other abstract devices include the repeated dots on A.4255 [27.16] 
and the design of  spiralling lines radiating from the centre of  the bowl 
on A.4254 [27.10]. Such designs are reported from sites in Egypt and 
northern Syria.136 Vegetal designs are common both on open and closed 
forms. In some cases, the leaves and stems are freely painted over the 
surface of  the vessel (e.g. A.4253 [27.17]),137 while in other cases the 
vegetal motifs are contained within roundels (e.g. A.4274 [4274]).138

Black under turquoise shards appear elsewhere on the Karak pla-
teau,139 and are widely distributed all over the Levant (fi g. 18).140 Black 
underpainted stonepaste wares with green rather than turquoise glaze 
are reported from a smaller number of  sites in Bilād al-Shām and 
Egypt.141 Monochrome turquoise-glazed stonepaste wares have also been 

136 Repeated dot patterns appear at Tal Barrī (Pecorella [1983], fi g. 5) and Ru āfa 
(Lofar [1991], fi g. 5.14. Spiral designs appear at Fus ā  (Arab Museum [1922], pl. 99) 
and Ru āfa (Logar [1991], fi g. 6.16).

137 Comparable motifs appear at Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], 
pl. 51.j, k) and Ru āfa (Logar [1991], fi g. 6.8).

138 A similar arrangement can be seen from bowls excavated at amā. See Riis and 
Poulsen (1957), fi gs. 551, 552.

139 Miller survey, sites 108, 211, 427.
140 Examples are reported from Afāmiyya (Rogers [1972], p. 257), Alexandria, Kawm 

al-Dikka (Kubiak [1969], pp. 17ff  ), Ba albak (Sarre [1925], fi gs. 38, 56; pl. 24.68a), 
Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], fi g. 51.80; survey sites 3, 4, 10, 12, 17, 20, 28, 32), 
Dakhla Oasis (Keall [1981], fi g. 1.14), Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir [1973], pls. III.a; 
VII.17), Fus ā  (Arab Museum [1922], pl. 99 et passim), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], 
fi g. 769 et passim), Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman [1989], pl. 69.3), Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden (Tushingham [1985], fi gs. 41.35, 44.1), Khalīl (Bennett [1972], 
chapter IV), Mīnā (Lane [1938], p. 59), Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. 
G-1.18b), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], pl. 43s); Raqqa (Sauvaget 
[1948], fi gs. 10, 11); Ru āfa (Legner [1964], pl. 1; Logar [1991], fi g. 5), North Shūna 
(unpublished), Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā and Rujūm (MacDonald [1992], 
pls. 32.d; 34.d), Tabgha (Loffreda [1982], fi g. 10.1), Tal Abū Qa dān, phase P (Franken 
and Kalsbeek [1975], fi g. 38.12), Tal Barrī (Pecorella [1983], fi g. 5), ‘Tal Minis’ (Porter 
and Watson [1987], p. 195), Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi g. 266), Tal Rif at 
Region (Bernus-Taylor [1981], p. 482), ū  (  Joel [1992], p. 3, section II), Wu ayra 
(Vannini et al. [1995], p. 535), and Zir īn (Grey [1994], fi g. 10.2).

141 Examples are reported from Ammān, Tal Sirān (Hadidi [1989], p. 140), 
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Figure 18. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  black under turquoise stonepaste.
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excavated in Syria and Palestine.142 A waster of  black under turquoise 
ware was found at Fus ā ,143 and other production centres also existed 
in Syria including Raqqa and Damascus. The ‘Tal Minis’ assemblages 
contain black under turquoise shards fused with monochrome glazed 
turquoise and manganese shards. While certainly to be regarded as 
wasters, the lack of  secure provenance means that they are of  limited 
value for establishing the location of  a production centre.144 Wasters 
of  black under turquoise ware were also found during an excavation 
of  the citadel at Konya.145

The range of  vessel profi les, ceramic pastes and painting styles iden-
tifi ed in the Karak corpus indicate that black under turquoise wares 
were produced in a number of  manufacturing sites in Bilād al-Shām 
over an extended period. Mason suggests that the earliest examples 
of  this style of  decoration in Syria may be dated to c. 1150–1200.146 
Early examples from Karak probably include thin-bodied shards such 
as A.4255 [27.16], A.4281 [27.10], A.4256 [27.15], F.7963 [26.27] 
and F.7964 [26.25], as well as the ‘proto-biconical’ profi le of  A.4274 
[27.2].147 Though some parallels noted in form and decoration may 
be noted with vessels excavated at sites such as Ru āfa, a Damascene 
provenance seems likely for this early group of  black under turquoise 
wares. The archaeological evidence for the later production of  this 
ware is not abundant, though it seems to be suffi cient to allow for much 
of  the Karak material to be placed in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

Fus ā  (Scanlon [1971], p. 225; Ashmolean Museum (unpublished); Qu ayr Qadīm 
(Whitcomb and Johnson [1982], pl. 38.k, q–t), and Tal rīm, phase iii (Berthier and 
Geyer [1988], p. 93).

142 Examples are reported from Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve [1950], p. 
146), Antioch (Waagé [1948], p. 88), Bu rā, phase v (Berthier [1985], pl. 6.66, 67), 
Raqqa/Rāfi qa (Milwright [2005], fi gs. 9, 14.6, 7) and Tal rīm, phase iii (Berthier 
and Geyer [1988], p. 93).

143 Mason and Keall (1990), p. 189, no. 909.44.20.
144 Porter and Watson (1987), p. 195, pls. 3, 4. Given the lack of  secure provenance, 

these pieces may have come from Raqqa/Rāfi qa. See comparisons in Milwright 
(2005), fi g. 9.

145 Rogers (1972), p. 257, n. 1.
146 Mason (2004), pp. 98–99. See also examples illustrated in McPhillips (2002).
147 For the ‘arc-back’ design on F.7964 and the profi le of A.4274, see Mason (2004), 

fi gs. 5.4 (SS.11), 5.7 (MMA.21). Other examples excavated in late twelfth- or early 
thirteenth-century contexts include: Āna (Northedge 1988, 103), Caesarea (Pringle 
1985, fi gs. 14.81–83; 15.84–86), Hama (Riis and Poulsen 1957, nos. 503–507), Harrān 
(Rice 1952, fi g. 14.8–11), Qal at Ja bar (Tonghini 1998, fi gs. 65–69), Ru āfa (Logar 
1991, fi g. 5.1, 10, 11, 14, 16) and Wāsi  (Safar 1945, fi g. 19.65).
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centuries.148 The latest secure dating is the ‘Mamluk’ phase (c. 1363–76) 
at the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem.149

Polychrome painting under a transparent alkaline glaze (Catalogue Pages 27–28, 
pp. 322–326 & 374–375)

Alkaline-glazed stonepaste wares with polychrome underpainting 
(‘polychrome’) are rare in the Karak assemblags, accounting for c. 3% 
of  the alkaline-glazed ceramics.150 There are considerable technical 
and stylistic variations within this group. The wares are split into four 
stylistic categories.

Style 1 is represented in the catalogue by three shards (A.4383 [28.5], 
A.4384 [28.6], A.4385 [28.4]). All are from thin-bodied bowls with a 
fl at disc base supported on a straight ring foot. Too little survives to 
judge the profi le of  the upper parts of  the bowls. The stonepaste is 
similar in all cases being pale grey, medium-soft, and sugary in texture. 
The potting of  A.4385 [28.4] is slightly thicker than the others and the 
foot ring fl ares out slightly. The glaze has shown no tendency to pool in 
the centre of  the bowl. Geometric designs are found on the interiors, 
but no evidence for exterior decoration could be detected. Underglaze 
pigments include black, turquoise, blue, and a rather grainy red-brown 
or brown pigment.

This style of  the decoration is distinct from the other underglaze-
painted wares from Karak. The designs radiate from the centre of  
the bowl and are strictly symmetrical through either one, two or three 
axes. The abstract composition is mapped out in fi ne black lines with 
small areas of  colour.151 Large areas of  the ground are left unpainted. 
In the publication of  the amā excavations, the authors call this style 
of  decoration ‘Ru āfa ware’.152 The only reason for this attribution 
appears to be reports of  polychrome wares excavated by de Lorey and 
Salles in this area.153 By contrast, very few shards of  style 1 polychrome 

148 For example, see: Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle [1986], fi g. 51.80), Qa r al- ayr 
East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. G-5; G-2.1b), and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase P (Franken 
and Kalsbeek [1975], fi g. 38.12).

149 Tushingham (1985), fi gs. 41.35; 44.1.
150 Total = 27: A = 13, F = 14.
151 Some examples of  this ware carry fi gural designs. For instance, see Institut du 

Monde Arabe (2001), pls. on pp. 123, 131.
152 Riis and Poulsen (1957).
153 A summary of  these activities are given in Rengarten (1929).
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are noted in the most recent archaeological work at Ru āfa.154 Small 
numbers of  this style have been excavated in Egypt and Bilād al-
Shām.155 Petrographic and typological analysis by Mason has led him 
to conclude that polychrome-painted stonepaste wares in a variety 
of  related styles were being produced in both Damascus and sites in 
northern Syria.156 The examples found in the south of  Bilād al-Shām 
are probably all to be identifi ed with the workshops of  Damascus. 
Excavated contexts in Jerusalem and Damascus suggest a dating in 
the second half  of  the twelfth century. Style 1 polychrome wares were 
located in the Armenian Garden excavations in a context, dated by 
the excavators to between 1212 and 1219/1227. Re-examination by 
Mason of  the stratigraphy and coin fi nds has led to a revised dating 
of  this phase to c. 1150–1200.157 This dating accords well with similar 
fi nds in the citadel of  Damascus.158 Interestingly, comparisons can also 
be drawn with the linear style and sparing use of  colour found in some 
thirteenth-century Syrian enamelled glass.159

Style 2 is represented by A.4234 [28.3], a carinated bowl with a 
fl at disc base carried on a ring foot. The stonepaste is greyish and 
medium-hard. Underglaze painting in brown and black is restricted 
to the interior. The centre of  the design is made up of  a eight-lobed 
roundel drawn in pale brown containing a series of  black calligraphic 
strokes. This whole design is surrounded by concentric bands of  black. 
This motif  is also found on shards from amā.160 Style 3 polychrome 
(F.7991 [27.18], F.7990 [27.19], F.8164 [28.1], A.4386 [27.21], A.4390 
[28.7], F.8201 [28.8]) differs from blue and white wares and turquoise 

154 Logar (1991, 1992 and 1995).
155 Examples of this style are reported from Aleppo (Gonnella [1999], fi gs. 3, 4, 

pl. 26), Alexandria, Kawm al-Dikka (Lane [1949], p. 146); Damascus (McPhillips 
[2002], pp. 143–45, pl. 1); Fus ā  (Arab Museum [1922], pls. 95, 96; Scanlon [1971], 
p. 225; Ashmolean museum [unpublished], 1959.35, P. 229, P. 235, P. 981); amā 
(Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 616, 620, 621, 636, 686), Jerusalem, Armenian Garden 
(Tushingham [1985], fi g. 38.6), Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. G-1.18d), 
Raqqa/Rāfi qa (Kouchakji [1923], p. 5.16; Garner [1927], p. 55 and pls.; Milwright 
[2005], fi g. 11.16–18), and Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald [1992], pl. 35.c).

156 Mason (2004), p. 108.
157 Mason (1997), p. 185; (2004), 99. For the original excavation report, see 

Tushingham (1985).
158 McPhillips (2002), pp. 143–45, pl. 1. See also material from twelfth- and early 

thirteenth-century contexts from the citadel in Aleppo in Gonnella (1999).
159 Lamm (1930), ii, pls. 127.2; 133.2, 5; 136.1 (‘Aleppo group’, thirteenth-century); 

147.23; 151.11, 13 (‘Damascus group’, c. 1250–1310). See also Riis and Poulsen (1957), 
fi g. 281.

160 Riis and Poulsen (1957), fi gs. 505, 507, 508, 589.
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and black wares only in the addition of  one or more underglaze colour 
to the normal bichrome arrangement. Comparative material appears 
in dated contexts at Burj al-A mar, phase D (dated as c. 1265–1390),161 
and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J (dated as c. 1250–1401).162 Other variants 
of  style 3 wares have been excavated elsewhere in the Levant.163

Style 4 polychrome is characterised by the use of  additional green 
pigment as part of  the underglaze decoration. A.4387–89 [28.2] are 
shards from a shallow fl ange rim bowl. The body is heavily potted of  a 
coarse stonepaste. The exterior is decorated in blue and white. On the 
interior, the decoration of  the fl ange is formed of  a vegetal scroll drawn 
in thin black lines animated with dots of  green. The green pigment has 
acted as a resist to the alkaline glaze. The same green is dotted on the 
exterior of  a shard from a bowl with an inverted rim (F.7992 [27.20]) 
and a body shard (F.8165 [not illustrated]). As a result, the glaze has 
pitted over the dots of  green. Same green pigment found on shards 
from Beirut164 and Fus ā .165 Style 4 polychrome wares were probably 
produced later than the other polychrome wares. A.4387–4389 [28.2] 
is similar in profi le and decoration to two other shards from the Karak 
corpus, one blue and white (A.4480 [34.1]), and one blue and white 
(A.4349 [60.3]). A sage green pigment does appear as an underglaze 
colour on Iznik pottery between 1540 and 1560,166 and on Persian 
‘Kubachi’ polychrome after c. 1550.167 The Karak shards may be crude 
examples of  the type of  polychrome ceramics (often known as ‘Syrian 
polychrome’ ware) produced in Damascus, and perhaps other Syrian 
cities, from the late fi fteenth to the eighteenth century.168

Turquoise and black under clear alkaline glaze (Catalogue Pages 28–30, 
pp. 324–330 & 375–377)

Stonepaste wares painted with turquoise and black under a clear alkaline 
glaze (‘turquoise and black’) constitute c. 1.5% of  the total assemblage 

161 Pringle (1986), fi g. 51.84.
162 Franken and Kalsbeek (1975), fi g. 38.1. For the revised dating of  the strata on 

the site, see Sauer (1976).
163 Examples include Fus ā  (Fouquet [1900], pl. VIII.71a), ayfā, St Mary of  Carmel 

(Pringle [1984a], fi g. 9.77) and abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], no. 804).
164 Anon. (1995), pl. on p. 16.
165 Ashmolean (unpublished), P. 725, P. 274.
166 Atasoy and Raby (1989), cat.nos. 314–76.
167 Lane (1957), pp. 49–50, 79–80, pls. C, D, G.
168 Milwright (2000), pp. 200–202.
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and c. 13% of  the alkaline-glazed ware.169 The stonepaste is white and 
has a sugary texture with infrequent ferrous impurities. The bodies of  
black and turquoise vessels are thickly potted. The glaze is applied evenly 
and there is little pooling or dripping. The majority of  turquoise and 
black shards come from open bowls with curved sides and supported 
on ring feet. Rim profi les fall into four basic categories, fl ange rims, 
straight rims, inverted rims, and folded over rims. Most are from deep, 
almost hemispherical bowls. The foot rings all have a slightly fl ared 
profi le. A.4432 [30.7] comes from a closed vessel shape.170

There are considerable technical and stylistic similarities with blue 
and black ‘panel style’ ceramics in the Karak assemblages, but the tur-
quoise and black group is distinguished by a broader painting style. In 
some examples, designs are carved into the black underglaze pigment. 
The external ornamentation of  the bowls is usually simple, consisting 
of  horizontal or vertical bands of  black. A.4417 [29.7] and F.8006 
[28.16] have more complex designs. The decoration of  interior space 
is usually divided into segments or concentric bands around a central 
roundel. A small repertoire of  individual motifs and repeat patterns 
recur on both the Karak shards and examples of  turquoise and black 
ware from other sites. For example, similar bands of  repeated ornament 
are employed on A.4431 [28.15], A.4394 [29.2] and A.4421 [29.3].171 
Another example of  this is the ‘tree’ design on A.4426 [30.1] which is 
also found elsewhere in Bilād al-Shām and Cyprus.172 A.4428 [30.2] 
carries the only example of  a Mamluk blazon in the Karak ceramic 
assemblages. While the format emulates the sultanic epigraphic blazons 
of  the fourteenth century, the text simply reads, alf  al-f . . . (?). The fi rst 
word may be translated as ‘one thousand’ (perhaps referring to an 
amiral rank), though it is possible that the fi rst word can be read as a 
poorly rendered, al- izz (‘the glory’).

169 Total = 114: A = 51, D = 2, F = 61.
170 A closed vessel in this painting style found in Italy is illustrated in Lane (1957), 

pl. 16A.
171 Comparable decorative bands are reported from Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], 

fi g. 51.82), asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g. 4.144), Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek 
[1975], fi g. 38.1), Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi g. 266), and Tal Qaymūn 
(Ben-Tor and Portugali [1979], fi g. 5.3). See also the decoration of a vase discovered 
in Italy (Lane [1957], pl. 16A).

172 Examples are reported from Antioch (Waagé [1948], fi g. 55.18), Ayn Shams 
(Grant and Wright [1938–39], pl. L.24), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi g. 567), 
and Nicosia (Megaw [1951b], pl. XLV.A4).
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Turquoise and black ware is less commonly found on excavation and 
surveys than blue and black wares (fi g. 19). It is reported elsewhere on 
the Karak plateau,173 as well as in the rest of  Bilād al-Shām, Egypt, 
Italy and Cyprus.174 Turquoise pigment is replaced by green in the 
glaze of  a shard from Qu ayr Qadīm, though it is not clear whether 
this example can be considered as being from the same ware as the 
Karak turquoise and black bowls.175 Polychrome shards from the Karak 
assemblage such as A.4386 [27.21] and F.8164 [28.1] are part of  the 
same painting style. While the ware appears to be widely dispersed, 
there is a concentration in Palestine and Jordan. This style of  under-
glaze-painted stonepaste was probably manufactured and used in the 
south of  Bilād al-Shām and exported into the Mediterranean via the 
ports of  the Palestinian coast. The low densities of  this ware on all 
sites, and the homogeneity of  painting style within the excavated corpus 
suggests that these wares were produced for a relatively short period 
of  time. Unfortunately, the available archaeological evidence does not 
allow the chronological parameters to be established with much preci-
sion. Turquoise and black wares are reported in stratifi ed contexts at 
Burj al-A mar, phase E (c. 1390–c. 1920), Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J 
(c. 1250–1401),176 and asbān (c. 1260–1401). The pottery from ayfā 
is dated by Pringle to the second half  of  the thirteenth century,177 
though the presence of  blue and white stonepaste wares indicates an 
additional occupation phase in the late fourteenth or fi fteenth century. 
The tripartite epigraphic blazon depicted on A.4228 [30.2] is also 
consistent with a fourteenth-century date.178

173 Miller survey, sites 108, 215, 427.
174 Examples are reported from Aleppo (Atil [1981], p. 153, cat. 66); Antioch (Waagé 

[1948] fi g. 55.18), Ayn Shams (Grant and Wright [1938–39], pl. L.24), Burj al-A mar 
(Pringle [1986], fi g. 51.82, 84, survey sites: 3, 4, 20, 28, 32), Fus ā  (Arab Museum, 
Cairo [1922], pls. 100, 104; Bahgat and Massoul [1930], pl. XLVI), ayfā, St. Mary of 
Carmel (Pringle [1984a], fi g. 9.75), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi g. 567), asbān 
(Sauer [1973], fi g. 4.144), Italy (Lane [1957], pl. 16A), Nicosia (Megaw [1951b], pl. 
XLV.A4), Raqqa (Kouchakji [1923], p. 5.16), abaqat Fa l (Smith [1973], pl. 72.804), 
Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek [1975], fi g. 38.1), Tal Barrī (Pecorella [1983], 
fi g. 5 [top LH corner]), Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi g. 266), Tal Qaymūn 
(Ben-Tor and Portugali [1979], fi g. 5.3).

175 Whitcomb and Johnson (1982), fi g. 38.q.
176 According to the revised dating in Sauer (1976).
177 Pringle (1984a).
178 Mayer (1933), pp. 34–35. Such tripartite blazons were employed by the sultans 

from the time of al-Nā ir Mu ammad b. Qalāwūn. Other examples of similar blazons 
on underglaze-painted blue and black vessels are from Fus ā  (Arab Museum [1922], 
pls. 100, 104; Bahgat and Massoul [1930], pl. XLVI) and amā (Riis and Poulsen 
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Figure 19. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  turquoise and black stonepaste.
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Blue and black under clear alkaline glaze (Catalogue Pages 30–34, 
pp. 328–336 & 377–381)

Stonepaste painted in blue and black under a transparent alkaline glaze 
(‘blue and black’) constitute c. 2% of  the total assemblage and c. 21% 
of  the alkaline-glazed wares.179 The stonepaste is generally white with 
a sugary friable consistency and few impurities. The alkaline glaze is 
transparent, frequently with a greenish tinge. The cobalt pigment has 
often blurred or run under the glaze during the fi ring process. The blue 
and black group contains a range of  open and closed vessel shapes. 
The rim fragments from open vessels can be split into fi ve categories, 
fl ange rim bowls, curved bowls with straight rims, curved bowls with 
inverted rims, curved bowls with everted rims, and carinated bowls. 
The bases from open vessels split into three main types, slightly fl ared 
ring base rising to a steep curved body, low ring base supporting a fl at 
base shallow bowl, and almost fl at disc bases rising to a steep body. The 
closed vessels are jars with bulbous bodies and narrow necks.

Blue and black ware is a large and diverse group in the Karak 
assemblage, but a few signifi cant features can be highlighted. Flange 
rim bowls exhibit common stylistic features. Blue pigment is restricted 
to the interior of  the bowl. The exteriors are painted in black with 
concentric bands and repeated vertical lines or simple arcades. The 
decoration of  the interiors is more varied. On A.4450 [31.6] and F.8065 
[32.2], the fl ange section is covered with repeated abstract designs. 
The whole interior of  A.4457 [32.1] is composed of  a radial pattern 
formed with blue pigment with more detail added in black.180 Straight 
rim bowls tend to have a deeper profi le than the previous category. 
The only major typological distinction is the presence of  a small ledge 
handle on F.8071 [30.19]. A.4514 [30.21] is also notable for the broad 
painting style and the poor quality pockmarked glaze.

F.8079 [31.1] is a rim shard from a large splayed rim bowl with 
a diameter of  c. 480 mm. Body shards and a section of  the base 
(F.8080–8083 [31.2–5]) were also recovered from area F. The walls are 
extremely thick in order to support the weight of  the bowl. The frit-
paste is both harder and coarser (containing occasional large ferrous 

[1957], fi g. 797). An unprovenanced turquoise and black bowl carrying a tripartite 
blazon similar to the Karak shard was auctioned in London in 1992. See Christie’s 
(1992), lot no. 30.

179 Total = 185: A = 75, C = 1, D = 7; F = 102.
180 Comparable decoration is found at amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 733).
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impurities) than the previous examples. Blue pigment is restricted to 
the interior of  the bowl. On the interior the decoration is formed of  
broad curvilinear motifs fi lled with more delicate abstract or vegetal 
ornament. I am unaware of  other examples of  a blue and black bowl 
of  the Ayyubid-Mamluk period constructed on such a scale. The rarity 
of  this type suggests that the production of  a frit-paste bowl of  this size 
was a major technical accomplishment. It may have been made as part 
of  a specifi c commission though a dedicatory inscription or a ‘signature’ 
of  the potter are conspicuous by their absence. Two bowl rims (F.8077 
[30.16] and F.8078 [30.17]) have a carination in the upper part of  the 
bowl and a slightly everted rim. This profi le is found in other blue and 
black ware vessels from excavations in Bilād al-Shām,181 and is also a 
common feature of  ‘Sul ānābād’ wares. Some comparisons can also be 
made with large metalwork basins of  the Mamluk period.182

Parallels can be located for some of  the designs painted on blue and 
black bowls from Karak. The repeated ‘fi r tree’ motif  on the exterior 
of  F.8064 [30.9] is also found on blue and black shards from Khirbat 
Fāris and Tripoli.183 The fl oral pattern on F.8064 [30.9] can also be seen 
in shards from amā and Tripoli.184 Decorative roundels are common 
on base shards. The symmetrical vegetal motif  found in A.4463 [33.7] 
and F.8093 [31.9] is relatively common.185 A.4463 is a small scale vessel 
and may relate to ‘Egyptian miniature’ style identifi ed by Arthur Lane 
among the stonepaste wares of  Fus ā .186 The zigzag motif  on F.8078 
[30.17] is found on bowls from Egypt and Bilād al-Shām.187 

In some cases the whole space of  the interior is taken up with a single 
design. A.4469 [31.7] has been underpainted blue with small areas 
of  white reserved creating calligraphic shapes. The design of  A.4474 
[33.4] is a symmetrical design based on elegant curvilinear forms. F.8198 
[31.10] has a decoration of  waterweeds derived from Chinese blue and 

181 Examples are reported from: amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 717); Jerusalem 
citadel (  Johns [1950], pl. LXII.6, 7).

182 Lane (1957), pl. 4; Grube (1976), no. 209; Allan (1982), nos. 20, 22.
183 Johns et al. (1989), fi g. 27.58; Salamé-Sarkis (1980), pl. LXI.2.
184 Riis and Poulsen (1957), no. 706; Salamé-Sarkis (1980), pl. LXI.3.
185 Similar examples appear on a ‘turquoise and black’ shard from Karak (F.8013). 

Other comparanda for this design are reported from: Fus ā  (Wallis [1891], appendix, 
pl. XLVII.3); and St Mary of  Carmel, ayfā (Pringle [1984a], fi g. 9.75).

186 Cf. Lane (1957), pp. 19–20, pl. 16.B.
187 Cf. Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul [1930], ol. XXXVIII.4); asbān, ‘early Mamluk’ 

phase (Sauer [1973], fi g. 143).
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white porcelain. Stylistically, this piece has more in common with blue 
and white pottery.188 A.4465 [32.7] contains a depiction of  the wing 
of  a bird and the trunk of  a stylised tree. The background is made 
up of  sketchily drawn trilobed leaves, other dots and dashes and the 
sparing addition of  blue. This design is reported on examples excavated 
in Egypt and Syria.189 Two comparable bird design shards from the 
Metropolitan Museum were submitted to neutron activation analysis 
and a Syrian provenance was suggested.190 The most common group 
divides the space of  the interior into radial segments, sometimes with 
the addition of  a central roundel. Specifi c parallels can be identifi ed 
for some of  the designs found at Karak.191

A.4481 [32.6] is constructed of  a whiter and more friable stonepaste 
and decorated with a complex design. A.4477 [32.5] is from a smaller 
scale bowl but shares many of  the characteristics of  stonepaste, glaze 
and underpainting style of  A.4481 [32.6]. The feature which confi rms 
the high craftsmanship is the cartouche on the underside of  the base. 
Inscriptions and ‘signatures’ are well known on the bases of  Middle 
Islamic underglaze painted wares.192 The care with which the design was 
rendered does not, to my knowledge, have any parallel in the published 
material from the Levant. Unfortunately, the inscription is incomplete 
and impossible to decipher due to the corrosion of  the glaze. A.4478 
[32.3] and F.8089 [32.4] are fl at disc bases glazed on interior and 
exterior. An unusual feature of  these pieces is that the decoration of  
the upper and lower discs is very different. The inscription bands on 
F.8089 [32.4] are illegible although the format suggests an architectural 
or numismatic source. The Karak corpus contains a very similar shard 

188 A similar design is found on a shard from Fus ā . Ashmolean Museum: P. 243.
189 Examples are reported from: Ba albak (Sarre [1925], p. 127, fi gs. 48, 52); 

Damascus (Migeon [1923], pl. on p. 338); Fus ā  (Wallis [1891], appendix: pl. VII.2; 
Bahgat and Massoul [1930], pl. XXXVIII.2); amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 
745–48). Other animals are also represented on the same vegetal background at: Fus ā  
(Wallis [1891], appendix: pl. XVII.7; Arab Museum, Cairo [1922], pl. 116); and amā 
(Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 750–51). A somewhat different bird design can be seen 
on the base of a vessel from the citadel in Aleppo (Gonnella [2006], fi g. 7).

190 Jenkins (1984), pl. 3c, 5a.
191 For instance, A.4466 [56.1] and Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P. 248) and Tripoli 

(Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. LXIII.4); A.4470 and amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], nos. 
663, 709); A.4472 and Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: 1978.2451); and Tripoli (Salamé-
Sarkis [1980], pl. LXIII.8) A.4473 and amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 735); 
F.8095 and Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir [1973], pl. IIIb.a).

192 Studies of  these ‘signatures’ on the pottery of  the Ayyubid-Mamluk period include 
Fouquet (1900); Bahgat and Massoul (1930); Abel (1930); and Abd al-Rāziq (1967).
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to these examples decorated in blue and white (A.4342 [34.14]). The 
possible function of  these unusual objects is discussed in the follow-
ing section. Closed vessels are represented in the catalogue by A.4494 
[33.10], A.4495 [33.11], F.8063 [30.14]. The motifs on the body shard, 
A.4495 [33.11] are paralleled in shards from Ba albak, Fus ā  and 

amā.193 F.8063 [30.14] is the rim and neck of  a jar. Similar profi les 
are reported from sites in Egypt and Bilād al-Sham.194 Jars of  this type 
were used as storage vessels for valuable products such as medicine 
and preserved fruit. Jars are reported in written sources in Spain, Italy, 
Sicily, and France,195 and surviving examples have been recovered from 
all over the Mediterranean.

The blue and black wares from Karak can be divided into three 
basic groups that may also be organised into chronological phases. The 
fi rst phase of  Syrian blue and black may be dated to the fi rst half  of  
the thirteenth century on the basis of  fi nds from Raqqa/Rāfi qa and 
elsewhere.196 These pieces tend to be fi nely potted from a compact 
stonepaste that is sometimes pale grey in colour. The sparing use of  
blue is noted in the painting of  some examples. Probable examples 
of  this early phase are A.4454 [30.13], F.8066 [30.18] and F.8071 
[30.19]. The second group is the most numerous and exhibits a stylistic 
affi liation to the so-called ‘panel style’ found on Persian ‘Sul ānābād’ 
wares. These examples are all made of  more friable white stonepaste 
and tend to be potted with thicker walls than the fi rst phase. The fi rst 
‘Sul ānābād’ style, which combines blue and black pigments under a 
colourless and turquoise transparent glazes, is the main inspiration for 
Levantine potters.197 The painting style on the Karak examples tends to 
be less densely patterned, and the use of  turquoise is uncommon (see 
polychrome wares: style 3). The draughtsmanship becomes more rigid 
and formalised with animal representation being rare. Archaeological 

193 Sarre (1925), pl. 44; Ashmolean Museum: P. 272: Riis and Poulsen (1957), no. 
736.

194 For instance, Ba albak (Sarre [1925], pl. 51.g); Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul 
[1930], pl. K.82); Qa r al- ayr East, period 2 (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. G-7.2a, 2b); 
and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], pl. 51.g).

195 Lane (1957), p. 17.
196 For instance, see Qal at Ja bar (Tonghini 1998, 47: ware AH), Raqqa (Sauvaget 

[1948], nos. 77, 78; Milwright [2005], fi g. 15.12–18), Samsat (Öney 1994, 289, pl. 
281), and ‘Tal Minis’ (Porter and Watson 1987, pl. 10).

197 Lane (1957), p. 11, pls. 1–6.
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evidence suggests a chronological range from the later thirteenth through 
to the latter part of  the fourteenth century for these examples. Other 
styles of  painting are also represented in this phase. The designs painted 
on shards such as A.4454 [30.13], A.4469 [31.7], A.4514 [30.21], and 
F.8089 [32.4] owe little to Persian pottery. The third phase comprises 
those blue and black wares that bear signs of  the infl uence from the 
types of  Chinese blue and white porcelain that was appearing in Bilād 
al-Shām from the last quarter of  the fourteenth century (this issue is 
discussed in greater detail in the next section). The introduction of  
some Chinese inspired themes can be seen on some blue and black 
shards from Karak including the ‘cloud’ forms on A.4474 [33.4], the 
‘rock pool’ motifs on A.4480 [34.1], and the vegetal designs on A.4480 
[34.1] and F.8198 [31.10].

The sugary-white stonepaste of  the majority of  the Karak group 
suggests a Syrian provenance. Blue and black wares have been found in 
association with kilns around Bāb Sharqī in Damascus,198 and kilns pro-
ducing a range of  glazed stonepaste wares have been located elsewhere 
in Syria and perhaps in Palestine.199 Blue and black pottery is reported 
elsewhere on the Karak plateau,200 and is also found commonly in the 
remainder of  the Levant (fi g. 20).201 As yet there has been very little 
success in assigning styles of  painting to individual towns or regions. 
The fact that potters travelled and produced ceramics in different urban 

198 Contenau (1924), pl. XLIX; Raphael (1924), p. 20; Carswell (1979), p. 19; Jenkins 
(1984), p. 104.

199 Recent excavations near Jerusalem have led to the recovery of  what may be 
a workshop for the production of  stonepaste wares. Nitzan Amitai-Preiss (personal 
communication).

200 Miller survey, sites 108, 211, 214, 215 (unpublished). Other examples are reported 
from Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al. [1989], fi g. 27.58).

201 Examples are reported from Aleppo (Gonnella [2006], fi g. 7), Alexandria, Kawm 
al-Dikka (Lane [1949], p. 146), Ba albak (Sarre [1925]), Bālis (Rengarten [1929], pl. 
XXVIII), Burj al-A mar (Pringle [1986], 51.83, 86; survey sites 3, 4, 20, 28, 32), 
Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir [1973], pl. IIIb.a), Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul, 1930: 
passim), ayfā, St. Mary of Carmel (Pringle [1984a], fi g. 9.75), amā (Riis and Poulsen 
[1957]), asbān (Sauer [1973], fi g. 143), Jerusalem, Citadel (  Johns [1950], pl. LXII.5), 
Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. G-7.2a, 2b), Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb 
and Johnson [1979], pl. 51.g), Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald [1992], pl. 35.b), 

abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al. [1992], pl. 127.7), Tal Barrī (Pecorella [1983], fi g. 5), 
‘Tal Minis’ (Porter and Watson [1987], p. 205), Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], 
fi g. 266), Tal Qaymūn (Ben-Tor et al. [1979] fi g. 5.3), Tal Saylūn (Andersen [1985], 
pl. 11.179), and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis [1980], pl. LXIII.8).
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Figure 20. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  blue and black stonepaste and 
blue and white stonepaste.
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centres202 makes it unlikely that the decorative styles of  blue and black 
wares will ever form the basis of  a reliable guide to provenance.

Blue painted under a colourless alkaline glaze (Catalogue Pages 34–36, 
335–340 & 381–383)

Blue painted under a colourless alkaline glaze (from now on called ‘blue 
and white’) constitutes c. 1.5% of  the total assemblage and c. 14.5% 
of  the alkaline-glazed wares.203 Dripping and pooling of  the glaze are 
common in this ware, features which were perhaps exacerbated by 
the ability of  cobalt pigment to act as a fl ux.204 One shard (A.4329 
[35.6]) also has the addition of  turquoise pigment in limited parts of  
the design. The majority of  the shards are from open bowls. The rims 
are split into four basic categories: deep bowls with fl ange rims; deep 
curved bowls with straight rims; curved bowls with inverted rims; and 
curved bowls with everted rims. Base shards fall into two basic types: 
ring feet with fl ared sides; and disc bases. The foot rings all support 
bowls with deep curved bodies. A small group of  closed vessels (  jugs 
and jars) was also identifi ed.

Flange rim bowls are the most common type. These shards all come 
from medium diameter bowls (c. 270–320 mm) and exhibit common 
characteristics of  ceramic paste and glaze type. A.4295 [35.1] and 
A.4305 [35.4] have an up-turned lip while A.4308 [34.9] has a scal-
loped edge. The colour of  the cobalt pigment and the sharpness of  the 
painting beneath the glaze vary. The painting style and the choice of  
motifs refl ects the dominant infl uence of  Chinese painted porcelain. The 
edge of  the rim of  A.4308 [34.9] is shaped into a wave pattern and has 
stylised wave and rock patterns painted on the fl ange. Scalloped edges 
are reported on a Syrian bowl from amā.205 Other comparanda are 
available in the Chinese porcelain in the Topkapi museum. Comparable 
rims with scalloped edges and river and rock designs to A.4308 occur 
on shallow serving bowls of  fourteenth-century date.206 The fl ange 

202 See, for instance, the study of  nisbas on the ‘signatures’ found on stonepaste wares 
from Cairo and Damascus. Abel (1930); Jenkins (1984).

203 Total = 127: A = 92, B = 3, F = 32.
204 Watson (1985), p. 33.
205 Riis and Poulsen (1957), no. 779.
206 Pope (1970), pls. 9, 10a, 11, 12, 14b, 15. It has recently been suggested (follow-

ing initial comments made by R.L. Hobson in the 1920s) that some of the ‘blue and 
white’ porcelain of this type may come from the kilns of the Southern Sung dynasty 
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of  A.4295 [35.1] is decorated with a vegetal design derived from the 
‘crapemyrtle and blackberry lily’ border seen in Chinese ceramics in 
the Topkapi and the Tughluqid palace, Dehli.207 The vegetal band on 
the cavetto of  A.4305 [35.4] is found on stonepaste shards from amā, 
and fourteenth-century Chinese imports in Dehli and the Topkapi.208 
The motif  employed in a repeat band on the exterior of  F.8167 [35.3] 
derives from the ‘lotus panel’ found on Chinese ceramics of  the four-
teenth century. Examples of  this pattern can be seen in porcelain at 
the Topkapi, and a Yuan period bowl shard from Fus ā .209 The same 
motif  also appears on Persian blue and white wares.210

The second group is deep bowls with straight rims.211 The exterior 
rims of  A.4290 [34.4], A.4306 [34.11] and A.4307 [34.10] have a 
simple repeated garland beneath a thin concentric band. The main 
decoration of  all these bowls is fl oral and vegetal features which mix 
Chinese-inspired and Islamic devices. Perhaps the fullest use of  Chinese 
motifs is to be found on A.4290 [34.4]. The third rim category is bowls 
with inverted rims. The exterior of  A.4377 [34.3] has a Chinese ‘lotus 
panel’ on the lower section while the upper band has Islamic geometric 
ornament. Both the style of  the plants and the division of  the space with 
six trefoil patterns on the interior are derived from Chinese ceramics. 
The trefoil device is seen on Chinese pottery of  the fourteenth century 
from Damascus, the Tughluqid palace, Dehli, and the Topkapi.212 The 
second shard (F.8172 [34.6]) is a rim from a smaller vessel. The exterior 
has another variant on the ‘lotus panel’ and the interior is ornamented 
with a diamond shape containing cloud or wave patterns. A shard 
painted in similar style was found in phase i during the excavation of  
the ‘reception hall’ at Karak.213

(1127–1279). An example of a fl ange rim bowl with a scalloped edge carrying wave 
and rock designs found at Tuotekuo in Inner Mongolia is illustrated in Kessler (1993), 
fi g. 90, and see discussion on pp. 136–43. This early dating has not met with wide 
acceptance.

207 Pope (1970), pl. B.5, 7a, 10b; Carswell (1979), pl. VII.
208 Riis and Poulsen (1957), nos. 777, 778; Carswell (1979), pl. XI; Pope (1970), 

pls. 3–6, 7b, 8.
209 Cf. Pope (1970), pls. B.5, 6; 21, 22, 24; Carswell (1985), pl. 12c.
210 Lane (1957), pl. 18; Grube (1976), no. 258.
211 Comparable straight rim bowls have been found at Cairo (Gayraud [1986], pl. 

XXV.54) and amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 791). Fourteenth-century Chinese 
‘blue and white’ also adopts this profi le. For instance, Pope (1970), pls. 18–21.

212 Carswell (1979), pls. 1, VII–IX; Pope (1970), pl. 15.
213 Brown (1989), fi g. 5.4.
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F.8166 [34.7] is from a small drinking cup a fl ared rim. The bowl 
probably stood on a straight ring foot. The stonepaste is slightly yellow 
in colour and more compact than most of  the Karak group. The bowl 
may be mould cast. Small scale blue and white tea bowls are found 
in early fourteenth-century Chinese ceramics from the Yuan period.214 
Later examples are also reported at Julfār in the Persian Gulf  and ūr, 
the port in the southern Sinai.215 Sources describe the use of  small 
porcelain or celadon bowls at informal court occasions among Mamluk 
amirs in Cairo,216 and it seems likely that Syrian imitations of  such 
imported bowls would have probably performed similar functions. If  
this piece was designed as a coffee cup, then it would likely have to be 
dated after c. 1534 (the fi rst record of  coffee-drinking in Damascus).217 
Similar small coffee cups were produced in larger numbers by the potters 
of  Kütahya in Turkey during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Examples of  Kütahya coffee cups have been found in excavations in 
Bilād al-Shām.218

A.4342 [34.14] is a fl at disc covered in a thick glaze. The piece may 
be mould cast. The upper section is related to decoration on shards such 
as: A.4327 [35.7] and A.4377 [34.3], but the form has closest affi nities 
with two blue and black shards from the Karak corpus (A.4478 [32.3] 
and F.8089 [32.4]). These shards are of  very similar scale and profi le and 
may have functioned as lids. Lids are rare in Middle Islamic decorated 
ceramics but are found in Persian underglaze painted wares.219 Unlike 
the Persian example, the Karak pieces do not have handles. Metalwork 
of  this period contains cylindrical boxes with fl at lids,220 but the closest 
comparisons seem to be with Chinese pottery. John Carswell published 
an ovoid porcelain pen box and cover of  late fi fteenth-century date 
bought in Damascus.221 Circular containers with fl at lids can be found 
on Yuan,222 and sixteenth-century Ming blue and white porcelain.223

214 Yeo and Martin (1978), pl. 2 (top). The same profi le is also found on a larger 
Syrian ‘blue and white’ bowl from amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 787).

215 Hansman (1985), fi g. 8.j; Kawatoko (2001), fi g. 5.10.
216 For instance, Ibn Iyās (1960–74), i.2, p. 393.
217 Rafeq (2001), p. 128.
218 Evidence summarised in Milwright (2000), p. 198. See also François (2002), fi g. 

4.4, 5.
219 Grube (1976), no. 202.
220 Allan (1982), pp. 74–75, no. 11.
221 Carswell (1979), pl. XXIV.
222 Xinyuan (1993), pl. 1; Addis (1968c), pl. 1.
223 Jenyns (1953), pl. 81.a.
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A.4309 [34.8] and F.8175 [34.12] are from closed vessels. A.4309 
is the neck a pitcher constructed of  a very friable white paste. The 
rim has been pinched to form a spout. The decoration is made up of  
feather motifs arranged vertically around the neck of  the vessel. This 
motif  can be found on the necks of  Yuan period blue and white vessels, 
and the closest parallels belong to the Hongwu period (1369–98).224 
The shape of  the spout may derive from incised metalwork or glass. 
The fl at surface and absence of  glaze on one side of  A.4351 [35.10] 
indicate that it is probably part of  a tile. To the best of  my knowledge 
no evidence for tiling has been located on any of  the structures inside 
the fortress of  Karak.

Blue and white shards have been located in great numbers at Fus ā ,225 
and this ware has also been found in Cairo,226 and at Kawm al-Dikka 
in Alexandria.227 Many complete examples of  bowls and jars exist in 
museum collections. This picture contrasts with the low numbers of  the 
ware recovered on the Karak plateau,228 and controlled excavations in 
Bilād al-Shām (fi g. 20).229 Very few excavated contexts from the fi fteenth 
century and later are reported in Syria.230 In Palestine and Jordan the 
low densities of  blue and white in Middle Islamic assemblages may 
also refl ect the economic decline of  southern Syrian provinces in the 
later Mamluk period.

Blue and white porcelain is clearly a dominant infl uence behind 
many of  the stylistic features in the Karak group, and so additional 
comparative material was sought in the Chinese pottery found in the 
Islamic world and elsewhere. The same degree of  imitation of  Chinese 
models can also be seen in the blue and white ceramics of  Iran in the 
late fourteenth to fi fteenth century,231 and in Iznik (c. 1480–1520).232 

224 Wei (2005). Cf. Beamish (1995), fi gs. 5, 17; Xinyuan (1993), pl. 5: Addis (1968c), pl. 27.
225 For instance, see Scanlon (1984).
226 Gayraud (1986).
227 Lane (1949), p. 146.
228 Miller survey, site 108 (unpublished).
229 Examples are reported from Beirut (Carswell [1979], pl. XIV), Burj al-A mar 

(Pringle [1986], 51.87; survey sites 3, 4, 32), Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir [1973], pl. 
IIA.f  ), ayfā, St. Mary of Carmel (Pringle [1984a], fi g. 9.78), amā (Riis and Poulsen 
[1957], fi g. 791), Karak (Brown [1989], fi g. 5.5), and Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher 
[1908], fi g. 266).

230 For a survey of  the ceramics of  the late Mamluk and Ottoman periods, see 
Milwright (2000).

231 See Golombek et al. (1996).
232 Atasoy and Raby (1989), pp. 121–28.
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The group of  shallow fl ange rim bowls (A.4295 [35.1], A.4301 [35.2], 
A.4305 [35.4], A.4308 [34.9], F.8167 [35.3] and A.4349 [36.3]) are 
particularly close in profi le and decoration to the type of  large presen-
tational vessel imported into the Middle East at the end of  the four-
teenth century.233 Deep bowls with straight rims (e.g. A.4290 [34.4]) also 
derive from late fourteenth-century Chinese imports. The lid (A.4342 
[34.14]) and the drinking cup (F.8166 [34.7]) are further examples of  
close copies of  Chinese prototypes.

In addition to the dating provided by stylistic comparisons with Chi-
nese prototypes, some evidence can be adduced from the archaeological 
record. A group of  stonepaste blue and white pieces was recovered from 

amā. Most of  the blue and white wares probably predate the destruc-
tion of  1401.234 ‘Blue and white’ shards were also found in association 
with the foundations of  the Madrasa of  Tatār al- ijāziyya in Cairo. 
The building was founded in either 748/1348 or 761/1360.235 A date 
in the mid fourteenth century may be proposed for the blue and white 
shards, though Gayraud notes the possibility of  later contamination in 
some excavated contexts. The production of  stonepaste pottery in the 
urban centres of  Syria was probably seriously affected in the decades 
following the capture of  the region by Tīmūr in 1401,236 though there 
is circumstantial evidence to suggest that glazed stonepaste wares con-
tinued to be made in Damascus and exported through much of  the 
fi fteenth century.237 The introduction of  polychrome Turkish pottery 
into the Levant in the second quarter of  the sixteenth century may 
have signalled the decline in the production of  blue and white wares 
in Bilād al-Shām.

233 Other Syrian imitations of  Chinese platterns are reported at Damascus, Bāb 
Sarīja (Toueir [1973], pl. Iia.c.), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], pls. 777–79), and 
Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher [1908], fi g. 266).

234 There are problems with the dating of the fi nal phase of the citadel, however. 
The presence of tobacco pipes, as well as a range of imported glazed wares dating 
between the fi fteenth and the eighteenth century indicate that the site remained in use 
much later than 1401. See Johns (1998); Milwright (2000), p. 192.

235 Gayraud (1986).
236 Clavijo remarks that Tīmūr took all the ‘makers of  porcelain and glass’ (according 

to the translation by Le Strange) back to Samarqand fl oowing the capture of  Damascus 
in 1401. See Clavijo (1928), pp. 287–88.

237 For instance, Florentine inventories contain numerous references to ceramics ‘alla 
domaschina’ through the fi fteenth century, with the latest document dating to 1494. It 
should be noted, however, that the vessels may have entered the documented collections 
at much earlier dates. See Spallanzani (1974), p. 169 (Appendix A, document 25).
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Lustre ware (Catalogue Page 36, pp. 338–340 & 383)

Two shards of  blue alkaline-glazed lustre ware were found in area F. 
Both are constructed of  a pale grey stonepaste with a granular texture 
and regular voids. The deep blue glaze shows no evidence of  pooling 
or dripping, but the dull gold-green lustre238 has corroded so that only 
parts of  the original design are visible. F.8199 [36.4] is a ring foot with 
slightly fl ared sides and F.8200 [not illustrated] is a body shard perhaps 
from the same vessel. The decoration takes the form of  freely painted 
plant scrolls and bunches of  fruit.

The fi rst evidence for the production of  lustre-painted pottery in 
Syria dates to the last quarter of  the eleventh century, and this mode 
of  decoration continued in a variety of  centres during the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries. Raqqa in northern Syria is reputed to have been 
a major production site for lustre wares prior to the destruction of  the 
city by the Mongols in 1259.239 Other centres for lustre were probably 
located along the Euphrates in Syria and southeastern Anatolia.240 
Typical examples of  the ‘Raqqa’ style make use of  a copper-coloured 
lustre over a colourless alkaline glaze, often with the addition of  some 
underglaze painting in blue. The copper-coloured lustre is also reported 
on imported Spanish glazed wares dating from the late fourteenth and 
fi fteenth centuries found in the Middle East.241 The technique of  paint-
ing golden lustre over a deep cobalt blue (or sometimes manganese 
purple) glaze is less common, though examples are reported on a few 
excavations.242 Signifi cantly, a vase decorated in this manner now in 

238 The golden colour of  the lustre probably indicates that the lustre pigment 
contained more silver than copper. See Watson (1985), p. 31. For modern recipes for 
different coloured lustres, see Caiger-Smith (1985), pp. 205–206.

239 Lane (1957), pp. 38–39; Grube (1963). Some lustre shards have been recovered 
during recent excavations within the walled city of Raqqa/Rāfi qa, but archaeological 
research has not yet provided defi nitive evidence that it was manufactured there. For 
examples of lustre shards, see Milwright (2005), fi g 15.19–21.

240 Tonghini (1998), pp. 47–51; Redford and Blackman (1997). See also Mason 
(2004), pp. 91–120.

241 For example Alexandria, Kawm al-Dikka (Kubiak [1969], pp. 12–13), Beirut (Rita 
Dagher, personal communication), and Fus ā  (Kubiak and Scanlon [1979], p. 112). 
Another possible example from Fus ā  is published in Mostafa (1949). For an example 
of Spanish blue-glazed lustre, see Kuwait National Museum (1983), no. 86.

242 Examples are reported from Alexandria (Kubiak [1969], pp. 12–14), Antioch 
(Waagé [1948], p. 90), Bālis (2001 season, unpublished), Tal Minis (Porter and Watson 
[1987], p. 203, nos. P8830, P8839; and see pp. 218–19: C17, C18, C21), Qa r al- ayr 
East (Grabar et al. [1978], pl. G-2.21b [no. A/C/4/70]). Two blue-glazed lustre vases 
are said to have been found in Trapani in Italy (Lane [1957], pl. 8 [and see also pl. 
9]; Atil [1981], p. 175, no. 84).
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the Kuwait National Museum carries the inscription, ‘Made for Asad 
al-Iskandarānī, the work of  Yūsuf  in Damascus, painter’.243 The Dama-
scene provenance of  the Karak shards was confi rmed by petrographic 
analysis of  F.8199.244 There is little solid dating information from the 
archaeological record. The lustre fragments from Antioch were prob-
ably deposited before the destruction of  the city in c. 1268,245 while 
the blue-glazed lustre shards from Qa r al- ayr East appear in the 
twelfth- to fourteenth-century reoccupation phase. Mason places the 
production of  this style of  Syrian lustre between 1200 and 1250, and 
this pre-Mamluk date is also suggested in the analysis of  the ceram-
ics from Ayyubid contexts in the recent excavations in the citadel of  
Damascus.246

Section 3: Chinese Imports (Catalogue Page 36, pp. 338–340 & 383)

Imported pottery from Southeast Asia accounts for only twenty shards 
in the Karak assemblages.247 Celadon (‘green ware’) is the most com-
mon of  the wares accounting for 75% of  the group. The remainder 
is made up of  blue and white porcelain, one piece of  qingbai ware, 
and one piece of  shufu ware.248 Celadon, porcelain and the other two 
types are easily distinguished from the Islamic pottery by the very 
hard, vitrifi ed ceramic fabric and even, glassy glazes.249 In the case of  
celadon and shufu wares, the fabric is grey in colour and with porcelain 
and qingbai ware, off-white. Occasional ferrous impurities were noted 
in most shards.

The celadon shards in the Karak assemblage can be divided into 
two groups according to the colour of the glaze. The fi rst group are 

243 Jenkins (1983), no. 84. Lane ([1957], p. 16) also remarks, ‘. . . the same style and 
technique, with lustre ranging from silver through to brassy yellow to a dull brown, is 
seen on a good many blue-glazed fragments found at Fustat and in the potters’ quarter 
outside the east gate of Damascus’. See also Migeon (1923).

244 Mason and Milwright ((1998), pp. 185, 187).
245 Imported European glazed pottery dating to the fi fteenth-seventeenth century 

does appear in the pottery publication, indicating a later period of  reoccupation on 
the site. See Milwright (2000), pp. 197, 203.

246 Mason (2004), p. 109; Stephen McPhillips (personal communication).
247 T = 20: A = 8, D = 6, F = 6.
248 I am grateful to Dr Shelagh Vainker of  the Ashmolean Museum for her advice 

about the dating and provenance of  these wares.
249 For the mineral composition of  the ceramic fabrics of  celadons and porcelains, 

see Henderson (2000), pp. 164–66.
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covered with a thick, blue-green glaze. This glaze colour is gener-
ally associated with Longquan products of the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries.250 F.7933 [36.10] and F.7934 [36.8] are shards from a bowl 
and lid respectively.251 Both have a pale blue-green glaze with moulded 
designs. D.5250 [36.12] also has a moulded pattern beneath the glaze. 
F.7936 [not illustrated] is a shard from an unidentifi ed vessel type. 
This piece is made from a very hard, relatively coarse fabric that is 
unevenly coated with blue-green glaze and kiln debris. It may be part 
of the foot from a large celadon basin. This type of container is known 
to have been used in the Fatimid court in Egypt.252 The second group 
of celadon wares are covered with a thick, olive-green glaze. This glaze 
colour is most common during the Yuan period, although the produc-
tion of these wares continued from the Longquan kilns until as late 
as the early sixteenth century.253 The bowls in this group can be split 
into those with straight rims (F.7931 [36.5])254 and fl ange rims (D.5248 
[36.7], D.5249 [36.6]).255 The fl uted decoration of A.4541 [36.9] is a 
relatively common feature on celadon bowls.256

The single piece of qingbai ware (A.4526 [36.13]) has delicate incised 
decoration and a greyish-blue, transparent glaze. These features are 
consistent with an identifi cation with the Southern Sung period kilns 
at Guangdong, Jingdezhen and Guangxi.257 A piece with very similar 
decoration was recovered from an Sung tomb near Nanchang, dated 
1201,258 although other archaeological evidence can be used to sup-
port a date in the later thirteenth or early fourteenth century for the 
Karak shard.259 A.4540 [36.14] is a shard from a small shufu ware 

250 Valenstein (1989), pp. 101–102.
251 For the lid, cf. Vallenstein (1989), fi g. 99.
252 In a description of  the sale of  the effects of  the Fatimid treasury, Maqrīzī describes 

a Chinese basin described as matārid al- īnī. See Maqrīzī (1853–55), i, p. 415.
253 Vallenstein (1989), p. 137.
254 Cf. bowls from: Sinan shipwreck (Anon. [1985], pl. 54 no. 78); and Topkapi 

(Krahl [1986], i, p. 216 no. 18 [TKS 15/237]).
255 Cf. bowl excavated on the Pescadores islands (Chen Hsin-hsiung [1985], 

pl. 20).
256 Comparable examples are reported from: amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], nos. 

358, 359); Julfār (Hansman [1985], pl. 1.a, b); Pescadores islands (Chen Hsin-hsiung 
[1985], pls. 9, 11); Sinan shipwreck (Anon. [1985], pl. 56, no. 81; 57, no. 82); and 
Topkapi Museum (Krahl [1986], i, pls. 174–76 [TKS 15/313, 15/245, 15/330]).

257 Hughes-Stanton and Kerr [1980], nos. 194, 227, 228, 231, 240, 241; Scott 
(1995), pp. 189–93.

258 Baiquan (1993), pl. 11.
259 See: Philippines (Dupoizet [1995], fi g. 2); and Sinan shipwreck (Anon. [1985], 

pl. 63 no. 90). In the Middle East: Fus ā  (Gyllensvard [1975], pl. 3.3, 5, 6); amā 
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bowl. The pale grey, porcellaneous fabric is covered with an off-white, 
opaque glaze. An elegant design containing a dragon and clouds has 
been moulded in shallow relief on the interior. Bowls of this type were 
produced during the Yuan period in the kilns of Jingdezhen, and other 
manufacturing sites. Comparable bowls have appeared in the Sinan 
shipwreck (which sank in c.1323) and the Philippines.260 A date in the 
fi rst quarter of the fourteenth century seems likely for the Karak shufu 
bowl.

Three shards in the Karak assemblage have blue designs painted 
under a clear glaze (A.4520 [36.17], A.4522 [36.15] and A.4524 
[36.16]). The shape and painting style of the Karak bowls is typical of 
Ming wares of the sixteenth century,261 although some comparisons can 
be identifi ed with blue and white wares of the early fi fteenth century.262 
While blue and white porcelain is rare in excavations and fi eld surveys 
in the Levant about 800 examples of these imported wares have been 
located in the Damascus region, particularly in the suburb of Dūma. 
Of this group, fourteen can be dated to the late fourteenth century, 
three to the early fi fteenth century, and most of the remainder to the 
second half of the the fi fteenth and early sixteenth century. Interestingly, 
this third group contains a large number of relatively crude examples, 
many of which imitate late fourteenth-century types.263 It seems likely 
that the Karak blue and white shards all come from this third phase in 
the late fi fteenth or early sixteenth century. Two examples of modern 
hard-paste porcelain of European manufacture were located in the 
assemblage of area A (A.4521 [36.18], A.4523 [36.19]).

Imported Chinese pottery is found in low numbers in Karak, and is 
rare all over the Levant in Middle Islamic contexts (fi g. 21).264 Three 

(Riis and Poulsen [1957], no. 362); Julfār (Hansman [1985], pl. II.b, c); and Qu ayr 
Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], pl. 51.q).

260 Anon. (1985), pp. 320–21 no. II-431; Addis (1968b), fi gs. 1, 5, 6; Addis (1969), 
pl/ 35.a–c.

261 For the diaper pattern on A.4520, see Luz Afonso (1996), cat. 5, pp. 48–49. 
The small vase shape represented by A.4524 has also been found on the Philippines 
(Addis [1968c], pl. 14).

262 Cf. Jenyns (1953), pl. 29.a.
263 Carswell (1972), pp. 22–23.
264 Examples are reported from Aleppo (Gonnella [2006], p. 171, fi g. 6), Alexandria 

Kawm al-Dikka (Lane [1949], pp. 145–46; Lipinska and Riad [1966], p. 107), Antioch 
(Waagé [1948], pp. 104–106; pls. 93, 94), Asqalān (Frierman [1969]), Aydhāb (Hobson 
[1926–27], pl. 5.2; Paul [1955], p. 63), Burj al-A mar survey region (Pringle [1986], 
3, 4, 16, 17, 26, 32), Cairo (Gayraud [1986], p. 47), Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir 
[1973], pl. IVa), Damascus, Dūma region (Carswell [1972]), Fus ā  (Scanlon [1984], 
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Figure 21. Distribution in Bilād al-Shām of  Italian and Chinese glazed wares 
(late thirteenth to early sixteenth century).
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phases of imported Chinese pottery can be located in the Karak assem-
blage. The fi rst, represented by the qingbai ware shard and the pieces 
of blue-green glazed celadon may be dated to the latter part of the 
thirteenth century.265 The second phase, represented by the olive-green 
glazed celadons and the shufu ware can probably be placed in the last 
quarter of the thirteenth and the fourteenth century. It may be assumed 
that these celadon pieces predate the large-scale introduction of blue 
and white porcelain into the Levant in the last quarter of the fourteenth 
century, although it should be noted that Longquan continued to 
produce these wares until the beginning of the sixteenth century. The 
last group of Chinese imports are the blue and white porcelain shards 
which probably date to the early sixteenth century.

The scarcity of celadon and porcelain in the region is the result 
of both low availability and high unit cost. Written sources of the 
Middle Islamic period make clear that the stone-like ceramic bodies 
and smooth, glassy glazes were greatly prized.266 The low numbers of 
Chinese imports recovered from Karak should not be taken to mean 
that the occupants of the castle were not major consumers of luxury 
products; the mere presence of these wares is an indicator of high 
levels of economic activity. F.7936 may be part of a large footed basin. 
Sources of the Mamluk period only mention larger Chinese ceramic 
vessels in descriptions of the state treasury,267 and it is worth noting that 
the contents of the treasury were moved to Karak during the reign of 
sultan al-Nā ir A mad (r. 1341–42).268 Such items would have been 
very expensive and an association with royal patronage is probable.

It is important to recognise that establishing the approximate date 
of manufacture is not necessarily a good indication of their date of 
deposition within archaeological contexts. Of course, this is an issue 
relevant to the analysis of all excavated artefacts, but it is of particular 
importance to luxury items such as imported celadons and porcelains. 

pls. 2, 5, 5: Gyllensvard [1975]), amā (Riis and Poulsen [1957], fi gs. 353–66), ārim 
(Gelichi [2006], p. 197), Lajjūn (Brown, forthcoming), Qū  (Garcin [1976], pl. XIX), 
Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson [1979], pl. 51), Shawbak (Brown [1988], fi g. 
12.33), Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald [1992], pl. 35.l), Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis 
[1980], fi g. 40.7, 8, pl. LXX.5, 6), and ū  (  Joel [1992], p. 15, section X).

265 The evidence of  the comparable pieces in the Nanchang tomb (dated 1201) may 
suggest an earlier dating for the Karak qingbai ware shard.

266 See sources collected in Kahle (1956); Milwright (1999), pp. 514–18.
267 For instance, the Chinese ceramics in the bayt al-sharāb of  the Ayyubid sultans in 

Cairo are discussed by Qalqashandī ([1913–18], iv, p. 10).
268 See chapter 2 for a discussion of  these events.
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The evidence from the Dūma district of Damascus shows that blue and 
white porcelain might be handed down through the generations as an 
heirloom. The fact that in the 1960s householders from this district 
possessed bowls and vases of fourteenth- and fi fteenth-century date 
is reason enough for caution in the use of Chinese pottery to provide 
terminus ante quem for any group of excavated ceramics.269 Accounts of 
the royal treasury in Cairo written by Mamluk authors make clear that 
some items were valued because of their age (perhaps coming from 
the treasury of the Fatimid caliphs),270 and the collection of porcelain 
and celadon amassed by the Ottoman sultans includes numerous items 
amassed during their military conquests in Egypt, Syria and Iran.271

269 An intriguing example of the long lives of Chinese pottery in the Middle East is 
provided by John Carswell ([1970], pl. ii: c). He illustrates a fourteenth-century blue 
and white porcelain platter embedded in an inscription panel dated 1224/1809–10 
in a mosque in im .

270 Milwright (1999), p. 514.
271 See Raby and Yücel in Krahl (1986), i, pp. 21–33; Milwright (1999), p. 515, 

n. 96, 97.



CHAPTER EIGHT

SUMMARY OF THE CERAMIC EVIDENCE

This short chapter presents a summary of  the fi ndings in chapters 6 and 
7. Two main issues are addressed: fi rst, the identifi cation of  the major 
distribution patterns for pottery wares in the Karak assemblage; and 
second, the isolation of  phases in the history of  the site where there exist 
peaks in the consumption of  imported glazed and unglazed ceramics. 
In other words, the chapter locates the larger patterns of  spatial and 
chronological distribution that may be correlated with data gathered in 
the historical analysis (chapters 2–4), and summarised in chapter 5.

A few preliminary comments should be made about the charac-
teristics of the ceramics from Karak. The shard assemblages from 
areas A–F can be divided into seven broad categories.1 The statistical 
breakdown of the Karak assemblages according to these categories is as 
follows (see tables 1 and 2 in appendix 1): handmade = 6%; unglazed 
wheelthrown = 60%; relief-moulded unglazed = >1%; lead-glazed = 
23%; alkaline-glazed = 11%; and Chinese imports = >1% (all percent-
ages given in this chapter are rounded to the nearest integer). Clearly, 
shard counting alone should not be taken as an exact calculation for 
numbers of original vessels in each group, but these data are useful in 
providing a general profi le of the assemblage.2 The same basic profi le 
outlined above is to be found in the breakdown of ceramic groups in 
the dump sites, areas A and F. The fi eld survey areas around the town 
and castle reveal some variations in this general pattern. Handmade 
undecorated wares are rare in areas B–E but, unlike areas A and F, 
plain lead-glazed wares outnumber the unglazed wheelthrown wares. 
The lower densities of unglazed wheelthrown wares may be because 
unglazed body shards were not always collected as diagnostic Middle 
Islamic pottery on the Miller survey. Of the survey areas, area D (the 
east slope of Karak castle) contains the largest concentration of glazed 

1 The small numbers of diagnostic Roman-Byzantine wares and modern glazed pot-
tery are ignored in the following discussion.

2 On different methods of vessel estimation from shard assemblages, see Rice (1987), 
pp. 290–93.
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pottery, including both decorated wares (lead-glazed and alkaline-glazed) 
and Chinese celadon (green ware) shards. Area E (the south slope of 
the castle) reports the largest concentration of handmade types and the 
lowest percentage of glazed wares found in the survey areas.

The profi les from areas A–F can also be compared with the exca-
vation of the ‘reception hall’ in Karak (table 3 in appendix 1).3 The 
ceramics from this site comprised: handmade = 16%; wheelthrown 
unglazed = 76%; glazed = 6%; and imported glazed = 2%. Isolating the 
ceramics from phase I, the phase associated with the Mamluk period, 
provides lower percentages for handmade wares and marginally higher 
ones for the glazed wares: handmade = 5%; wheelthrown unglazed 
= 86%; glazed = 6%; imported glazed = 3%. While the categories 
employed in Brown’s reports are different to those used in this study, it 
is interesting to note the similarities and divergences between the fi nds 
from the ‘reception hall’ and areas A–F. While unglazed wheelthrown 
wares are dominant in both, and the percentages of handmade wares 
in the excavation phase I are very close to those of areas A–F, the 
excavation recovered signifi cantly lower numbers of glazed wares 
(9% in phase I and 8% of the total assemblage). The surprisingly low 
quantities of imported glazed ware should not, however, be seen as an 
indication that the occupants of this area in the fourteenth century were 
not from the Mamluk elite. In addition to the ceramics, the excavation 
also recovered artefacts in other media including fragments of marble 
fl agstones and wall-facings, moulded and painted plaster, carved steatite 
and limestone, iron and copper artefacts, and numerous shards from 
blown and moulded glass vessels.4

If we move to a comparison between fi nds from the castle and those 
collected in other settlements of the Karak plateau it is possible to see 
clear areas of difference, but also some important continuities. While 
handmade wares are present in low numbers in Karak areas A and 
F (and in somewhat greater numbers in areas B–E and the ‘reception 
hall’), these wares are the dominant ceramic in the rural settlements 
on the plateau. This disparity evidently refl ects the presence of elite 
groups in the castle, but it is important to avoid making simplistic 
generalisations. The excavations at Khirbat Fāris have found higher 

3 The following information is taken from Brown (1989 and unpublished).
4 Details given in Brown (unpublished), appendix II: inventories. The metal fi nds 

included on copper fals, that has been dated to the fourteenth century. Glass and carved 
plaster were also located in area A.
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levels of unglazed wheelthrown shards than are normally reported on 
fi eld surveys on the Karak plateau, and the excavation of a cistern on 
the site revealed a variety of glazed wares as well as fragments of a 
marvered glass vessel. In fact, the inter-regional and international dis-
tribution wares identifi ed in the Karak assemblages—with the exception 
of sphero-conical vessels, polychrome stonepaste, Italian sgraffi to, and 
Chinese imports—are all reported on the settlements of the plateau. 
The difference, of course, is one of scale with glazed pottery always 
being a rarity on any given site. Nevertheless, it is clear that villages, 
at least until the late fourteenth century, did enjoy some access to 
imported glazed pottery which they either obtained in Karak or from 
travelling merchants passing along the King’s Highway or one of the 
smaller trade routes into Palestine. The ceramic evidence also suggests 
the existence of two other secondary market centres on the Karak 
plateau, Mu’ta and Rabba.5

The distribution analysis in chapters 6 and 7 may be used to look at 
Karak in the context of the different levels of trade network operating 
in Bilād al-Shām and the eastern Mediterranean during the Middle 
Islamic period. The distribution patterns for wares in the Karak assem-
blage are complex but, for clarity, can be divided into three main 
categories: local, inter-regional, and international distribution. The 
term local distribution is used here to refer to ceramics manufactured 
on the plateau or south of Karak and consumed exclusively within 
those regions. Inter-regional distribution patterns are those relating to 
ceramics produced in Palestine or Jordan and traded primarily in the 
south of Bilād al-Shām (including Damascus). International distribution 
patterns involve ceramics imported into the Middle East, or ceramics 
produced in Syria or Egypt and traded in Bilād al-Shām and around 
the Mediterranean basin. In the following paragraphs I will identify 
and discuss the signifi cant ceramic wares within these three categories 
of distribution.

Local distribution ceramics in the Karak assemblage include examples 
of handmade, unglazed wheelthrown, and plain lead-glazed wares. The 
available comparanda would indicate that the handmade undecorated 
wares at Karak were manufactured mainly in the regions south of 
Karak and in the Southern Ghawr. Most handmade undecorated pot-
tery was probably manufactured and circulated via spatially restricted 

5 Brown (1992), pp. 425–28, map 29. See also Brown (2000).
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non-commercial exchange networks, though it was noted that some 
examples—particularly the calcite tempered vessels that probably func-
tioned as cooking wares—may have been traded over greater distances. 
The presence of an unfi red shard from a handmade undecorated shard 
in area A confi rms production of this type of pottery in the vicinity of 
Karak. The Miller survey found higher concentrations of handmade 
undecorated wares on the settlements on the southern part of the 
plateau, though whether this indicates that undecorated wares were 
produced predominantly in these areas is unclear.6 While the majority 
of handmade geometric-painted ware and the handmade wares with 
simple slip-painting in Karak are assumed to be produced locally, 
some specialised types (including those with little or no organic temper 
and the examples that may have been kiln-fi red) could have enjoyed 
somewhat wider distribution patterns within Jordan and Palestine. At 
present, the limited petrographic analysis of handmade wares make 
this last point diffi cult to test.7

The presence in the Karak assemblages of an unfi red neck from a 
jar and a kiln waster from the base of an ibrīq confi rm some level of 
unglazed wheelthrown ware production in or near the town, though 
no kilns have yet been identifi ed. It seems reasonable to assume that 
the inhabitants of the plateau were largely self-suffi cient in most types 
of functional unglazed wheelthrown vessels (bearing in mind that most 
villagers seem to have favoured handmade wares in any case). While 
specialised items such as large storage vessels and basins may also 
have been produced locally, importation from Palestine or reliance 
upon itinerant potters coming into Jordan from Palestine should not 
be discounted. The archaeological comparanda indicate that not all 
unglazed wheelthrown ware was locally manufactured, however, and 
inter-regional distribution patterns can be identifi ed for some decorated 
and specialised types. The presence of small numbers reduction-fi red 
grey wares in the Karak assemblage may suggest a link to the indus-
tries in Gaza and elsewhere on the Palestine coast (though it should 
be noted that the Karak examples do not look like the Gaza wares of 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries).8

6 Brown (1992), pp. 431–39.
7 See, however, Mason and Milwright (1998); Abu Jaber and Saa’d (2000).
8 On Gaza wares, see references in Milwright (2000), p. 196; Walker (2005), pp. 

83–84.
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Plain lead-glazed ware bowls and closed vessels were found in large 
numbers at Karak, and it is clear from the diversity of vessel types, 
ceramic fabrics and glazes that they were made in a variety of loca-
tions. This group comprises both local and inter-regional distribution 
wares. To judge by the waster and kiln tripod found in the Karak 
assemblages, some of the self-slipped/unslipped plain lead-glazed ware 
were produced in the vicinity of the castle. Kilns for lead-glazed ware 
have been located in the Southern Ghawr and other evidence suggest-
ing manufacture (kiln tripods) appears at Shawbak and Khirbat Fāris.9 
Local distribution patterns can be assumed for plain lead-glazed ware 
made on the plateau. Kilns in the Southern Ghawr probably served 
the prosperous local communities like Rujūm and Fayfā  in addition 
to the Karak plateau and the Khalīl (Hebron) region. High-quality 
slipped plain glazed wares (some of which have signifi cant similarities 
of ceramic fabric, rim shape and glaze to relief-moulded lead-glazed 
wares) were manufactured in Palestine and form part of the inter-
regional distribution networks.

With some rare exceptions, the handmade, wheelthrown unglazed 
and plain lead-glazed ceramics produced on the plateau and the 
regions south of the Wādī al- asā are local distribution wares. Inter-
regional distribution ceramics were produced in the Ghawr, Balqā , and 
Palestine and were circulated primarily in the south of Bilād al-Shām 
(including the south of Syria as far as Damascus), and in some cases 
along the Syrian littoral. Most of the inter-regional distribution ceram-
ics are glazed wares, but some unglazed types can be highlighted. The 
most important of these are the sugar pots and syrup jars associated 
with the manufacture of sugar and molasses in the Jordan valley and 
Dead Sea Ghawr. These vessels were probably manufactured on or near 
the sugar mills themselves, though petrographic evidence suggests that 
mills may have been supplied with ceramics by more than one kiln.10 It 
seems likely that most of the vessels in the assemblages came from sugar 
mills in the Dead Sea region because of its greater proximity to Karak. 
The available petrographic analysis supports this assertion, and it would 
also fi t with the historical evidence (the sugar mills of the Jordan valley 
appear to have been under the administration of Damascus through 

 9 On the kilns of  the southern Ghawr, see Whitcomb (1992); King et al. (1987); King 
(1989). Kiln tripods have been located in Shawbak (Mason and Milwright [1998]) and 
Khirbat Fāris (1994 season).

10 See analysis of  sugar pots in Mason and Milwright (1998).
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much of the Middle Islamic period).11 Although the sugar of ‘Cranco 
di Monreale’ (i.e. the Dead Sea Ghawr and perhaps also the valleys 
around Shawbak) was certainly being traded in the Mediterranean in 
the fourteenth century,12 it is not clear the extent to which the vessels 
themselves—sugar pots and syrup jars—were being circulated away 
from their source. While it seems likely that sugar pots, at least, were 
designed to be reused on site, the large numbers in Karak do show that 
sugar was sometimes traded in ceramic containers. The archaeological 
record provides evidence for the movement of sugar pots and syrup 
jars to regions of Palestine and Jordan (fi g. 11).

Comparanda for examples of decorated unglazed wheelthrown ware 
and relief moulded unglazed ware were identifi ed from excavations and 
surveys elsewhere in southern Bilād al-Shām. The production centres 
for the decorated wheelthrown wares have not been located (though 
towns in Palestine seem the likely source for much of the material in 
Karak). It is worth noting that the human and zoomorphic motifs that 
are relatively common in the relief-moulded pottery of northern and 
central Syria (including Damascus) are very rare in the south of Bilād 
al-Shām. The fi nds in Jordan and Palestine tend to be ornamented with 
repeated abstracted designs and pseudo-epigraphy. This north-south 
distinction suggests that the tastes of consumers in the south of Bilād 
al-Shām were catered for by manufacturers in the region. Evidence for 
the production of both canteens and slipper lamps has been found in 
Jerusalem, though other workshops probably existed elsewhere. The 
workshops of Damascus may have manufactured objects for circulation 
in Palestine and Jordan. Another possibility, for slipper lamps at least, 
is that itinerant potters travelled with the moulds and manufactured 
vessels in a variety of locations.13

Inter-regional distribution patterns were identifi ed for many lead-
glazed wares. The fi ner slipped plain lead-glazed ceramics appear to 
be technically related to relief moulded lead-glazed wares, and both 
may have been manufactured in Jerusalem. Slip-painted wares, relief-
moulded wares, and widely-incised sgraffi to were all traded primarily 
in the south of Bilād al-Shām, though small numbers are reported in 
the south of Syria as far as Damascus and ports on the Syrian littoral 

11 See chapter 4.
12 Pegolotti (1936), p. 363.
13 The archaeological evidence for manufacturing centres is presented in chapter 6.
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such as Beirut and Tripoli. These inter-regional distribution lead-glazed 
wares do not appear in any signifi cant numbers in Egypt, or central 
and northern Syria. Importantly, the lead-glazed wares at Karak do 
not correspond to either the decorated lead-glazed wares of northern 
Syria or the glazed pottery associated with Frankish occupation phases 
on the coast of Palestine. Only one sgraffi to bowl from area A could 
be associated with any confi dence with the Crusader sites on the 
Palestinian coast. It is also striking that no examples of ‘barracks ware’, 
the ubiquitous sgraffi to ware of Mamluk Cairo and Alexandria have 
ever been recovered from Karak. In other words, the archaeological 
evidence leads to the conclusion that there were numerous centres in 
Egypt and Bilād al-Shām producing distinct decorated lead-glazed wares 
but that, with some exceptions, these different groups enjoyed relatively 
restricted distribution patterns. There appear to have been workshops 
in Palestine and Balqā  manufacturing decorated lead-glazed wares that 
were traded in Muslim-controlled areas in the south of Bilād al-Shām 
(including Damascus).14

International distribution ceramics can be divided into those manu-
factured in Syria and Egypt and those imported into Bilād al-Shām. 
Imported celadon, qingbai ware, shufu ware, and blue and white porcelain 
appear in low numbers in excavations all over the Middle East. The 
startling discovery in the town of Dūma near Damascus of hundreds 
of Chinese vessels dating between the late fourteenth and the end of 
fi fteenth century does indicate, however, that much larger numbers of 
Chinese ceramics were circulating in Bilād al-Shām than is perhaps sug-
gested by the archaeological record.15 These expensive items are usually 
associated with sites of economic or political importance—cities, ports, 
caravanserais, and major military installations. For instance, in central 
and southern Jordan Chinese imports have been located at Karak and 
Lajjūn (a stop on the ajj route), while the ongoing excavations at the 
local governor’s residence in asbān may turn up further examples.16 
Chinese ceramics were imported into Bilād al-Shām and Egypt via 
the Red Sea at Qu ayr Qadīm, Aydhāb, ūr (in the southern Sinai), 

14 It is signifi cant in this context that wares such as relief-moulded lead-glazed and 
widely-incised sgraffi to are very seldom found in excavations of  Frankish occupation 
levels. For a detailed survey of  this question, see Milwright (2003).

15 Carswell (1972, 2004).
16 For reports of  the recent excavations, see Walker (2001); Walker and LaBianca 

(2003).
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or the ports of the ijāz. Some pieces may possibly have arrived via 
land routes from the Persian Gulf. Damascus was the largest market 
for Chinese ceramics in Middle Islamic Bilād al-Shām,17 though it is 
unclear whether the Far Eastern imported wares found in Karak came 
to the site via the Syrian capital or were bought more directly through 
merchants passing along the King’s Highway. Some of the Chinese 
ware in Karak may also have been left there when sultans and other 
high offi cials from Cairo made visits to southern Jordan.

Some other imported wares were also identifi ed in the Karak assem-
blages. This included three examples of Italian sgraffi to dating from the 
last quarter of the fi fteenth through to the second half of the sixteenth 
century. Manufactured in towns such as Venice, Verona and Ferrara, 
these attractive sgraffi to bowls are found in small numbers all over Bilād 
al-Shām, and some examples are also known from Egypt.18 Like other 
Italian imports of this period—maiolica, marbled ware, and so on—the 
greatest concentration of fi nds has been in Palestine, and particularly 
near sites associated with Christian pilgrimage. In this context, the 
presence of Italian imports in the relatively remote location of Karak is 
noteworthy. The somewhat sporadic nature of the fi nds in the archaeo-
logical record suggests that Italian ceramics were not traded in bulk 
in the Middle East at this time, and one can only speculate as to the 
means by which these luxury items found their way into Jordan (perhaps 
through links between Karaki Christians and Christians in Palestine). 
Other imports include the few early tobacco pipes (probably imported 
from either Turkey or Greece) and the possible example of a coffee cup 
from Kütahya. There is growing evidence in the archaeological record 
for the export of decorated stonepaste pottery from Kütahya to Bilād 
al-Shām, but the bulk of this activity occurs in the later seventeenth 
century onward, a period when Karak was no longer well connected 
to wider trading networks in the Middle East.19

17 For references to the sale of Chinese pottery in Damascus, and elsewhere in Syria, 
see Carswell (1979); Milwright (1999), pp. 513–16. The paucity of excavations in Aleppo 
means that we have little picture of what was likely an active trade in celadons and por-
celains. For the recovery of Chinese wares in the recent excavations of the citadel, see 
Gonnella (2006), p. 171, fi g. 6.

18 See discussion in Pringle (1984b).
19 For references to Turkish imports in Bilād al-Shām, see Milwright (2000), p. 198. 

Other examples have been recovered in recent years during excavations in the Damas-
cus citadel and in Palestine. For Damascus, see François (2001–2002).
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Karak is one of the few sites in Jordan where sphero-conical vessels 
have been located. The examples from the castle correspond to Savage-
Smith’s type 5. Type 5 vessels have been found as far east at Nishapur 
in Iran, though there is a signifi cant concentration of excavated fi nds 
in Bilād al-Shām and Egypt. While the source of the Karak vessels is 
unknown, petrographic analysis of one example suggested a Palestinian 
or Jordanian provenance.20 The remainder of the international distri-
bution wares are alkaline-glazed stonepaste wares and, with very few 
exceptions, these are of Syrian origin. The Karak assemblages contained 
no examples of ‘Tal Minis’, ‘Laqabi’ ware, Raqqa-style lustre, or other 
characteristic north Syrian wares of the late eleventh to the early thir-
teenth century. In general, it is diffi cult to detect much evidence for the 
transport of decorated stonepaste wares from the production centres of 
the Euphrates valley to southern Bilād al-Shām. Correlations were found 
between fi nds from Raqqa, Ru āfa, and elsewhere with some of the 
monochrome turquoise glaze, polychrome, black and white, and black 
under turquoise wares from Karak, but recent work by Robert Mason 
indicates that Damascus was also producing equivalent stonepaste wares 
in this period.21 In the period after c. 1250, Damascus seems to have 
become the dominant producer of glazed stonepaste wares in Syria 
(perhaps with some other workshops operating in Aleppo and in the 
vicinity of amā), and certainly it seems probable that most of the 
Karak pieces dating from the mid thirteenth century onward were made 
in the Syrian capital.22 One shard from a black and white ware bowl of 
the mid twelfth century may be assigned an Egyptian provenance on the 
basis of its similarity to contemporary Fatimid lustre, and some of the 
imitation celadon wares may be compared with pieces excavated in 
Fus ā , but otherwise there is little fi rm evidence for the movement of 
Egyptian glazed pottery to Karak.

While the vast majority of the glazed stonepaste wares in the Karak 
assemblages can be assigned a Damascene provenance, there are inter-
esting variations in the distribution patterns for different wares. The two 
most widespread and ubiquitous wares are black under turquoise and 

20 Mason and Milwright (1998).
21 Mason (1997); and (2004), pp. 91–120. Note that the late twelfth- and early 

thirteenth-century stonepaste from the Armenian Garden in Jerusalem submitted for 
petrographic analysis all possessed the characteristic Damascus ‘petrofabric’.

22 There have been reports of  the discovery of  a stonepaste workshop in an excava-
tion near Jerusalem, though I have not yet seen any published evidence.
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blue and black wares. Both were produced for a relatively long period 
of time, and were also traded in the eastern Mediterranean. Bowls of 
these types are even found on rural sites on the Karak plateau. Blue 
and white stonepaste is the most numerous of the stonepaste wares 
at Karak, but is much rarer in the archaeological record in Bilād al-
Shām, occurring mainly on urban sites in Palestine and Syria, as well 
as ports on the coast of Lebanon. Blue and white is virtually absent on 
rural sites (only one piece was found outside Karak during the Miller 
survey of the plateau), perhaps a refl ection of the changing economic 
climate of the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth century. Stonepaste 
wares decorated with underglaze black and turquoise (but no cobalt 
blue) are well represented in Karak, and appear also in excavations in 
Palestine, the Jordan valley and Balqā . Though there are some reports 
from Syria, the bulk of the fi nds are in the south of Bilād al-Shām, 
with additional reports from Cyprus and Italy. One possibility is that 
the simplifi ed painting style and absence of zoomorphic motifs were 
designed to account for tastes of consumers in the south of Bilād al-
Shām (a tendency toward aniconic decoration has been noted in the 
decorated lead-glazed wares of the thirteenth and fourteenth century 
in this region).23

The use of comparative data from excavated contexts in Bilād 
al-Shām and elsewhere has provided chronological parameters for 
individual wares and vessel types in the assemblage. The precision of 
the proposed dating varies, but the evidence gives some indication of 
the fl uctuations in ceramic consumption in Karak during the Middle 
Islamic period. A few wares can be tentatively associated with the mid 
twelfth- to early thirteenth-century occupation phase in Karak. This 
group comprises some of the plain lead-glazed, sgraffi to, and the simply 
painted handmade wares. Recent studies of Syrian glazed stonepaste of 
this period allow some examples from Karak to be dated with greater 
certainty. The period from c. 1150–1200 includes polychrome style 
1 and some of the black and white and black under turquoise wares. 
Some of these types continue into the early thirteenth century, and 
this later phase also includes the lustre-painted shards and the earliest 
blue and black pieces. The qingbai ware shard is probably to be dated 
c. 1200–25. Some handmade unpainted and handmade geometrically-
painted ware may date from the early thirteenth century, though these 

23 Milwright (2003).
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wares are also reported in excavated contexts of the fourteenth and 
fi fteenth centuries.

The largest group of international distribution pottery can be associ-
ated with the phase, c.1250–1350. This phase includes the shufu ware 
bowl, the celadon, as well as most of the blue and black stonepaste. A 
larger number of lead-glazed, alkaline-glazed, relief-moulded unglazed, 
and specialised unglazed wheelthrown wares is dated more broadly to 
the late thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. Some wares such as sugar 
vessels, large storage jars, large basins, and plain lead-glazed wares 
probably continue into the fi fteenth century. A concentration of deco-
rated glazed ware is reported in the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth 
century with the introduction of blue and white alkaline-glazed wares. 
Turquoise and black ware and some blue and black shards also appear 
to be associated with the second half of the fourteenth century.

Blue and white stonepaste, plain lead-glazed earthenware, unglazed 
wheelthrown, and handmade wares probably continue through the 
fi fteenth century. A small concentration of luxury wares is reported in 
the late fi fteenth or early sixteenth century. This phase includes Ming 
period blue and white porcelain and Italian sgraffi to. Style 4 polychrome 
probably also dates to the latter part of the fi fteenth century. The group 
of tobacco pipes and perhaps the reduction-fi red grey wares from the 
Karak assemblage can be dated to the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. The unpainted handmade wares found on the settlements of 
the southern Karak plateau have been tentatively dated by Brown to 
the period after c. 1500, though it is not clear how closely these may 
be correlated with the unpainted handmade wares at Karak.24

Seen in the context of the distribution patterns this picture of con-
sumption in the Middle Islamic period becomes easier to interpret. 
International distribution wares are grouped into four main phases, c. 
1175–1225, c. 1250–1350, c. 1375–1425, and c. 1475–1525. The fi rst 
phase consists of a small number of stonepaste wares (including the 
two lustre pieces) and the single piece of qingbai ware. The second, and 
most signifi cant phase is characterised by the presence of the largest 
number of imported Chinese pottery and a wide range of decorated 
alkaline-glazed pottery from widely dispersed sites in the Levant. The 
third phase contains blue and white, and turquoise and black wares but 

24 On the sixteenth-century ceramics of  the south of  the plateau, see Brown (1992), 
chapter 11.
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no imports. Other alkaline-glazed wares, decorated lead-glazed, relief-
moulded unglazed, sugar vessels, and specialised unglazed wheelthrown 
wares datable to the fourteenth century suggest a broad continuity of 
consumption between the two phases. The fourth phase contains small 
numbers of both imported Italian and Chinese pottery. Polychrome 
style 4 may also date from this period. The earlier part of the fi fteenth 
century is probably represented by blue and white stonepaste, plain 
lead-glazed, sugar wares, and some specialised unglazed wheelthrown 
wares, though in much reduced quantities compared to the fourteenth 
century. The use of local distribution wares such as handmade (painted 
and unpainted), unglazed wheelthrown, and self-slipped (or unslipped) 
plain glazed probably remains broadly consistent from the thirteenth 
to the fi fteenth century.



CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION

My son, if  the nobles of  Aleppo (al-zumūk al- alabiyyīn) try to make you 
hand over Karak to al-Nā ir [i.e. al-Nā ir Yūsuf  ], give him [instead] 
Shawbak. And if  he is not satisfi ed with that, increase it [to include] al-
Sā il for his satisfaction. But do not allow Karak to leave your hand. By 
God, heed my recommendation because you do not know the plans of  
your accursed enemy (al- adū ’l-makhdhūl ). Perhaps—God forbid it—if  he 
advances to Egypt, Karak will be your refuge ( uhr), and it will protect your 
person (literally: head, rā s) and your arīm. Egypt does not possess such a 
fortress ( i n), and gathered there you have an army with which you can 
advance against the enemy and retake Egypt. But if  you do not have a 
refuge like Karak your soldiers will disperse from you. I have decided to 
transport there money, supplies, the arīm, and everything that is precious 
to me. And I will make it my refuge and will be strengthened by it. By 
God, my heart was not strong and my back not fi rm until I had it [Karak] 
it in my possession. Praise be to God alone, and blessing and peace to 
His Prophet Mu ammad and on his family and his companions.1

Contained within a manuscript of  al-Nuwayrī’s (d. 1332), Nihāyat al-
arab fī funūn al-adab, this passage is part of  a remarkable letter believed 
to have been written by the Ayyubid sultan of  Egypt, al- āli  Najm 
al-Dīn Ayyūb to his son, al-Mu a am Tūrānshāh. Composed shortly 
before his death in 1249 and the accession of  Tūrānshāh, there can be 
no doubting the importance the letter places on retaining possession of  
the castle of  Karak in the turbulent world of  Ayyubid politics. Indeed, 
the author of  the letter had plenty of  reason to respect the strength of  
Karak’s fortifi cations having been held there as a prisoner by al-Nā ir 
Dāwūd for seven months in 1239–40. It cost al- āli  Ayyūb consider-
able effort to gain control of  this key castle, besieging it in 1246, later 
attempting negotiation with al-Nā ir Dāwūd, and fi nally concluding an 
agreement with the latter’s sons in 1249. It is worth noting the extent of  
the territorial concessions that al- āli  Ayyūb recommends as a means 

1 Cahen and Chabbouh (1977), pp. 104 (Arabic), 114 (French translation). The trans-
lators suggest that the ‘accursed enemy’ should be identifi ed as Louis ix (see p. 114 
n. 61).
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to hold onto Karak: both the southern Jordanian castle of  Shawbak, a 
favoured haunt of  al-Mu a am Īsā a few decades earlier, and al- ā il 
(i.e. the Syrian littoral). Such signifi cant potential concessions indicate 
that it was not the economic aspects of  the territory controlled by 
Karak—though the plateau certainly contained fertile lands for the 
cultivation of  wheat and the raising of  livestock—that were upper-
most in al- āli  Ayyūb’s mind. Rather, it was a keen awareness of  the 
strategic qualities of  the castle that made it such a precious possession 
to the sultans of  Egypt. Karak was located near to important trade 
and pilgrimage routes, it was the place where the sultans could gather 
bedouin as auxiliary troops for military campaigns, and, time and again, 
it had proved its ability to withstand prolonged sieges. Presumably, it 
was similar considerations that led to the refusal of  sultan al-Kāmil to 
relinquish the Jordanian castles during the negotiations over the port 
of  Damietta in 1218–19.

During his short and luckless reign al-Mu a am Tūrānshāh seems to 
have had neither the opportunity nor the inclination to put his father’s 
advice into practice; his assassination by his own mamluk guard in 
Cairo in 1250 never gave him the chance to enjoy the safety provided 
by Karak. For numerous other sultans and amirs in the Ayyubid and 
Mamluk periods, however, the Jordanian castle played a key role as 
either a refuge from the factional politics of Cairo and Damascus or as 
a place of temporary exile. Its defensive strength also led to the castle 
functioning on several occasions as a state treasury, an arsenal, and a 
prison (see chapters 2 and 3). This general consideration of the strategic 
role of Karak prompts questions that may be examined using the textual 
and archaeological data collected in this book. First, how did the evident 
high regard for the castle of Karak among both Muslim and Frankish 
elites translate into investment in the infrastructure of the region. This 
question of state policy and patronage can encompass investment in 
military installations, religious institutions, the transport infrastructure 
and development of agriculture, as well as spending directed at specifi c 
groups of inhabitants, such as the bedouin of southern Jordan. Second, 
how did the elite population living in the town and castle fl uctuate from 
the mid twelfth through to the early seventeenth century, and to what 
extent did the presence of these elite groups (Frankish nobles, amirs, 
sultans, state functionaries, offi cers in the military, and so on) affect the 
material wealth of Karak and the surrounding area. A corollary of this 
last point is that the increasing prominence of Karak from the mid 
twelfth century and the greater wealth of its inhabitants (in the castle 
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at least) also drew it into wider trading networks that went beyond 
Jordan and Palestine to include the eastern Mediterranean and, in an 
indirect manner, economic activity in the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean 
and Southeast Asia. Bringing it back to a more localised perspective, 
one may also question the changing economic relations between Karak, 
the principal market and administrative centre of southern Jordan with 
its agricultural hinterland, particularly the Karak plateau.

In the conclusion I will assess the extent to which the integration of 
textual and archaeological sources can help to answer these questions. 
In the following paragraphs the information is broken down according 
to the dynastic divisions. The period prior to the construction of the 
Frankish castle at Karak can be disposed of quickly. The representa-
tions of Karak in the mosaic pavements of the church of St George in 
Mādabā (sixth century) and the church of St Stephen in Umm al-Ra ā  
(dated 718) indicate that the hill-top town was fortifi ed in the late Byz-
antine and Early Islamic period, while there is a brief reference of a 
fortress ( i n) there in 983. Unfortunately, no evidence of these earlier 
structures has come to light, and the ceramic record is also sparse.2 
It seems reasonable to assume that Karak operated as an important 
economic and administrative centre of the plateau (perhaps overtaking 
Rabbā by the late tenth century), but little more can be said on the 
basis of the evidence provided in this study.

The historical development of both Karak and the remainder of 
central and southern Jordan can be traced with much more certainty 
from the beginning of the twelfth century. This period coincides with 
the expansion of Crusader authority into Jordan, and the construction 
of the major castles of Montréal (Shawbak) and Karak, and a series 
of smaller installations that served to control Balqā  and the regions 
from the Wādī al-Mūjib south to the Red Sea. Of these subsidiary forts 
and watchtowers, Wu ayra and abīs (both in the vicinity of Petra) 
are the best preserved, though a number of others have been conjec-
tured on the basis of literary or archaeological evidence (see chapter 
3). This impressive network of military structures formed part of the 
larger Crusader colonial enterprise, and it is clear that Frankish settlers 

2 On the Early Islamic ceramics of the Karak plateau, see Brown (1991). The ceram-
ics of southern Jordan during the Abbasid and Fatimid periods are still little known (and 
diffi cult to identify in fi eld surveys), though recent excavations are improving our knowl-
edge. For instance, see Amr et al. (2000); Walmsley et al. 1998; Walmsley, Karsgaard 
and Grey (1999); Walmsley and Grey (2001); Whitcomb (1988a, 1988b, 1990–91).
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were brought into Jordan and granted parcels of land. Other land and 
privileges were allocated to the Latin church and the religious orders. 
The wider economic and strategic concerns of the Crusaders in central 
and southern Jordan can be briefl y summarised. Aside from colonisa-
tion, the occupation of these regions had considerable advantages for 
the Kingdom of Jerusalem. The plains of Jordan produced a substantial 
surplus of wheat and other agricultural products that could be trans-
ported west into Palestine (some of this was taken by ship over the Dead 
Sea). Other potential economic incentives were the livestock raised by 
local bedouin, and the possibility of taxing (or raiding) trade caravans 
passing along the King’s Highway. This last point also had distinct 
strategic implications, for the foundation of Frankish Oultrejourdain 
severed lines of communication between Damascus and Cairo, as well 
as disrupting the land route used on the annual ajj from Syria.

That the Crusaders made a lasting impact on the material culture of 
Jordan through the erection of castles and churches cannot be doubted, 
but other aspects of the archaeological record are more diffi cult to inter-
pret. Perhaps the key point is the lack of defi nably ‘Frankish’ material 
in excavated contexts and fi eld surveys in Jordan. Neither the dumps 
of areas A and F nor the survey areas B–E revealed much that could 
be identifed clearly with Crusader-period sites in Palestine or Syria. 
Twelfth- and thirteenth-century imports from Italy were also absent 
at Karak and, to the best of my knowledge, none have been reported 
anywhere else in central and southern Jordan. Certainly controlled 
excavation within surviving Frankish structures would help to clarify this 
issue, but the abiding impression left by the Karak assemblages is that 
in the period 1142–1188/89 the inhabitants of the castle relied upon 
locally-produced unglazed and glazed ceramics. The excavation the 
later phase of Frankish occupation at Wu ayra resulted in the discovery 
of Syrian stonepaste wares, probably from Damascus.3 This discovery 
indicates the degree to which such remote settlements could remain 
linked into larger trading networks (ones that extended across political 
boundaries), and has implications for the interpretation of the material 
from Karak. The earliest group of stonepaste wares at Karak may be 
dated c. 1150–1200, a time period that encompasses the last decades of 

3 On these excavations, see Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995); Vannini and Tong-
hini (1996). By contrast, the few ceramics gathered from the surface of  abīs were all 
handmade wares. See Hammond (1970).
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Frankish rule and the incorporation of Karak into the Ayyubid sultan-
ate. Doubtless, the lords of Oultrejourdain and their courts did enjoy 
access to luxury goods—metalwork, textiles, glass, and so on—but we 
lack the evidence to speculate on where such items might have been 
manufactured. Ongoing research on the faunal remains recovered on 
excavations of Middle Islamic contexts in Jordan may be able to trace 
changes in diet—most pertinently the consumption of pork—that could 
provide another means to trace Frankish, or at least Christian, settle-
ment in the region.4

The Ayyubid period presents some diffi cult problems for the integra-
tion of historical and material evidence. While there was a reasonable 
degree of consistency in the larger policy objectives of the Frankish lords 
of Oultrejourdain (at least in the sense that they shared the common 
purpose of maintaining their presence in the region and defending the 
Kingdom of Jerusalem from attack by Muslim forces), the different 
Ayyubid sultans who controlled Karak between 1189 and 1263 had 
to react to the specifi c circumstances of their times. The relative stabil-
ity of the rules of al- Ādil and his son, al-Mu a am Īsā did result in 
some infrastructural projects in central and southern Jordan, but the 
fl uctuating political situation in the 1230s and later greatly restricted 
the potential for long-term investment. The status of Karak varied 
considerably during this time, and this presumably will have affected 
the numbers of military offi cers, bureaucrats and other members of the 
elite who were stationed there.

The defences of central and southern Jordan were an important 
component of Ayyubid policy, though not all of the former Frankish 
installations were retained. From the time of al-Ādil through to the end 
of the dynasty there is evidence for relatively regular investment in the 
walls and towers of Karak. The cathedral in the town was also replaced 
by a mosque. Shawbak seems to have been particularly favoured with 
investment, much of which focused not on fortifi cations but on the cre-
ation of gardens and the promotion of specialised agriculture. There is 
evidence of energetic investment in military architecture in Balqā  with 
the construction of an impressive castle in Sal , the extensive renova-

4 This research is being conducted by Robin Brown and Kevin Reilly. Brown rightly 
cautions that the recovery of pig bones in an excavated context does not mean that the 
occupants in that period must have been Christian. I am grateful to Robin Brown for 
discussing her research with me. On the problems involved in the correlation between 
pig bones and ethnicity/confessional allegiance, see Hesse and Wapnish (1997).
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tion of the Roman fort in Azraq, and the construction of a watchtower 
on the ancient citadel in Ammān. Much of this activity was directed 
by functionaries of al-Mu a am Īsā. One of the motivations for the 
construction of Sal  seems to have been the desire to protect the roads 
of the region, and this concern for the transport infrastructure is also 
seen in the erection of a khān at Aqaba and the plans to build a road 
for the Syrian ajj. Other interesting examples of Ayyubid investment 
is to be seen in the promotion of copper smelting in Wādī Faynān in 
the 1220s/30s and the extraction of iron ore at sites to the north and 
south of the Wādī Zarqā .

Aside from the architecture, the Ayyubid period has left surprisingly 
meagre imprint in the archaeological record at Karak and elsewhere in 
central and southern Jordan. A small group of glazed stonepaste wares 
can be assigned to two phases, c. 1150–1200 and c. 1200–1250. To 
this may be added a larger number of less precisely dated lead-glazed, 
unglazed wheelthrown and handmade wares. As with the discussion of 
Frankish fi nds, it may be that targeted excavation of Ayyubid structures 
in Karak castle will provide further information, but the existing picture 
accords with the results from other sites south of the Wādī Zarqā . 
The ‘Ayyubid’ phases in the reception complex at Shawbak produced 
surprisingly few glazed shards (and no Syrian stonepaste wares), while 
the post-Frankish levels at Wu ayra were even more sparse, being domi-
nated by handmade pottery. Further north at asbān, Sauer reports 
a marked differences between the relatively diverse ‘Mamluk’ assem-
blage (c. 1260–1400) and the ceramics from the preceding phase.5 A 
similar picture can be seen in fi eld surveys: for instance, diagnostic late 
twelfth- and early thirteenth-century glazed pottery is very rare in the 
material gathered on the Miller survey of the Karak plateau.6 Despite 
the encouragement of trade by the Ayyubids, it would seem that this 
had little impact upon rural life in Jordan. If anything, it would appear 
that the political instability of the time led villagers increasingly to rely 
upon locally-based craft activities, of which handmade pottery is most 
conspicuous in the archaeological record.

As with the Ayyubids, it is also possible to divide the Mamluk period 
into two phases. The fi rst phase, encompassing the rules of Baybars and 
the Qalāwūnid sultans through to c. 1350, is marked by signifi cant state 

5 Sauer (1973 and 1994).
6 This evidence is reviewed in greater detail in Milwright (2006), pp. 15–24.
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investment and high levels of prosperity in the region. Perhaps the key 
dates in tracking the end of this phase are the siege of Karak in 1343 
and the fi rst wave of the Black Death in Bilād al-Shām in 1348. The 
second phase from the mid fourteenth through to the end of Mamluk 
control in the region in 1516 witnesses much less evidence of direct 
engagement in the region by sultans and powerful amirs, and can be 
characterised in general terms as one of economic decline. Clearly, 
caution is in order when using such sweeping generalisations. Recent 
studies have proposed that some areas of rural Jordan continued to be 
relatively prosperous into the late fourteenth and early fi fteenth centu-
ries,7 while Khalīl al- āhirī indicates that the governor of the mamlaka 
of Karak could still expect to receive a substantial annual income in 
the 1420s. That said, during the late fourteenth and fi fteenth centuries 
the authorities in Cairo and Damascus evidently become less and less 
willing to commit troops and other resources to the regions south of 
the Wādī al-Mūjib. Over the long term, this lack of investment natu-
rally had a detrimental effect upon security and levels of agricultural 
productivity.

Returning to the fi rst Mamluk phase it is possible to identify several 
priorities behind state investment. First, the defences of the region had 
to be improved. Through the second half of the thirteenth century the 
Mamluks were faced with the threat from the Mongol armies to the 
east as well as the continued Frankish presence on the coast of Syria. 
Central and southern Jordan comprised part of the eastern frontier 
and, as such, the defences needed to be strengthened and the system 
of communications improved. The defensive capabilities of Karak also 
made it a suitable location for storage of supplies, weapons, money, 
and the stationing of troops. Second, Baybars and the Qalāwūnid 
sultans were well aware of the need to maintain close relations with 
the bedouin of the Bādiya al-Shām, and Karak was the place where 
the state would negotiate with the southern tribes. Like the Ayyubids 
before them, the Mamluks created institutional structures by which 
tribal leaders could be induced to participate in aspects of security 
and surveillance. Third, an effective administration and strong military 
presence ensured that the state could exploit the economic potential of 
the region. Most important were the crops of wheat and other cereals 
and the sugar produced in the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr, 

7 See Walker (2004 and 2005).
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though there were also other specialised crops and the livestock raised 
by the bedouin. The mineral reserves of the Dead Sea were probably 
of minor economic signifi cance, and the evidence for copper smelting in 
the Mamluk period at Wādī Faynān is inconclusive. Fourth, the status 
of the Mamluk sultans as defenders of Sunni orthodoxy required them 
to ensure the security of the annual pilgrimage that passed through 
central and southern Jordan and, to a lesser extent, invest in the reli-
gious institutions of the region.

Baybars was responsible for the refortifi cation of Karak castle that 
included the massive south keep. His activities also extended to the cre-
ation of a line of walls and towers around the town as well as the reno-
vation of the cisterns. Further work of the same nature was undertaken 
by Qalāwūn and his successors. At the end of the thirteenth century 
the outer fortifi cations of Shawbak were completely remodelled. There 
is also evidence for renovations of  the fortress of Sal  in the 1260s. 
Investment in architecture was not all military in nature, however. The 
excavation of the ‘reception hall’ in Karak castle suggests an initial 
construction period in the early fourteenth century,8 and this dating ties 
in well with the extensive urban redevelopment of Karak ordered by 
sultan al-Nā ir Mu ammad in 1311. The transport infrastructure was 
improved through the construction of postal stations as well as forts, 
khāns and reservoirs connected to the ajj route. Excavations at asbān 
have revealed the impressive residence and administrative buildings 
of the local governor of Balqā . This period also provides evidence for 
the construction of new mosques and the refurbishment of places of 
Muslim pilgrimage in central and southern Jordan. While some of the 
mosque building probably derives from local initiatives, the intervention 
of the Mamluk authorities in the upkeep of shrines such as those of the 
companions of the Prophet who died at the battle of Mu ta is indicated 
by textual sources and extant monumental inscriptions.

The ceramic record provides abundant evidence for the prosperity 
of the fi rst Mamluk phase. As noted in chapter 8, the largest body of 

8 Yasser Tabbaa has suggested an Ayyubid date for this complex because of its simi-
larity to Zengid and Ayyubid four-īwān royal reception halls in Shawbak and sites in 
Syria. The presence of a fourteenth-century coin beneath the fl oor of the reception hall 
(as well as the absence of any diagnostic Ayyubid-period ceramics) argue for a later date. 
See Tabbaa (2006), p. 182.
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inter-regional and international distribution wares can be assigned to 
the period, c. 1250–1350. It is at this time that one fi nds the greatest 
numbers of Syrian decorated stonepaste wares and imported Chinese 
ceramics. The excavations and surveys of rural settlements of the 
Karak plateau provide further evidence. Though handmade wares are 
most ubiquitous on all sites, unglazed wheelthrown wares, lead-glazed 
earthenwares, and glazed stonepaste wares appear with considerable 
regularity, particularly on sites near to the King’s Highway or in the 
immediate vicinity of Karak.9 A similar picture may be seen in exca-
vations and surveys in the Balqā , while the surprising richness of the 
fi nds from the storeroom of the local governor’s residence at asbān is 
another indication of the wealth of this area in the early Mamluk period. 
Archaeological research in the Jordan valley has led to the discovery of 
many sugar mills, and settlements of this region often report signifi cant 
numbers of glazed wares in their ceramic assemblages. This pattern is 
also repeated around the south end of the Dead Sea. The results from 
surveys south of the Wādī al- asā suggest that, with the exception of 
Shawbak and possibly afīla, the inhabitants of Sharāt al-Jibāl did not 
see the same benefi ts in terms of access to ceramics and other goods 
imported from Palestine and Syria.

In the second Mamluk phase one can detect a decreasing engage-
ment with Karak by the elites of Damascus and Cairo, though there 
were periods when the town and castle played a major role in political 
life (for instance, in the accession of sultan Barqūq in 1389 and the 
rebellion of 1410–11). Evidence of investment in architecture is much 
more sporadic than the fi rst Mamluk phase, and there is also little to 
suggest extensive investment in specialised agriculture. This would 
appear to be part of a general development in Bilād al-Shām in which 
there was a failure to renovate key aspects of the infrastructure of the 
provinces. For instance, historical studies indicate that the extensive 
postal system (barīd ) established by Baybars fell into disuse early in 
the fi fteenth century. The root of some of these developments may 
be traced to the second quarter of the fourteenth century, however.10 
For instance, the maintenance of the defences of the eastern frontier 
of the Mamluk sultanate may have become less of a priority following 

 9 For a more detailed survey of  th evidence, see Brown (1992 and 2000). For the 
excavations of  Mamluk period material at Khirbat Fāris, see McQuitty et al. (2000).

10 For a detailed survey of  this period, see Levanoni (1995).
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the accord signed with the Ilkhanate. In addition, the extensive archi-
tectural patronage of the fi rst Mamluk phase meant that sultans and 
amirs after c. 1350 were not faced with need to construct new castles 
and forts to ensure the defence of the region. That said, it is diffi cult to 
see why the Mamluk authorities did not address other pressing security 
issues. For instance, they do not seem to have maintained such active 
relations with the bedouin through the fi fteenth and early sixteenth 
centuries. This had been one of the great policy successes of the fi rst 
Mamluk phase, and the increasing insecurity of the rural areas and 
the roads in the mamlaka of Karak can probably be blamed upon the 
state’s failure to negotiate effectively with the bedouin.

What then were the objectives of this second Mamluk phase and how 
were they manifested in specifi c policies and architectural patronage? 
Presumably, there was a desire to collect the revenue generated by the 
region, though by the second half of the fi fteenth century the Mamluk 
state was unable to stamp their authority on southern Jordan. The 
sultans of Cairo and governors in Bilād al-Shām continued to work 
to ensure the safe passage of pilgrims and other travellers through 
Jordan, and there are several references to the equipping of forces to 
pacify the bedouin. At the end of the Mamluk sultanate one also fi nds 
evidence for construction at Aqaba, and for the general improvement 
of the road that connected Egypt with the ijāz. The policies and 
objectives of the Ottomans in the sixteenth century exhibit areas of 
continuity with the second Mamluk phase, even to the extent that in 
the aftermath of the conquest they retained Mamluk offi cials in their 
posts. The institutional reorganisation instituted in 1519 by the new 
Ottoman governor of Damascus, Iyās Pāsha, led to the installation of 
the fi rst Ottoman local governor (sanjaqbey) in Karak. The daftars of the 
sixteenth century indicate a desire to collect the tax revenues for the 
south of Bilad al-Shām, though it is an open question as to how much 
was actually collected on a regular basis in the lands south of the Wādī 
al-Zarqā . Probably the most important priority of the Ottoman regime 
in central and southern Jordan was to ensure the safe passage of the 
annual pilgrimage caravan. As in earlier times, this was done in part 
through fi nancial inducements and threats of military force against local 
bedouin tribes. The more ambitious dimension to this larger policy 
was the construction of a chain of small forts (complemented by other 
projects including pools and bridges) along the eastern route through 
Jordan. Each of these forts contained a small garrison and held supplies 
needed for the pilgrimage caravan.
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The ceramic record for the second Mamluk and the early Ottoman 
phases provides a general picture of rural decline, though this should 
be set against the relatively healthy economic impression given of 
agricultural productivity in the Ottoman daftars. On the Karak pla-
teau only one site, other than Karak itself, reported the presence of 
blue and white stonepaste wares, and it is also diffi cult to detect many 
examples of diagnostic lead-glazed wares of the late fourteenth or 
fi fteenth centuries. Rural settlements appear to have been abandoned 
at this time (the recurrent waves of plague through the second half of 
the fourteenth century must have reduced the rural population), with 
many villagers choosing to move to more easily defensible areas in the 
south and east of the plateau.11 Evidence for a substantial reduction 
in sedentary occupation can be seen in the Balqā’ during the fi fteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. Historical sources indicate the collapse of the 
sugar industry in the Jordan valley and Dead Sea Ghawr during the fi f-
teenth century, and this is largely borne out by archaeological research. 
As the principal market town and administrative capital of southern 
Jordan Karak continued to import glazed wares from Palestine, Syria, 
and further afi eld. The ceramics from areas A–F suggest two peaks in 
the consumption of international distribution wares (c. 1375–1425 and 
c. 1475–1525) in the late Mamluk and early Ottoman periods. Turning 
to the historical record tentative correlations might be drawn with the 
reigns of sultans Barqūq and Faraj in the fi rst case, and in the second 
case with events such as the appointment of Qāy bāy al-Khā akī 
as governor of Karak in 1512 or the imposition of Ottoman rule in 
southern Jordan between 1516 and 1520.

The historical development of Karak differs from that of all other 
settlements south of the Wādī Zarqā . The construction of a major 
castle at the southernmost point of the town propelled Karak into 
the wider political life of the Middle Islamic Levant. Not only did the 
presence of the castle confer a greater status on Karak, but it also 
signalled an important change in the nature of the population. As the 
seat of a Crusader lord, an Ayyubid sultan or amir, a Mamluk nā ib, 
or an Ottoman sanjaqbey, Karak had to accommodate a wide variety 
of bureaucrats, military offi cers, and fi gures with religious and judicial 
responsibilities (see chapter 3). Both the composition and scale of these 
diverse populations fl uctuated from the mid twelfth to the fi rst half of 

11 Brown (1992), chapter 11.
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the seventeenth century depending upon the relative importance of the 
region in the policies of the kings of Jerusalem and, later, the Muslim 
authorities in Damascus and Cairo, but the more important general 
observation at this point is that the presence of such elite groups would 
have stimulated economic activity in a way that is likely to be apparent 
in the archaeological record. The ceramics from Karak represent the 
physical survivals of a much larger network of supply and trading pat-
terns encompassing many manufactured goods and raw materials that 
are not preserved in the archaeological record. In order to assess the 
spheres of economic infl uence in which Karak operated in the Middle 
Islamic period it is necessary to bring together the available historical 
data on resources and trade with the distribution patterns suggested in 
the analysis of areas A–F.

The survey of Karak and its dependent regions in chapter 4 revealed, 
not surprisingly, that the economy of the Middle Islamic period was 
dominated by the agricultural sector. The plains of Balqā , Ar  al-
Karak, and Sharāt al-Jibāl were extensively cultivated, with cereal crops 
(wheat and barley) making up the bulk of the agricultural produce. 
Other produce mentioned in the sources are fruits, almonds, honey, 
olives and olive oil. Numerous water-powered mills existed in wādīs for 
the grinding of fl our. The livestock of the region—goats, sheep, horses, 
camels, and buffalo are all mentioned—were another valuable resource. 
What few sources we have dealing with the population of central 
and southern Jordan indicate that the Balqā  and the Karak plateau 
were both densely settled with villages from the twelfth to the early 
sixteenth century. While settlement density was evidently lower south 
of the Wādī al- asā, the fertility of the land is stressed in numerous 
sources of the period. The Ottoman daftars of the sixteenth century still 
record a relatively prosperous agricultural sector, though it is notice-
able that the settled population of the Balqā  had greatly diminished 
by this time, and it seems likely that all areas experienced a decrease 
in levels of sedentary occupation by the end of the century. There is 
abundant evidence that the agricultural surplus of the plains of cen-
tral and southern Jordan were exploited by the kingdom of Jerusalem 
and later Muslim rulers. Wheat and other commodities were being 
transported west into Palestine throughout the Middle Islamic period. 
Though the exports from the plains of central and southern Jordan 
consisted predominantly of agricultural produce, it is worth noting that 
fl at-weave rugs from Karak and Shawbak were also traded to Palestine 
in the fourteenth century.
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The bulk of the exports from Jordan passed west across the Jordan 
valley or around the south end of the Dead Sea, but it is possible to 
fi nd evidence of trade over longer distances. In the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries fruit from the vicinity of Shawbak was sent to Egypt, 
and livestock owned by Mamluk sultans might also be brought from 
pastures in Jordan to the Egyptian capital. Most of the internationally 
exported commodities of the region derived, however, from the Jordan 
valley and Dead Sea Ghawr. Dates from the southern Ghawr appear 
to have been highly valued, and the sources mention rice, indigo, per-
fumed plants, and a wide variety of fruit in the Jordan valley, but the 
most economically signifi cant commodity was, without doubt, sugar. 
From the fourteenth century (and perhaps earlier), the sugar mills of the 
Jordan valley were administered by Damascus, but Karak still controlled 
those installations operating around the south and east shores of the 
Dead Sea, and possibly in the wādīs below Shawbak. We know from 
fourteenth-century trade manuals that the sugar from these areas was 
extensively traded in the Mediterranean, while the large numbers of 
sugar pots and syrup jars found in Karak castle indicate that sugar and 
molasses were also popular for local consumption. Though the Dead 
Sea and Wādī Araba are blessed with mineral resources, it is diffi cult 
to assess how much they were exploited in the period. One example of 
probable state intervention is provided by the Ayyubid period copper 
smelting operation at Wādī Faynān.

In summary, it is clear that the regions controlled by Karak should 
be seen primarily as exporters of raw and processed agricultural goods.12 
This also includes livestock and related commodities such as leather, 
wool, and dairy produce. With the minor exception of rugs sent to 
Palestine, southern Jordan did not export manufactured goods—pottery, 
glass, metalwork, textiles, and so on—and what manufacturing capacity 
there was in the plains south of the Wādī al-Mūjib produced items that 
were circulated within the region. Potters in settlements at the south 
end of the Dead Sea and in the Balqā  may have produced some lead-
glazed wares that were distributed more widely in the south of Bilād 
al-Shām. Importantly, there is no evidence to suggest that the greater 
wealth brought by the presence of members of the Frankish, and later 
Muslim administrative and military elites stimulated the establishment 

12 Khalīl and its surrounding area are not included in this discussion because they 
were only administered by Karak only for limited periods.
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of specialised craft workshops in Karak or the immediate vicinity. Cer-
tainly, we have evidence for active markets in the town from the twelfth 
to the sixteenth century, but the luxury artefacts traded there would all 
have been imported from Palestine, Syria, or further afi eld.

The written sources provide no evidence for what was imported into 
Karak or the remainder of central and southern Jordan, and so one 
needs to turn to the archaeological record for answers. We gain some 
idea of the potential richness of the material culture of the governors 
of the mamlaka of Karak by considering the copper tray made for Jamāl 
al-Dīn Āqūsh al-Ashrafī between 1291 and 1309.13 The glass found in 
area A, much of which seems to be of Syrian origin, contains marvered 
and enamelled shards (pls. 40 & 41). The painted stucco fragments from 
area A (pl. 39) and the surviving girih (geometric interlace) panel in a 
chamber on the west side of the castle (pl. 16) both indicate that skilled 
craftsmen were also brought to Karak to undertake the decoration of the 
quarters used by sultans and amirs. The Frankish inhabitants of Karak 
also ornamented the interiors of buildings with fresco paintings (pre-
sumably undertaken by painters brought over from Palestine), though, 
sadly, the few remnants described by nineteenth-century observers have 
long since disappeared.14 In other words, we should not assume that the 
somewhat dour impression conveyed by the religious and residential/
palatial structures within the walls of the fortress of Karak accurately 
refl ects their appearance during the Middle Islamic period.

The ceramics recovered from excavations and surveys provide the 
most extensive evidence for the importation of manufactured goods to 
Karak, and several important groupings were identifi ed in the analysis of 
the pottery assemblages A–F presented in chapter 8. In terms of overall 
volume of imports, Palestine was the most important player in the trad-
ing relationships enjoyed by Karak in the Middle Islamic period. As 
agricultural produce fl owed west, manufactured items went east to the 
principal economic centres of the plains of central and southern Jordan 
(comprising Sal , Ammān and asbān in the Balqā , and Karak, Shaw-
bak and afīla to the south). Jerusalem can be identifi ed with reasonable 
certainty as an important producer of plain and decorated lead-glazed 
wares found in Karak, while it is probable that Khalīl (well known for 
the production of glass), Gaza and other towns in southern Palestine 

13 Formerly in the collection of  R.A. Hariri. See Mayer (1933), pp. 71–72.
14 See description in Irby and Mangles (1823), pp. 380–81.
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also contributed to the trade in wheelthrown unglazed, relief-moulded 
and lead-glazed wares passing around the south end of the Dead Sea 
and onto the Karak plateau. Much smaller quantities of unglazed and 
glazed earthenwares were supplied to Karak by workshops operating 
in the Balqā . The decorated glazed wares of Palestine and the Balqā  
were distributed in the south of Bilād al-Shām, with few reported fi nds 
appearing north of Damascus.

The available archaeological evidence points to Damascus as the 
principal source for the stonepaste wares found in Karak. This economic 
relationship can be traced from the second half of the twelfth century 
through to the beginning of the sixteenth, with a concentration of fi nds 
dating from the mid thirteenth to the early fi fteenth centuries. From 
the end of the Crusader phase in central and southern Jordan, the Syr-
ian capital represented the political and economic centre that defi ned 
the activities of the administrative and military population in Karak 
through much of the Middle Islamic period, and it is hardly surprising 
to see this refl ected in the ceramics in areas A–F. Stonepaste wares, 
and other Damascene manufactured goods were probably transported 
to Karak along the King’s Highway, an arduous route (particularly for 
fragile items like ceramics) that presumably increased the unit cost of 
the items when they found their way to local markets in Jordan. That 
the King’s Highway brought some additional prosperity to the Karak 
plateau is indicated by the higher percentage of glazed wares that 
appear in the rural communities on either side of the road. Of course, 
stonepaste wares (including containers for other valuable commodities) 
from Damascus were being traded much more widely in the Middle 
East and around the Mediterranean, and the Jordanian market for 
these items probably represented a minimal percentage of the total 
production of the workshops of Damascus.

There is very little evidence in the Karak assemblages for the importa-
tion of glazed wares of any kind from the production centres of Egypt 
or northern Syria. While the virtual absence of ceramics from northern 
Syria may be explained by the greater proximity of the industries of 
Damascus, one might have expected a little more evidence of diagnostic 
pottery from Egypt (if only because of the regular visits to the castle by 
sultans and amirs from Cairo during the Mamluk period). The limited 
export of agricultural produce to Egypt is mentioned in the historical 
sources, but there is no indication of any commodity that was sent in 
the other direction. In the cases of the ceramics imported from beyond 
the borders of the Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman sultanates, one 
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can only speculate about the means by which they found their way 
to Karak. Italian sgraffi to wares were probably imported fi rst to the 
coast of Palestine before making their way east into Jordan. Chinese 
glazed wares appeared in cargoes landing at ports on the Red Sea, 
and it seems likely that from the twelfth century Bilād al-Shām was 
served by places such as ūr in the Sinai and Jidda on the Arabian 
coast (Ayla/ Aqaba was no longer participating in international trade at 
this time). The land route would have taken many trade caravans near 
to Karak, and it is possible that the inhabitants of the castle bought 
their Chinese vessels, and other commodites from the Red Sea trade, 
direct from travelling merchants. Alternatively, the fi nds from Karak 
may have come via Damascus, either by commercial means or among 
the private possessions of those sent from the Syrian capital to serve in 
offi cial capacities in central and southern Jordan.

It is worth emphasising the broad chronological range of the inter-
national distribution wares at Karak, encompassing material from the 
mid twelfth to the early sixteenth century. The elite inhabitants of the 
castle continued to enjoy some access to luxury ceramics in the fi fteenth 
and sixteenth centuries even when the rural economy had fallen into 
serious disrepair. If we turn to the ceramic assemblages from the other 
settlements of the plateau, as well as those south of the Wādī al- asā, 
it seems that there was virtually no market for Syrian stonepaste wares 
after the last quarter of the fourteenth century. Predictably, fi fteenth- 
and sixteenth-century imports from Italy and China are also absent 
in the archaeological record. The economic and demographic decline 
of the sixteenth century was clearly more marked in the regions of 
Jordan than in Palestine. In the plains south of the Wādī Zarqā  
there was a consistent lack of investment in the security of roads and 
of the communities that were the foundation of the rural economy. 
The breakdown of the transport infrastructure meant that it became 
increasingly diffi cult to transport the agricultural produce out of the 
region. This does not mean that areas like the Karak plateau ceased 
to produce a surplus of wheat, but rather that it was less economically 
viable to transport it to markets in Palestine.15 Lack of investment is 

15 Cf. the comments of  Charles Doughty mentioned in the introduction. For a more 
positive assessment of  the later Mamluk period, see Walker (2005).
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probably also the root cause of the collapse of the once highly lucrative 
sugar industry of the Jordan valley and Dead Sea regions.16

To conclude, Karak may be regarded as a market town whose history 
was transformed by the construction of a major castle at its southern 
extremity. The initial phase of building in the twelfth century can 
be connected with the expansion of the Crusader colonial enterprise 
east of the Jordan river and Dead Sea (and the desire to exploit the 
available resources). We also have to look outside of the borders of 
central and southern Jordan in order to trace the historical develop-
ment of Karak in the remainder of the Middle Islamic period. While 
the economic potential of the agricultural sector is certainly a factor 
in assessing the involvement of the Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman 
state in Karak and its dependent regions, this must be set against the 
wider strategic and political concerns of the rulers of Damascus or 
Cairo. The presence of members of the Frankish and Muslim elites in 
Karak from the mid twelfth to the early seventeenth century brought 
greater wealth to the town and the immediate vicinity through the 
stimulation of inter-regional and international trade, but this did not 
prove to be a sustainable urban economy over the long term. There 
even were attempts to impose the civic components of a model ‘Islamic 
city’ in the early fourteenth century, but corresponding failure to pro-
mote a diverse industrial/craft sector in and around Karak meant that 
this urban project was built on precarious foundations. The ceramics 
from excavations and surveys in Karak provide clear evidence that 
the wealthier inhabitants looked to the cities of Palestine, Syria, and 
further afi eld for their luxury goods, while historical sources indicate 
that the main economic contribution of central and southern Jordan 
was as an exporter of agricultural produce and livestock. With the 
disappearance of central government control from the regions south 
of the Wādī Mūjib after c. 1650, Karak reverted to its former role as 
a small town surrounded by a rural plateau.

16 This was both a lack of investment in security and a failure to promote technologi-
cal innovation in the manufacturing of sugar. The historical aspects of this question are 
surveyed in Ashtor (1981). For more recent archaeological work in Jordan and Cyprus, 
see Maier and Wartburg (1983); Jones et al. (2000).



APPENDIX ONE

CATALOGUE OF THE CERAMICS FROM KARAK: 
AREAS A–F

Notes

This appendix comprises four sections. The tables in the fi rst section 
give a statistical breakdown of  the ceramics from areas A–F and from 
the ceramics conducted by Robin Brown in the ‘reception hall’ in 
Karak (Brown 1989). The second section provides the descriptions 
of  the ceramics illustrated on catalogue plates 1–36. In the cases of  
pottery decorated with slip-painting or glazes, the catalogue entry lists 
the condition of  the interior of  the vessel fi rst and the exterior second. 
These characteristics are indicated as follows: e.g. glaze colour = green/
yellow (i.e. green on the interior and yellow on the exterior). Where a 
single descriptive category (e.g. ‘slipped’) or glaze colour (e.g. ‘green’) is 
employed this means that the vessel has been treated in the same way 
on the interior and exterior. The third section gives brief  descriptions of  
the fabric types identifi ed during the analysis of  the ceramics of  areas 
A–F. The fourth section lists glaze colours on the pottery according to 
their notation in the Munsell Book of  Colour (Baltimore, 1976).
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Section 1: Tables

WARE AREA      TOTAL
 A B C D E F

Handmade 250 14 23 57 20 123 482
Handmade unpainted 145 4 8 17 11 57 247
Handmade painted 95 10 15 40 9 66 235

Unglazed 
 wheelthrown 3,274 61 94 148 38 1,317 4,932 (1,564)

Relief-moulded 
 unglazed 22 0 0 0 0 6 28

Lead-glazed 616 78 70 242 15 850 1,871 (772)
Plain lead-glazed 545 73 8 224 5 769 1,619 (592)
Lead-glazed painted 0 0 0 1 0 5 6
Slip-painted 
 lead-glazed 5 1 3 2 0 5 15
Sgraffi to 29 2 1 2 1 13 48
Relief-moulded 
 lead-glazed 37 2 1 12 0 59 111

Alkaline-glazed 381 7 4 34 0 450 876
Plain alkaline-glazed 58 3 1 13 0 185 260
Black and white 21 0 0 0 0 20 41
Black under turquoise 48 1 2 6 0 30 85
Polychrome 13 0 0 0 0 14 27
Black and turquoise 51 0 0 2 0 61 114
Blue and black 75 0 1 7 0 102 185
Blue and white 92 3 0 0 0 32 127
Lustre 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

Chinese imports 8 0 0 6 0 6 20

Celadon (green ware) 3 0 0 6 0 6 15
Qingbai 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Shufu 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Blue and white 
 porcelain 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
TOTAL 4,542 161 191 481 72 2,754 8,201

Table 1: Shards count from the Karak assemblages A–F. Bold type indicates the main categories of  
unglazed and glazed pottery. Bracketed numbers indicate the diagnostic shards in the total.
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WARE            AREA    TOTAL
 A B C D E F

Unglazed 
 wheelthrown 3,274 61 94 148 38 1,317 4,932 (1,564)
Storage jar (zīr) 68 4 0 12 11 15 110
Basin 61 3 3 2 3 14 86
Sugar pot 232 10 3 35 4 126 410
Syrup jar 47 0 0 1 0 1 49
Drainpipe 100 0 0 5 0 42 147
Ibrīq 140 0 6 5 0 97 248
Bowl 31 3 7 7 0 9 57

Relief-moulded 
 unglazed 22 0 0 0 0 6 28
Large containers 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
Canteens and jugs 9 0 0 0 0 2 11
Lamp 4 0 0 0 0 1 5
Sphero-conical 
 vessel 1 0 0 0 0 2 3
Tobacco pipe 6 0 0 0 0 0 6

Plain lead-glazed 545 73 8 224 5 769 1,619 (592)
Bowl 231 17 5 43 5 217 522
Closed vessel 36 2 2 1 0 24 65
Lamp 3 0 1 0 0 1 5

Table 2: Shard count of  unglazed wheelthrown, relief-moulded unglazed and plain lead-glazed wares 
arranged according to vessel type. Bold type indicates the main categories. Bracketed numbers indicate 
the diagnostic shards in the total.

WARE PHASE TOTAL/
 I II PERCENTAGE

Handmade unpainted  17 46 63 (13%)
Handmade painted 2 11 13 (3%)
‘Cream ware’ 188 47 235 (48%)
Drainpipe 0 1 1 (>1%)
Zīr 128 6 134 (27%)
Glaze 22 8 30 (6%)
Imported Glaze 10 2 12 (2%)
TOTAL 367 121 488

Table 3: Main ceramic wares excavated in the ‘reception hall’ of  Karak castle (excluding pit K1:5). 
Adapted from table in Brown (1989).
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Section 2: Catalogue Pages 1–36

Catalogue page 1. Handmade wares without slip-painting
1. A.1 
Handmade undecorated pot (rim). Fabric 1; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Signs of  charring on the exterior. Burnished on exterior. A.2 is a 
rim from the same vessel and A.3–18 are body shards from the same type.
Comparanda: Ti innik (Ziadeh 1995: fi g. 14.8).
2. A.19
Undecorated pot (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Edom region (Hart and Falkner 1985: fi g. V.27); Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 54.2); Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 
29.4); Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ (Rast and Schaub, 1974: fi g. 10.289, 290); Tal 
Abū Qad ān, phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 74.5); Ti innik (Zia-
deh, 1995: fi g. 10.3); and Wu ayra, phase IA (Brown, 1987: fi g. 9.19; Vannini 
et al., 1995: fi g. 17.1).
3. A.20
Undecorated handled bowl (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 8.17); Jarash (Tholbecq, 2000: pl. 
VI.48); Jerusalem, Ophel (Crowfoot and Fitzgerald, 1929: pl. XVI.26); Khir-
bat Fāris (McQuitty and Falkner, 1993: fi g. 20.35); ā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: 
fi g. 21.7); Ti innik (Ziadeh, 1995: fi g. 8.4); and Wu ayra (Vannini et al., 1995: 
fi g. 19.6).
4. A.21
Undecorated bowl (rim). Fabric 6; Technique  = handmade.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi g. 41.16); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 50.8); 
Khirbat Fāris (McQuitty and Falkner, 1993: fi g. 20.33); and Ti innik (Ziadeh, 
1995: fi g. 9.10).
5. A.22
Undecorated bowl (rim). Fabric 6; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
75.13).
6. A.29
Undecorated bowl (rim). Fabric 3; Technique = handmade. 
Comments: Interior has been plastered.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
75.16).
7. E.5377
Undecorated (rim). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Karak plateau, Kathrabba (Brown, 1992: pp. 432–33, pl. 13.4); 
Edom region (Hart and Falkner, 1985: fi g. VI.35).
8. A.38
Undecorated lamp(?) (base). Fabric 16; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Very friable pale ceramic.
9. A.27
Undecorated pot (rim). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade.



Comparanda: abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 76.916); and Ti innik (Ziadeh, 
1994: fi g. 9.8).
10. A.26
Undecorated pot (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Edom region (Hart and Falkner, 1985: fi g. V.23); and Southern 
Ghawr, Fayfā’ (Rast and Schaub, 1974: fi g. 10.288).
11. A.24 
Undecorated bowl (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
12. A.39
Undecorated (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
13. A.35
Undecorated bowl (base). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Edom region (Hart and Falkner, 1985: fi g. VI.48); and Tal Abū 
Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 75.24).
14. A.37
Undecorated (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 32.14).
15. A.32
Undecorated (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.30); Edom region (Hart and 
Falkner, 1985: fi g. VI.49); Greater Ammān region (Abu Dayyah et al., 1991: 
fi g. 9.22); Irāq al-Amīr (Brown, 1979: fi g. 2.96); Jarash (Tholbecq, 2000: pls. 
VI.43; VII.59); abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 74.955); and Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 74.19).
16. A.41
Undecorated storage jar (base). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Plastered on exterior.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.28); and Wu ayra, phase IA 
(Brown, 1987: fi g. 9.14).
17. A.42
Undecorated storage jar (base). Fabric 4; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 6.23); and Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase R (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 76.9).
18. A.40
Undecorated storage jar (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Hole drilled in base. Grain bin?
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ (Rast and Schaub, 1974: fi g. 11.293).
19. A.31
Undecorated juglet (base). Fabric 4; Technique = handmade.

Catalogue page 2. Handmade wares without slip-painting and 
handmade slip-painted wares
1. A.43
Undecorated storage jar (handle). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.32); Southern Ghawr, al-
Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 33.h); and Tal al- āfi yya (Bliss and MacAlister, 
1902: pl. 65.12).
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2. A.44
Undecorated storage jar (handle). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slipped; 
Slip colour = buff1.
Comments: Perhaps originally painted on the exterior.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase O (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
65.31).
3. A.45
Undecorated storage jar (handle). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ (MacDonald, 1992: pl.30.n).
4. A.50
Undecorated (handle). Fabric 8; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Low-fi red and highly friable fabric. Similar shape to slip-painted 
example, A.243.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ and Rujūm (Rast and Schaub, 1974: 
fi g. 11.295; MacDonald, 1992: pl. 33.m).
5. A.47 
Undecorated storage jar (handle). Fabric 3; Technique = handmade.
6. F.5517
Undecorated (handle). Fabric 5; Technique = handmade.
7. D.5114
Undecorated (rim?). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade.
Comments: Fragment has been reshaped after fi ring. Unclear function.
Comparanda: Khirbat al-Mu allaq (Lindner et al., 1996: fi g. 24.8).
8. A.149
Slip-decorated bowl (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
red1, grey1/undecorated.
Comments: Similar type to the handled bowl A.20.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl. F.14, 24, 25); Jeru-
salem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 52.2, 5); Khirbat Fāris (McQuitty 
and Falkner, 1993: fi g. 20.35); Sā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: fi g. 21.4); Tal Abū 
Qa dān, phase O (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 65.8); and Ti innik (Zia-
deh, 1995: fi g. 8.2, 3).
9. F.5496
Slip-decorated bowl (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
brown2. 
Comments: Lateral ridge on exterior of  vessel.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl.51.3). Similar 
painting style: asbān, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 4.150).
10. D.4903
Slip-decorated bowl (rim). Fabric 13; Technique = handmade; slip painted 
= red1. 
Comments: Raised ridge running at 45º down exterior of  vessel.
Comparanda: Edom region (Hart and Falkner, 1985: fi g. VI.45); asbān 
‘Ayyubid’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 4.149); and Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: 
pl. 10.59).



11. D.4901
Slip-decorated bowl (rim/handle). Fabric 15; Technique = handmade; slip 
painted = red2, grey2.
12. F.5505
Slip-decorated bowl (base). Fabric 8; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
grey1, red4. 
Comments: Decorated on the underside of  the base.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Winnett and Reed, 1964: pl. 66.27); and Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 52.4; 55.7). Similar decoration: Na al 
Yattir region (Govrin, 1991: site 63, fi g. 5.5).

Catalogue page 3. Handmade wares with slip-painting
1. A.150
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red2, grey2.
Comparanda: Irāq al-Amīr (Dentzer et al., 1983: fi g. 64.36).
2. A.155
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 52.8); Khir-
bat Fāris (  Johns and McQuitty, 1989: fi g. 25.34); Southern Ghawr, Khirbat 
Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 31.g); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase S (Franken 
and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 71.18); and Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: pl. 8.115).
3. A.152
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey1. 
Comments: Remains of  fi lter in neck.
Comparanda: painting style: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl. 
F.17).
4. A.151
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red2, grey2.
Comparanda: Edom region (Hart and Falkner, 1985: fi g. 5.30).
5. A.164
Slip-decorated jar (neck). Fabric 4; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Winnett and Reed, 1964: pls. 64.9; 67.14); Khirbat 
Fāris (McQuitty and Falkner, 1993: fi gs. 19.15; 20.30); Na al Yattir region 
(Govrin, 1991: site 68, fi g. 2.15); and Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 
1992: pl. 34.c).
6. A.178
Slip-decorated jug (rim). Fabric 6; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2. 
Comments: Single handle and fi lter in neck.
7. A.124
Slip-decorated jug (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
buff2, red2, grey2. 
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Comments: Filter in neck. Painted on the interior of  the rim. Similar painting 
style seen on A.211 and A.213.
Comparanda: Karak plateau (Miller, 1991: fi g. 473); Southern Ghawr, Rujūm 
(MacDonald, 1992: pl.34.g); Tal Nimrīn (Flanagan et al., 1994: fi g. 17.1); and 
Wu ayra (Vannini et al., 1995: fi g. 20.4).
8. A.241
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 12; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/buff2, brown2. 
Comments: One handle visible on exterior. Painting around interior of  
rim:.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 34.a). Painting 
style: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 53.2, 3).
9. A.153
Slip-decorated jug (rim). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2. 
Comments: Plastered around the interior of  the rim.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 34.d).
10. A.213
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
red1, grey2.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
67.5).
11. A.211
Slip-decorated jar (rim). Fabric 11; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red1, grey2.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
62.46).
12. A.169
Slip-decorated jug (neck). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red1, grey1. 
Comments: Filter in neck and two handles on the exterior.
13. A.168
Slip-decorated jug (neck). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2. 
Comments: Filter in neck and no handles on exterior.
Comparanda: painting style: Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: 
pl. 34.l).
14. A.170
Slip-decorated jug (neck). Fabric 3; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2. 
Comments: Filter in neck and two handles.
15. A.215
Slip-decorated jug (neck). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2. 
Comments: Filter in neck and no handles visible on exterior.



16. A.162
Slip-decorated jug (shoulder). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted 
= undecorated/grey2.
Comparanda: Sabas iyya (Crowfoot et al., 1957: fi g. 84a.9).

Catalogue page 4. Handmade wares with slip-painting
1. A.157
Slip-decorated bowl (base). Fabric 13; Technique = handmade; slip painted 
= undecorated/grey2.
Comments: Similar to A.35. Plastered on interior.
Comparanda: Burj al-A mar, phase D1 (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 43.9).
2. A.161
Slip-decorated jug (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phases H–J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 53.28).
3. A.158
Slip-decorated jug (base). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2.
4. A.160
Slip-decorated (base). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey2.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 9.9); and Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phases H–J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 55.44).
5. F.5508
Slip-decorated (base). Fabric 9; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/grey1. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase O (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
65.37, 38).
6. A.159
Slip-decorated (base). Fabric 14; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/brown1. 
Comments: Part of  a zoomorphic vessel?
7. A.214
Slip-decorated (handle). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
grey2.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase R (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
70.18); and Wādī al- asā (MacDonald, 1988: pl. 22.9).
8. A.176
Slip-decorated (handle). Fabric 6; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
grey2.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.32); Qu ayr Qadīm (Whit-
comb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 50.n); Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā 
(MacDonald, 1992: pl. 31.i); and Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: pl. 9.122).
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9. A.177
Slip-decorated (handle). Fabric 14; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
buff2, grey2. 
Comments: Buff  slip has been used over entire exterior surface.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phases K, O (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi gs. 59.39; 65.35).
10. F.5528
Slip-decorated (handle). Fabric 15; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
buff1, red4.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase O (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
65.32).
11. A.173
Slip-decorated (base). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = red1, 
grey1. 
Comments: Four(?) footed vessel. One handle visible on exterior. Decorated 
on interior and exterior. Part of  a zoomorphic vessel?
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase S (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
71.30).
12. A.243
Slip-decorated (spout). Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/buff2, grey2. 
Comments: Buff  slip has been painted over entire exterior surface.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 
31.q).
13. A.216
Slip-decorated (spout). Fabric 2; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red1, grey2.
14. A.271
Slip-decorated. Fabric 7; Technique = handmade; slip painted = undeco-
rated/red1.
Comments: Section of  a water pipe?
15. A.233
Slip-decorated (body). Fabric 15; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/red2, grey2. 
Comments: Evenly-fi red shard with few organic inclusions.
16. A.244
Slip-decorated (body). Fabric 8; Technique = handmade; slip painted = 
undecorated/buff3, brown2. 
Comments: Buff  slip used over entire exterior surface.

Catalogue page 5. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins
1. A.245
Unglazed basin (complete profi le). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheel-
thrown. 
Comments: Interior surface has been scored with a sharp tool prior to fi ring. 
Interior surface is plastered. Splashes of  plaster on the exterior. A.246–A.251 
are shards of  a similar type.



2. A.252
Unglazed basin (complete profi le). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 5.7).
3. A.289
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
4. A.259
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 30.8).

Catalogue page 6. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins
1. A.263
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 5.16).
2. A.286
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 5.3).
3. A.255
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric—; 19 Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. Com-
ments: Combed patterns on exterior.
Comparanda: Karak (Brown, 1989: fi g. 27.31); and Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 
1989: fi g. 5.10).

Catalogue page 7. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins and
storage jars
1. A.315
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Perhaps self-slipped. Combed patterns on exterior.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. III: II.A.4). Similar incised decoration: 
Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 30.p).
2. B.4556
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
3. A.3422
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 57.3); Karak 
(Brown, 1989: fi g. 7.28); and Shawbak (Brown, 1988: fi g. 13.46).
4. A.3423
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
5. A.262
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
6. F.5579
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Karak (Brown, 1989: fi g. 7.29).
7. F.5600
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. Com-
ments: Double band of  fi nger impressions on exterior below rim.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. IV: II.A.43); and Negev, Tal Jimna 
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(Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 4.36). For similar bands of  thumb impressions: Thāniyya 
(Brown, 1992: pp. 410–1, pl. 12.2).

Catalogue page 8. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: storage jars
1. A.3405
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 24; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Plastered on exterior. Painted (with bitumen?) on interior. Several 
handles attached to the shoulder although the number on the original vessel 
is unclear. Raised ridge at the transition of  the neck and shoulder decorated 
with repeated fi nger impressions. Incised patterns on the exterior of  the body. 
Remains of  an inscription on the shoulder reading: ‘ amal al- āl . . . . (?)’ A.3406 
is a rim from the same vessel and A.3407–A.3421 are body shards from the 
same vessel type.
Comparanda: Khirbat al- Āl (Reed, 1972: fi gs. 3.4; 8.224, 224a).

Catalogue page 9. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: storage jars
1. A.3431
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
2. A.3432
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. 
Comments: Signs of  plastering on the interior.
3. A.3426
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 33.j).
4. A.274
Unglazed storage jar (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
5. A.325
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. 
Comments: Combed pattern on exterior.
6. A.258
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Combed pattern on exterior.
7. A.3471
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 5.7).
8. A.327
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
9. A.3306
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = coiled. 
Comments: Possibly part of  a syrup container.
Comparanda: Karak plateau (Miller, 1991: fi g. 446).
10. A.331
Unglazed (body). Fabric 19; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. 
Comments: Deeply incised decorative band on exterior.
11. F.5586
Unglazed (base). Fabric 18; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Possibly part of  a platter or stand for another vessel.



12. A.294
Unglazed basin (base). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown. 
Comments: Deeply incised combed pattern on exterior. Bottom section of  the 
base has sheared off  during fi ring.

Catalogue page 10. Wheelthrown unglazed wares: basins and sugar 
pots
1. A.283
Unglazed sugar pot? (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
2. A.282
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 5; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/02 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. V: II.B.11); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase 
M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 43.28); and Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: 
fi g. 4.9).
3. A.3468
Unglazed sugar pot? (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
4. F.5574
Unglazed (rim/spout). Fabric 20; Technique = coiled. 
Comments: Hole bored below the spout prior to fi ring. Patches of  plaster on 
the exterior. Possibly Byzantine?
5. A.3384
Unglazed sugar pot (complete profile). Fabric 28; Technique = coiled/
wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/07 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 1989–90).
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
45.5); and Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: fi g. 5.6).
6. A.3363
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 44; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/05 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 61, fi g. 1.1); Jarash (Tholbecq, 
2000: pl. VII.55); Southern Ghawr, awā īn al-Sukkar and Khirbat Shaykh 
Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pls. 29.m; 31.b); abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al., 1992: 
pl. 125.3); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase K (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 42.28); 
Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: fi g. 5.7); and Wādī al-Yābis (Mabry and Palumbo, 
1988: fi g. 14.96).
7. A.796
Unglazed sugar pot (rim) Fabric 28; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/40 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
8. A.273
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/05 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 13, fi g. 1.6).
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9. A.668
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Type 668; Fabric 28; Technique = coiled/
wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/02 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Daliya region (Olami, 1981: site 71, fi g. 1.1); Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 42.14); Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: 
fi g. 5.12); and Wādī Isal (  Jacobs, 1983: fi g. 15.h).

Catalogue page 11. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: sugar pots
1. A.326
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 20; Technique = wheelthrown.
2. A.257
Unglazed basin (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. III: II.A.4); Southern Ghawr, Rujūm 
(MacDonald, 1992: pl. 33.j).
3. A.1283
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pls. IV: II.A.34; and III: II.A.18).
4. A.3358
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pls. IV: II.A.34; and III: II.A.18).
5. A.798
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/11 or 21 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Dhibān (Winnett and Reed, 1964: pl. 65.1); Southern Ghawr, 

awā īn al-Sukkar and Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pls. 29.l; 31.c); 
and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase K (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 42.25).
6. A.717
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/08 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Tabgha (Loffreda, 1970: fi g. 44.12–3); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase 
P (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 44.31); and Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: 
fi g. 5.8).
7. A.789
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/05 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
42.12); Tal Fandī (Kareem, 1989: fi g. 5.19); and Wādī al-Yābis (Mabry and 
Palumbo, 1988: fi g. 14.97).
8. A.782
Unglazed sugar pot (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/40 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90).



Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 40, fi g. 3.1); Southern Ghawr, 
Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 31.c); and Tal Fandī (Kareem, 
fi gs. 4.3; 5.2).
9. A.1286
Unglazed sugar pot? (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = coiled/wheelthrown.
Comments: Type SP I/A/11 or 21 at Tal Abū arbū  (LaGro and De Haas, 
1989–90). Similar profi le, scale and well levigated fabric found in a mono-
chrome lead-glazed vessel from Karak (A.3693).

Catalogue page 12. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: syrup jars and 
drainpipes
1. A.3303
Unglazed syrup container (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = coiled.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
42.19); Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann, 1990: fi g. 1.21; Flanagan et al., 1994: fi g. 
17.5); Wādī Isal (  Jacobs, 1983: fi g. 15.a); and Wādī al-Yābis (Mabry and 
Palumbo, 1988: fi g. 14.10).
2. A.1099
Unglazed syrup container (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = coiled
Comparanda: Karak (Brown, 1989: fi g. 6.15); abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 
70.907; McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 125.1); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken 
and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 43.25); Southern Ghawr, Khānzīra (Rast and Schaub, 
1974: fi g. 12.330); Southern Ghawr, awā īn al-Sukkar and Rujūm (MacDon-
ald, 1992: pls. 29.q; 33.a); and Wādī Isal (  Jacobs, 1983: fi g. 15.d).
3. A.1127
Unglazed syrup container? (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = coiled.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Winnett and Reed, 1964: pl. 65.14); Mughārat al-
Warda (Coughenour, 1976: pl. XXXII.1 LH bottom corner); Southern Ghawr. 

awā īn al-Sukkar (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 29.s); abaqat Fa l (Smith 1973: 
pl. 70.915; McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 125.2); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase P 
(Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 44.45).
4. A.1124
Unglazed syrup container? (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 15, fi g. 1.2); Southern Ghawr, 
Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 31.v); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase 
M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 43.24); and Wādī Isal (  Jacobs, 1983: 
fi g. 15.c).
5. A.276
Unglazed drainpipe? (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = wheelthrown.
6. A.3116
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 24; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 61, fi g. 3.6).
7. A.617
Unglazed drainpipe (complete profi le). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
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8. A.581
Unglazed drainpipe (complete profi le). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Ba albak, ‘Arab tower’ (Sarre, 1925: p. 95, fi g. 105); Tal Saylūn, 
Byzantine contexts (Andersen, 1985: pl. 12.196, 197).
9. A.3096
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 19; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Small hole bored into body prior to fi ring.
10. A.1433
Unglazed pipe (body). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown.

Catalogue page 13. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: drainpipes, jugs, 
jars, lids
1. A.3437
Unglazed drainpipe? (rim). Fabric 26; Technique = wheelthrown.
2. A.275
Unglazed pipe (rim). Fabric 20; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Perhaps a junction section.
3. A.3097
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 42; Technique = wheelthrown.
4. A.1263
Unglazed stand? (complete profi le). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
5. A.1287
Unglazed jar (rim). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Probably a two-handled vessel.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.34); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate 
(Wightman, 1989: pl. 65.8); Karak assemblage (A.3744, cat. page 28); Khalīl 
(Bennett, 1972: pl. VIII: IV.K); and Ramla (Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3A.13).
6. A.3099 
Unglazed jar (rim). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
7. A.1380
Unglazed jar (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
8. A.3100
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 40; Technique = wheelthrown.
9. A.1378
Unglazed jar (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 61, fi g. 3.2).
10. A.3113
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 24; Technique = wheelthrown. 
11. A.1361
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 
31.p)
12. C.4705
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comments: burnished on exterior prior to fi ring.
Comparanda: Athlīth region (Ronen and Olami, 1978: site 82, fi g. 19.15).



13. F.5980
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 35; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Roman-Byzantine type? Burnished on exterior prior to fi ring.
14. A.1362
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comments: burnished on exterior prior to fi ring.
15. F.6035
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 39; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Red slip applied on exterior. Roman-Byzantine type?
16. F.6049 
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 41; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No handle or fi lter.
Comparanda: Dayr Mar Saba region (Patrich, 1994: site 47, fi g. 1).
17. A.3064 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 40; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No handles.
Comparanda: Ma anit region (Ne eman, 1990: site 33, fi g. 1.10).
18. A.1358
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 33; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl. G.36); Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 39.22); Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.6); and Jerusalem, Zion Gate (Broshi 
and Tsafrir, 1977: fi g. 4.8).
19. A.1365
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
20. A.1359
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi g. 35.39).
21. F.5656 
Unglazed (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl. G.33); Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 40.26); Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 60.1); and Karak (Brown, 1989: fi g. 
6.12).
22. A.1357 
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
23. A.1372
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 21; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Two handles and no fi lter.
Comparanda: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 995); and Tabgha (Loffreda, 
1970: fi g. 43.100).
24. A.1434
Unglazed pipe. Fabric 31; Technique = wheelthrown.
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25. F.6007
Unglazed lid? (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown.
26. F.5983
Unglazed lid (complete profi le). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown.
27. F.5914
Unglazed lid? (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown.
28. F.6113
Unglazed lid (body). Fabric 45; Technique=wheelthrown.

Catalogue page 14. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: jugs, jars and 
bowls
1. A.1292
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl.G.32); Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi gs. 41.37; 42.13); 
and Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.6).
2. A.1288 
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 836 [lead glazed over the 
upper section], 994); and Tal al- asī (Toombs, 1985: pl. 83.1, 2 [two handles]; 
Eakins, 1993: pl. 110 [two handles]).
3. A.1344 
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: pl. 117.6).
4. A.3065 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 41; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No handles and repeated bands of  gouged decoration.
Comparanda: Har amran region, sites 260 and 269 (Haiman, 1993: 
p. 17).
5. A.1291
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: Nā ira (Bagatti, 1971: fi g. 21.4); and Tal al- asī (Toombs, 
1985: pl. 83.4).
6. A.3063 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 31; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 990, 993); Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.6) and Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. 
X: V.G.2).
7. A.1370 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: One handle and no fi lter.
Comparanda: Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 28.2, 3); and Qu ayr Qadīm 
(Whitcomb and Johnson, 1982: pl. 39.c).



8. A.1368
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No handles. Filter in neck.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.16).
9. A.3057 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No fi lter in neck.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.10); 
Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 28.4, 5); and ā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: fi g. 23.3 
[two handles]).
10. A.3117 
Unglazed (neck). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown.
11. A.1392 
Unglazed jug (neck). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: As A.1386 but with different fi lter design.
Comparanda: spout design: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 63.5609, 5611).
12. A.1384 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Two handles and fi lter in neck.
13. A.3061 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 39; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Two handles and fi lter in neck.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 61.3)
14. A.3062 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 39; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: No handles visible. Filter in neck. Incised and pin-pricked decora-
tion on exterior.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 30.2).
15. A.1387 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Similar to A.1386 but with a different fi lter design.
Comparanda: Damascus (al- Ush, 1961–2: fi g. 5.34); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 
1957: fi gs. 943, 965); and Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase 
(Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 39.2,4).
16. A.3060 
Unglazed pitcher (neck). Fabric 39; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comments: Two handles and no fi lter. Thin incised and pin-pricked decora-
tion on exterior. Bands of  decoration are similar to the ‘panel style’ on blue 
and black stonepaste wares (e.g. A.4473). The application of  the dotted and 
incised ornament is comparable to copper and bronze objects of  the Ayyubid-
Mamluk period (e.g. Battista and Bagatti, 1976: pl. 28.1).
17. C.4708
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: (glazed and unglazed vessels) Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 61, 
fi g. 3.9); Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 32.p); 

abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 72.967); and Tal Malabiyya (Lebeau et al., 
1985: fi g. 2.10).
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Catalogue page 15. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: bowls, closed 
vessels and pipes
1. A.3095
Unglazed bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Bu rā (Berthier, 1985: p. 31, fi g. 50); Ramla (Kaplan, 1959: 
fi g. 3B.7); and Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 
32.v).
2. A.1264
Unglazed bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
3. A.3102
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 21; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comments: Similar profi le seen in lead-glazed wares (A.3623, A.3686).
4. A.3106
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 56, no. 5742); and Karak (Brown, 
1989: fi g. 5.8). A
5. A.1265
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 42, no. 260); Gazit region (Gal, 1991: 
site 59, fi g. 1.1); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ and ‘Mamluk’ phases 
(Tushingham, 1985: fi gs. 35.1; 41.6); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 
1989: pl. 55.4); Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā and Rujūm (MacDonald, 
1992: pls. 32.s; 34.m); and Wādī Arab (Hanbury-Tenison, 1984: pl. 17.8).
6. A.1276
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 21; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 56, no. 7333)
7. A.3433
Unglazed storage jar? (rim). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown.
Comparanda: Greater Ammān region (Abu Dayyah et al., 1991: fi g. 9.13).
8. D.5059
Unglazed bowl (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Roman-Byzantine type?
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: pl. G.14); Jerusalem, 
Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.10); and Khalīl 
(Bennett, 1972: pl. III: II.A.1).
9. A.3383 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 60.5); Karak 
(Brown, 1989: fi g. 6.17); ā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: fi g. 23.4); and Southern 
Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 34.t).
10. C.4739 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 20; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. IX: V.A.14); Southern Ghawr, Fayfā  
(MacDonald, 1992: pl. 30.k).
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11. A.3017 
Unglazed (body). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown.
12. A.1477 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 24; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
13. A.1468 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
14. A.3121 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Signs of  misfi ring.
15. C.4722 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 29; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
16. A.3265 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 26; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape. Similar profi les seen on lead-glazed wares 
(A.3563, A.3565).
Comparanda: Karak (Brown, 1989: fi g. 6.18); Shawbak (Brown, 1988: fi g. 
13.36); and Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 
31.w).
17. A.3119 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 24; Technique = wheelthrown.
18. F.5623 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 23; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
19. A.3223 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape:.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 60.10).
20. A.3222 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 42.5752); and Dhibān (Winnett 
and Reed, 1964: pl. 66.16).
21. A.1477 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 24; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
22. A.1472 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Khalīl (Bennett, 1972: pl. IX: V.B.1).
23. A.3120 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown.
24. A.1470 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
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25. F.5857
Unglazed (base?). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown.
26. A.1481 
Unglazed (base). Fabric 36; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape. Exterior may be self-slipped.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 42.5752); and Dhibān (Winnett 
and Reed, 1964: pl. 66.16).
27. A.3082 
Unglazed. Fabric 32. Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Similar fabric and scale to A.3077. A.3083–A.3092 are similar 
shards.
28. A.3077 
Unglazed (neck). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Holes have been bored through the body. All the holes have a white 
residue around the edges. A.3078–A.3081 have the same characteristics.
29. F.5833 
Unglazed (spout). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown/handmade.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: pl. 117.9); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, 
‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 42.9); and Jerusalem, Damascus Gate 
(Wightman, 1989: pl. 59.14).

Catalogue page 16. Unglazed wheelthrown wares, unglazed relief-
moulded and stamped wares
1. A.292 
Unglazed jar? (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown.
2. A.4064 
Lead glazed kiln tripod. Fabric 28; Technique = hand shaped; lead glazed 
= green15.
3. A.3519 
Unglazed pitcher (rim). Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Unfi red shard.
Comparanda: Har amran region, sites 260 and 269 (Haiman, 1993: p. 17).
4. A.3517 
Unglazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Burnished on exterior. Roman-Byzantine shard.
5. A.3514 
Unglazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Burnished on exterior. Roman-Byzantine shard.
6. A.3209 
Unglazed (neck). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown. 
Comments: Possibly the shank end of  a tobacco pipe. Grey fabric and red slip 
suggests late seventeenth century or later (Robinson, 1985: p. 153).
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 63: 22, 17).
7. A.4103 
Relief-moulded unglazed canteen (body). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded.



Comparanda: Comparable types of  decoration: Damascus, āli iyya (Sauvaget, 
1932: pls. 41.132, 48. 160–62); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 886–7, 
890–4, 896, 900–903); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXVII.21).
8. A.4104 
Relief-moulded unglazed jug (body). Fabric 55; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded.
9. A.4105 
Relief-moulded unglazed jug (body) Fabric 55; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded.
10. F.7681 
Relief-moulded unglazed (body). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded. 
Comments: Canteen fragment?
11. F.7680 
Relief-moulded unglazed (body). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded. 
Comments: Canteen fragment?
12. A.4119 
Relief-moulded unglazed jug (spout). Fabric 55; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded. 
Comments: Body has the same moulded designs found on A.4103–5.
Comparanda: (raised dot pattern) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 862); 
Raqqa/Rāfi qa (Milwright, 2005: fi g. 6.15, 17, 18).
13. A.4120
Relief-moulded unglazed (body). Fabric 26; Technique = coiled/stamped; 
slipped = -/buff3. 
Comments: Part of  a large storage vessel. Incised lines have been added to 
demarcate the decorative bands. Thick application of  slip over stamped and 
incised areas. Some signs of  plastering on the interior. Vessel has been evenly 
fi red to create a hard ceramic.
Comparanda: (decorative elements) Bu rā ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Berthier, 1985: pl. 
10.129a); and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 851–53).
14. A.4123 
Relief-moulded unglazed (body). Fabric 18; Technique = coiled/stamped. 
Comments: Design combines incised line and decorative stamps.
15. A.4122 
Relief-moulded unglazed (body). Fabric 20; Technique = coiled/stamped. 
Comments: Part of  a large storage vessel. Incised lines have been added to 
demarcate the decorative band.
Comparanda: (lion/panther designs on relief-moulded unglazed vessels) Damas-
cus, āli iyya (al- Ush, 1960: fi g. 3.11; al- Ush, 1963: fi g. 14.71).
16. A.4106 
Unglazed lamp (base). Fabric 18; Technique = moulded. 
Comments: Constructed of  a porous brittle ceramic fabric. Signs of  blacken-
ing around the spout. Possibly self-slipped. A very similar moulded design is 
found on F.7682 and A.4108.
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Comparanda: Damascus, āli iyya (al- Ush, 1961–2: fi g. 8.49); and Sabas iyya 
(Crowfoot et al., 1957: fi g. 89.7). Also: Fūla (Kedar and Pringle, 1985: fi g. 4.3); 
and Bayt Sā ūr (Tzaferis, 1975: pl. 20.7).
17. A.4107 
Unglazed lamp (base). Fabric 37; Technique = moulded.
Comparanda: (zigzag design) Bayt Sā ūr (Tzaferis, 1975: pl. 20.6).
18. A.4108 
Unglazed lamp (base). Fabric 39; Technique = moulded.
Comparanda: Khirbat al-Lawza (Ellenblum et al., 1996: fi gs. 7, 8).
19. A.4109 
Unglazed lamp (body). Fabric 33; Technique = moulded. 
Comments: Blackened around the spout.
Comparanda: (whorl motif) Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: pl. 28, photo. 60.7); and 
Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: pl. 14.268B).
20. F.7683 
Relief-moulded unglazed sphero-conical container (base). Fabric 58; Technique 
= wheelthrown/stamped. 
Comments: Partially vitrifi ed on exterior. Surface has fi red red brown on 
interior and over cracked edges on interior. Incised lines added to stamped 
decoration on exterior. Type 4 (Savage-Smith, 1997). For comparanda, see 
chapter 6.
21. A.4124 
Relief-moulded unglazed sphero-conical container (base). Fabric 58; Technique 
= wheelthrown/stamped. 
Comments: Dark brown vitrifi ed areas on exterior. Type 4 (Savage-Smith, 
1997). For comparanda, see chapter 6.
22. F.7684 
Relief-moulded unglazed sphero-conical container (body). Fabric 58; Technique 
= wheelthrown/stamped. 
Comments: Signs of  charring on exterior. Type 4 (Savage-Smith, 1997). For 
comparanda, see chapter 6.
23. A.4110
Unglazed tobacco pipe (shank). Fabric 56; Technique = moulded/stamped. 
Comments: Burnished surface.
Comparanda: Jarash (Tholbecq, 2000: pl. XI.106, 107); Jerusalem, Damascus 
Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 63:13, 20); Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: 
fi g. 279); and Ti innik (Ziadeh, 1995: fi g. 1, L.296).
24. A.4111 
Unglazed tobacco pipe; shank; Fabric 56; Technique = moulded/stamped.
Comments: Burnished surface.
Comparanda: As A.4110
25. A.4113 
Unglazed tobacco pipe (shank). Fabric 39; Technique = moulded/stamped. 
Comments: Burnished surface.
Comparanda: Corinth (Robinson, 1985: C.2, C.3, C.6–8, C.14, C.15); and 
Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 279).



26. A.4112 
Unglazed tobacco pipe (shank). Fabric 56; Technique = moulded/stamped. 
Comments: Burnished.
Comparanda: As A.4110
27. A.4117 
Unglazed tobacco pipe (body). Fabric 33; Technique = moulded/stamped. 
Comments: Burnished surface. Broadly corresponds to types XVII, XXI 
(Hayes, 1980).
28. A.4114 
Unglazed tobacco pipe (bowl). Fabric 40; Technique = moulded. 
Comments: Burnished surface. Fabric and red slip corresonds to types V and 
VI (Hayes, 1980).
Comparanda: (vertical incisions on pipe bowl) Beirut (Turquety-Pariset, 1982: 
fi g. 4.25); ā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: fi g. 23.10); and, applied with a roulette, 
at Corinth (Robinson, 1985: C39–42). Also: Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 
1986: fi g. 43.11); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 1076); and Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 63.5, 10).
29. A.4115
Unglazed tobacco pipe? (mouthpiece?). Fabric 40; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded. 
Comments: Burnished but no stamped decoration. Comparable to A.3209.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 63: 22, 17).

Catalogue page 17. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls
1. A.3521
Lead glazed footed bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 46; Technique = wheel-
thrown; lead glazed = ochre10/ochre1. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular speckling. Base has cracked during 
fi ring. Similar profi le in unglazed ware (A.1276).
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.6); Baysān 
(Fitzgerald, 1931: pl. XXXII.15); Jerusalem, Ophel (Crowfoot and Fitzgerald, 
1929: pl. XVI.21); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase K (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 37.11); and Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: pl. 9.129).
2. A.3561
Lead glazed footed bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 47; Technique = wheel-
thrown; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green11. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional small intrusions. Similar tapered 
rim to A.3571.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.3); Southern 
Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 35.w); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase H 
(Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.1).
3. A.3570 
Lead glazed footed bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 32; Technique = wheel-
thrown; slipped = buff5; lead glazed = green11. 
Comments: Thin uneven glaze. Glaze has adhered poorly to ceramic surface.
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4. A.3571 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green3. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions and pronounced 
crazing.
5. A.3572 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green9. 
Comments: Thin glaze with occasional intrusions.
6. A.3722 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green13. 
Comments: Glassy glaze over an uneven slip. Ceramic has blackened beneath 
the glaze in some areas.
Comparanda: (exterior ledge) Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 29.12).
7. A.3676 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff4; 
lead glazed = ochre. 
Comments: Thin uneven glaze.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 40.9); 
and Khirbat Shama  (Meyers et al., 1976: pl. 7.18.9).
8. A.3696 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
green13.
Comments: Thin rough glaze with regular intrusions and brown speckling.
Comparanda: Jerusalem (Avigad, 1983: fi g. 302); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, 
‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 40.1); Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 
1989: fi g. 9.30); Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: 31.9); Southern Ghawr, Fayfā’ (Rast 
and Schaub, 1974: fi g. 11.299); and Wādī Arab (Hanbury-Tenison, 1983: fi g. 
18.22).
9. F.7153 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 49; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5/ 
undecorated; lead glazed = green14/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin rough glaze.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 7.14); asbān (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 136); 
Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: fi g. 64.3); Khirbat Shama  (Mey-
ers et al., 1976: pl. 7.18.18); Rosh Ha- Ayin region (Kochavi and Beit-Arieh, 
1994: site 206, fi g. 5); Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 29.6); and Wādī Arab 
(Hanbury-Tenison, 1984: fi g. 19.33).
10. A.3623 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green13/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin mottled glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Baysān (Fitzgerald, 1931: pl. XXXIII.30).
11. A.3643
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= ochre10. Comments: Rough glaze with frequent inclusions and brown 
speckling.



12. A.3686 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = ochre5/undecorated.
Comments: Thin rough glaze with brown speckling.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Citadel (  Johns, 1950: fi g. 22.5a); Karak (Brown, 
1989: fi g. 5.2); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 37.60).
13. A.3694
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff4; 
lead glazed = green14. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions.
14. A.3638 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 31; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff/grey; lead glazed = ochre. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 55, no. 22); Jerusalem, Armenian 
Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 38.23); Jerusalem, Damascus 
Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 69.4).
15. A.3693 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff1; 
lead glazed = ochre10/undecorated. 
Comments: Rough glaze with regular intrusions and brown speckling. Similar 
rim profi le in unglazed wares (A.1276).
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 67.6); Ma anit 
region (Ne eman, 1990: site 25, fi g. 1.1); and Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann, 1990: 
fi g. 1.13).

Catalogue page 18. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls and pans
1. A.3715 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 34; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = ochre6. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and streaks of  brown.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 7.15, 6); Athlīth region (Ronen and 
Olami, 1978: site 84, fi g. 2); Greater Ammān region (Abu Dayyah et al., 1991: 
fi g. 9.11); asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 4.137); Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 65.3, 5); Jerusalem, Zion Gate (Broshi 
and Tsafrir, 1977: fi g. 4.7); Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al., 1989: fi g. 27.54); Southern 
Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 35.o, t–v); abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: 
pl. 93.973; McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 127.3); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phases H, 
J-M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi gs. 37.33–40, 44–8, 50–8).
2. A.3727 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 44; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
green4. Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and crazing.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 7.8); Burj al-A mar, phase F (Pringle, 
1986: fi g. 49.51); Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, 1973: pl. 1.B.e); Khirbat Fāris 
(  Johns et al., 1989: fi g. 26.44); Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 31.5); and Tal Abū 
Qa dān, phase L (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.15). Same profi le on 
unglazed bowl: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: fi g. 55.5).
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3. A.3723 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 35; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green3. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: see A.3727
4. A.3731 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff1; 
lead glazed = ochre5/undecorated. 
Comments: Rough glaze. Similar rim profi le to A.3732
Comparanda: (rim profi le) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: no. 838); asbān, 
‘Ayyubid’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 135); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mam-
luk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.21); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: 
fi g. 29.5).
5. A.3734 
Lead glazed frying pan (rim). Fabric 22; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= ochre10/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Extensive charring on the 
underside of  the vessel.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl.64.1). 
6. A.3706 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = green14. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g.31.25); Southern Ghawr, Rujūm 
(MacDonald, 1992: fi g. 35.s); Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 29.2); and Wādī 
Arab (Hanbury-Tenison, 1984: fi g. 18.23). Also slip-painted lead-glazed bowl 
at Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.14) and an unglazed bowl 
from Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 55.4).
7. A.3711
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 27; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
ochre3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with occasional green impurities. Heavily incrusted 
with kiln debris.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 7.14); Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 
31.20); Nā ira (Bagatti, 1971: fi g. 18.13); Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken 
and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.23); and Wādī Arab (Hanbury-Tenison, 1984: 
fi g. 18.21).
8. A.3713 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Type 3713; Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; 
slipped = buff5; lead glazed = ochre6. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular speckling.
Comparanda: Shawbak, phase III (Brown, 1988: fi g. 12.28).
9. D.5315
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Large sand inclusions in ceramic fabric. Extensive speckling in 
glaze.



Comparanda: Jerusalem, Zion Gate (Broshi and Tsafrir, 1977: fi g. 5.2); Qubayba 
(Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 29.22).
10. A.3672 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 29; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green. 
Comments: Incised band on exterior.
11. A.3710 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = green10/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin rough glaze.
Comparanda: Baysān (Fitzgerald, 1931: pl. XXXIII.32); Khirbat Du āla (Sari, 
1992: fi g. 8.2); abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 126.4); Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.25); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 
1980: fi g. 31.7).
12. A.3624 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Type 3102; Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; 
slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green9. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.
Comparanda: Caesarea (Pringle, 1985: fi g. 3.15).
13. D.4974
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff; lead 
glazed = green6.
14. A.3746 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
15. A.3732 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green15. Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions. Similar 
rim profi le to A.3731
Comparanda: (rim profi le) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: no. 838); asbān, 
‘Ayyubid’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 135); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mam-
luk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.21); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: 
fi g. 29.5).
16. D.4974
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff; lead 
glazed = green6.
17. A.3712 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = green4.
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
18. A.3730 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
green. Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Negev, Tal Jimna (Schaefer, 1989: fi g.9.31).
19. A.3724 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green10/ochre2. 
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Comments: Glassy glaze over thin slip.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.35); Jerusalem, Armenian 
Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.25); and Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.16).
20. A.3729 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 34; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre5/undecorated.
21. A.3733 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 29; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and brown impurities.
Comparanda: see A.3709
22. A.3687 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Type 3686; Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; 
slipped = buff5; lead glazed = green3/undecorated.
23. A.3644 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 50; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= ochre2.
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional large intrusions.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Citadel (  Johns, 1950: fi g. 22.5a); Karak (Brown, 
1989: fi g. 5.2); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 37.60).
24. A.3709 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
undecorated/buff; lead glazed = ochre.
Comparanda: Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 7.12); Greater Ammān (Abu Dayyah 
et al., 1991: fi g. 9.10); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushing-
ham, 1985: fi g. 41.27); Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al., 1989: fi g. 25.29); Southern 
Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā and Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pls. 32.n; 35.v); 
and Zir īn (Grey, 1994: fi g. 9.8).

Catalogue page 19. Plain lead-glazed ware: bowls and colsed 
vessels
1. A.3690 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 45; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
green13/undecorated. 
Comments: Very uneven mottled glaze with occasional large intrusions. Similar 
rim profi le also seen on sgraffi to wares from Karak (A.4071).
2. A.3639 
Lead glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff4; 
lead glazed = green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 55, no. 7323); and Tal Abū Qa dān, 
phase P (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.62).
3. A.3735 
Lead glazed vase (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre11. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and pronounced crazing.



4. A.3737 
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 51; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; lead 
glazed = green4/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze over uneven surface. Unclear function.
5. A.3742 
Lead glazed vase (rim). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = green14. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions and regular speckling.
6. A.3739 
Lead glazed vase (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre3. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and brown speckling.
7. A.3744 
Lead glazed handled pot (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped 
= buff2/grey1; lead glazed = green15/undecorated. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze.
Comparanda: Jerusalem (Avigad, 1983: fi g. 302); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, 
‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.42); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate 
(Wightman, 1989: pl. 65.8); Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al., 1989: fi g. 25.36); and 
Ramla (Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3.A.13).
8. A.3743
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 51; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; lead 
glazed = green4/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional impurities. Vessel function unclear.
9. C.4826 
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; lead 
glazed = ochre3.
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 15, fi g. 1.6).
10. F.7236 
Lead glazed (rim). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; lead 
glazed = ochre4/green10. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
11. A.3803 
Lead glazed vase (shoulder). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff3; lead glazed = ochre5/green11.
Comments: Thick glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
12. A.3702 
Lead glazed jug (shoulder). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff; lead glazed = green.
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions. Similar unglazed vessels 
at Karak (A.3223).
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 60.10).
13. A.3806 
Lead glazed (handle). Technique = wheelthrown/handmade; lead glazed = 
green16/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin uneven glaze.
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14. A.3807 
Lead glazed (body). Fabric 36; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
ochre2/green4. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions. Incised wave pattern on 
exterior.
15. A.3808 
Lead glazed (body). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = ochre4/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular brown speckling. Incised pattern on 
exterior.

Catalogue page 20. Plain lead-glazed ware: bowls and closed 
vessels
1. A.3562 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 49; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green11/undecorated. 
Comments: Mottled thin glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 30.25) and Wādī Arab (Han-
bury-Tenison, 1984: fi g. 18.26).
2. A.3564 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green13. Comments: Uneven glaze with regular intrusions. Some signs of  
misfi ring.
3. A.3778 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff1; lead glazed = green. 
Comments: Mottled thin glaze.
4. A.3783 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green15.
Comments: Semi-opaque glassy glaze. Uneven and pockmarked with occa-
sional intrusions.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.87).
5. A.3788 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff5; lead glazed = green14. 
Comments: Glassy mottled glaze with regular intrusions.
6. A.3800
Lead glazed (base). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff; lead 
glazed = ochre. 
Comments: Glassy glaze.
Comparanda: Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 30.24).
7. A.3787
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green14/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.



8. A.3522 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green11/undecorated. 
Comments: Corroded thin glaze.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.10); Ayzariyya 
(Saller, 1957: fi g. 55.19); Khirbat Fāris (McQuitty and Falkner, 1993: fi g. 20.42); 
Ramla (Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3B.5); Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: 
pl. 35.w); Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.82); and Tal 
Rif  at region (Bernus-Taylor, 1981: fi g. 248).
9. A.3782 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric—; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
ochre12/undecorated. 
Comments: Corroded glaze.
10. A.3754 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green14.
Comments: Thin glaze with regular impurities.
11. A.3789 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 28; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green10/undecorated. 
Comments: Corroded glaze.
12. A.3784 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 32; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= green12/undecorated. 
Comments: Semi-opaque glaze.
13. A.3751
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = ochre6/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with streaks of  brown and green. Pronounced craz-
ing.
14. A.3773 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin mottled glaze with regular intrusions.
15. A.3749 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green3/undecorated.
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Rim profi le also seen on sgraf-
fi to wares at Karak (F.7669).
Comparanda: Ayn Shams (Fitzgerald, 1938: pl. L.17); asbān (Sauer, 1994: 
pl. on p. 271); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi g. 41.32); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 65.7); 
Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: fi g. 31.32); Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek, 
1975: fi g. 37.95); Tal Rif  at region (Bernus-Taylor, 1981: fi g. 256); and Tripoli 
(Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: fi g. 30.27). Also relief-moulded lead-glazed bowl Jeru-
salem (Avigad, 1983: fi g. 302).
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16. A.3753 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed 
= ochre5.
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions and impuruties.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.3).
17. A.3745 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 36; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = ochre11/undecorated. 
18. A.3566 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green10/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin uneven glaze with frequent intrusions.
Comparanda: Ma anit region (Ne eman, 1990: site 55, fi g. 1.13).
19. A.3752 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = 
buff3; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular ferrous impurities.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.92).
20. A.3523
Lead glazed (base). Fabric 31; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
brown5/green3.
Comments: Thick glassy glaze.
21. A.3565
Lead glazed (base). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = ochre2/green11. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions. Same profi le seen in 
unglazed wares (A.3383).
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.15); and Ramla 
(Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3.B.3).
22. A.3775 
Lead glazed bowl (base). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre5/undecorated. 
Comments: Rough glaze with extensive speckling.
23. A.3563
Lead glazed (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; lead 
glazed = ochre11/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.

Catalogue page 21. Plain lead-glazed lamps, slip-painted lead-
glazed ware and sgraffi to ware
1. A.4099
Lead glazed lamp (complete profi le). Fabric 25; Technique = wheelthrown/ 
hand shaped; slipped = buff3; Lead glazed = ochre2. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions. Charred around spout. 
Type J (Kubiak, 1970).
Comparanda: Athlīth (  Johns, 1934: pl. LVII, fi g. 1.c); and amā (Riis and 
Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 1067). Also ‘beehive’ types: Ayla (Whitcomb, 1988b: pp. 24, 7); 



Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: p. 132, fi g. 63); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 
1064–6); Khirbat al-Minyā (Grabar et al., 1960: pl. 30.20); and Tal Malabiyya 
(Lebeau et al., 1985: fi g. 1.5).
2. A.4100
Lead glazed lamp (base). Fabric 52; Technique = wheelthrown/hand shaped; 
slipped = buff2; lead glazed = green11. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Type L (Kubiak, 1970)
Comparanda: Athlīth (  Johns, 1934: pl. LVII, fi g. 1.a); Ayzariyya (Saller, 
1957: p. 189, nos. 202, 420, 422, 5972; pl. 109.b.34); Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: 
p. 132, fi g. 62); Beirut, Downtown (UNESCO and AUB excavations, unpub-
lished); Damascus (Toueir, 1973: pl. 1B.j); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wight-
man, 1989: pl. 62.6); Qubayba (Bagatti, 1947: pl. 22, photo 48.14); Ramla 
(Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3A.11); Tal Arqa (Dentzer and Thalmann, 1973: pl. VI.3); 
Tal Rif  at region (Bernus-Taylor, 1981: fi g. 256); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 
1980: pl. LIX.2). Unglazed lamps: Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.22); 

amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 1068); Jerusalem (Avigad, 1983: fi g. 300); 
and Qubayba (Gichon and Linden, 1984: type 8: fi g. 2.f; pl. 21.f  ).
3. A.4101 
Lead glazed lamp (base). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown/hand shaped; 
lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.
Comparanda: see A.4099
4. F.7655 
Lead glazed (spout). Fabric 49; Technique = wheelthrown/hand shaped; slipped 
= buff; lead glazed = green. 
Comments: Glaze has adhered poorly to the ceramic surface.
Comparanda: spouted ibrīq: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 836).
5. A.4102; Reference = chapter 4.4.1.4. 
Lead glazed (handle). Type 4102; Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown/hand 
moulded; lead glazed = green. 
Comments: Thick glassy glaze. Handle of  a lamp?
6. A.4218.
Glazed (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; alkaline 
glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Incised details under glaze. Imitation of  qingbai porcelain.
7. F.7659 
Lead glaze painted bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped 
= buff3; lead glazed = green8; Underglaze colour = brown4/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze. Brown underglaze pigment may be a slip 
paint.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 65.12). Also 
ā āf  (Gibson et al., 1991: fi g. 23.8).

8. A.4065 
Slip-painted ware bowl (rim). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slip painted 
= buff3; lead glazed = ochre6, green4. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze.
Comparanda: Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 50.64).
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9. A.4067
Slip-painted ware bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; 
slip painted = buff3; lead glazed = ochre7. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze.
Comparanda: Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 55, no. 7321); and Jerusalem, 
Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 66.9).
10. B.4702 
Slip-painted ware bowl (rim). Fabric—; Technique = wheelthrown; slip painted 
= buff3; lead glazed = ochre3/undecorated.
Comparanda: Abū Ghawsh (De Vaux and Steve, 1950: fi g. 32.11, 17); Jeru-
salem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 66.6–8); Qubayba (Bagatti, 
1947: fi g. 31.12); Southern Ghawr, Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 35.n); Tal 
Qaymūn (Ben-Tor et al., 1979: fi g. 5.2); and Tal Rif  at region (Bernus-Taylor, 
1981: fi g. 249).
11. A.4068 
Slip-painted ware bowl (rim). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown; slip painted 
= buff5; lead glazed = ochre6, green4. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze with regular intrusions.
12. A.4066 
Slip-painted ware bowl (base). Fabric 40; Technique = wheelthrown; slip 
painted = buff5; lead glazed = ochre5, green4, brown4. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze.
13. A.4069 
Slip-painted ware bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slip 
painted = buff3; lead glazed = ochre5, green4. 
Comments: Thin speckled glaze. Signs of  charring on exterior.
Comparanda: Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 50.66); Caesarea 
(Pringle, 1985: fi g. 6.36); Gazit region (Gal, 1991: site 15, fi g. 1.8); asbān, 
‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 142); Ma anit region (Ne eman, 1990: 
site 55, fi g. 1.5); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 38.17).
14. A.4070 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green3, ochre8/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze.
15. F.7667 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 49; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = ochre6, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions and crazing.
16. A.4080
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre7, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin rough glaze. Glaze has adhered poorly to the slipped 
surface.
Comparanda: (border design) Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, 1973: pl. 1.d–g); 

ayfā, St. Mary of  Carmel (Pringle, 1984: fi g. 8.71); and Tal al-Mutasallim 
(Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 270a).



17. A.4077 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff2; 
lead glazed = ochre, green/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular impurities.
18. A.4078 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre9, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
19. A.4079
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 37; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.

Catalogue page 22. Sgraffi to wares
1. A.4076
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green11/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
2. A.4074
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre6, green4/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
3. A.4071 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 52; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = green3/undecorated.
Comments: Thin glaze. Holes have been drilled through the body of  A.4071 
and A.4072 for rewiring.
Comparanda: Caesarea (Pringle, 1985: fi gs. 8, 11); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate 
(Wightman, 1989: pl. 42.14); and Khirbat al- Ayadiyya (Ben-Tor, 1966: fi g. 
12.4). Possibly Italian: Padua (Cozza, 1987: p. 124, fi g. 26.a). Also Burj al-
A mar, phase B (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 50.71); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wight-
man, 1989: pls. 42.12; 67.5, 6; 68.1–4); and Mīnā (Lane, 1938: p. 64).
4. A.4090 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = brown4. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with regular intrusions.
5. A.4097 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 51; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre8, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Blackened under glaze. Glaze 
has run fractured edge.
6. A.4089
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff; 
lead glazed = ochre7, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Blackened under glaze on 
interior. Hole has been drilled into base prior to fi ring.
Comparanda: Southern Ghawr, Fayfā  (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 30.c). Decora-
tion: Ramla (Kaplan, 1959: fi g. 3B.15).
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7. A.4091 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 29; Technique = wheelthrown; lead glazed = 
ochre2/green2. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with occasional intrusions. Unslipped.
8. F.7668 
Sgraffi to bowl (rim). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff; lead 
glazed = ochre1, green15/green15. 
Comments: Thick glassy glaze.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase N (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.26). Possibly Italian: Padua (Cozza, 1987: p. 118, fi g. 20.t).
9. A.4088 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre2, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions.
Comparanda: Gazit region (Gal, 1991, site 57, fi g. 1.5); and Negev, Tal Jimna 
(Schaefer, 1989: fi g. 9.39).
10. A.4093 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre8, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Blackened section under glaze 
on interior.
11. A.4092
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; 
lead glazed = ochre8, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions.
12. F.7670 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 54; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3/ 
undecorated; lead glazed = ochre14, ochre6, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Ceramic has slightly buckled during fi ring. Thick, cream slip 
covered in a thin glassy glaze. Deeply incised decoration.
Comparanda: (decorative features) Ferrara (Ferrari, 1990: pl. 1, fi gs. 84, 85, 
118, 119, 141; Magnani, 1, 1981–2: pl. XXIII; Reggi, 1971: pls. 59, 60, 172, 
173b, 174). Also: Damascus Museum (Meinecke-Berg, 1983: p. 245, no. 2, pl. 
57.c); Fus ā  (Wallis, 1891: appendix, pl. V.11); Jerusalem, Citadel (  Johns, 1950: 
pl. LXIII.3); and Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 67.8).
13. A.4084 
Sgraffi to bowl (body). Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; lead glazed 
= ochre6, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with regular intrusions. Glaze has adhered poorly to 
surface.

Catalogue page 23. Sgraffi to and relief-moulded lead-glazed ware
1. F.7669 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = green4/ochre5. 



Comments: Glassy glaze with crazing. Perhaps part of  a relief  moulded glazed 
pedestal bowl?
Comparanda: Jabal Adda (Atil, 1981: no. 94); Fus ā  (Scanlon, 1980: fi g. 13.c, 
d); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 42.14); and Qu ayr Qadīm 
(Whitcomb and Johnson, 1982: pl. 35.q, r, x).
2. F.7671 
Sgraffi to bowl (base). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff/ 
undecorated; lead glazed = ochre14, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thick cream slip covered with a thin glassy glaze.
Comparanda: (decorative features) Ferrara (Ferrari, 1990: fi gs. 32, 34; Reggi, 
1971: pls. 218, 223); and Venice (Saccardo, 1993: pl. 16.1–4).
3. A.4083 
Sgraffi to bowl (body). Fabric 54; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff3/ 
undecorated; lead glazed = ochre7, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze. Thick pale slip. Ochre glaze is very patchy and 
almost clear in places.
Comparanda: Fitzwilliam Museum (Poole, 1995: no. 554 [Bologna or Ferrara, 
c. 1500–30]; no. 558 [Veneto or Emilia-Romagna, c. 1470–1500]). Meander 
pattern: Ferrara (Ferrari, 1990: fi gs. 101, 111–2; Reggi, 1971: pls. 78, 101); 
Imola (Reggi, 1971: pl. 124); Bologna (Reggi, 1971: pl. 154); and Padua 
(Cozza, 1987: fi g. 20.s). Also Baysān (Zori, 1966: pl. 10.f); Cyprus, Episkopi 
(du Plat Taylor, 1938: fi g. 44.1); Cyprus, Nicosia (Du Plat Taylor and Megaw, 
1951: pl. IX.11); Damascus Museum (Meinecke-Berg, 1983: pl. 57.c); Jerusa-
lem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 67.7); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 
1980: pl. XLVII.9).
4. F.7672 
Sgraffi to juglet (body). Fabric 40; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = undeco-
rated/buff; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glaze and slip have adhered poorly to the ceramic surface on the 
exterior. Interior remains smooth and glassy.
5. A.4086 
Sgraffi to bowl (body). Fabric 53; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped = buff5; 
lead glazed = ochre7, green3/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze.
6. A.4132 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green3. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with some crazing.
7. A.4125 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green3/ochre2. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze with frequent small intrusions.
Comparanda: (rim profi le) asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ (Sauer, 1973: fi gs. 139, 
140); Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 
39.12; 41.36, 41); and Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 64.9, 
10). Also lead-glazed and slip-painted lead-glazed wares: Burj al-A mar, phase 
E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 50.64); Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.35); Jerusalem, 
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Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.25); and Tal 
Abū Qa dān, phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.16).
8. A.4127 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green10/ochre2. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
9. A.4128
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 34; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; lead glazed = green4/ochre. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular small intrusions.
Comparanda: (profi le) Dhibān (Tushingham, 1972: fi g. 8.35); Jerusalem, Arme-
nian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.25); and Tal Abū 
Qa dān, phase H (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 37.16).
10. F.7693 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; lead glazed = green4. 
Comments: Glassy, slightly mottled glaze. Incised design in slip on interior. 
Similar type to A.4150.
Comparanda: see A.4125
11. A.4140 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green5/ochre3. 
Comments: Glassy glaze. Incised design in slip on interior.
Comparanda: see A.4125
12. A.4138 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional small intrusions.
Comparanda: see A.4125
13. A.4139 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green10/ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular small impurities.
Comparanda: see A.4128
14. A.4161 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff1; lead glazed = green4. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular speckling.
Comparanda: see A.4125
15. A.4126 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 46; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green11. 
Comments: Thin mottled glaze with frequent tiny intrusions.
Comparanda: (arcade design) asbān (Sauer, 1994: pl. on p. 271); abaqat 
Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 93.807); Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 269, 
270); Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann, 1990: pl. II, 2.14).



16. A.4129 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre4. 
Comments: Glassy glaze on interior. Exterior glaze is more mottled.
Comparanda: (decorative features) Ayzariyya (Saller, 1957: fi g. 59.3423); 

asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 138); Jerusalem, Armenian 
Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.31); and Sabas iyya 
(Crowfoot et al., 1932: fi g. 84a.10).

Catalogue page 24. Relief-moulded lead-glazed ware
1. A.4137
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 59; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; lead glazed = brown3. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular small intrusions and some crazing.
Comparanda: see A.4125
2. D.5218 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green10/green18.
Comparanda: see A.4128
3. F.7692
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (rim). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; lead glazed = green4. 
Comments: Glassy slightly mottled glaze. Incised design in slip of  interior. 
Similar type to A.4150.
Comparanda: see A.4125
4. A.4141 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (base). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre3. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with regular small intrusions.
Comparanda: (decoration) Jerusalem, Church of  the Ascension (Corbo, 1965: 
fi g. 112.17); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase M (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: 
fi g. 38.32).
5. F.7698 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (base). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff5; lead glazed = green4/ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing. Incised design in slip on 
interior.
6. A.4142
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (base). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green12. 
Comparanda: (zigzag pattern) Afūla (Dothan, 1955: fi g. 1.9); Baysān (Zori, 
1966: pl. 10.e); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 64.11); Tal 
Jazar (MacAlister, 1912: pl. CLXXXIX.14); and Tal Nimrīn (Dornemann, 
1990: pl. II.2.13).
7. A.4131 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (base). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre4. 
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Comments: Similar to A.4129 in ceramic, glaze type and decoration.
Comparanda: see A.4129
8. F.6965 
Relief-moulded glazed jar (base). Fabric 36; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre10/undecorated. 
Comments: Closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: decorative features) Ayn Shams (Grant and Wright, 1938: pl. 
L.26); and Jerusalem, Ophel (MacAlister and Duncan, 1926: pl. XXIII.7).
9. A.4150 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
lead glazed = green4. Comments: Incised pattern in slip on interior.
10. A.4147 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (body). Fabric 51; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green13. 
Comments: Glassy, speckled glaze.
Comparanda: (design) Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl.64.13).
11. A.4143 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (body). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.
Comparanda: see A.4142
12. A.4144 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (body). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green4/ochre5.
13. A.4145 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (body). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green10/ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze. Part of  a pedestal bowl.
14. A.4143 
Relief-moulded glazed bowl (body). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with occasional intrusions.
Comparanda: see A.4142
15. A.4149 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff1; lead glazed = brown4. 
Comments: Similar to A.4129 in ceramic, glaze type and decoration.
Comparanda: see A.4129
16. A.4151 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green4/ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy speckled glaze.
Comparanda: (lattice pattern) Na al Yattir region (Govrin, 1991: site 216, fi g. 
2.10); abaqat Fa l (Smith, 1973: pl. 93.807); Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 
1908: fi g. 270); and Tal Nimrīn (Flanagan et al., 1994: fi g. 17.3).



17. F.7718 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; slipped 
= buff; lead glazed = ochre.
18. F.7717 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; slipped 
= buff; lead glazed = ochre.
19. D.5222 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff2; lead glazed = ochre9. 
Comments: Regular impurities in glaze. Glaze has corroded on exterior.
20. D.5373 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff5; lead glazed = ochre5. 
Comments: Glaze has adhered poorly to exterior.
21. A.4153 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 60; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff1; lead glazed = green2. 
Comments: Glassy speckled glaze.
22. A.4155 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 61; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green11. 
Comments: Glassy speckled glaze.
23. D.5219 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; lead 
glazed = ochre. 
Comments: Metallic glassy glaze with occasional intrusions. Similar decora-
tion to A.4147.
24. F.7708 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; slipped 
= buff; lead glazed = green.
Comparanda: (repeated crosses) Ma anit region (Ne eman, 1990: site 55, 
fi g. 1.9); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase L (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.31).
25. F.7731 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; lead glazed 
= ochre/green.
26. D.5372 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
lead glazed = ochre1.
Comparanda: see A.4129.

Catalogue page 25. Relief-moulded lead-glazed and plain alkaline-
glazed ware (earthenware and stonepaste)
1. A.4148 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 59; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff1; lead glazed = green3/ochre5. 
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Comments: Glassy glaze with regular intrusions. Moulded details have been 
outlined with black pigment.
2. F.7709
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; slipped 
= buff; lead glazed = green.
3. A.4152 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 47; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff3; lead glazed = green4/ochre5. 
Comments: Glassy speckled glaze.
Comparanda: (simplifi ed scroll) Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase 
(Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 39.12).
4. A.4160 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Fabric 30; Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
slipped = buff3; lead glazed = ochre5/brown4. 
Comments: Mottled glaze. Incised patterns in slip on interior.
5. D.5111 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; lead 
glazed = green15. 
Comments: Similar type to A.4152.
Comparanda: (simplifi ed scroll) Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ 
(Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 39.12).
6. D.5221 
Relief-moulded glazed (body). Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; slipped = 
buff2; lead glazed = ochre6.
7. A.4168 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Transparent glaze with pronounced crazing. Heavily corroded. 
Similar profi les in black and white wares (A.4223) and turquoise and black 
wares (D.5234) at Karak.
Comparanda: Bu rā, phase VII (Berthier, 1985: fi g. 60); Jerusalem, Armenian 
Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 40.12); and Ru āfa (Logar, 
1991: fi g. 5.2).
8. A.4180 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = green9. 
Comments: Glassy transparent glaze with some corrosion.
9. A.4178 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown/moulded; alkaline glazed = green8. 
Comments: Thick opacifi ed glaze.
Comparanda: Chinese bowl from Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: pl. 37.5).
10. A.4175 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste) (stonepaste); 
Technique = wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = green7. 
Comments: Glassy transparent glaze. Scalloped edge and incised pattern on 
interior.
Comparanda: Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: fi g. 24.39).



11. A.4164
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; alkaline glazed = green5.
Comments: Thick transparent glaze. Heavily corroded.
Comparanda: Similar rim type on Chinese wares: Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: 
fi g. 18.4). Also Nippur (Gibson, Armstrong and McMahon 1998: fi g. 20.6).
12. A.4162
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = green4.
Comments: Thick transparent glaze. Heavily corroded.
Comparanda: (rim profi le) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 400); and 
Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 68.12). On Chinese wares: 
Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: fi gs. 26.1, 2; 35.3).
13. F.7919 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = blue12. 
Comments: Semi-opaque glassy blue glaze with pronounced crazing. 
14. A.4167
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) (rim). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown; slipped 
= buff; alkaline glazed = blue8. 
Comments: Thick glassy semi-transparent glaze. Neck of  a vase?
15. F.7908 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (rim). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; alkaline glazed = green6.
Comparanda: (scalloped rim) Burj al-A mar, phase D1 (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 
51.77); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989: pl. 68.10); and Tripoli 
(Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXX.4). On Chinese wares: Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 
1975: fi g. 35.4).
16. A.4216 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) jar? (rim). Fabric 65; Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = grey3, grey4. 
Comments: Glassy opacifi ed glaze with mottled colouration.
17. D.5033 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear. 
Comments: Part of  an underglaze painted vessel? Similar to black and white 
ware base, A.4238.
18. A.4191
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric—; Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear 3.
19. A.4196 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) beaker? (base). Fabric 29; Technique = wheel-
thrown; alkaline glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Thin semi-opaque glaze with occasional large intrusions. Com-
parable to black and white base, A.4221.
20. A.4192 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 64; Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = green2. 
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Comments: Thick semi-transparent glaze. Possibly slipped.
Comparanda: see A.4170.
21. A.4190 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = green4. 
Comments: Thick transparent glaze. Similar type to A.4162.
22. A.4170 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Transparent glaze with pronounced crazing. Heavily corroded.
Comparanda: Dhibān (Winnett and Reed, 1964: pl. 66.21); Jerusalem, Arme-
nian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 40.13); and Qu ayr 
Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: fi g. 41.b).
23. A.4189
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Glaze heavily corroded.

Catalogue page 26. Plain alkaline-glazed ware, black under colour-
less glazed ware, and black under turquoise glazed ware
1. F.7927
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = green19. 
Comments: Transparent glassy glaze. Designs have been incised into the body 
under the glaze on the interior.
Comparanda: (radiating design on interior) Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.592); 
Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 41.22); 
and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 38.m).
2. F.7928 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown/moulded; alkaline glazed = green8. 
Comments: Thick opacifi ed glaze with pronounced crazing. Bowl has been 
thrown with a hole in the base and a wafer of  ceramic has been added to 
cover the aperture prior to fi ring. No designs are visible on the wafer due to 
the thickness of  the glaze.
Comparanda: (use of  wafer and hole in base) Fus ā  (Arab Museum, Cairo, 
1922: pl. 107 (top right); Ashmolean Museum: P.622, P.623). Same feature on 
Chinese wares from Middle East: Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: pl. 37.4); amā 
(Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 355); and Julfār (Hansman, 1985: pl. 1.g).
3. D.5223 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl (body). Fabric 62; Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; alkaline glazed = green9. Comments: Thick opacifi ed glaze over 
hard ceramic.
Comparanda: (ribbed body) Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.593); and ‘Tal 
Minis’ (Porter and Watson, 1987: pl. 4). On Chinese wares in the Middle East: 
Antioch (Waagé, 1948: fi g. 93.b); and Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: p. 18).



4. A.4166 
Glazed (‘imitation celadon’) bowl? (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown/moulded; alkaline glazed = green5. Comments: Thick transpar-
ent glaze with some corrosion.
5. F.7943
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Rough glaze.
6. A.4225 
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear2; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Occasional ferrous impurities in ceramic.
7. A.4226 
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1/undecorated. 
Comments: Highly corroded glaze. Fabric ranges in colour from 10YR 
9/3–7.5YR 7/5 and with extensive tiny basalt inclusions.
8. A.4223 
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase Q (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.13).
9. F.7944 
Black and white (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; self-
slipped; alkaline glazed = clear1; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comments: Corroded glaze with pronounced crazing. Similar design on A.4222 
and black under turquoise vase, A.4282.
Comparanda: (repeated cross design) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 769).
10. A.4222 
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comments: Similar design on F.7944 and black under turquoise vase, 
A.4282.
Comparanda: (repeated cross design) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 
769).
11. A.4221 
Black and white beaker? (base). Fabric 29; Technique = wheelthrown; alkaline 
glazed = clear2; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black2. 
Comments: Semi-transparent glaze over pale earthenware body. Similar to 
A.4196.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi g. 40.6).
12. A.4237 
Black and white vase? (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Occasional small brown inclusions in ceramic.
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13. A.4233 
Black and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1.
14. A.4240 
Black and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black. 
Comments: Glaze corroded. Occasional tiny basalt and tiny brown inclusions 
in ceramic.
Comparanda: Pelican design on underglaze-painted wares: amā (Riis and 
Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 688, also cf. fi gs. 497–500). Pelican design on Fatimid 
Egyptian lustre wares: Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul, 1930: pls. VII.6; X.2, 7; 
XI.5; XII.10; XXIII.1; XXX.2).
15. A.4227 
Black and white bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comments: Occasional small brown inclusions in ceramic. Dot pattern also 
found on A.4394, A.4450 , A.4457 and F.8064.
Comparanda: (dot pattern) Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā (MacDon-
ald, 1992: pl. 32.f  )
16. A.4239 
Black and white bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Glaze corroded. Regular tiny basalt inclusions in ceramic.
17. A.4220 
Black and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1/undecorated. 
Comments: Glaze corroded.
Comparanda: (painting style) Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 
51.81).
18. A.4238 
Black and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1/undecorated. 
Comments: Occasional small brown inclusions in ceramic. Comparable to 
Egyptian ‘miniature style’ (Lane, 1957: p. 19, pl. 16.b).
19. A.4224 
Black and white bowl (body). Technique = wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = 
clear2; Underglaze colour = black1/undecorated.
Comments: Occasional small brown inclusions in ceramic. Incised decoration 
has been made into the black underpainting. Zigzag pattern also found on 
black under turquoise shard, F.7963
20. A.4232
Black and white (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1.
21. A.4282 
Black under turquoise vase (complete profi le). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique 
= wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
undecorated/black1.



Comments: Very soft friable fabric with occasional pale brown inclusions. 
Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: (profi le) Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 51.80); 

amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 769); and Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar 
et al., 1978: pl. G-5; G-2.1b).
22. A.4248
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Occasional tiny basalt in ceramic.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi gs. 41.35; 44.1). Also Ru āfa (Legner, 1964, pl. 1).
23. A.4257 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue 2/clear3. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze. Underpainted decoration is impossible 
to discern.
24. A.4279 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Occasional tiny basalt inclusions in ceramic.
25. F.7964 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Soft, friable body and corroded glaze.
Comparanda: see F.7963. Painting style: Tal Barrī (Pecorella, 1983: fi g. 5); and 
Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: fi g. 5.14).
26. A.4244 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Blackening on exterior surfaces.
27. F.7963 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheel-
thrown; alkaline glazed = blue15; Underglaze colour = black1/undecorated. 
Comments: Soft friable body and corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (rim profi le) Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: fi g. 5.9, 10, 13, 14); and 
Southern Ghawr, al-Rujūm (MacDonald, 1992: pl. 35.c).
28. D.5234 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = blue9; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comparanda: see F.7963
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Catalogue page 27. Black under turquoise glaze ware and 
polychrome underpainted ware
1. A.4248 
Black under turquoise bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Occasional tiny basalt in ceramic.
Comparanda: Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Mamluk’ phase (Tushingham, 
1985: fi gs. 41.35; 44.1). Also Ru āfa (Legner, 1964, pl. 1).
2. A.4274 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Badly corroded glaze. Inscribed shape on the underside of  the 
base may be a maker’s mark.
Comparanda: (profi le) Jerusalem, Armenian Garden, ‘Ayyubid’ phase (Tush-
ingham, 1985: fi g. 40.13); Jerusalem, Damascus Gate (Wightman, 1989), pl. 
69.13; Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al., 1978: pl. G-1.18e); Qu ayr Qadīm 
(Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 43s); and Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: fi g. 16.14). 
Roundel design: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 551, 552).
3. A.4276 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Underpainted decoration no longer visible.
4. A.4245 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown. Underglaze colour = black1.
Comparanda: Tabgha (Loffreda, 1982: fi g. 10.1).
5. A.4242 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1.
Comparanda: see A.4253.
6. A.4275 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Underglaze pattern no longer visible due to corroded glaze.
Comparanda: see A.4274.
7. A.4247 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze. Central design no longer visible.
Comparanda: (spiral design) Fus ā  (Arab Museum, Cairo, 1922: pl. 99); and 
Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: fi g. 6.5, 7).



8. A.4252 
Black under turquoise vase (neck). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
black1. 
Comments: Occasional tiny yellow inclusions in ceramic.
9. A.4246 
Black under turquoise vase; shoulder; Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear4/green1; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Pronounced crazing and blackening under the glaze. Uneven 
glaze surface on the interior.
Comparanda: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 565); Qu ayr Qadīm (Whit-
comb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 51.j; 1982: pl. 38.r, s); and Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: 
fi g. 6.6). Also Southern Ghawr, Khirbat Shaykh Īsā and Rujūm (MacDonald 
1992: pls. 32.d; 34.d).
10. A.4281
Black under turquoise (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = green2; Underglaze colour = black1. 
Comments: Harder, denser fabric with occasional yellow inclusions.
11. A.4254
Black under turquoise (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = black1.
12. F.7967
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1/undecorated. 
Comments: Soft friable ceramic.
Comparanda: (profi le) Zir ın (Grey, 1994: fi g. 10.2). Decoration: Ba albak 
(Sarre, 1925: p. 125, fi g. 38 and p. 130, fi g. 56).
13. A.4243 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comparanda: Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al., 1978: pl. G-1.18b).
14. B.4661 
Black under turquoise bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; slipped = buff3; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = 
black1/undecorated.
Comparanda: (painting style) Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: pl. 24.68a).
15. A.4256 
Black under turquoise (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = black1.
16. A.4255
Black under turquoise (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue1; Underglaze colour = black1.
Comparanda: (use of  green glaze with black underpainting) Ammān, Tal Sīrān 
(Hadidi, 1989: p. 140), Fus ā  (Scanlon, 1971: p. 225; Ashmolean Museum, 
unpublished); Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1982: pl. 38.k, q–t), 
and ū  (  Joel, 1992: p. 3, section II).
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17. A.4253 
Black under turquoise bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = blue2; Underglaze colour = 
black1.
Comments: similar painting style on A.4242 .
Comparanda: (painting style) Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: 
pl. 51.j, k); and Ru āfa (Logar, 1991: fi g. 6.8).
18. F.7991 
Polychrome bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, brown8/
black1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
19. F.7990 
Polychrome bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; alka-
line glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue2, brown8/black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Brown pigment has a slightly raised profi le.
20. F.7992
Polychrome bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; alka-
line glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, green3/black1, blue17. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze. Green pigment acts as a resist to the 
glaze.
21. A.4366
Polychrome bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue6, 
blue2, brown3/black1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze.

Catalogue page 28. Polychrome underpainted ware and turquoise 
and black ware
1. F.8164
Polychrome bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; self-
slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/black1, 
blue2. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Comparable profi le and decoration in turquoise 
and black wares, A.4406 and A.4407.
Comparanda: (bichrome painted) Burj al-A mar, phase D (Pringle, 1986: 
fi g. 51.84); and Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.1).
2. A.4387 
Polychrome bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5, 
green3/black1, blue5. 
Comments: Occasional tiny yellow and brown inclusions in ceramic. Green 
pigment acts as a resist to the glaze.
Comparanda: (use of  green pigment) Beirut (Anon., 1995: pl. on p. 16); and 
Fus ā  (Ashmolean: P.725, P.274).



3. A.4390 
Polychrome bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5, 
brown3/black1.
4. F.8201 
Polychrome bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4, 
blue2, brown8/black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (glaze colours) ayfā, St. Mary of  Carmel (Pringle, 1984: fi g. 
9.77).
5. A.4234 
Polychrome bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, ochre1/undecorated. 
Comments: Occasional small brown inclusions in ceramic.
Comparanda: (central motif) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 505, 507, 
508, 589).
6. A.4385 
Polychrome; bowl; base. Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue6, 
brown3/undecorated.
Comparanda: Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al., 1978: pl. G-1.18d).
7. A.4383 
Polychrome bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue, brown/ 
undecorated. 
Comments Occasional tiny basalt and tiny yellow inclusions and some brown 
discolouration of  the ceramic. Glaze almost totally decayed.
8. A.4384 
Polychrome bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue, 
brown3/undecorated. 
Comments: Some yellow staining of  ceramic. Heavily corroded glaze.
Comparanda: Fus ā  (Arab Museum, Cairo, 1922: pls. 95 [top] and 96 [top]); 
and Jerusalem, Armenian Garden (Tushingham, 1985: fi g. 38.6).
9. A.4407 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1. 
Comments: Regular yellow inclusions in glaze.
Comparanda: (decorative band) Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 
266); and on a vase discovered in Italy (Lane, 1957: pl. 16A).
10. A.4409
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, 
blue2/black1. 
Comments: Occasional brown inclusions in ceramic.
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11. A.4406 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, green1/black1.
12. A.4425 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, 
blue2/black1.
Comments: Corroded glaze. Occasional brown and yellow inclusions.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.1).
13. A.4424 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze. Occasional brown inclusions in 
ceramic.
Comparanda: Nicosia (Megaw, 1951b: pl. XLV.A5). Also Tal al-Mutasallim 
(Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 266).
14. A.4408 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue1/black1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: (profi le) abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 127.8).
15. A.4431 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue2/
black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: Tal Abū Qa dān, phase J (Franken and Kalsbeek, 1975: fi g. 
38.1).
16. F.8006 
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.
Comments: Corroded glaze.
17. A.4418
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue1. 
Comments: Occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic.

Catalogue page 29. Turquoise and black ware
1. A.4395
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.



Comments: Occasional brown inclusions in ceramic. Glassy glaze with pro-
nounced crazing.
Comparanda: (profi le) Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 51.82, 84). 
Design on rim: asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 4.144); and 
Tal Qaymūn (Ben Tor and Portugali, 1979: fi g. 5.3).
2. A.4394
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.
Comments: Very occasional brown and yellow inclusions in ceramic.
Comparanda: (profi le) Burj al-A mar, phase E (Pringle, 1986: fi g. 51.82, 84).
3. A.4421
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.
Comments: Some ferrous staining in glaze. Glaze corroded.
Comparanda: Tal Qaymūn (Ben-Tor et al., 1979: fi g. 5.3).
4. F.8013
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheel-thrown; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue1/
black1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: (roundel design) St. Mary of  Carmel, ayfā (Pringle, 1984a: 
fi g. 9.75); and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 770).
5. F.8014
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue1/ 
undecorated.
Comments: Uneven glaze.
Comparanda: Nippur (Gibson, Armstrong and McMahon 1998: fi g. 21.1).
6. F.8015 
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/undecorated.
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze.
7. A.4417
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue1.
Comments: Corroded glaze.
8. A.4420
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.
Comments: Occasional brown inclusions in ceramic.
9. A.4418
Turquoise and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheel-
thrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue1.
Comments: Occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic.
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Catalogue page 30. Turquoise and black ware and blue and black 
ware
1. A.4426
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, 
blue2/black1.
Comments: Occasional brown and yellow inclusions in ceramic. Corroded 
glaze.
Comparanda: (‘tree design’) Antioch (Waagé, 1948: fi g. 55.18); Ayn Shams 
(Grant and Wright, 1938–9: pl. L.24); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 567); 
and Nicosia (Megaw, 1951b: pl. XLV.A4).
2. A.4428
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1.
Comments: Splash of  clear glaze has been added on the underside of  the 
base. On this type of  blazon, see Mayer (1933), pp. 34–35.
Comparanda: unprovenanced (Christie’s, 1992: cat. no. 30). Also Fus ā  (Arab 
Museum, Cairo, 1922: pls. 100, 104; Bahgat and Massoul, 1930: pl. XLVI); 
and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 797).
3. A.4429
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed.
4. A.4433 
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
black1, blue2/black1. 
Comments: Splash of  glaze added on the underside of  the base.
5. A.4430 
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, 
blue2/black1. 
Comments: Occasional brown and yellow inclusions in ceramic.
6. F.7968 
Turquoise and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = 
wheelthrown; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue1/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Soft friable body.
7. A.4432
Turquoise and black (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, 
blue2. 
Comments: Occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic. Part of  a closed vessel 
shape.
8. A.4452 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue6/black1. 
Comments: Some yellow staining of  ceramic. Heavily corroded glaze.



9. F.8064 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5. 
Comments: Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (‘fi r tree’ design) Khirbat Fāris (  Johns et al., 1989: fi g. 27.58; 
and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXI.2). Floral pattern: amā (Riis and 
Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 706); and Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXI.3).
10. F.8072
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/black1.
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze.
11. A.4479
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
Comparanda: (decoration: exterior) Damascus (Toueir, 1973: pl. IIb.d); and 
Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.284).
12. F.8073 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/black1. 
Comments: Glassy glaze.
13. A.4454 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue6/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Heavily corroded on interior.
14. F.8063 
Blue and black vase (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, blue11. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Some turquoise colouration on interior.
Comparanda: (profi le) Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: pl. 51g); Fus ā  (Bahgat and 
Massoul, 1930: pl. K.82); Qa r al- ayr East, period 2 (Grabar et al., 1978: pl. 
G-7.2a, 2b); and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 51.g).
15. A.4453 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/
black1. 
Comments: Very occasional tiny basalt inclusions in ceramic. Corroded 
glaze.
Comparanda: (profi le) Jerusalem, Citadel (  Johns, 1950: pl. LXII.5).
16. F.8077 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Main decorative program on exterior.
Comparanda: (profi le) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 717); and Jerusalem, 
Citadel (  Johns, 1950: pl. LXII.6, 7). Similar profi le also found in ‘Sultanabad’ 
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wares (Lane, 1957: pl. 4; Grube, 1976: no. 209); and Mamluk metalwork 
(Allan, 1982: nos. 20, 22).
17. F.8077 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, blue4. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Main decorative program on exterior.
Comparanda: for profi le see F.8078 [52.7]. Zigzag pattern: Fus ā  (Bahgat 
and Massoul, 1930: pl. XXXVIII.4; Ashmolean Museum: P.283, P.362); and 

asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 143).
18. F.8066 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/black1.
19. F.8071 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Perhaps with a handle on exterior.
20. A.4455 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = blue3/black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze.
21. A.4514 
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5. 
Comments: Pock-marked, thick glaze.
Comparanda: Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.278).

Catalogue page 31. Blue and black ware
1. F.8079
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
Comments: Body shards and a section of  the base (F.8080–8083 [51.2–5]) 
were also recovered. The walls are extremely thick in order to support the 
weight of  the bowl. The stonepaste is both harder and coarser (containing 
occasional large ferrous impurities) than the previous examples. Blue pigment is 
restricted to the interior of  the bowl. On the interior the decoration is formed 
of  broad curvilinear motifs fi lled with more delicate abstract or vegetal orna-
ment. There are no published comparanda for a blue and black bowl of  the 
Ayyubid-Mamluk period constructed on such a scale.
2. F.8080 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
3. F.8083
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.



4. F.8081 
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
5. F.8082
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
6. A.4450
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
black1. 
Comments: Heavily corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (profi le) asbān, ‘Early Mamluk’ phase (Sauer, 1973: fi g. 143); 
and Karak, phase I (Brown, 1989: fi g. 5.6). Also Tal Qaymūn (Ben Tor et al., 
1979: fi g. 5.3).
7. A.4469
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, 
blue4. 
Comments: Brown discolouration of  ceramic.
8. A.4475 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Occasional tiny brown inclusions in ceramic.
9. F.8093 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Thick glassy glaze. Vegetal motif  also seen on turquoise and black 
bowl, F.8013 [49.9].
Comparanda: (symmetrical vegetal motif) Fus ā  (Wallis, 1891: Appendix: pl. 
XVII.3); and St. Mary of  Carmel, ayfā (Pringle, 1984a: fi g. 9.75).
10. F.8198 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Decoration of  waterweeds derived from Chinese blue and white 
porcelain. Similar decorative style to blue and white shards such as A.4342 
and A.4327.
Comparanda: Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.243).
11. F.8095
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
black1.
Comparanda: (design on interior) Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, 1973: pl. IIIb.a).
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Catalogue page 32. Blue and black ware
1. A.4457
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue6/
black1.
Comments: Friable ceramic and corroded glaze.
Comparanda: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 733).
2. F.8065
Blue and black bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/black1.
3. A.4478 
Blue and black lid? (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4.
Comments: Very occasional yellow inclusions. Blue and white fragment with 
same profi le, A.4342 [59.3].
Comparanda: (painting on underside) Tal Saylūn (Andersen, 1985: pl. 
11.179).
4. F.8089 
Blue and black lid? (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown/M 
moulded; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Underside carries an illegible inscription. Archi-
tectural or numismatic source for the inscription? Blue and white fragment 
with same profi le, A.4342 [59.3].
Comparanda: (star design) Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.410).
5. A.4477 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7. 
Comments: Shares many of  the characteristics of  stonepaste, glaze and 
underpainting style of  A.4481 [55.1]. The feature which confi rms the high 
craftsmanship is the cartouche on the underside of  the base. For inscriptions 
and ‘signatures’ see Fouquet (1900); Bahgat and Massoul (1930); and Abel 
(1930). The care with which the design was rendered has no parallel in the 
published material from the Levant. The inscription is incomplete and impos-
sible to decipher due to the corrosion of  the glaze.
6. A.4481 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1. 
Comments: Corroded glaze. Figure ‘8’ painted in black pigment on underside 
of  base. A.4482–4484 are shards from the same vessel type.
7. A.4465 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/black1. 
Comments: Two holes bored into the base after fi ring (for hanging plate on 
a wall). Complete composition consists of  twop adorsed birds fl anking a tree. 
See Fus ā  (Bahgat and Massoul, 1930: pl. XXXVIII.2). Two comparable 
bird design shards from the Metropolitan Museum were submitted to neutron 



activation analysis (  Jenkins, 1984: pl. 3c; 5a) and a Syrian provenance was 
suggested.
Comparanda: Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: p. 127 fi gs. 48, 52); Damascus (Migeon, 
1923: pl. on p. 383); Fus ā  (Wallis, 1891: Appendix: pl. VII.2; Arab Museum, 
Cairo, 1922: pl. 106 top left, pl. 111 top left; Ashmolean Museum: P.346, P.261); 
and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 745–48). Other animals on similar 
background: Fus ā  (Wallis, 1891: Appendix: pl. XVII.7; Arab Museum, Cairo, 
1922: pl. 116); and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 750–51).
8. A.4464 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Pale grey-brown ceramic. Corroded glaze. Splash of  glaze on 
underside of  base. Vegetal motifs in roundel may derive from ‘Sultanabad’ 
wares (Lane, 1957: pls. A, 1, 3).

Catalogue page 33. Blue and black ware
1. A.4466
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/
black1.
Comments: Occasional yellow discolouration of  ceramic. Splashes of  glaze 
on underside of  base.
Comparanda: (design on interior) Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: P.248) and 
Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXIII.4)
2. A.4473 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/
black1. 
Comments: Occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic. Pronounced crazing of  
glaze. Splash of  glaze on underside of  base.
Comparanda: (design on interior) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 735).
3. A.4462
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, 
blue6.
4. A.4474 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue7/
black1.
Comments: Occasional basalt and brown inclusions in ceramic. Splash of  
glaze and underpainted pigment on underside of  base.
5. A.4467 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1.
Comments: Occasional brown inclusions in ceramic. Rough glaze.
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Comparanda: (geometric design) abaqat Fa l (McNicoll et al., 1992: pl. 
127.7).
6. F.8092
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
black1.
7. A.4463 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/ 
undecorated. 
Comments: Pale grey-brown ceramic with occasional yellow inclusions. Com-
parable to Egyptian ‘miniature style’ (Lane, 1957: pp. 19–20, pl. 16.B).
Comparanda: (symmetrical vegetal motif  ) Fus ā  (Wallis, 1891: Appendix: pl. 
XVII.3); and St. Mary of  Carmel, ayfā (Pringle, 1984a: fi g. 9.75).
8. A.4470 
Blue and black bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4/
black1. 
Comments: Brown discolouration of  ceramic. Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (design on interior) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 663, 
709).
9. A.4472
Blue and black; bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
black1. 
Comments: Two small grooves made in the base. Heavily corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (design on interior) Tripoli (Salamé-Sarkis, 1980: pl. LXIII.8) 
and Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: 1978.2451).
10. A.4494 
Blue and black vase (neck). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, 
blue7. 
Comments: Occasional dark brown inclusions in ceramic. Part of  a closed 
vessel shape.
11. A.4495 
Blue and black Type (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = undecorated/black1, 
blue7. 
Comments: Part of  a closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Ba albak (Sarre, 1925: pl. 44); Fus ā  (Ashmolean Museum: 
P.272); and amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 736).
12. A.4499 
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5.
13. A.4493 
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = black1, blue4.
Comparanda: see A.4479.



Catalogue page 34. Blue and black ware and blue and white 
ware
1. A.4480 
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear5; Underglaze colour = black1, blue5/
blue5.
2. F.8153 
Blue and black bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = black, blue.
Comparanda: (decoration: exterior) Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: 
fi g. 266).
3. A.4377–4381 
Blue and white bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique 
= wheelthrown; self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = 
blue6. 
Comments: Occasional basalt inclusions in ceramic. Pronounced crazing in 
glaze. Splash of  glaze with a circle of  underpainted blue on underside of  base. 
Exterior has a Chinese ‘lotus panel’ on the lower section with an upper band 
of  Islamic geometric ornament.
Comparanda: Chinese prototypes for trefoil pattern: Damascus (Carswell, 
1979: pl. 1); the Tughluqid palace, Dehli (Carswell, 1979: pl. VII–IX); and 
Topkapi museum (Pope, 1970: pl. 15).
4. A.4290 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue3, blue4. 
Comments: A.4291–4294 are shards from the same vessel type.
5. A.4300 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Very occasional brown and yellow inclusions in ceramic. Cor-
roded glaze.
Comparanda: Cairo (Gayraud, 1986: pl. XXV.54); and amā (Riis and 
Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 791). Chinese blue and white straight rim bowls: Topkapi 
museum (Pope, 1970: pls. 18–21).
6. F.8172 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = blue5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with some crazing.
Comparanda: (painting style) Karak, phase I (Brown, 1989: fi g. 5.4).
7. F.8166 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded?; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = blue5. 
Comments: Hard yellowish ceramic. Rough glaze with pronounced crazing. 
Possibly Kütahya ware. 
Comparanda: Cf. Chinese prototypes: Yuan period (Yeo and Martin, 1978: 
pl. 2 top). Also Julfār (Hansman, 1985: fi g. 8.j).
8. A.4309 
Blue and white pitcher (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
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self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear2; Underglaze colour = undecorated/
blue4. 
Comments: Very friable ceramic. Both glaze and ceramic have corroded. Leaf  
(or feather) decoration on neck derived from Chinese porcelain ewers of  the 
Hongwu period (1368–89). See Wei (2005). 
9. A.4308 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear2; Underglaze colour = blue3, blue4. 
Comments: Very occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic. Corroded glaze. 
Rim has scalloped edge.
Comparanda: (rim profi le and design) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 779). 
Late fourteenth-century Chinese prototypes: Topkapi museum (Pope, 1970: 
pls. 9, 10a, 11, 12, 14b, 15).
10. A.4307 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Yellow staining of  ceramic. Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (decorative style) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 787).
11. A.4306 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Very occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic. Corroded glaze.
12. F.8175 
Blue and white vase (neck). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = undecorated/blue4. 
Comments: Soft friable fabric. Corroded glaze.
13. A.4343 
Blue and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = blue. 
Comments: Occasional yellow and brown inclusions in ceramic. Heavily cor-
roded glaze. Similar roundel in turquoise and black, A.4430.
Comparanda: (roundel design) Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, 1973: pl. IIA.f  )
14. A.4342 
Blue and white lid? (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear1; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Very occasional yellow inclusions in ceramic. Thick glassy glaze 
which has slightly discoloured during fi ring. Decoration of  upper section relates 
to A.4327 [59.2] and A.4377 [57.1]. For similar profi le, see blue and black 
shards, A.4478 [54.4] and F.8089 [54.7]. For similar lids on Chinese ceramics, 
see Yuan (Xinyuan, 1993: pl. 1; Addis, 1968c: pl. 1) and sixteenth-century 
Ming blue and white porcelain (  Jenyns, 1953: pl. 81.a).
Comparanda: Chinese prototype: amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 364).

Catalogue page 35. Blue and white ware
1. A.4295
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue2. 



Comments: Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: Chinese prototype of  ‘crapemyrtle and blackberry lily’ border: 
Topkapi museum (Pope, 1970: pl. B.5; 7a, 10b); and the Tughluqid palace, 
Dehli (Carswell, 1979: pl. VII).
2. A.4301 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Very occasional brown inclusions in ceramic. Heavily corroded.
Comparanda: Damascus, Bāb Sarīja (Toueir, 1973: pl. IIa.c).
3. F.8167 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = blue5. 
Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: Tal al-Mutasallim (Schumacher, 1908: fi g. 266). Chinese pro-
totypes for ‘Lotus panel’: Topkapi Museum (Pope, 1970: pls. B.5, 6; 21, 22, 
24); and a Yuan period bowl shard from Fus ā  (Carswell, 1985: pl. 12c). Also 
Persian blue and white wares (Lane, 1957: pl. 18; Grube, 1976: no. 258).
4. A.4305 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Yellow staining of  ceramic. Corroded glaze.
Comparanda: (band on cavetto) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 777, 778). 
Late fourteenth-century Chinese prototypes: Dehli (Carswell, 1979: pl. XI); 
and Topkapi museum (Pope, 1970: pls. 3–6, 7b, 8).
5. A.4311 
Blue and white bowl (rim). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4.
6. A.4329 
Blue and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue1, blue4/
blue4. 
Comments: Splashes of  turquoise have been added to the design on the 
interior.
7. A.4327 
Blue and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Occasional basalt and brown inclusions in ceramic. Glassy glaze 
with pronounced crazing.
Comparanda: St. Mary of  Carmel, ayfā (Pringle, 1984a: fi g.9.78); and Karak 
(Brown, 1989: fi g. 5.5).
8. F.8179 
Blue and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear4; Underglaze colour = blue4. 
Comments: Soft, friable fabric. Thick glaze with pronounced crazing.
9. A.4350 
Blue and white bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue6. 
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Comments: Very occasional black, brown and yellow inclusions in ceramic.
Comparanda: (decoration) Beirut (Carswell, 1979: pl. XIV); and Fus ā  (Ash-
molean Museum: 1978.2444; 1978.2489; 1978.2464). Late fourteenth-century 
Chinese prototype: Topkapi museum (Pope, 1970: pls. 3–6).
10. A.4351 
Blue and white tile? (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue6. 
Comments: Unglazed and unpainted on one side. Fragment of  a tile?

Catalogue page 36. Blue and white ware, lustre-painted ware, cela-
don, Chingpai ware, Shufu ware, blue and white porcelain
1. A.4348 
Blue and white bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear; Underglaze colour = blue. 
Comments: Heavily corroded.
2. A.4345 
Blue and white bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue5.
3. A.4349 
Blue and white bowl (body). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; 
self-slipped; alkaline glazed = clear3; Underglaze colour = blue3/blue4. 
Comments: Glaze corroded on interior.
4. F.8199 
Lustre bowl (base). Fabric 63 (stonepaste); Technique = wheelthrown; self-
slipped; alkaline glazed = blue17. 
Comments: Greyish, granular ceramic fi ring darker grey on unglazed sur-
faces. Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing. Greenish-gold lustre painted on 
interior only.
Comparanda: Qa r al- ayr East (Grabar et al., 1978: pl. G-2.21b [no. A/
C/4/70]).
5. F.7931
Celadon bowl (rim). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown; feld-
spathic glaze = green5. Comments: Glassy glaze with pronounced crazing 
and occasional impurities. Incised lines under glaze.
Comparanda: Sinan shipwreck (Anon., 1985: pl. 54 no.78); and Topkapi 
museum (Krahl, 1, 1986: p. 216, no. 18 [TKS 15/327]).
6. D.5249 
Celadon bowl (rim). Fabric 69 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = green8. 
Comments: Thin glassy glaze. Incised pattern on interior.
Comparanda: Yuan dynasty bowl from the Pescadores islands (Chen Hsin-
hsiung, 1985: pl. 20. See also pls. 40, 48).
7. D.5248 
Celadon bowl (rim). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = green8. 
Comments: Thick glassy glaze with extensive crazing.



8. F.7934
Celadon (lid). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
feldspathic glaze = green8. 
Comments: This type of  lid shape with the addition of  relief  moulding under 
the glaze is seen in Longquan celadon of  the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
(e.g. Valenstein, 1989: fi g. 99). Pale glaze colour is generally associated with 
Longquan products of  the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (Valenstein, 1989: 
pp. 101–102).
9. A.4541
Celadon bowl (body). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = green8. Comments: Transparent glaze with 
occasional intrusions and pronounced crazing. Bubbling in glaze.
Comparanda: (fl uted ornament) amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi gs. 358, 
359); Julfār (Hansman, 1985: pl. 1.a, b); Pescadores islands (Chen Hsin-hsi-
ung, 1985: pls. 9, 11); Sinan shipwreck (Anon., 1985: pl. 56, no. 81; pl. 57, 
no. 82); and Topkapi museum (Krahl, 1, 1986: pls. 174–176 [TKS 15/313, 
15/245, 15/330]).
10. F.7933 
Celadon bowl (base). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = green8. Comments: Thick glassy glaze with 
moulded details under glaze.
11. A.4542 
Celadon bowl (base). Fabric 69 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = green8. 
Comments: Thick transparent glaze with occasional intrusions and pronounced 
crazing. Bubbling in the glaze.
Comparanda: Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and Johnson, 1979: pl. 51.x).
12. D.5250 
Celadon (body). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/moulded; 
feldspathic glaze = green8. Comments: Glassy slightly pockmarked glaze. 
Moulded fl ower design on interior beneath glaze.
13. A.4526
Qingbai ware (body). Fabric 66 (porcelain); Technique = wheelthrown; lead 
glazed = clear3. 
Comments: Thin transparent glaze. Delicate incised pattern beneath glaze 
on interior. Combed and incised decoration over a blue or greyish blue clear 
glaze is reported on qingbai shards from Sung period kilns at: Guangdong 
and Jingdezhen (see chapter 7).
Comparanda: Sung tomb near Nanchang, dated 1201 C.E. (Baiquan, 1993: 
pl. 11). For similar decorative features, see also Palawan shipwreck, Philippines 
(Dupoizot, 1995: fi g. 2); Sinan shipwreck, Korea (Anon., 1985: pl. 63 no. 90); 
Fus ā  (Gyllensvard, 1975: pl. 3.3, 5, 6); amā (Riis and Poulsen, 1957: fi g. 
362); Julfār (Hansman, 1985: pl. II.b, c); and Qu ayr Qadīm (Whitcomb and 
Johnson, 1979: pl. 51.q).
14. A.4540
Shufu ware bowl (base). Fabric 68 (stoneware); Technique = wheelthrown/
moulded; feldspathic glaze = clear7. 
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Comments: Thin opacifi ed glaze. Regular ferrous impurities and pitting in the 
glaze surface. Moulded pattern of  dragon on the interior is hard to discern. 
Small bowls and dishes of  this type were produced in the Yuan period both 
in the kilns of  Jingdezhen and other unknown production sites (Valenstein, 
1989: p. 126; Anon., 1985: p. 219).
Comparanda: Shufu bowl decorated with a dragon in relief, Sinan shipwreck 
(Anon., 1985: pp. 320–21 no. II–431). Also Philippines (Addis, 1968b: fi gs. 1, 
5, 6; Addis, 1969: pl. 35.a–c).
15. A.4522
Porcelain bowl (base). Fabric 66 (porcelain); Technique = wheelthrown; lead 
glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = blue3. 
Comments: Occasional ferrous intrusions in ceramic. Thin glaze with occa-
sional ferrous intrusions and pronounced crazing.
16. A.4524
Porcelain bowl (base). Fabric 66 (porcelain); Technique = wheelthrown; lead 
glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = blue10, blue5. 
Comments: Thick glaze with occasional impurities and pitting. Probably part 
of  a closed vessel shape.
Comparanda: Philippines (Addis, 1968c: pl. 14).
17. A.4520
Porcelain; bowl (rim). Fabric 66 (porcelain); Technique = wheelthrown; lead 
glazed = clear6; Underglaze colour = blue5. 
Comments: Large crazing in glaze. Profi le and decoration typical of  Ming 
period wares of  the early sixteenth century (see chapter 7). 
Comparanda: Bowl probably dating from the Zhengde period (1506–21), with 
similar diaper pattern rim and fl oral pattern on the exterior: Lisbon (Luz 
Afonso, 1996: cat. 5, pp. 48–49).
18. A.4521
Porcelain bowl (complete profi le). Fabric 67 (porcelain); Technique = moulded?; 
lead glazed? = clear6; Underglaze colour = blue9/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with pronounced crazing. Underglaze design has been 
stencilled on interior. Modern manufacture. Underside of  base stencilled with 
name, ‘Bowring.’
19. A.4523
Porcelain bowl (rim). Fabric 67 (porcelain); Technique = moulded?; lead glazed? 
= clear6; Underglaze colour = blue9/undecorated. 
Comments: Thin glaze with pronounced crazing. Modern manufacture.

Section 3: Fabric Descriptions

Comments:
The descriptions are arranged with a broad defi nition of  the hardness and 
texture of  the fabric followed by a note of  the fi red colour of  the surface and 
core of  the ceramic. The remaining part deals with the mineral and organic 
inclusions. As a X10 hand lens is not suffi cient to differentiate between many 
mineral inclusions, a description of  the colour of  the inclusion has been pre-



ferred where no distinguishing characteristics can be discerned. Minerals which 
can readily identifi ed are: basalt, chert, sand and limestone (carbonate). Some 
fabrics were submitted to petrographic analysis, and the results are discussed 
in the relevant sections of  chapters 6 and 7 (see also Mason and Milwright 
1998). Red inclusions may be grog or iron-rich clay nodules in the clay matrix. 
Colour notations are according to the Munsell Book of  Colour. This notation 
is not employed for the handmade wares (fabrics 1–17) because of  the high 
degree of  variability in the colour of  the fi red ceramics.

Handmade Ceramic Fabrics

Fabric 1: Medium-soft, granular fabric with regular voids. Fires red on sur-
face and dark grey in core. Frequent small to medium-size angular quartz. 
Frequent tiny yellow grits.
Fabric 2: Medium-soft, friable fabric with regular voids. Fires pink-orange on 
surface and dark grey in core. Regular small to medium-size basalt. Frequent 
tiny calcite and occasional small carbonate. Regular small red grits. Presence 
of  organic tempering.
Fabric 3: Medium-soft friable fabric with regular voids. Fires pink-orange 
on surface and grey-brown in core. Occasional small basalt. Regular small 
to medium-size carbonate. Occasional small red grits. Presence of  organic 
tempering.
Fabric 4: Medium-soft granular fabric with regular small voids. Fires orange 
on surface and pale brown in core. Regular small basalt. Occasional small 
carbonate. Occasional small to medium-size yellow grits. Presence of  organic 
tempering.
Fabric 5: Medium, dense fabric with occasional small voids. Fires orange on 
surface and grey in core. Frequent medium-size quartz. Presence of  organic 
tempering.
Fabric 6: Medium-soft friable fabric with regular voids. Fires pink on surface 
and grey-brown in core. Regular small to medium-size chert. Frequent tiny 
calcite and occasional medium-size to large carbonate. Occasional small red 
grits. Occasional medium-size yellow grits. 
Fabric 7: Medium-soft friable fabric with regular voids. Fires orange and dark 
grey in break. Regular small basalt. Regular small to medium-size carbonate. 
Presence of  organic tempering.
Fabric 8: Medium-soft, dense fabric with occasional voids. Fires pale brown. 
Regular small to medium-size basalt. Regular small to medium-size red 
grits. 
Fabric 9: Medium-soft, friable fabric with regular voids. Fires orange on 
surface and dark grey in core. Occasional small basalt. Frequent tiny and 
occasional medium-size carbonate. Presence of  organic tempering.
Fabric 10: Medium-hard dense fabric with occasional tiny voids. Fires dark 
red on surface and dark grey in core. Occasional small to medium-size basalt. 
Frequent tiny to small quartz. Occasional medium-size red grits.
Fabric 11: Medium-soft, friable fabric with regular voids. Fires pale brown. 
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Occasional small to medium-size basalt. Occasional small carbonate. Regular 
small to medium-size red grits. Presence of  organic tempering.
Fabric 12: Medium, dense fabric with occasional tiny voids. Fires dark grey. 
Frequent small to medium-size basalt. Frequent tiny to medium-size yellow.
Fabric 13: Medium-soft, dense fabric with occasional voids. Fires orange on 
surface and grey in core. Occasional small basalt. Regular small to medium-
size carbonate. Frequent tiny yellow grits. Occasional small red grits. Presence 
of  organic tempering. 
Fabric 14: Medium, dense fabric. Fires orange. Regular small to medium-
size basalt. Regular small to medium-size carbonate. Occasional small yellow 
grits. Occasional small red grits.
Fabric 15: Medium-soft, dense fabric with regular voids. Fires pale brown. 
Regular small basalt. Occasional small carbonate. Regular small to medium-
size red grits. Presence of  organic tempering.
Fabric 16: Medium-soft, friable fabric. Fires pale brown. Regular small to 
medium-size basalt. Regular small carbonate. Occasional medium-size quartz. 
Occasional medium-size red grits. 
Fabric 17: Soft, very friable, poorly sorted fabric with regular voids. Regular 
small basalt. Regular medium-size to large carbonate. Frequent tiny yellow 
grits. Presence of  organic tempering.

Kiln-Fired Fabrics

Fabric 18: Medium, friable fabric with regular voids. Fires pale green (10Y 
8.5/3) to red-orange (2.5YR 6.5/8). Regular small to medium-size basalt. 
Regular small rounded sand. Occasional small carbonate. Regular small to 
medium-size red grits and occasional large red grits. Occasional presence of  
organic tempering.
Fabric 19: Medium-hard, dense fabric with occasional voids. Fires pale 
green on surface (10Y 8.5/3) to orange in core (5YR 7/6). Regular small to 
medium-size basalt. Occasional quartz. Regular small carbonate. Occasional 
small to large red grits. Occasional signs of  organic tempering.
Fabric 20: Medium-hard, dense fabric with regular small voids. Fires red-
brown on surface (2.5YR 6.5/6) to grey in core (2.5YR 5.5/2). Regular small 
to medium-size basalt. Occasional tiny carbonate. Regular small angular quartz. 
Occasional medium-size red grits.
Fabric 21: Medium-hard, dense fabric. Fires ochre (5YR 7/6). Regular small 
to medium-size basalt. Occasional small carbonate. Regular small red grits. 
Fabric 22: Medium-hard fabric with honeycomb structure. Fires pale green 
on surface (5Y 8.5/2) and red/orange in core (10R 5.5/6). Occasional small 
basalt. Regular small and occasional medium-size sand. 
Fabric 23: Medium-hard, dense fabric with occasional small voids. Fires pale 
green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) and red/orange in core (10R 5.5/6). Regular small 
to medium-size basalt. Occasional small carbonate. Frequent tiny calcite(?).
Fabric 24: Medium-hard, dense fabric with occasional small voids. Fires 
from pale green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) and pale ochre in core (7.5YR 8/4). 



Regular tiny to medium-size basalt. Occasional small to medium-size quartz. 
Occasional small to medium-size yellow grits.
Fabric 25: Medium-hard, dense fabric with regular small voids. Fires pale 
green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) and red-brown in core (5YR 6/6). Frequent tiny 
to small basalt. Occasional small and very occasional large carbonate. Occa-
sional small red grits.
Fabric 26: Medium-hard, dense fabric with regular small to medium-size voids. 
Fires pale green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) to pink or ochre in core (2.5YR 6.5/6 
and 7.5YR 8/4). Regular tiny to small basalt. Regular small to medium-size 
carbonate. Regular small to medium-size red grits. Similar type to fabric 24.
Fabric 27: Medium-soft, friable fabric with regular voids. Some variation in the 
extent of  levigation. Fires pale green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) to pink-orange and 
ochre in core (2.5YR 7/6 and 7.5YR 7/6). Occasional small basalt. Frequent 
tiny to small carbonate. Occasional tiny sand. Occasional small red grits.
Fabric 28: Medium, dense fabric with regular small voids. Some variation in 
the extent of  levigation. Fires pale green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) to pink-orange 
in core (5YR 7/6). Occasional small basalt. Regular small sand. Occasional 
small red grits. 
Fabric 29: Medium, dense, granular fabric with regular tiny voids. Fires pale 
green (5Y 8.5/2). Frequent tiny to small basalt. Regular small sand. Regular 
tiny to medium-size red grits. Possibly a fi ner levigated version of  fabric 18.
Fabric 30: Medium, dense fabric. Fires from pale green (5Y 8.5/2) to pink 
(5YR 8/4). Regular small basalt. Frequent tiny and occasional medium-size 
carbonate. Regular tiny sand. Occasional small red grits. 
Fabric 31: Medium, dense fabric. Fires from pale green (5Y 8.5/2) to orange-
red (2.5YR 7/6). Occasional small basalt. Regular tiny carbonate. Frequent 
small quartz. Very occasional small yellow grits. Very occasional red grits.
Fabric 32: Medium-soft, friable fabric. Fires pale green on surface (5Y 8.5/2) 
and pale brown on core (2.5YR 6/8). Occasional small basalt. Frequent small 
sand. Occasional carbonate.
Fabric 33: Medium-hard, dense, well-levigated fabric. Fires orange-pink (5YR 
7/6) to pale red-brown (5YR 6/8). Regular tiny to small basalt. Occasional 
small opaque quartz. Occasional small red grits.
Fabric 34: Medium-hard, dense, well-levigated fabric. Fires pale grey (2.5Y 
7/4) with streaks of  yellow through the fabric. Frequent tiny and occasional 
small basalt.Very occasional small carbonate. 
Fabric 35: Hard, dense, well-levigated fabric. Fires pink-orange. Regular tiny 
basalt. Regular tiny to small angular quartz. Occasional small red grits.
Fabric 36: Medium fabric with honeycomb texture. Fires grey-brown on 
surface (2.5Y 8.5/2) to red-brown in core (5YR 6/10). Very occasional small 
basalt. Frequent tiny to small pale yellow grits. Occasional small sand. Very 
occasional small red grits.
Fabric 37: Medium, dense fabric with occasional small voids. Fires from 
(2.5Y 8.5/2) to buff  (7.5YR 8/4). Occasional small basalt. Very occasional 
small carbonate. Frequent tiny and regular small red grits. Occasional small 
angular quartz. 
Fabric 38: Medium-hard, dense well-levigated fabric. Fires grey-green (5Y 
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6.5/2). Very occasional small basalt. Frequent tiny to small pale yellow grits. 
Very occasional red grits.
Fabric 39: Medium, dense fabric. Fires grey-green (5Y 6/2). Very occasional 
small basalt. Occasional small carbonate. Frequent small sand. 
Fabric 40: Medium-hard, dense, slightly friable fabric. Fires red-brown on 
surface (10R 5.5/8) to dark grey in core (10R 4/1). Occasional small basalt. 
Frequent tiny carbonate. 
Fabric 41: Medium-soft, friable fabric with regular voids. Fires from red-brown 
on surface (2.5YR 6.5/6) and grey in core (2.5YR 5/2). Regular small basalt. 
Frequent tiny and occasional small carbonate. Regular small quartz. 
Fabric 42: Soft, friable fabric. Fires red-brown (5YR 5/4). Frequent small to 
medium-size basalt. Occasional small carbonate. 
Fabric 43: Medium-soft, friable, fi ne-textured fabric. Fires pale brown (7.5YR 
6.5/6). Occasional small basalt. Regular tiny to small carbonate. Presence of  
organic material. Perhaps a fi ner version of  fabric 42.
Fabric 44: Medium, fi ne-textured fabric. Fires buff  (10YR 7.5/4). Regular 
tiny to small basalt. Occasional small sand. Very occasional small red grits.
Fabric 45: Medium, friable fabric. Fires buff  (10YR 8/4). Regular tiny to 
medium-size basalt. Occasional medium-size to large carbonate. Frequent tiny 
and regular medium-size to large red grits. Presence of  organic material.
Fabric 46: Medium, friable, dense fabric. Fires pink (5YR 7/6). Occasional 
tiny to small basalt. Regular tiny opaque quartz. Occasional red grits. Occa-
sional small yellow grits. Frequent small sand. 
Fabric 47: Medium, dense fabric. Fires pink (5YR 7/6). Regular tiny to small 
basalt. Very occasional tiny carbonate. Frequent small sand. Occasional small 
to medium-size red grits.
Fabric 48: Medium fabric with granular texture. Fires red-brown (5YR 
4.5/6). Regular small to tiny basalt. Frequent small to medium-size carbonate. 
Frequent small sand. Occasional small chert. 
Fabric 49: Medium, dense fabric. Fires pink on surface (2.5YR 6/10) and 
buff  on core (7.5YR 8/4). Occasional small basalt. Occasional medium-size 
carbonate. Regular small sand. Occasional medium-size red grits. 
Fabric 50: Medium fabric with granular texture. Fires orange on surface 
(10YR 7/8) and grey-green on core (5Y 5/3). Regular tiny to small basalt. 
Occasional small carbonate. Occasional yellow grits. Occasional medium-size 
red grits. Frequent small sand.
Fabric 51: Medium fabric with regular small voids. Fires red on surface 
(2.5YR 5.5/8) and grey on core (2.5YR 4.5/2). Occasional tiny to small basalt. 
Frequent tiny to medium-size carbonate. Occasional small yellow grits.
Fabric 52: Medium, dense, well-levigated fabric. Fires orange (2.5YR 6.5/8). 
Occasional small to medium-size basalt. Regular small carbonate.
Fabric 53: Medium, well-levigated fabric with dense granular texture. Fires 
brick-red (2.5YR 6/8). Regular small to medium-size basalt. Occasional small 
carbonate. Frequent small sand. 
Fabric 54: Medium-hard, well-levigated fabric. Striations through fabric. Fires 
pink (7.5YR 8/6). Frequent tiny red grits. Occasional medium-size carbonate. 
Occasional tiny chert.



Fabric 55: Medium-hard, dense, well-levigated fabric with occasional voids. 
Fires pale orange (5YR 6.5/6). Frequent tiny to small basalt. Very occasional 
small carbonate. Regular small sand. 
Fabric 56: Hard, very dense fabric. Fires pale grey (5Y 6.5/1). Regular tiny 
to small basalt. Regular tiny to small pale orange.
Fabric 57: Hard, very dense fabric with occasional voids. Fires grey-brown 
(10YR 7/1.5). Occasional tiny basalt. Occasional tiny to small carbonate. 
Fabric 58: Very hard, very dense fabric. Fires grey (5Y 6/2 to 2.5Y 8/4). 
Frequent small basalt and very occasional large basalt. Frequent small 
quartz.
Fabric 59: Medium-hard, very dense, well-levigated fabric. Fires from grey 
(2.5Y 8/2) to orange (5YR 7/100). Frequent tiny and occasional small basalt. 
Regular tiny to small carbonate. Occasional small red grits.
Fabric 60: Medium-hard, dense fabric with regular voids. Fires pink-orange 
(5YR 7/10). Occasional tiny to small basalt. Frequent small quartz. Regular 
small carbonate. Regular tiny to small red grits.
Fabric 61: Medium-hard, dense fabric with regular voids. Fires pale buff  
(7.5YR 9/2). Occasional tiny basalt. Occasional tiny to small caarbonate. 
Frequent tiny red grits. Regular tiny chert. 
Fabric 62: Medium-hard, dense, granular fabric. Fires grey (10YR 7/1.5). 
Regular small basalt. Occasional small pale orange grits. Frequent small sand. 
Fabric 63: Medium, dense, friable fabric. Fires pale pink (10YR 9/3). Fre-
quent small sand. Very occasional chert. Very occasional brown grits. Very 
occasional yellow grits.
Fabric 64: Medium, dense, friable fabric. Fires pink (5YR 5/5 to 10R 4/6). 
Occasional tiny to small basalt. Occasional tiny to small carbonate. Occasional 
small to medium-size red grits. 
Fabric 65: Medium-soft, friable fabric with occasional voids. Fires pale yel-
low. Regular tiny and occasional small basalt. Very occasional large carbonate. 
Regular small to large red grits. 
Fabric 66: Very hard, very dense fabric. Fires very pale grey (10B 9/1). Occa-
sional tiny to small ferrous inclusions. Fabric has vitrifi ed. Porcellaneous fabric.
Fabric 67: Hard, dense fabric with slightly granular texture. Fires white. No 
visible inclusions. Modern porcellaneous ceramic.
Fabric 68: Very hard, very dense fabric with occasional voids. Fires pale 
grey (5PB 9/1). Very occasional small ferrous impurities. Fabric has vitrifi ed. 
Stoneware fabric.
Fabric 69: Very hard, dense fabric with granular texture. Fires grey (5PB 
7/1). Regular tiny ferrous impurities. Stoneware fabric.
Fabric 70: Soft, friable, porous fabric with regular voids. Fires from grey-pink 
(2.5YR 7/5) to grey-brown (10YR 6/3). Regular small to large carbonate. 
Regular small to large basalt. Occasional medium-size yellow grits. Regular 
red grits. Presence of  organic tempering.
Fabric 71: Hard, dense fabric with granular texture. Fires grey (7.5YR 6/3). 
Frequent small basalt. Frequent small yellow grits. Frequent small sand. 
Fabric 72: Very hard, dense fabric with granular texture. Fires off-white (2.5Y 
9/2). Occasional small ferrous impurities. Frequent tiny off-white grits.
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Section 4: Glaze and Slip Colours

Colours according to: Munsell Book of  Colour (Baltimore, 1976).
Buff1  = 7.5YR 8.5/4
Buff2  = 2.5YR 9/2
Buff3  = 10YR 9/2
Buff4  = 7.5Y 9/2
Buff5  = 5YR 9/4

Ochre1  = 2.5Y 5/6
Ochre2  = 5Y7/10
Ochre3  = 10YR 7/10
Ochre4  = 10YR 5/8
Ochre5  = 2.5Y 7/10
Ochre6  = 2.5Y 8/8
Ochre7  = 5Y 8/12
Ochre8  = 7.5Y 8.5/7
Ochre9  = 2.5Y 8.5/5
Ochre10  = 10YR 6/9
Ochre11  = 7.5YR 6/9
Ochre12  = 5Y 9/4
Ochre13  = 5Y 5/6
Ochre14  = 2.5Y 9/4

Brown1  = 10YR 5.5/4
Brown2  = 5YR 4.5/2
Brown3  = 7.5YR 4/4
Brown4  = 5YR 2.5/1
Brown5  = 10YR 4/4
Brown6  = 7.5YR 3/2
Brown7  = 5YR 6/10
Brown8  = 2.5YR 3/2

Grey1  = 5YR 6/2
Grey2  = 10R 5/1
Grey3  = 10PB 9/1
Grey4  = 10PB 3.5/1

Black1  = 10Y 2.5/1
Black2  = 2.5Y 4/2

Clear1  = 10Y 8.5/2
Clear2  = 7.5Y 9/2
Clear3  = 5GY 9/1
Clear4  = 2.5GY 9/2

Clear5  = 10Y 9/1
Clear6  = 5BG 9/1
Clear7  = 10BG 8.5/1
Clear8  = 5G 9/1

Blue1  = 10BG 6/8
Blue2  = 7.5BG 7/6
Blue3  = 10B 5/8
Blue4  = 10B 3/4
Blue5  = 2.5PB 4/8
Blue6  = 5PB 3/6
Blue7  = 5PB 4/8
Blue8  = 10BG 7/6
Blue9  = 7.5PB 6/3
Blue10  = 2.5PB 6/6
Blue11  = 7.5B 5/8
Blue12  = 10G 7/6
Blue13  = 5BG 7/4
Blue14  = 2.5BG 7/4
Blue15  = 2.5BG 5/6
Blue16  = 2.5B 5/8
Blue17  = 5PB 3/8

Green1  = 5BG 7/8
Green2  = 5G 4/6
Green3  = 10GY 5.5/8
Green4  = 7.5GY 6/6
Green5  = 5GY 7/3
Green6  = 2.5GY 8.5/4
Green7  = 5BG 7/5
Green8  = 2.5G 7.5/4
Green9  = 10GY 7/6
Green10  = 2.5G 5/6
Green11  = 5GY 6.5/8
Green12  = 7.5Y 8/9
Green13  = 10Y 6/6
Green14  = 2.5GY 5/6
Green15  = 7.5GY 4/4
Green16  = 2.5GY 3/2
Green17  = 7.5Y 6/8
Green18  = 5GY 8/8
Green19  = 10G 5/6



Green20  = 5Y 5/6
Green21  = 10GY 8.5/2

Red1  = 10R 6/6

Red2  = 10R 5/9
Red3  = 7.5R 3/6
Red4  = 10R 4/6
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Catalogue Page 1. Handmade wares without slip-painting



Catalogue Page 2. Handmade wares without slip-painting (1–7) and 
handmade slip-painted wares (8–12)
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Catalogue Page 3. Handmade wares with slip-painting
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Catalogue Page 4. Handmade wares with slip-painting
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Catalogue Page 5. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins
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Catalogue Page 6. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins
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Catalogue Page 7. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins and storage jars
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Catalogue Page 8. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: storage jars
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Catalogue Page 9. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: storage jars
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Catalogue Page 10. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: basins and sugar pots
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Catalogue Page 11. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: sugar pots
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Catalogue Page 12. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: syrup jars and drainpipes
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Catalogue Page 13. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: drainpipes, jugs, jars, 
and lids
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Catalogue Page 14. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: jugs, jars, and bowls
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Catalogue Page 15. Unglazed wheelthrown wares: bowls, closed vessels, 
and pipes
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Catalogue Page 16. Unglazed wheelthrown wares (1–6), 
unglazed relief-moulded and stamped wares (7–29)
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Catalogue Page 17. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls
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Catalogue Page 18. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls and pans
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Catalogue Page 19. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls and closed vessels
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Catalogue Page 20. Plain lead-glazed wares: bowls and closed vessels
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Catalogue Page 21. Plain lead-glazed lamps (1–6), slip-painted lead-glazed 
ware (7–13), and sgraffi to ware (14–19)
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Catalogue Page 22. Sgraffi to ware
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Catalogue Page 23. Sgraffi to (1–5) and relief-moulded lead-glazed ware (6–16)
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Catalogue Page 24. Relief-moulded lead-glazed ware
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Catalogue Page 25. Relief-moulded lead-glazed (1–6) and plain 
alkaline-glazed ware (earthenware and stonepaste) (7–23)
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Catalogue Page 26. Plain alkaline-glazed ware (1–4), black under colourless 
glaze ware (5–20), and black under turquoise glaze ware (21–24)
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Catalogue Page 27. Black under turquoise glaze ware (1–20) and polychrome 
underglaze-painted ware (21)
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Catalogue Page 28. Polychrome underglaze-painted ware (1–8) and turquoise 
and black ware (9–17)
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Catalogue Page 29. Turquoise and black ware
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Catalogue Page 30. Turquoise and black ware (1–7) and blue and 
black ware (8–21)
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Catalogue Page 31. Blue and black ware
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Catalogue Page 32. Blue and black ware
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Catalogue Page 33. Blue and black ware
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Catalogue Page 34. Blue and black ware (1–2) and blue and white ware (3–14)
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Catalogue Page 35. Blue and white ware
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Catalogue Page 36. Blue and white ware (1–3), lustre-painted ware (4), 
celadon (5–11), Chingpai ware (12–13), Shufu ware (15), blue and white 

porcelain (14, 16–19)



APPENDIX TWO

IDENTIFICATIONS OF SITES

Notes

With some exceptions, the modern Arabic name has been employed in 
the main text of  the book and the appendices. Alternative names are 
also given in the following list. For more comprehensive information 
on the toponyms used during the Crusader period, see Pringle (1993–, 
1997). The following abbreviations are given for the alternative names 
of  sites:

An. Ancient name
Ar. Arabic name
H. Modern Hebrew name
Cr.  Crusader name
T.  Modern Turkish name
Sp. Spelling unclear

The publications list below each site are those that have been employed 
in this study. For more extensive lists of  relevant archaeological pub-
lications, see Pringle (1981); Tonghini and Grube (1989); Herr and 
Trenchard (1996); Milwright (2000, 2001).

Archaeological Sites ( fi gures 7 & 8)

1. Abū Ghawsh
Alternatives: Abū Ghūsh (Ar.)
Publications: De Vaux and Steve (1950)

2. Abū Thawab
Publications: Coughenour (1976)
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3. Afāmiyya
Alternatives: Apamea (An.)
Publications: Rogers (1972, 1984).

4. Afūla
Publications: Dothan (1955)

5. Akka
Alternatives: Akkā (Ar.), Acre (Cr.), Akko (H.)
Publications: Edelstein and Avissar (1997); Stern (1997); Pringle (1997b)

6. Aleppo
Alternatives: alab (Ar.)
Publications: Kühnel (1938); Atil (1981); Gonnella (2000, 2006)

7. Ammān
Publications: Bennett (1979); Amr (1984); Hadidi (1989); Abdul Sami  
et al. (1991); Northedge (1992); Khadija (1992)

8. Antioch
Alternatives: An ākiyya (Ar.), Antakya (T.)
Publications: Waagé (1948)

9. Arā īr
Publications: Olavarri (1965)

10. Arsūr
Alternatives: Arsūf, Apollonia (An.)
Publications: Roll and Ayalon (1982)

11. Asqalān
Alternatives: Ascalon (An.)
Publications: Frierman (1969)

12. Athlīth
Alternatives: Atlīt (H.), Pilgrims’ Castle (Cr.)
Publications: Johns (1934a, 1934b, 1935)

13. Ayla ( Aqaba)
Publications: Whitcomb (1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1990–91)
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14. Ayn Kārim
Publications: Saller (1946); Bagatti (1948)

15. Ayn Shams
Publications: Grant and Wright (1938–39)

16. Ayzariyya
Alternatives: Bethany (An.)
Publications: Saller (1957)

17. Ba albak
Alternatives: Ba labakk (Ar.)
Publications: Sarre (1925)

18. Bālis
Alternatives: Meskeneh (An.)
Publications: Golvin (1980); Raymond and Paillet (1995)

19. Bāniyās
Alternatives: Banyās (Ar.), Banias (H.)
Publications: Tzaferis and Muttat (1987–88)

20. Batin (sp.)
Publications: Mayer (1934)

21. Baysān
Alternatives: Scythopolis (An.), Beth Shan, Bet She an (H.)
Publications: Fitzgerald (1931); Zori (1966); Mazar (1995); Seligman 
(1996); Hadad (1999)

22. Bayt Sā ūr
Alternatives: Shepherds’ Field
Publications: Tzaferis (1975)

23. Bayt Sha arim (sp.)
Alternatives: Beth She arim (H.)
Publications: Avigad (1971)

24. Bet Guvrin (H.)
Publications: Kloner and Cohen (1998)
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25. Beirut
Alternatives: Bayrū  (Ar.)
Publications: Turquety-Pariset (1982); Anon (1995)

26. Burj al-A mar
Alternatives: Red Tower
Publications: Pringle (1986a)

27. Bu rā
Alternatives: Bosra (An.)
Publications: Berthier (1985); Bresenham (1985)

28. Caesarea (An.)
Alternatives: Qay āriyya (Ar.)
Publications: Pringle (1985); Brosh (1986); Boas (1992)

29. Damascus
Alternatives: Dimashq (Ar.)
Publications: Migeon (1923); Contenau (1924); Sauvaget (1932); al- Ush 
(1960, 1961–62, 1963); Toueir (1973); Carswell (1972); Carswell (2000); 
McPhillips (2002); François (2002)

30. Dāmīya
Publications: Milwright (2004b)

31. Dayr al-Kahf
Publications: Parker (1986)

32. Dhibān
Alternatives: Dibon (An.)
Publications: Winnett and Reed (1964); Tushingham (1972); Sauer 
(1975)

33. Dhirā  al-Khān
Publications: Kareem (1992, 1998, 2000)

34. Fayfā
Publications: Rast and Schaub (1974); King et al. (1987); MacDonald 
(1992)
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35. Fūla
Alternatives: La Fève (Cr.)
Publications: Kedar and Pringle (1985)

36. Gharandal
Alternatives: Arandal (Ar.)
Publications: Walmsley and Grey (2001)

37. amā
Alternatives: amā  (Ar.)
Publications: Riis and Poulsen (1957)

38. asbān
Alternatives: isbān (Ar.), Heshbon (An.)
Publications: Sauer (1973, 1994); LaBianca and Walker (2001); Walker 
(2001, 2003); Walker and LaBianca (2003)

39. ayfā
Alternatives: Haifa
Publications: Pringle (1984a)

40. Hūnīn
Alternatives: Margoliot (Cr.)
Publications: Shaked (1997)

41. Ibillīn
Publications: Petersen (1995)

42. Irāq al-Amīr
Publications: Brown (1979, 1983)

43. Jabal al- ūr
Alternatives: Mount Tabor 
Publications: Battista and Bagatti (1976)

44. Jarābulus Ta tānī
Publications: Peltenburg et al. (1995)

45. Jarash
Alternatives: Gerasa (An.), Jerash
Publications: Uways (1985); Tholbecq (2000)
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46. Jerusalem
Alternatives: al-Quds (Ar.)
Publications: MacAlister and Duncan (1926); Johns (1950); Corbo 
(1965); Brosh and Tsafrir (1977); Avigad (1978, 1983); Pringle (1984b); 
Tushingham (1985); Wightman (1989); Avissar (1992); Onn and Rapu-
ono (1995); Abu Raya (1997); Prag (2006)

47. Kabri
Alternatives: al-Tall (Ar.)
Publications: Kempinski and Neimeier (1994)

48. Karak
Alternatives: Kerak, Crac de Montréal (Cr.)
Publications: Sārī (1986); Brown (1989); Mason and Milwright (1998); 
Milwright (1999)

49. Khalīl
Alternatives: St Abraham (Cr.), Hebron/Hevron (H.)
Publications: Bennett (1972)

50. Khān al-A mar
Publications: Crowfoot (1932)

51. Khān al- Adhmā
Publications: Glueck (1939)

52. Khirbat al- Al
Alternatives: Elealeh (An.)
Publications: Reed (1972)

53. Khirbat Ayn Janīn
Publications: Hart (1987)

54. Khirbat Bayt Jīz
Publications: Amitai-Preiss (1994)

55. Khirbat Bayt Layā
Publications: Patrich and Tsafrir (1985)

56. Khirbat Bet Zeneta (H.)
Publications: Getzov (1996)
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57. Khirbat Dū ala
Alternatives: al-Nu aymī (Ar.)
Publications: Sārī (1992a, 1992b)

58. Khirbat Fāris
Alternatives: Khirbat Tadūn (Ar.)
Publications: Johns, McQuitty and Falkner (1989); McQuitty and 
Falkner (1993); McQuitty et al. (2000)

59. Khirbat al-Karak
Publications: Delougaz and Haines (1960)

60. Khirbat Khamase (sp.)
Publications: Amit (1991)

61. Khirbat al-Lawza
Publications: Ellenblum et al. (1996)

62. Khirbat al-Mafjar
Publications: Baramki (1940–42); Whitcomb (1988)

63. Khirbat Manawat (sp.)
Publications: Stern (1998)

64. Khirbat Marus (sp.)
Publications: Ilan and Druks (1984); Ilan and Damati (1985)

65. Khirbat al-Minyā
Publications: Grabar et al. (1960)

66. Khirbat al-Mu allaq
Publications: Lindner et al. (1996)

67. Khirbat Nabī Būlus
Publications: Rapuono et al. (1998)

68. Khirbat al-Nakhl
Publications: Milwright (2000)
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69. Khirbat Ra ash (sp.)
Publications: Ayalon et al. (1996)

70. Khirbat Shama  (sp.)
Publications: Meyers et al. (1976)

71. Khirbat al-Shubayka
Publications: Tatcher and Syon (1996)

72. Khirbat Summaqa (sp.)
Publications: Dar (1984, 1987–88)

73. Khirbat Zikhrin (sp.)
Publications: Anon. (1983)

74. Lajjun
Alternatives: Lejjun (An.)
Publications: Brown (forthcoming)

75. Mādabā
Publications: Herr (1991); Piccorillo (1994); Acconci and Gabrieli 
(1994)

76. Mafraq
Publications: Sārī (1995)

77. Mayrūn
Alternatives: Meron (H.)
Publications: Meyers et al. (1981)

78. Mazra ā
Publications: King et al. (1987); King (1989)

79. Mīnā
Alternatives: Port St Simeon (Cr.)
Publications: Hobson (1937); Lane (1938)

80. Mudaybi
Publications: Milwright (2000)
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81. Mughārat al-Warda
Publications: Coughenour (1976)

82. Nahal Minim (H.)
Publications: Rosen and Goodfriend (1993)

83. Nā ira
Alternatives: Nazareth
Publications: Bagatti (1971, 1984); Loffreda (1983); Pringle (1984)

84. Nuris (sp.)
Publications: Syon (1995)

85. Qal at al-Ja bar
Publications: Tonghini (1998)

86. Qal at al-Raba  ( Ajlūn)
Publications: Johns (1932); Brown (1991)

87. Qa r al-Bint (Petra)
Publications: Zayadine (1982)

88. Qa r al- ayr East
Publications: Grabar et al. (1978)

89. Qa rayn
Publications: Ma oz and Killibrew (1985)

90. Qubayba
Publications: Bagatti (1947)

91. Quwalba
Alternatives: Abila (An.)
Publications: Milwright (2000)

92. Ra ba-Mayādin
Publications: Bianquis (1989)

93. Ramla
Publications: Kaplan (1959)
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94. Raqqa/Rāfi qa
Publications: Sarre and Herzfeld (1911–20); Sauvaget (1948); Abdul-
Hakk (1951); Milwright (2005)

95. Rās al-Dabub (sp.)
Publications: Barkay (1986)

96. Rās al-Qabub (sp.)
Publications: Banning et al. (1989)

97. Rujm al-Hanu (sp.)
Publications: McGovern (1983)

98. Ru āfa
Alternatives: Sergiopolis (An.); Rusāfa (Ar.)
Publications: Legner (1964); Logar (1991, 1992, 1995)

99. Sabas iyya
Alternatives: Samaria (An.)
Publications: Crowfoot (1932); Crowfoot et al. (1957)

100. ā āf
Alternatives: ātāf
Publications: Gibson et al. (1991)

101. Shawbak
Alternatives: Montréal (Cr.)
Publications: Brown (1988)

102. abaqat Fa l
Alternatives: Pella (An.), Fi l (Ar.)
Publications: Smith (1973); Smith and Day (1989); McNicoll et al. 
(1992); Walmsley (2000)

103. abariyya
Alternatives: Tiberias (H.)
Publications: Hirschfeld (1997)
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104. Tabgha
Alternatives: Capernaum (An.)
Publications: Loffreda (1970, 1982)

105. Tal Abū Qa dān
Publications: Franken and Kalsbeek (1975); Sauer (1976)

106. Tal Abū arbū
Publications: LaGro and de Haas (1988, 1989–90); de Haas et al. 
(1989, 1992)

107. Tal al- Ajjūl (Ghazza/Gaza)
Publications: Petrie (1933)

108. Tal Afıq
Alternatives: Aphek (An.)
Publications: Kochavi (1977)

109. Tal Arba īn
Publications: Karīm (1993)

110. Tal Arqa
Publications: Will et al. (1973); Thalmann (1978); Hakimian and Salamé-
Sarkis (1988)

111. Tal Barrī
Alternatives: Kahat (sp.)
Publications: Scerrato and Ventrone (1982); Pecorella (1983)

112. Tal Duthā
Alternatives: Dothan (H.)
Publications: Saller (1957)

113. Tal Fandī
Publications: Ibrahim et al. (1976); Karīm (1988, 1989)

114. Tal al-Fūl
Alternatives: Gibeah (An.)
Publications: Albright (1923–24)
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115. Tal al- asī
Publications: Toombs (1985); Eakins (1993)

116. Tal rīm
Publications: Berthier and Geyer (1988)

117. Tal Jazar
Publications: MacAlister (1912)

118. Tal Jimna
Publications: Schaefer (1989)

119. Tal Malabiyya (sp.)
Publications: Lebeau et al. (1985)

120. Tal Minis (Ma arrat al-Nu mān)
Publications: Porter and Watson (1987); Mason (1995)

121. Tal Miqna
Alternatives: Ekron (An.)
Publications: Gittlen (1993)

122. Tal al-Mutasallim
Publications: Schumacher (1908)

123. Tal Nimrīn
Publications: Dornemann (1990); Flanagan et al. (1992, 1994)

124. Tal Qaymūn
Alternatives: Yoqne am (H.)
Publications: Ben-Tor and Rosenthal (1978); Ben-Tor et al. (1979)

125. Tal al- āfi yya (and Tal Zakariyya)
Publications: Bliss and MacAlister (1902)

126. Tal Sahl al- arābat
Publications: Suleiman and Betts (1981)
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127. Tal Saylūn
Alternatives: Shiloh (An.)
Publications: Andersen (1985)

128. Tal al-Sul ān (  Jericho)
Publications: Sellin and Watzinger (1913)

129. Tal Yehud (H.)
Publications: Shemueli (1996)

130. an ūra
Alternatives: Dor (H.)
Publications: Stern (1994); Gibson et al. (1999)

131. Tarqa (sp.)
Alternatives: Ashara (An.)
Publications: Mahmoud (1978)

132. Ti innik
Publications: Ziadeh (1995)

133. Tripoli
Alternatives: Tarabulus (Ar.)
Publications: Salamé-Sarkis (1980)

134. Udhrū
Alternatives: Udruh (An.)
Publications: Killick (1983, 1987)

135. Umm al-Jimāl
Publications: De Vries (1998)

136. Umm Qays
Alternatives: Gadara (An.)
Publications: Andersen and Strange (1987)

137. Wu ayra (Wādī Mūsa)
Alternatives: Vaux Moïse (Cr.)
Publications: Brown (1987); Vannini and Vanni Desideri (1995); 
Vannini and Tonghini (1997)
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138. Zir īn
Alternatives: Tell Jezreel (H.)
Publications: Grey (1994)

Regional Surveys ( fi gure 9)

a. Athlīth
Ronen and Olami (1978)

b. Edom (An.)
Publications: Hart and Falkner (1985)

c. Gazit (H.)
Publications: Gal (1991)

d. Har amran (H.)
Publications: Haiman (1993)

e. asbān/Mādabā Plains
Publications: Ibach (1987); Herr (1991)

f. ayfā
Publications: Ronen and Olamy (1983)

g. Herodium (H.)
Publications: Hirschfeld (1985)

h. Jabal al-Shaykh 
Alternatives: Mount Hermon (H.)
Publications: Dar (1993)

i. Karak plateau
Publications: Worschech (1984, 1985); Brown (1991, 1992)

j. King alāl Reservoir
Publications: Kerestes et al. (1977–78)

k. Lakhish (H.)
Publications: Dagan (1992)
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l. Ludd
Alternatives: Lod (H.)
Publications: Gophna and Beit-Arieh (1997)

m. Ma anit (H.)
Publications: Ne eman (1990)

n. Na al Yattir (H.)
Publications: Govrin (1991)

o. Nahalal (H.)
Publications: Raban (1982)

p. Rās al- Ayn 
Publications: Kochavi and Beit-Arieh (1994)

q. Southern awrān
Publications: Kennedy and Freeman (1995)

r. Southern Ghawr
Publications: King et al. (1987); King (1989); Whitcomb (1992); 
MacDonald (1996)

s. Tal Rif  at
Publications: Bernus-Taylor (1981)

t. Wādī Arab 
Publications: Hanbury-Tenison (1984)

u. Wādī al- asā
Publications: MacDonald (1988); MacDonald (1996)

v. Wādī Isal
Publications: Jacobs (1983)

w. Wādī al-Yābis
Publications: Mabry and Palumbo (1988)

x. Wādī Ziqlāb
Publications: Banning et al. (1987)
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y. Zīb
Alternatives: Akhziv (H.)
Publications: Frankel and Getzov (1997)

z. East Jordan Valley
Publications: Ibrahim et al. (1976)

Archaeological sites and survey regions not represented on maps

Amwās (Israel)
Alternatives: Emmaus (An.)
Publications: Gichon and Linden (1984)

Āna (Iraq)
Publications: Northedge (1988)

Aphrodisias (Turkey)
François (2001)

Aydhāb (Sudan)
Publications: Hobson (1926–27); Paul (1955)

Belmont castle (Israel)
Publications: Harper and Pringle (2001)

Cairo (Egypt)
Alternatives: al-Qāhira (Ar.)
Publications: Gayraud (1986)

Cyprus (excavations of  cemeteries)
Publications: Du Plat Taylor (1938); Du Plat Taylor and Megaw 
(1951)

Dakhla Oasis (Egypt)
Publications: Keall (1981)

Dāliya region (Israel)
Publications: Olami (1981)
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Dayr Mar Saba (Israel)
Publications: Patrich (1994)

Famagusta (Cyprus)
Publications: Mogabgab (1951)

Fus ā  (Egypt)
Publications: Wallis (1891); Fouquet (1900), Bahgat (1914); Baroni 
(1914); Arab Museum (1922); Bahgat and Massoul (1930); Mostafa 
(1949); Kubiak (1970, 1998); Scanlon (1971, 1980, 1984); Gyllensvard 
(1973, 1975); Kubiak and Scanlon (1979); Abd al-Rāziq (1988); Mason 
and Keall (1990); Mason (2004)

ārim (Syria)
Publications: Gelichi (2006)

Harrān (Turkey)
Publications: Rice (1952)

Jarash region (  Jordan)
Publications: Hanbury-Tenison (1987); Leonard (1987)

Julfār (United Arab Emirates)
Publications: Hansman (1985).

Kawm al-Dikka (Alexandria, Egypt)
Alternatives: Kom al-Dikka
Publications: Lane (1949); Marzouk (1957, 1959); Lipinska and Riad 
(1966); Kubiak (1969); François (1998)

Khirbat al- Ayadiyya (Israel)
Alternatives: orvat Usa (H.)
Publications: Ben-Tor (1966)

Khirbat Birzayt (Palestine Authority)
Publications: Abd Rabu (2000)

Khirbat al-Nawāfl a (Wādī Mūsa, Jordan)
Publications: Amr et al. (2000)
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Konya (Turkey)
Publications: Rogers (1972)

Kouklia/Palaeopaphos (Cyprus)
Maier and Wartburg (1983)

Lebanon (excavations of  cave dwellings)
Publications: Abdul-Nour and Salamé-Sarkis (1991); Abi- Aoun et al. 
(1994)

Muqablayn (  Jordan)
Publications: Amr (1973)

Nicosia (Cyprus)
Publications: Megaw (1951a, 1951b)

Nippur (Iraq)
Gibson, Armstrong and McMahon (1998)

Qu ayr Qadīm (Egypt)
Publications: Whitcomb and Johnson (1979, 1982)

Samsat (Turkey)
Alternatives: Samosata
Publications: Öney (1994); Redford (1995)

afīla region (  Jordan)
Publications: MacDonald et al. (2001)

ū  (Egypt)
Alternatives: ūd (Ar.)
Publications: Joel (1992)

ūr (Egypt)
Kawatoko (2001).

Wāsi  (Iraq)
Publications: Safar (1945)
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PLATES 1–41



illustrations2

Plate 1. Lead seal of Reynald of Châtillon (1177-87), Cabinet des Medailles,
Paris. After Deschamps (1939).
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illustrations4

Plate 4. Plan of Karak town and castle.



illustrations 5

Plate 5. Plan of Karak castle. After Deschamps (1939).



illustrations6

Plate 6. Plan of the ‘reception hall’ complex, Karak castle. Reproduced by permission
of Robin Brown.



illustrations 7

Plate 7. Karak castle seen from Marj al-Th¸niyya (looking west).

Plate 8. Karak castle seen from the southwest.



illustrations8

Plate 9. Karak castle seen from Umm al-Thalj from the south.

Plate 10. North front and northeast salient, Karak castle, from the west.



illustrations 9

Plate 11. Glacis and east front of Karak castle, from the north.

Plate 12. Lower bailey of Karak castle, from the north.
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Plate 13. Frankish chapel, upper bailey, Karak castle.

Plate 14. Mamluk keep, Karak castle, from the south.



illustrations 11

Plate 15. Entrance on west side, Karak castle.

Plate 16. Carved limestone panel with interlace pattern.
East side of Karak castle. Probably fourteenth century.



illustrations12

Plate 17. Burj al-Z. ¸hir, Karak, from the northwest.

Plate 18. Burj al-Banawº, Karak, from the south.



illustrations 13

Plate 19. Detail of the inscription on Burj al-Banawº.

Plate 20. Burj al-Õa{¢b, Karak.
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Plate 21. Shawbak castle seen from the south.

Plate 22. Frankish parish church, Shawbak.
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illustrations16

Plate 27. Entrance to Wu{ayra.

Plate 25. Muslim shrine near Shawbak.

Plate 26. General view of Wu{ayra,
W¸dº M¢sa.



illustrations 17

Plate 29. Arrow slits in the curtain wall of Ýabºs.

Plate 28. View of Ýabºs.



illustrations18

Plate 31. Watchtower at the {Amm¸n citadel.

Plate 30. Tower at Þafºla seen from the south.
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Plate 32. Masonry at the summit of Jabal al-Qal{a, Sal«.



illustrations20

Plate 33. Monument to the battle of Mu}ta. Mamluk period.

Plate 34. Fort at Ayla/{Aqaba.
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Plate 35. Ýajj fort at Qa«r¸na.

Plate 36. Ýajj fort at {Unayza.



illustrations22

Plate 37. Qal{at al-Ýas¸.

Plate 38. Bridge at Ýas¸.



illustrations 23

Plate 39. Carved and painted stucco fragments found in area A. Probably late thirteenth or
fourteenth century.
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Plate 40. Enamelled glass found in area A. Late thirteenth or fourteenth century.

Plate 41. Marvered glass found in area A. Thirteenth or fourteenth century.
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